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PREFACE 

The topic under consideration here had caught my imagination over a 

decade ago when I was graduating in law. This area oflaw is of interest as it is 

one that is ever evolving more conspicuously than the other areas and the 

theoretical foundations are being attempted. Rather than dividing the society 

into various nations, it is encouraging to work for a single world society, the 

inherent limitations notwithstanding. 

Though I had initially envisaged to study the implication of international 

nonns in the field of municipal law generally, my revered teacher, with the 

benefit of his depth and experience, in foresight, suggested that I confine my 

study to its effect on criminal justice administration. This was because all the 

possible theories of application could be examined in this area and its 

implication in this area is undoubtedly the most relevant to any system. I feel 

obliged at this stage for, even from this small area from among the ocean of 

laws, I was able to gather only a few drops of information. 

This is a modest attempt to understand the concepts under the topic being 

considered and their implication in our country. We have bOlTowed the system 

from the English, and the principles that are reflected in these international 

nomlS are largely of European descent. Probably it explains why we are more or 

less in tune with them. However, there are areas for improvement. The initial 

application of international norms is looked from the general point of view and it 

is later that the specifics of criminal justice administration have been gone into. 
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I am indebted to my teacher and my guide for all the aid and advice 

extended to me and leading me through the quagmire of these laws holding my 

hand and helping me complete the work. I have burdened him at the most 

inappropriate times and he has been ever helpful for which I shall be ever 

grateful. 

My parents have always inspired me and provided me with the 

opportunities to strive hard to achieve larger goals. I acknowledge the support 

and inspiration of my wife who also helped me with the manuscript. I dedicate 

this work to them for their unstinted support. 

I acknowledge with gratitude the advantages enjoyed by me from the 

other senior teachers, non teaching staff and especially those at the library, at the 

School of Legal Studies while completing this work. 

I am indebted to me friends and well wishers who have inspired me to 

undertake this work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study is an attempt to look at the impact of international norms on 

the criminal justice administration in India. It has been confined to the criminal 

justice administration since it is here that the concept of sovereignty is affected 

the most. India, like any other country, cannot remain isolated from the 

developments unfolding around it. The concept for the protection of human 

rights shared by the humanity as a whole did not leave the criminal justice 

administration untouched. To ensure a safer world it had become necessary to 

protect these rights within any system as every system is interrelated to the other. 

The work refers to norms, a word having a wide connotation, primarily to 

accommodate all the international developments directly having a bearing to the 

issue. It is not intended to confine to those legal principles that have been 

accepted as having the authority of international law proper. These may be 

generated by the recognised international bodies or by other organs. The criteria 

adopted are only to see that they are relevant and important for the protection of 

human rights. 

The term State similarly refers to a country in the study and not the 

"QIovinces unless the context requires it to be understood so. It is basically the 

interrelationship of States that are relevant in international relations. But then, 

when it relates to criminal justice administration, it is the rights of the 

individuals that have been emphasised. 

The study attempts to retrace the path treaded by the international 

community for the purpose of bringing about international cooperation in the 

i relations that exist. To begin with, the development of the concept of 
I 

; sovereignty is looked at. The theories formulated to apply to the relations 
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between the sovereign and the binding nature of the obligations undertaken by 

the sovereign is also subjected to study. 

The nature of obligations is dependent on the creation of norms within the 

international community. The sanctity attached to each norm varies according to 

the different factors which are considered to understand them. It is not just that 

the norn1S are created, the issue of their implementation is equally important. 

For the purpose, the approaches adopted by various systems are studied. The 

approaches expected by the international bodies from the States are also 

considered. With the recent developments in Europe being important for a better 

understanding of these different concepts, they have become a subject of deep 

consideration for considering the possibilities of extending its experiences to the 

world stage. 

The immediate reference material to comprehend the implementation 

mechanisms has been the constitutions of different States. For the purpose 

various constitutional provisions have been looked at and their impact is also 

studied. The sanctity attached by each country towards their international 

obligations and the manner of their domestic implementation have also been 

studied. 

Along with the documents, it was also felt necessary to view how the law 

is being applied for which the decisions of various supranational and municipal 

courts have been gone into. The most important among them at the 

supranational level being the European Court of Justice and the relevance of its 

judgments for the European Community States. The municipal courts have also 

thrown adequate light upon the approaches of States and various systems. 

But as mentioned earlier, this study is confined to the impact of 

international norms on criminal justice administration in India. The information 

gained from the above study can be safely applied to the situation prevalent in 

India as well as in other countries. 
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The position of law in India and the requirements under international 

norms with respect to criminal justice administration have been studied by 

considering the same at three stages - pre trial, trial and post trial stages. 

The pre trial stage studies include the standards that have been set under 

the international norms on the aspects of arrest and detention. One of the major 

areas of development at the international level has been on custodial violence 

which has been subject to some detailed study. This has gained relevance due to 

some uncomfortable experiences with terrorism and other specific offences. 

India has also been constrained to take some drastic steps to counter the same. 

The provisions enacted for the same have deviated from the conventional ones. 

The question as to whether they comply with the international standards and the 

approaches of the court has been inquired into in this study. 

The time tested principles on self incrimination and confessions have 

come under some strict scrutiny recently. So also are of interest, the new 

experiences like the disappearance cases which have been studied. Other rights 

like that of a counsel and bail along with other means of curtailment of liberty, 

like handcuffing, are also analysed. 

On the trial side, the basic principles of burden of proof and presumption 

of innocence have been subject to some seemingly negative developments which 

are looked at. So also with the concept of actus nonfacit reum nisi mens sit rea. 

One of the major changes for the better is the demand for witness protection 

requirements which have also been examined in this study. 

On the post trial stage there is a lot of decisional jurisprudence from the 

cOUl1s in the context of post Maneka developments, especially with regard to 

prisoners' rights. Though this has been subject of various studies it is revisited 

from the point of view of the guidelines under the international context. The 

pulls witnessed in the international context with regard to the necessity of 

abolition of death penalty are also reflected in the Indian context, as seen later. 

The concept of remedial measures for violations of human rights has 

gained relevance in the recent years what with the Supreme Court declaring it as 
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an essential human right. There have also been certain recommendations for the 

same to be given statutory recognition. The area is studied to understand the 

position. Another related area is justice to victims other than monetary 

compensation like participation in trials and their right to bring in evidence 

I rather than forgetting about these unfortunate persons. 
i 
I One area that has not seen any improvement is that of recognition of non 

custodial measures for infractions of criminal law. The international norms have 

formulated many such choices. It is looked at for the purpose of bringing to 

light the options available to the legislature to bring this area in tune with the 

rehabilitative and reformatory principles recommended by the international 

community. 

The study is intended to give a fair idea as to the position India holds in 

the matter of implementation of international norms in the area of criminal 

justice administration and the areas that require urgent attention. 

The study has been arranged in six chapters. 

Conclusions and suggestions have also been given in a separate chapter. 
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The World is getting Smaller day by day! 

This statement, in the present world order, may evoke little protest. 

Though this is more patent in terms of means of communication and 

transportation, it is hardly now confined in public view to such areas. As is 

perceived and witnessed by citizens of this country, trade issues have been the 

uppermost in the minds of lawmakers and law takers in the scenario of various 

deadlines, fixed by transnational bodies, getting closer and external forces 

tightening their grips through the recognised modes of coercion. Indeed, despite 

the warnings against globalisation usually administered by political pressure 

groups, the developing societies have been showing the tendency of moving 

with the times taking in their strides new developmental concepts, controls and 

procedures so as to have a feel of 'at home' in the new environment. The initial 

inhibitions and inertia are easily overcome by compulsions created by the 

international community by way of persuasion, direct and indirect. A review of 

what is happening in areas like non-proliferation, labour standards, intellectual 

property rights, economy, criminal jurisprudence, foreign relations etc. would 

prove the point. 

An area of major thrust has of course been that of human rights. 1 In 

essence, the struggle for human rights that began two hundred years ago was 

initially an upshot of the Western Enlightenment and of the democratic 

revolutions in North America and Western Eurpoe. In the last two centuries, 

however, such a wide range of human rights concepts have been invoked that no 

I The tenn human right was used first by Franklin 0 Roosevelt in his famous message to US 
Congress in January 1941 calling for a world found upon four essential freedoms. Kanan 
Gahrana, "Human Rights: A Conceptual Perspective", 29 Ind. 1. Intl. L. 367 (1989), 367 
quoting Maurice Cranston, What are Human Rights?, London p. 1. It is presumed to be the 
twentieth century name for what has been traditionally known as natural rights or the rights of 
man 
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particular culture or political camp can claim that its understanding and 

interpretation of those guarantees is exclusively the 'right one'.2 

Traditional concepts and practices evolved in the criminal justice 

administration system with emphasis on crime control came to be interrogated 

by the new concepts of human rights jurisprudence which stresses on justice 

rather than crime control. 

The instinctual urge for universalisation of human rights made the nations 

to bring in human rights issues in areas like trade, economy and labour standards 

which have important role to play in an independent territorial, political and 

sovereign existence of a community. More so, in the case of the developing and 

underdeveloped countries since they are unable to call the shots, nay even have 

an audible voice, in the formulation of international norms. 3 This has 

considerably contributed to what is commonly termed as hegemonism by the 

developed countries of the west. This is resisted by the developing and under 

developed countries, at times by way of questioning even the fundamental 

conceptions of human rights norms. Still, it is felt that the international 

community could achieve some success in universalising human rights. 

Before this development is analysed, it may be worthwhile to examine as 

to what is meant by 'order', international or national. 

2 Winfried Brugger, "The Image of the Person in the Human Rights Concept", 18 Hum. Rts. Q. 
594 (1996), 596. The author has divided the history of human rights to three main phases. 
Human rights of the first phase were declared in the great democratic revolutions at the end of 
the eighteenth century in the United States and France focussing on individual civil and 
political rights with the goal to prevent governmental violations of life, liberty, and property. 
The second phase arose during the nineteenth century when the focus shifted to social rights as 
a result of problems encountered in the industrial revolution. And the third phase developed 
during the twentieth century adding the dimensions of universalisation of human rights after the 
Second World War (e.g. Universal Declaration of Human Rights) and the generation of 
collective rights at the instance of representatives of the third world countries and ethnic 
minority groups harping on the 'common heritage of mankind' 
) As to how the decision making and activities of the United Nations and other international 
organisations can be influenced by economic coercion see Muchkund Dubey, "Financing the 
United Nations", 35 Ind. J. Int'l. L. 157 (1995) 
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'International law' first appeared 111 Bentham's influential An 

Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislations. 4 The new term was 

formed in the part on the 'political equality' of laws and was set in counterpoise 

to 'internal law' . 

Blackstone defines of law of nations thus -

"The law of nations is a system of rules, deductible by natural reason, and 

established by universal consent among the civilised inhabitants of the 

world; in order to decide all disputes, to regulate all ceremonies and 

civilities, and to insure the observance of justice and good faith, in that 

intercourse which must frequently occur between two or more 

independent States, and the individuals belonging to each."s 

Dickinson has noted the position of Law of Nations in its early days thus-

"The law of nations in the eighteenth century embraced a good deal more 

than the body of practice and agreement which came later to be called 

public international law. In the De Jure Belli ac Pacis of Hugo Grotius 

and in the treatises of his successors, it has been expounded as a universal 

law binding upon all mankind. In countries of the common law, at least, 

arbitrary distinctions between private and public right or duty were still 

far in future. The universal law was law for individuals no less than for 

-l M. W. Janis, "Jeremy Bentham and the Fashioning of International Law", 78 Am. 1. 1nl'\, L. 
405 (1984),408 
5 W. Blackstone, Commentaries on Laws of England, Univ. of Chicago Ed., 1979, p. 66. See 
generally lan Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law, 6th edn., Oxford University 
Press, 2003, pp. 289 - 300. See further Malcolm N. Shaw, International Law, 4th edn., 
Cambridge University Press, UK, 1997; 1.G. Starke, Introduction to International Law, lOth 
edn., Aditya Books, New Delhi, 1994, (Reprint of Butterworths, 1989, Kent UK; Paul Sieghart, 
The International Law of Human Rights, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1984; H. Lauterpacht, 
Illternational Law and Human Rights, Stevens and Sons, London, 1950; W. Friedmann, The 
Changing Structure of International Law, Columbia University for a supranational order 
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states. As such, it was concerned somewhat indiscriminately with matters 

between individuals, between individual and States, and between States.,,6 

Sovereign 

We have come a long way from looking for a Salmond' s 'detenninate 

human superior', who would command habitual obedience from the bulk of a 

given society without himself being required to obey a like superior, to call him 

a sovereign.? Sovereignty, in today's understanding, is not identifiable and is 

diffuse even in a politico-territorial community. For example in our country, we 

have a tendency to call the Constitution the sovereign or if pressed further to call 

the electorate, who gave Constitution to themselves, as sovereign. It cannot be 

any further diffused. This sounds well for those who argue that international law 

is not the vanishing point of jurisprudence but, in fact, is true law. 

It may not be difficult to understand the present state of international law. 

A parallel drawn with any civilised society of the present day would make us 

realise that both have similar genesis, albeit at different points of time. 

Examination of the development of any national system would take us to an era 

where the maintenance of 'order' was not incumbent upon any identifiable 

persons or group of persons. 

In the words of Kelsen, it was decentralised,8 people being required to 

fend for themselves. An era when some argued that might was right. Those 

who were wronged against could and would take upon themselves to undo the 

wrong or punish the wrongdoer. As societies developed, they recognised the 

need for creation of an authority who may be a person or group of persons on 

6101 U. PA. L. REv. 26, 26 - 27 (1952) 
7 John Salmond, On Jurisprudence, 11th edn., G. WiIliams, London, 1957. See for a shift in 
position, Salmond, On Jurisprudence, Ith edn., P. 1. Fitzgerald, London, 1966 
S The concept of self help in the context of sanction, Hans Kelsen, Principles o/Internatiollal 
Law, Revised and edited by R.W. Tucker, 2nd edn., Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc., New York, 
1967 
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whom, by way of social contract,9 the right to react may be conferred on and 

who could undo any wrong or punish the wrongdoer in their representative 

capacity. In other words, maintenance of 'order' was becoming centralised. lo 

Though the role of 'State', which was created for the maintenance of such 

'order', was confined to a few areas of human activity in the beginning, it 

steadily increased its dominion to reach a situation where most of the day to day 

affairs of persons who constituted the community came to be regulated by it. It 

is from these developments that the concept of sovereign emerged. A sovereign 

could pass laws that were required for the community and could prohibit 

violation by threat of sanctions. This may not be acceptable to the Austinians, II 

who consider the position of sovereign to be accepted a priori. However, it 

cannot be lost sight of the fact that a given sovereign could remain so only till 

the bulk of the community accepted his reign over them. When this sovereign 

was challenged, or if overthrown, a new sovereign could emerge who again had 

to command the respect and obedience of the society. 

The concept of inalienability of sovereignty was a central tenet of the 

medieval theory of the kingdom. As early as the 13th century, if not earlier, 

Roman and canonical lawyers considered the king not as the dominus, but as a 

9 The theory of Rousseau - See Edgar Bodenheimer, Jurisprudence: The Philosophy and 
Method of the Law, Revised ed. 1974, Universal Law Publishing Co., New Delhi, Indian 

! Reprint 2001. See extract of J.J. Rousseau, The Social Contract in Lloyds' Illtroductioll to 
I Jurisprudence, Lord Lloyd of Hampstead and MDA Freeman, 5th edn., Stevens & Sons, 
I London, 1985, pp. 160 - 164; R. Dias, Jurisprudence, 5th edn., Butterworths, UK, 1985. 

III See for law as a coercive order, Hans Kelsen, General Theory of Law and State, 1946. See 
for a base of the concept of norms H. Kelsen, "Pure Theory of Law", 50 LQR 474 (1934) 
translated by Charles H. Wilson and Hans Kelsen, Pure Theory of Law, translated by Max 
Knight, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1970. It is a characteristic of a technically 
more developed legal order that the execution of sanction is centralised. To have a right under 
such a centralised legal order means to have a legal possibility of instituting a lawsuit, that is, 
of putting in motion by an action brought before a competent tribunal, the procedure which 
ultimately leads to the execution of the sanction 
11 HLA Hart, The Concept of Law, Oxford, 1961; 1. Raz, "The Institutional Nature of Law", 38 
MLR 489 (1975); J. Raz, The Concept of a Legal System, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1970 
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guardian, curator and usufructory of his office. 12 As such, he could not 

'alienate' the essential functions of his office to the prejudice of the state. 

The concept of sovereignty is sometimes blamed for giving absolute 

powers of the state vis-a-vis the individual and at the same time becoming 

responsible for the development of practicable means for limiting the powers of 

the state. It is observed that it is the legal vehicle for controlling the powers of 

the state came that came to be known as 'due process of law,.13 A system of 

rights was required which could put some curbs on the unlimited political 

authority of the rulers, so that people could feel secure against the onslaughts of 

despots. 

As early as in 1909, it was argued-

"Sovereignty in the modem organization of the state is merely the focal 

point at which the political energies of the nation converge. It represents 

the strongest social purposes to which at certain times all other social 

purposes may have to yield. At present the paramount social purpose in 

the civilized world is still the maintenance of national power. It is the 

national organization upon which the safety of the material and moral 

interests of the world still reposes. But there are always large groups of 

interests which will not be dominated directly by the sovereign state, and 

whose activities are independent of the latter. The sovereign power, 

while it may eventually dominate does not by any means at all times 

include all other social purposes". 14 

It has been observed by the United States Supreme Court -

12 Theodor Meron, "The Authority to Make Treaties in the Middle Ages", 89 Am. J. Int'l. L. I 
(1995), 3 
13 John T. Wright, "Human Rights in the West: Political Liberties and the Rule of Law", in 
Human Rights: Cultural and Ideological Perspectives, Adamantia Pollis and Peter Schwab 
(Eds.), Lynne Rienner Publishers Inc., New York, 1979, p. 99. See also Gahrana, supra n. I, 
368 
14 Paul S. Reinsch, "International Administrative Law and National Sovereignty", 3 Am. J. 
In1'1. L. I (1909), 11 
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"The world being composed of distinct sovereignties, possessing equal 

rights and equal independence, whose mutual benefit is promoted by 

intercourse with each other and by interchange of those good offices 

which humanity dictates and its wants require, all sovereigns have 

consented to a relaxation, in practice, in cases under certain peculiar 

circumstances, of that absolute and complete jurisdiction within their 

respective territories which sovereignty confers.... This consent may in 

some instances, be tested by common usage, and by common opinion 

growing out of that usage.,,15 

Prof. Hart considers "Sovereignty" unnecessary to neo-positivism, as 

there is a more illuminating tool of analysis, which he labels as "the rule of 

recognition." By this he means the rule or rules in a society, which confer power 

upon lawmakers. The rule of recognition is more fundamental than the notion of 

sovereignty since it tells who the sovereign is and how his power can be 

transferred. Prof. Hart holds the view that there IS no proper sense of 

"sovereignty" in international law other than "independence". He considers 

international law as still primitive; it is a set of rules, not a system. Yet, it is no 

less 'law', since there is a great range of principles, concepts and methods which 

are common to both municipal and international law and which makes a 

lawyer's technique freely transferable from one to the other. In his view, if 

multilateral treaties were to be generally recognised as binding upon states that 

are not parties to them, such treaties would become legislative enactments and 

thus international law would be provided with a distinctive criterion of validity 

of its rules. 16 He believes that advent of such a rule of recognition would lay to 

rest the skeptic's last doubt that international law is really law. This argument is 

15 Marshall CJ in The Schooner "Exchange" v. M' Faddoll et. al. USSC, 1812,7 Cranch, 116 
analysed in X, "Judicial Decisions Involving Questions ofIntemational Law", 3 Am. 1. Int'l .L. 
224,229 (1909) 
16 See for a detailed analysis of the Neo Positivist position Anthony D' Amato, "The Neo 
Positivist Concept ofIntemational Law", Notes and Comments, 59 Am. 1. Int'!. L. 321 (1965) 
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criticised on the ground that it may suggest that international law is basically 

incomplete and thus deserving less respect on the part of states than ordinary 

.. 11 17 mumclpa aw. 

It was once decried that traditional treatment of international law had 

almost, if not wholly, dissociated it from constitutional law as it had been 

conceived as concerned only with abstractions known as States having their 

existence in a world apart, inhabited only by other abstraction such as 

sovereignty, independence and equality with the extent of States, the character of 

its people, or its form of government being of no concern of international law .18 

Individual 

On the question of position of individuals in the international arena, 

Henkin has stated that it should be borne in mind that the adoption of the United 

Nations (UN) Charter announced the new international law of human rights. 

The new law buried the old dogma that the individual is not "subject" of 

international politics and law and that a government's behaviour towards its 

nationals is a matter of domestic, and not of international concern. It penetrated 

national frontiers and the veil of sovereignty. It removed the exclusive 

identification of an individual with his government. It gives him a part in 

international politics and rights in international law, independently of his 

government. 19 In fact, it has been argued that the recognition of human rights by 

a State is not an act of grace, but rather a constitutive element of State, regulated 

17 Ibid. See also for further criticism of the "rule of recognition" as also an question of 
avoiding morality aspects in treaties and the principles of pacta sunt servanda or claim of 
c1allslIla rebus sic stantibus as Prof. Hart suggests that a state may adhere to an onerous treaty 
because of a long term interest in preserving confidence in treaties or because it considers that, 
having received the benefits of a treaty, it is likewise obliged to accept its present burdens. 
IS Quincy Wright, "International Law in its Relation to Constitutional Law", 17 Am. J. Int'1. L. 
234 (1923) 
19 Louis Henkin, The Rights o/Man Today, Stevens and Sons, London, 1979, p. 94. 
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by a contract between the State and the individual. The individual recognises the 

State as legitimate if the Sate recognises human rights.2o 

A journey through the debates will make it clear that the modern 'State' is 

the result of gradual development of a decentralised system to a more centralised 

lone. It is possible to look at today's world order as a decentralised one. It is 

I moving, albeit slowly, towards a centralised form. The difficulty, however, is 
I 

that the relationship that has to emerge is between independent sovereigns. If 

and when a centralised order does come into existence, the State, like individuals 

in a community would have to surrender some of their powers and rights, or in 

other words their sovereignty, to a higher authority. As long as the need for a 

world order remains unimpressive, it is difficult to expect surrender of any 

sovereignty. A further corollary may be found in the federal system of 

governance where some of the areas are centralised and others decentralised. 

This is at a higher level than that of a centralisation in a society. It, therefore, 

becomes clear that if the conditions become conducive, it is not impossible to 

have a common world order since we would not be looking for a sovereign to 

dictate terms and to react to violations by way of sanctions.21 

If a world order is possible, it should also be possible to evolve 'nom1s' to 

regulate the world order. A norm prescribes or permits a certain human 

behaviour. A set of norms that form a unit is called normative order. The law is 

a normative order, and since legal norms provide for coercive acts as sanction, 

law is a coercive order. 22 A norm is generally an 'ought'. Legal norms did not 

20 Rolf Kunnemann, "A Coherent Approach to Human Rights", 17 Hum. Rts. Q. 323 (1995), 
342 
21 Take the case of the EU today as it has developed from its earlier positions of the EEC and is 
still enlarging its powers. See Kelsen supra n. 8, 11 - 15. 
22 Kelsen, supra n. 8, 5. See generally Henry 1. Steiner and Philip Alston, International Human 
Rights in Context - Law, Politics and Morals, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996 on NomlS of the 
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simply exist but they were manifested in a continuous process of evolution and 

have emanated from several different sources.23 

When one regards custom as a source of law, one believes the principle 

that the individuals ought to behave in the manner as they customarily behave. 

When one considers legislation (in the wider sense) as a source of law, one 

assumes that the individuals ought to behave in the manner ordained by the acts 

I of special organs authorised to create law, or as the individuals themselves agree 

to behave. Legislation, in the usual narrower sense, is only a special case of 

statutory creation of law, namely, the creation of a general norm by a special 

organ. But, an individual norm may also have the force of statutory - in 

contradistinction to customary - law, as for instance, a judicial decision or a 

norm created by contract or treaty. 24 

The decision of international court may consist of norms of international 

law, and so also are certain decisions of the General Assembly or the Security 

Council of the United Nations which bind the members of the organisation and 

these are analogous to statutes of national law. Nothing prevents the creation by 

treaty of a collegiate international organ that is competent to pass majority 

resolutions binding upon the states parties to the treaty. If the centralisation 

effected by the treaty does not go too far, such decisions would still be norms of 

intemationallaw, according to Kelsen. It is not clear as to what he means by too 

far. It is not impossible to say that norms can even be created by specialised 

agencies not having the backing of States, of course, with the support of bulk of 

the population which could be taken as an 'ought', the ultimate standard to be 

attained by States of the world. The binding nature of such norn1S would, of 

Universal Human Rights system and cultural relativism; Edward MsWhinney, United Nations' 
Law Making, Holmes & Meier Publishers, New York, 1984 for a philosophical approach to 
creation of norms 
23 D. P. Verma, "Rethinking About New International Law Making Process", 29 Ind. J. Int!. L. 
38 (1989), 42 quoting Mc Dougall 
2. Kelsen supra n. 8, 437. D. Johnson, "Effect of Resolutions of the General Assembly of the 
UN", 32 BYIL 97 (1955 - 6). On treaties, see Oppenheim's International Law, 9th edn., Ed. 
Robert Jennings and Arthur Watts, Vo!. I, Parts 2 to 4, 1996, Universal Law Publishing Co. 
Pvt. Ltd., Indian Reprint, 2003 
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course, be doubted and implementation would be difficult. But that does not 

mean that the 'ought' specified loses its moral authority. Like a minority contra 

opinion in a judgment of a collegiate court, it can always be expected to become 

an acceptable norm and turned to be a binding one on any future day. And in 

international law, as also in national, a peremptory norm has its validity only till 

such time as it is replaced by another norm of the same kind. 

The answer for the sources of international law lies in the recognition of 

the normative idea of law. Any rule of law, in whatever form it may arise, 

remains under the influence of normative conception of law and this is true as 

well with the works of international bodies and the decisions of some of these 

organisations. The fundamental importance of the new phenomenon is to 

impress the normative idea of law for international relations and thus through 

influencing the law making process to make their impact felt. 25 

Therefore, norms, in their widest sense, could take into its ambit the 

present day customary and other binding norms and those that have the potential 

to be accepted as a binding one in future. As the international arena gets more 

and more centralised, we may witness creation and acceptance of new norms as 

prescribed or permitted human behaviour. 

Multilateral Treaties 

The international instruments, which are the major sources of law, are 

generally in the form of multilateral treaties. Like the world community, the 

regional communities are also laying down norms for the member states, 

especially in the area of human rights. The regional endeavours, at times, are 

more practical since the states in a region would not have much difference 

culturally, morally and economically. The experiences in the regions like 

Europe, America and Africa indicate that regional efforts, in fact, enhance the 

efforts of the United Nations and other agencies. 

25 Supra n. 3, 48 
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It is argued that human rights treaties like International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights26 have a dual nature. They are in part law - a single legal 

text designed to establish international obligations among all the countries in the 

world. And they are in part aspirations - broad, universalistic nOlIDS designed 

to change national and individual attitude towards human rights in the face of 

substantive variations in culture, political systems, moral commitment and the 

like. 27 

The United Nations human rights regime has been classified into three 

kinds by an author - (1) Declaratory regime which are not binding but are 

morally and politically very influential and subsequently may become part of 

customary international law e.g. Universal Declaration of Human Rights28 which 

is considered as the first Magna Carta of mankind, influencing drafting of many 

Constitution, inspiring Conventions on Human Rights with its provisions being 

cited in UN resolution and decision of national and international courts; (2) 

Promotional Regime - which do not contain any implementation mechanism 

leaving the responsibility to the state parties concerned with Reporting, 

Communication or Public exposure Procedures e.g. Genocide Convention29; and 

(3) Implementation Regime with monitoring mechanisms which is useful in 

prompting domestic public debate and governmental action. 30 More and more of 

the rules governing international conduct are being drawn up in conventional 

form, with treaties assuming some features of "legislation". The analogy is by 

no means perfect, but it appears true enough to be of significance, especially for 

the subject of sanctions, for, with international law developing as treaty law, it 

26 General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) UN doc. AJ6316 (1966) entered into force on 23 
March 1976 
27 Curtis A. Bradley and Jack L. Goldsmith, "Treaties, Human Rights, and Conditional 
Consent", 149 U. Pa. L. R. 399 (2000),457 
2S UN doc. N811, 10 December 1948 
2'1 Convention on Prevention and Punishment of Genocide 1948, GA Res. 260A (11) of 9 
December 1948, entered into force on 12 January 1951, 78 UNTS 277 
)0 Abdulrahim P. Vijapur, "No Distant Millenium: The United Nations Human Rights 
Instruments and the Problem of Domestic Jurisdiction", 35 Ind. J. Intl. L. 51, 58 
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becomes possible to insert definite penalties into the law, something that was not 

possible as long as it existed as mere unenacted custom.3! 

Once a norm is created and is 'accepted' by a State party, it could be said 

to have become binding on it. However, the binding force of a norm of 

international dimension has. its limitations. Though a State party is a signatory 

to a norm creating treaty, confusion persists as to the practical binding effect of 

such a norm. It is pertinent to note that the approach of jurists differ as to the 

relation between international law and municipal law. The theories are mainly 

divided into two - dualism (or pluralism) and monism. 

Dualism 

The theorists in dualism are of the opinion that international law and 

municipal law are independent of each other. They disagree with the view of 

monism that municipal law could, by any stretch, be considered as a facet of 

international law. According to them, they are mutually independent legal 

orders that regulate quite different matters and have quite different sources. In 

other words, the area of application, nature and validity of these two orders are 

distinct. This is based on the factual situation of existence of numerous national 

legal orders. They are mainly supported by positivists who look for a sovereign 

power who could formulate legal orders. As international legal order lacks it, 

they find it difficult to give it any credibility or sanctity. It is in this context that 

it is claimed that international law is the vanishing point of jurisprudence or that 

it is not a true law but only a positive morality.32 

But, it is difficult to perceive that the international and national legal 

orders are mutually independent. Both exist for the benefit of mankind. If 

31 Treaty sanction is defined as the means of inducing observance of a treaty and preventing its 
infringement. Treaties have been sanctioned by either one of two methods or by both - by 
treating the agreement as municipal and enforcing its penalties through international agencies, 
or by enforcement through international agencies. See for Treaty sanctions Payson 1. Wild Jr., 
"Treaty Sanctions", 26 Am. 1. Int'\. L. 488 
.12 See Brownlie, supra n. 5, 31 - 36 
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~ intemationallaw has no role to play in the affairs of human beings, which if are 

controlled exclusively by municipal law, there is absolutely no meaning in 

nations trying to achieve the standards set by international norms, which is a 

common phenomenon. 

Monism 

The approach of those who propound monism is more persuasive. They 

argue that it is not possible to confine the two into separate watertight 

compartments since both reigns the same field viz. the human kind. Among the 

supporters of this group, Lauterpacht asserts that international law is supreme 

even within the municipal sphere.33 International law is seen as the best 

available moderator of human affairs that gives credibility to the existence of 

States. This is an extreme situation where even the existence of a legal and valid 

national order has to be recognised and certified by international law. 

Kelsen, on the other hand, argues that international and municipal laws 

are part of the same system of norms. They receive their validity and content 

from a grund norm, which is that "the States ought to behave as they have 

customarily behaved." Though he sees the two systems at par, it is not clear 

whether he considers only customary international law, and not the other sources 

of international norms, as a grund norm. That would be a restricted approach to 

the emerging norms of present international order, at least in terms of the 

contents, if not validity. Validity can still be accommodated in his basic norm. 

However, he confines to state that these are interdependent. 

The naturalists among the propounders of monism are of the view that 

both the orders, international and national, are subordinate to a higher legal 

order, the 'ought', which is superior to both and is capable of determining their 

)) H. Lauterpacht, International Law and Human Rights, Archon Books, Cambridge, 1968. See 
also H. Lauterpacht, International Law: Collected Papers, 1970 
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spheres respectively. The orders have to conform to the higher standards of 

general principles of law for their validity. 

Then there are other theorists like Fitzmaurice who did not like to fall into 

any of the above categories.34 They deny the premise that the international and 

municipal laws have a common field of operation and can have any conflict as 

between them. Each is supreme in its own field. The international law only 

obligates the State party to conform to the norms set by it. It does not refer to 

the obligation of State parties at their domestic level. A contradictory norm of 

international law would not, therefore, make the internal law invalid per se. 

Rousseau, on other hand, maintains that international law is only a law of co

ordination.35 

Depending upon the theory one wishes to follow, the approach that is 

taken by the municipal law in their response to international norms created 

varies. It has been described by various terminologies such as incorporation, 

transformation, adoption etc. Though there is not much difference in the terms 

used, the courts have been attempting to infuse subtle differences in these terms. 

Bindin2 Nature of a Le2al Norm 

At a different, but related, level the binding nature of a legal nornl 

formulated and promoted at international stage has been subject of heated 

debate. Especially so, due to the fact that a largely accepted theory of law of 

nations is -that the sovereign independent states have consented to sun'ender 

some of their rights or powers in order to create an understanding and co-

: operation at the international level. It is a germane question as to whether an 

, international norm so created would lose its force once the consent is withdrawn 

or if the original consent is defective. To accept such a proposition would be to 

J4 92 Hague Recueil68 (1957 I); 92 Hague Recueil89 (1957 11) 
)S 93 Hague Recueil473 (1958 I) 
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open a Pandora's Box since there would be virtual anarchy at the international 

scene when governments get changed at national level with different policies to 

pursue. Similarly, the well-accepted principle of international law, that of pacta 

sunt servanda, that treaty obligation must be fulfilled in good faith, would 

become redundant. 36 If the other proposition, that once consent is granted it can 

never be withdrawn, is accepted, it may be against some of the prevalent 

practices as regards applicability of certain treaties. 

21 

Another extreme of the situation, as recommended by certain jurists, is to 

the effect that the concept of a sovereign state is one extended by the 

international community on a given association of persons for the benefit of 

dealing with them. In their consideration, a matter is exclusively within a State's 

domestic jurisdiction only when it is not a matter of international law. 'Domestic 

jurisdiction' itself is a residual concept, it is simply another way of saying that 

international law does not apply.37 They consider human rights violators in a 

position similar to that of a pirate - hostis humani generis - an enemy of all 

mankind. And jurisdiction to punish him is considered universal. 38 

In other words, the sovereign of a state can exercise only such of those 

powers that the international community have found it suitable and necessary to 

be granted to him. This automatically places the sovereign of a state in a 

position subordinate to the international community. At the same time, it also 

enables the international community to test all actions of the sovereign with the 

norms prevalent at the international level. This would go a long way in enabling 

the monists to ensure strict compliance with what is already identified at the 

international level since in case of any failure to subscribe to the same view strict 

sanction can be resorted to with a greater moral force. 

)~ See with benefit US Nationals in Morocco Case 1952 lCJ 176 
)i Henkin L., "Human Rights and 'Domestic Jurisdiction", in Human Rights. International Law 
alld the Helsinki Accord, 21 - 40, T. Buergenthal, Ed., 1977 
)8 Anthony D' Amato, "The Concept of Human Rights in International Law", 82 Colum. L. 
Rev. 1110 (1982),1126 
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The human rights provisions in the Charter, supplemented by the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other human rights instruments 

came to be accepted as defining the basic human rights obligations the Member 

States of the United Nations had accepted by ratifying the Charter. Once it was 

acknowledged that the Charter, a multilateral treaty, had created some human 

rights obligations for the Member States, it followed as a matter of international 

law that human rights had, to that extent, been internationalised and removed 

from the protective domain of a subject that previously was essentially within 

their domestic jurisdiction.39 The entry into force of each new treaty has further 

internationalised the subject of human rights as between parties to them. 

Individuals have been conferred with international legal rights. And the state 

practice prompted by the vast network of human rights treaties continues to 

create a growing body of customary internationallaw.4o 

The continued relevance of the obligation of a state under the 

international law gains significance in the context of succession.41 It is pointed 

out that there are generally three major theories of state succession to treaties -

(I) treaty obligations run with the government; (2) treaty obligations run with 

the land and (3) at least some treaty obligations, particularly those arising from 

human rights treaties, run with the people.42 

The Human Rights Committee under the ICCPR, while dealing with the 

cases of dismemberment of state parties has taken the view that -

1---
)9 Thomas Buergenthal, "The Normative and Institutional Evolution of International Human 
Rights", 19 Hum. Rts. Q. 703 (1997), 704 
40 See generally Yoram Dinstein, "Collective Human Rights of Peoples and Minorities", 25 
Int!. & Comp. L. Q. 102 (1976) 
41 The question came up while sovereignty of Hong Kong was handed over by UK to China in 
1997. UK had ratified ICCPR and extended it to Hong Kong and was submitting Periodic 
Reports to the Human Rights Committee but China was not a party to ICCPR. However there 
was a Joint Declaration by UK and China in 1984 where it was stated that ICCPR as applied to 
Hong Kong shall remain in force in Hong Kong after 1997. (Article 13 of Annexure I to the 
Joint Declaration) Johannes Chan, "State Succession to Human Rights Treaties: Hong Kong 
and the ICCPR", 45 ICLQ 928 (1996), 928 
4! Id., 929 
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"Human rights treaty devolves with territory, and that states continue to 

be bound by the obligations under the Covenant entered by the 

predecessor State. Once the people living in the territory find themselves 

under the protection of the ICCPR, such protection cannot be denied to 

them by virtue of the mere dismemberment of that territory or its coming 

within the jurisdiction of another state or of more than one state. ,,43 

According to it, unlike other international treaties, human rights treaties, 

23 

, which are of a specified nature, confer a "vested right" in the people concerned 

and once conferred, the same cannot be divested by a mere change of 

sovereignty over the territory in which the people reside. Recent practices of 

various human rights treaty bodies are more consistent with a presumption of 

continuity of human rights treaty obligations upon state succession than a 

principle of mandatory succession to human rights treaty obligations.44 But, one 

must remember, the only sanction that the Human Rights Committee can impose 

in case a State party fails to submit its report is to mention this failure in the 

Committee's Annual Report to the General Assembly. The growing list of 

States Parties that have failed to report in time shows that states do not regard 

this to be a major embarassment.45 In other words, it does not serve the purpose 

for which it was provided. 

~J Statement by Chainnan of the Human Rights Committee on behalf of the Committee (1995) 
3 (2) lHRR410 referred to in Chan, supra n. 41, 934 
~ Chan, supra n. 41, 937 
~5 Ineke Boerefijn, "Towards a Strong System of Supervision: The Human Rights Committee's 
Role in Reforming the Reporting Procedure under Article 40 of the Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights", 17 Hum. Rts. Q. 766 (1995), fn 5. See also for the drafting history of the 
reporting procedure. See further for the activities of the Human Rights Committee, Torkel 
Opsahl, "The Human Rights Committee" in The United Nations and Human Rights: A Critical 
Appraisal, Philip Alston Ed., 1992, 369 
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Creation of a Norm 

The innumerable permutations and combinations worked out at fonnal 

and informal levels in the international fora are evidence of the fact that the pulls 

with regard to creation of international norms are working in different directions. 

If the workings of international bodies are taken as an example, the nuances 

would become clear. For a large body as the United Nations, it is but natural 

that there would invariably be participants with varying interests. In the context 

of efforts by the international community of his time, Abraham Lincoln once 

said -

"They [the international community] meant simply to declare the right, so 

that enforcement of it might follow as fast as circumstances should 

permit. .. They meant to set up a standard maxim for free society, which 

should be familiar to all, and revered by all; constantly looked to, 

constantly laboured for, and even though never perfectly attained, 

constantly approximated, and thereby constantly spreading and deepening 

its influence and augmenting the happiness and value of life to all people 

of all colors everywhere".46 

International law did recognise some forms of international human rights 

protection prior to the entry into force of the United Nations Charter, but the 

internationalisation of human rights and the humanisation of the international 

law begin with the establishment of the United Nations.47 The Charter ushered 

in a worldwide movement in which States, intergovernmental, and non

governmental organisations are the principal players in an ongoing struggle over 

46 Quoted in Myres S. McDougal and Gerhard Bebr, "Human Rights in the United Nations", 58 
Am. 1. Int'l. L. 603 (1964) 
47 See Louis B. Sohn, "How American International Lawyers Prepared for the San Francisco 
Bill of Rights", 89 Am. 1. In1'1. L. 540 (1995) and Jan Herman Burgers, "The Road to San 
Francisco: The Revival of the Human Right Idea of the Twentieth Century", 14 Hum. Rts. Q. 
447 (1992) 
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the role the international community should play in promoting and protecting 

human rights.48 The protection of human rights knows no international 

boundaries and the international community has an obligation to ensure that 

I governments guarantee and protect human rights. Many governments, which 

. still violate human rights are increasingly being forced by a variety of external 
I 

I and internal factors to respond for their behaviour to the international 

community. 

The recognition and protection of human rights is a dynamic and ongoing 

process that has its normative basis in the Charter of the United Nations. The 

Charter has given rise to a vast body of international and regional human rights 

law and the establishment of numerous international institutions and 

mechanisms designed to promote and supervise its implementation.49 

The international community, as represented in the United Nations, 

generally deliberates on any area intended to be identified for working towards 

international norms. The cultural and ideological differences are the major 

I points of conflict from where they generally start. During the period of Cold 

War, the two blocs were neatly divided, with varying thrusts, as regards the 

nature and content of international norms to be recognised. However, it must 

not be lost sight of the fact that in spite of such great ideological differences, an 

international body like the United Nations was able to continuously generate a 

plethora of instruments as regards recognition of international norms. 

At the outset, it must be made clear what one understands by a treaty. 

The term has been defined in a number of ways. Initially, the making of treaties 

was regarded as essentially an exercise of sovereign power or independent states. 

Now, owing to the requirements of international life and the progressive increase 

~8 Buergenthal, supra n. 39, 703 
~9 Id., 704. The author divides the evolution of human rights over the years of the United 
Nations into a number of stages, overlapping each other at times but providing useful 
guideposts in tracing the evolution of modern international human rights - 1) the normative 
foundation - where consolidation of international human rights law took place; 2) institution 
building; 3) implementation in the post - cold war era; and 4) individual criminal responsibility, 
minority rights and collective humanitarian intervention. 
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~ in the collective activities of sovereign states, entities that are not sovereIgn 

: states are also participating in treaty making. Similarly, the subject matter of 
I 

I 

! treaties, which were confined historically to matters exclusively of international 

: concern, are today infinitely broader owing to a more radical and flexible 

approach to the role and function of treaties in the international societies. 50 

I It has been confirmed by decisions that the international law does not 

I prescribe any form for the conclusion of international agreements.51 The 

! question is whe~her the parties have undertaken that international rights and 
, 

I obligations would flow from them. Even unilateral declarations, if accepted by 

the states in whose favour it was made, can create binding agreements, of course, 

subject to the intention of the declarant. 52 

At the United Nations deliberations, the infornlallevels are the first steps 

towards the final object. It is very much impractical for such diverse sovereign 

nations to come to terms with the varying points of view as they set out. But, 

since the common goal is to reach some common ground, which the parties 

would tread, consensus is thrashed out to a certain extent so as to come out with 

a Declaration or a Resolution. Such a Declaration or Resolution is nothing more 

than a pious hope that the independent sovereign nations would strive towards 

the objects referred thereto. No serious opposition is generated in coming out 

iO See for the problems in defining the term 'treaty', K. 1. 19weike, "The Definition and Scope 
of 'Treaty' Under International Law", 28 Ind. J. Int'1. L. 249 (1988). The deliberations that 
preceded the adoption of a definition for 'treaty' in Article 2 of the Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties, 1968 UN Doe. A/Conf. 39/27, and the usage of different ten11S in the United 
Nations Charter can also be studied. Instruments dealing with international agreements are 
called by various names like treaty, convention, protocol, declaration, charter, pact, act, statute, 
agreement, modus vivendi, memorandum of agreement, agreed minutes, memorandum of 
understanding etc. including for the formal and the less formal agreements. See further D. P. 
Hynes, "The Nature and Scope of Treaties", 51 Am. ]. Int'1. L. 576 (1957) 
51 By the PCIJ in Austro - German Customs Regime case PCIl Reports Series A/B No. 41 37 
(1931) and by the IC] in South West Africa Cases (PreliminaIJ)) lC] Reports 1962 p. 331 
where it was emphasised that the terminology is not a determinant factor as to the character of 
an international agreement or undertaking 
,2 Free Zones Case PCIl Reports, 1932, Series AIB No. 46, 145 as confirmed by the lC] in 
South West Africa Case (Legal Consequences), 1950 lC] Reports 134 and the Nuclear Tests 
Case, 1974 lC] Reports 253 
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with such a document since it does not have any binding effect on the parties 

thereto, unlike a treaty. 

The next step is to work out the details as to how these declarations or 

resolutions are to be further developed so as to ensure that a nation adhering to it 

can be tied down to honour the commitments made to the international 

community. It is here that most of the differences raise their hood. Nothing can 

serve as a better example than the effort of the United Nations towards 

recognising basic human rights. 53 

27 

After the Second World War, nations were at such a loss of words and 

deeds that an urgent need was felt to lay down some principles that would 

become non-derogable for all nations, irrespective of the cultural and ideological 

differences. The efforts, which started before the War through League of 

Nations, continued after the War through the United Nations. It was the urgent 

necessity of such steps that manifested in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights adopted on the 10th December 1948. 

Though a mere Declaration, it sowed the seeds for a concerted effort on 

the part of nations to come and put their heads together to achieve minimal rights 

for all human beings in this world. Though the provisions are general in nature, 

they are pregnant with meaning as can be deduced from the development that 

has followed world over. While the Universal Declaration was easy to achieve, 

the subsequent working out of its details proved difficult for the international 

community. It took almost two decades for the UN to come out with Covenants 

detailing the principles enunciated in the Declaration. And here the differences 

came to the fore to a great extent. While the largely Western blocs were ready to 

recognise the Civil and Political rights as essential human rights, the Soviet bloc 

5J Incidentally, as regards the place of human rights in international law, D' Amato suggests 
some propositions - a 'nation' is a collection of interests and entitlements - avoiding the 
phraseology rights and obligations; all nations have the same set of entitlements - though in 
any treaty regime, the contracting parties may have differential entitlements vis-it-vis each other 
or as against non-contracting parties, the general customary international law, including the 
entitlements regarding the entering into and validity of treaties, know no such differentiation; 
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I insisted that Civil and Political rights would have no meaning unless the equally 

important Social, Cultural and Economic rights are recognised fornling part of 

the group, rendering justice to the communist ideology which believes in 

economic empowerment. 

The role of group of Afro Asian delegation was also prominent. India, 

I for example, took up the position that it would be most unrealistic to provide by 

a stroke of pen not only for the receipt of reports from States but also for the 

admission of complaints between States and petitions by individuals against 

their own States. It believed that a cautious step by step approach was called for. 

Four stages were proposed by the Indian delegation in the implementation of 

human rights so far as international arrangements were considered - (I) the 

creation of international machinery; (2) the establishment of a reporting system; 

(3) provision for state to state complaints and conciliation machinery; and (4) 

establishment of an international authority to receive and act on complaints by 

individuals against their own or other States. It was argued that the time then 

was ripe only for the first two stages. The Covenant was, however, to be treated 

as a living instrument capable of growing with changing time and conditions. 54 

It resulted in the international community adopting two separate 

Covenants in 1966, viz., The International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights 

and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 55 It is 

however asserted in some quarters that the fact that there are two such covenants 

is not due to any essential difference between them. The common preamble of 

the Covenants sees in 'the principle of human dignity inherent in all human 

beings' the common source of all human rights. Their common aim is the ideal 

of a human being free from all fear and want.,,56 Moreover, ironically, the more 

and if human rights are part of international law they are entitlements, that too Universal 
Entitlements, Amato, supra n. 38, 1113 
5~ Egon Schwelb, "Civil and Political Rights: The International Measures of Implementation", 
62 Am. 1. Int'\. L. 827 (1968) 
5) GA res. 2200A (XXI), UN doc. A/6316 (1966) 
56 Kunnemann, supra n. 20, 326. The author considers that the Covenants have always been 
seen as only one step in the process of implementation of human rights. In his words, they 
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each side to the ideological conflict and the non-aligned nations sought to exploit 

human rights for their own political and propagandistic ends, the more the idea 

of an effective international system for the protection of human rights captured 

the imagination of mankind. 

29 

The effect of the end of the cold war can be seen reflected in the text of 

the 1993 Vienna Declaration on Human Rights57 which addresses most of the 

modem human rights concerns in a politically balanced and serious manner. 

The Declaration demonstrates that there are a few, if any, human rights issues 

, 

I today that are not of international concern. 58 It takes away the artificial 

: distinction between domestic and international human rights concerns and 

. cultural relativism. 59 

The adoption of Covenants gives a structure to the norms generated and 
, 

I recognised by the community. Those nations which become party to them have 

! to ensure that the obligations cast upon them by these Covenants have to be 

fulfilled. No wonder that countries were reluctant to adhere to the Covenants. 

However, the opinion created at the international level cannot be lightly wished 

: away by the States and they are bound to adhere to the instruments sooner or 

i later. This is so because no State would like to be pointed at for their failure to 

I adhere to some of the noble convictions enunciated in these instruments. 

Though some people tend to discard international opinion as toothless, it is hard 

to envisage a State daring to intimidate other States to blame it for such 

omissions. At another level, even the traditional rules of recognition of states 

i and governments appear to be changing, in that observance of basic human 

! rights is increasingly required as an additional precondition to recognition of a 

capture the process of concretisation and implementing human rights at a certain point of 
history. He considers that the ICCPR and the ICESR emphasise different parts of the same 
spectrum Id., at 330. He argues further that though the indivisibility and mutual 
interdependence of different sets of human rights is a basic principle of the United Nations 
concerning human right, the UN separated it into two covenants and concentrated on some sets 
of rights while neglecting the development of others, Id., at 337 
57 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, UN GAOR, World Conference on Human 
Rights, 48th Session, 22nd Plen. Mtg., UN Doe. AlCONF.157/24 (Part I) (1993) 
i8 Buergenthal, supra n. 39, 713 
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! State.60 There are various modes adopted for the prompt implementation of the 

I norms in such instruments.61 

30 

The political organs of the UN provide a clear forum for the practice of 

: the States. The organs themselves have tasks to perform which also contributes 

to the clarification and development of law. The reluctance to concede a law 

creating role to the political organs of the UN have been partly due to the 

: continuing emphasis on state sovereignty (reluctance to attribute indirect law 
I 

! developing roles to the international bodies) and partly because of the Charter 

: distinctions between "decisions" and "recommendations".62 It has been 

i observed by the International Court of Justice (lCJ) in Status of South West 

I Africa Case63 in 1950-

I "Interpretation placed upon legal instruments by the parties to them, 

though not conclusive as to their meaning, have considerable probative 

59 Paragraphs 4 and 5 read together 
bO Eric Stein, "International Law in Internal Law: Towards Internationalization of Central -
Eastern European Constitutions", 88 Am. 1. In1'l. L. 427 (1994), 448 

• 61 For example, the Human Rights Committee is the pre-eminent international organ created 
I under the ICCPR for its implementation. It has 18 individuals serving in their personal 
· capacity. It oversees each of the three distinct measures of implementation envisaged by the 

Covenant - (1) study the reports submitted by the State parties and to transmit its reports and 
such general comments as it may consider appropriate to the State parties and may also 

· transmit it to ECOSOC of the UN. This is the sole enforcement measure which is 
i automatically binding on the State as soon as they become parties to the Covenant; (2) it is 
I competent to consider communications from a State party which considers that another State 
I party is not giving effect to the provisions of the Covenant - but then, only if both the states 
I have declared; and (3) with respect to the state parties to the Optional Protocol, the Committee 
· is competent to receive and consider communications from individuals who claim to be victims 

of a violation by a State which is a party both to the Covenant and to the Optional Protocol of 
I any of the rights stipulated in the Covenant. It is the further duty of the Committee to forward 
I its view to the State party concerned and to the individual. P. R. Gandhi, "The Human Rights 
, Committee and Article 6 ofthe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights", 29 Ind. J. 

Int!. L. 326 (1989), 326 
62 Rosalyn Higgins, "The Development of International Law by the Political Organs of the 
United Nations", 1965 Proc. of 59th Am. Soc. In1'l. L. 116, 117. The principle of opinio juris 
can have its bearing here also as in the case of ascertaining custom. The collective processes in 
a UN organ help to focus attention upon the need for mutual observance of the rules. The 
blurring of the UN system of sources, which have traditionally been separate, namely, treaty 
and custom, has lead to some important results 
0) 1950 leJ Reports 134 
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value when they contain recognition by a party of its own obligation 

under the instrument." 

And for this the courts have frequently referred to and taken note of the 

31 

! practice of the UN organs.64 This practice ultimately leads to evolution of 
I 

customary law. The methods by which international law is clarified and 

developed in the political organs of the UN are many - in some cases, a decision 

. acquiesced to by sufficient number of States over a period of time may form 

: 'Charter law'; organs may seek to pass resolutions declaratory or confirnlatory 

, of existing law; a declaration may set to rest a competing claim; it may by 
, 

I resolution recommend by adoption new rules of law; and the organs (especially 

I the Security Council) may be required to make decisions applying specific rules 

I to particular situations and may act as a fertile area for legal development.65 The 
I 

i requirement of registration of agreements under Article 10266 as well as the 

i depository function of the Secretary General has been emerging as a rich 

practice of forming a customary law. The methods by which States come to be 

bound by the developing norms are a mixture of constitutional techniques, 

: public opinion and psychology. 

, Article 55 of the UN Charter provides in part that -

" ... the UN shall promote ... (c) universal respect for, and observance of, 

human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to 

race, sex, language or religion." 

Article 56 contains a pledge by the Member States 

I, rH See Higgins, supra n. 62, 118 
: 65 Id., 121-23 
I IJ6 Article 102 of the UN Charter states 1) Every treaty and every international agreement 
I entered into by any member of the UN after the present Charter comes into force shall as soon 
'i as possible be registered with the Secretariat and published by it; 2) No party to any such treaty 

.. or international agreement which has not been registered in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 1 of this Article may invoke that treaty or agreement before any organ of the UN. 
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"to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organisation 

for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55." 

These provisions, together with Articles 13 (1) (b) and 62 (2) and the 

Purposes and Principles of the Charter, require the States to co-operate with and 

authorise the Organisation to engage in studies, collect information, pass 

resolutions, issue declarations, draft covenants and conventions, and provide 

service relating to the promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 67 

There has been a proliferation of treaties such that treaty making has 

now eclipsed custom as the primary mode of international law making. Many 

treaties take the form of detailed multilateral instruments negotiated and drafted 

, at international conferences. These treaties resemble and are designed to operate 

, as international 'legislation' binding on much of the world.68 While many 

, treaties deal with matters traditionally viewed as international in nature, 

32 

numerous others deal with matters that in the past countries would have 

addressed wholly domestically. This has been most evident in the area of 

international human rights law, which purports to regulate the relationship 

I between nations and their own citizens. As treaties now regulate matters that 

countries traditionally have considered internal, there is an increasing likelihood 

of overlap, and conflict, with domestic law. This is particularly so because, in 

certain important respects, international human rights norms are more protective 

than the corresponding domestic law standards.69 

b7 Thomas Buergenthal, "The United Nations and the Development of Rules Relating to Human 
I Rights", 1965 Proc. of 59th Am. Soc. Int'I. L. 132,133. Unfortunately, one argument goes that, 

in the light of objections that can be based on Article 2(7) of the Charter, a pattern of 
discriminatory treatment has to be shown to exist for the General Assembly or the Security 
Council to appeal to a particular State to confornl to its obligations under At1icles 55 and 56 
and the Universal Declaration. Even the earliest position of the UN Commission on Human 
Rights as enunciated in 1947 was that 'it has no power to take action in regard to any complaint 
concerning human rights'. Economic and Social Council Res. 75 (v), August 5, 1947; 
reaffirmed, Res. 728 F (XXVIII), July 30, 1959 
" Curtis A. Bradley, "The Treaty Power and American Federalism", 97 Mich. L. Rev. 390 
( 1998 - 99), 396 
'" Id., 397 
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Due to the difference in the areas of interest, it is a common feature of all 

I such binding international instruments to include a provision for the nation states 

to specify the restrictions, understandings and declarations, which they would 

like to make with regard to the provisions which they do not wholeheartedly 

support. This enables them to adopt and ratify the international instruments 

since they are not required to accept or reject an international instrument in toto. 

But, it is argued that reservations to, and derogation from, treaty usually allow 

State parties to accept a regime of asymmetrical treaty obligations with relation 

I to those who ratify it without reservations. 70 The sovereign power of a state is 

limited to the extent that the scope and extent of treaty reservations or derogation 

I cannot simply result in erosion or nullification of the objects and purpose of the 
I 

I treaty. This limitation has now come to acquire the status of jus cogens or a 

peremptory norm of international law under the Vienna Convention on the Law 

of Treaties, non compliance of which would amount to violation of international 

i law. 71 

! Once the Covenants are accepted and they come into force, the endeavour 

of the international community is to further specify the details of each provision 

and what it likes to be fixed as norms of binding nature. In the context of the 

: instruments mentioned above, the Optional Protocols that have been adopted 

! later are examples of further work being done in the specific areas. For example, 
I 

. the Second Optional Protocol72 to the ICCPR specifically deals with concerted 

move towards abolition of death penalty throughout the world. Since the 

instruments are drafted and adopted in the widest possible language so as to 

cover all possible situations under its ambit, it becomes a matter of practice to 

10 Upendra Baxi, "A Work in Progress?" The US Report to the United Nations Human Rights 
I Committee", 36 Ind. J. Intl. L. 34 (1996), 38. For example, it is charged that by adhering to 
, human rights conventions subject to reservations, the US is pretending to assume intemational 
I obligations but in fact is undertaking nothing. It is further seeking the benefits of participation 
, in the convention without assuming any obligations or burdens. Louis Henkin, "U.S. 
I Ratification of Human Rights Conventions: The Ghost of Senator Bricker", 89 Am. J. Int'!. L. 
\ 341 (1995),344 
, "\ Baxi, supra n. 70, 39 
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interpret these provisions in order to apply them to a gIven situation. The 

I development of emerging international concepts is sometimes termed as the 

I synthesis of a thesis and antithesis, which evolves further. 73 

It is to be noted that the international community, despite its restrictive 

, moorings, has been able to come out with a large number of instruments so as to 

lay down norms in varying fields. Treaties play a crucial role in creation of the 

human rights norms, but not just through the usual method of creating strictly 
I 

defined obligations that restrict the ratifying parties. More importantly, it is 

believed that treaties containing generalisable principles of international law 

generate rules of customary international law that bind even non-signatories. 74 

34 

, As stated earlier, UN Charter, as a treaty, contains a pledge in Article 56 that 

members will take action to achieve the purposes set forth in Article 55, 

including 'universal respect for, and observance of, human rights.' Article 13 of 

the UN Charter requires that the General Assembly make recommendations for 

the purpose of assisting in the realisation of human rights and freedoms. The 

many resolutions of the General Assembly adopted over the years may be 
i 

I claimed to constitute an implementation of these treaty provisions and hence are 

, binding upon the member states. Some human rights have become part of 

customary international law e.g. genocide, torture and slavery. These 

Conventions themselves constitute customary international law. But then not all 

treaties lead to this result. If a treaty is a norm creating one, then it can, ipso 

, facto, become customary international law even without subsequent 'practice' or 

I 'hardening'. 75 

I "2 GA Res. 441128, 15 December 1989, UN doc. Al44/49 (1989) entered into force on 11 July 
1991 

, ") R. R. Baxter (Judge), "International Law in "Her Infinite Variety", 29 Int\. & Comp. L. Q. 
549 (1980) 

, "~ 

I Amato, supra n. 38, 1127 
I "5 Id., 1128. It is argued here that - 'A' is an "international" of State Y just as he is a "national" 

of State X. If international law provides for 'implementation and compliance' for A as X's 
, national, it provides, the same sanctions for A as V's international in those areas secured by the 
I customary international law of human rights. Entitlements need not always generate interest, 
, but that does not mean what is not protested against is not illegal 
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It has been conventional to associate law making with the sources 

enumerated under Article 38 of the Statute of International Court of Justice. 76 

This is a positivist approach that requires some tangible proof of a State's 

consent. In the present world order of different cultural backgrounds, 

ideological leanings and moral considerations, international law has to function 

in a different and complex atmosphere with the result that law making has 

become cumbersome.77 It has to strike a balance between the need for stability 

. on the one hand and the necessity to keep pace with the changes in societal 

, relations on the other. It is more problematic in the international society where a 

legislature, a court with compulsory jurisdiction and a centrally organised 

, system of sanctions are lacking.78 
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While a normative perspective of law is pursued, it may be kept in mind 

: that sovereign independence has been and is still the most basic characteristic of 

I international society and, therefore, nothing can become the basis of the 

obligatory character of international law until that has not been generally 

I accepted by the community of states. 79 
I 
I 

It may not be advisable to rationalise all law making process exclusively 
I 

: in the words of Article 38 of the leJ Statute. The resolutions adopted by the 
I 

; General Assembly are a case in point. The scheme of ascribing this competence 

to General Assembly resolutions denotes a mid point between the assertion of 

I legislative status and a denial of law creating function. 80 Though it is not a 
I 

I formal source of law within the categories mentioned in Article 38 of the ICJ 

; Statute, it has a formative impact on the advancement of international law. This 

\ is so because when all the States in the United Nations proclaim that a particular 

.() Under Article 38 the source mentioned are, international conventions, general or particular, 
expressly recognised; international custom; general principles of law recognised by civilised 
nations; and judicial decisions and teachings as subsidiary means of deternlination of rules of 
law 
'7 Verma, supra n. 23 
;s Id., 39 
.~ The manifestation of consent of states are characterised here into five categories - abstract 
declaration, travaux preparatories, text, follow up and subsequent actions. 
so Verma, supra n. 23,44 
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rule is legally binding, this decision cannot be easily reduced to the status of a 

mere non-binding recommendation only because of the fact that it is made by the 

General Assembly. Some jurists consider that the General Assembly resolution 

reflect opinio juris of the international community and not a recommendation. 

If. opinio juris, as founded in the resolution is itself sufficient, new law may be 

created by agreement of States on their acceptance of a law declaring resolution. 

This has been termed as 'instant custom'. 81 

Discussing as to how to effect changes in the contents of the Charter, an 

· author suggests a theory of 'legislation by unanimous practice of Members' 

wherein he observes that whether a unanimous resolution of the General 

Assembly of the UN may be taken to establish an understanding of a binding 

I interpretation must be determined in each particular case and depends, inter alia, 

upon the number and the nature of the abstentions and absences. 82 The practice 

of States in a given context may have its starting point in majority resolutions 

and may lead to the creation of customary law (both facilitating and accelerating 

i the creation), a sort of pressure cooked customary law which the UN organs help 
I 

: to create as 'midwives'. 83 

Though this argument seems persuaSIve, it is hard to consider that 

General Assembly resolution can be bestowed with such a legal effect as a vote 

· for a resolution does not mean a concurrence on the legal strength of a declared 

· norm since States consider them only recommendatory. But the declaratory 

I nature of some of the General Assembly resolutions is undoubtedly recognised. 
I 

36 

: They proclaim norms that have been acknowledged as an important part of 
I 

I international custom. Thus, declaration can complete the development of an 

I immature custom by formulating it, and then trying to develop the inchoate 

custom from its evolutionary stages to the middle portion of its advancement. g4 

: SI Id., 45 
: S~ Sal 0 EngeJ, "Procedure for the De facto Revision of the Charter", 1965 Proc. of 59th Am. 
I Soc. Int'1. L. 108 
I S) Ibid. 

• S~ Verma, supra n. 23,47 
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: Soft Law 

But then, as we saw, the exact legal character of the different nature of 

resolutions yet remains unresolved. While speaking of sources like the General 

Assembly resolutions, it must be realised that there are many grey areas of 

I uncertainty as regards their legal effect and scope and hence are called as 'soft 

, law'. 85 This soft law can influence the areas of law and can clarify in greater 

, details as to the extent to which it can have legal effect. 

Broadly, soft law consists of general norms or principles, not rules, which 

are more open textured or general in their content and wording, which may be 
I 

I non-binding to begin with and which may not be readily enforceable through a 

i binding dispute resolution mechanism. In many cases, a distinction between a 
I 
I 

: treaty and soft law may not be clear cut as some may prefer to see. A treaty may 

I be both hard and soft and in several different sense at once. 

Soft law, as a part of law making process, may take different forn1s 
, 

: including declarations of inter governmental conferences, resolutions of UN 
I 

! General Assembly, or codes of conduct, guidelines and recommendations of 

i international organisations. While the legal effect of these soft law instruments 

is not necessarily the same, it is characteristic of all of them that they are 

carefully negotiated, and often meticulously drafted statements, which are in 

: some cases intended to have some normative significance despite their non

I binding, non treaty form. There is at least an element of good faith commitment, 

! and in many cases, a desire to influence state practice and an element of law

i making intention and progressive development. Soft law instruments enable 

States to agree to more detailed and precise provisions because their legal 

I commitment and consequence of any non-compliance are more limited. They 

i are normally easier to amend or replace than treaties and may provide for more 
I 

I immediate evidence of international support and consensus than a treaty whose 

Sl Id., 51 
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I impact is heavily qualified by reservations. Although a treaty basis may be 
I 

I required when creating new international organisations or institutions, or for 
I 

i dispute settlement purposes, soft law instruments appear to be just as useful a 

· means of codifying international law as treaties. 86 

38 

A treaty runs the risk of securing only a relatively small number of 

· parties' consent. Soft law may work well even for new law if they can help 
I 

i generate widespread and consistent practice and/or provide evidence of opinio 

i juris in support of an emerging or existing customary rule. 87 It is true that 

I treaties may be more effective than soft law instruments because they indicate a 
I 

, stronger commitment to the principle in question and to that extent carry greater 

I weight than a soft law instrument. Some soft law instruments are the first step in 

I a process eventually leading to a conclusion of a multilateral treaty. It may also 
I 
i be used for authoritative interpretation or widening of the terms of a treaty. 88 

I 
I 

It may further provide for detailed rules and technical standard required 

· for implementation of some treaties. The principles in a soft law may lay down 

· parameters which affect the way courts decide cases or the way an intell1ational 

: institution exercises its discretionary powers, thereby becoming a binding norm. 

I Soft law is, therefore, a multifaceted concept, whose relationship to treaties is 

both subtle and diverse, as it presents alternatives to treaties in certain 

I circumstances and at others it complements them.89 

I Although the General Assembly is not a legislature in the ordinary sense 

I of the term, there are two special contexts in which it has generally recognised 
1 

law making process. First, the Assembly has legislative authority with respect to 

most of the internal operations of the UN and second, in relation to the rules of 

! international law which govern the conduct of Member States outside the UN; 

I 

i S6 A. E. Boyle, "Some Reflections on the Relationship of Treaties and Soft Law", 48 Intl. & 
· Comp. L. Q. 90 I (1999), 903 
I ~: The UN GA resolutions and intergovernmental declarations have had this effect in 
i Nicaragua Case, 1986 IC] Rep .14, Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, 1996 IC] Rep. 241, 
I and the Gabcikovo - Nagymaros Dam Case, 1997 IC] Rep. 7. Boyle, supra n. 86, 904. 
i S8 As the General Assembly Resolutions do of the Articles of the UN Charter. 
~ 89 Boyle, supra n. 86, 913 
I 
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· decision of the General Assembly which settle legal disputes have a legal 

: significance independent of any formal law making power given by the Charter. 

~ The settlement of any dispute, inside or outside the UN, constitutes a precedent, 

which enters into the stream of decisions, which may ultimately give rise to a 

rule of international law. Apart from this, a General Assembly Resolution can 

serve as a law creating mechanism by being linked to one or more of traditional 

I sources of international law. A resolution can interpret the UN Charter or other 

treaty, accelerate the development and clarify the scope of a customary rule or 
1 

i identify and authenticate a 'general principle of law recognised by civilised 

nations'. A resolution tied in this way to a traditional source of international law 

may reasonably be relied upon as a definitive statement ofinternationallaw.90 

There are norms of various degrees of cogency, persuasiveness and 

· consensus which are incorporated in agreements between States but do not 

· create enforceable rights and duties. In the treaties there may be provisions that 

~ are pacta de contrahendo, which cannot be enforced if the parties do not reach 
I 

39 

; agreement. Some treaties cannot be enforced and are particularly vulnerable to 

the operation of rebus sic stantibus. 91 Some provisions of the treaties are merely 

: hortatory calling for co-operation by States to achieve certain purposes. None of 

I these create legal obligations susceptible to enforcement.92 States have on a 

number of occasions in recent years, undertaken the preparation of instruments 

• which deliberately do not create legal obligations but which are intended to 

create pressures and to influence the conduct of states and to set the development 

· of international law in new courses. Their legal impact is designedly left 

; unclear. Provisions of treaties may create little or no obligation, although 

! inserted in a form of instrument which presumptively creates rights and duties, 

11 'lIJ For a detailed analysis of role of General Assembly resolutions, see Samuel A. Bleicher, 
, "The Legal Significance of Recitation of General Assembly Resolutions", 63 Am. 1. Int'\' L. 

444 (\ 969). 
I 91 The principle that all agreements are concluded with the implied condition that they are 
I binding only as long as there are no major changes in the circumstances. Black's Law 
I Dictionary, 7th edn., West Group, Minnesota, 1999. 

q, Baxter, supra n. 73, 551 - 54 
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: while, on the other hand, instruments of lesser dignity may influence or control 

the conduct of States and individuals to a certain degree, even though their 

norms are not technically binding. One definite advantage of soft law is that 

i once a matter has become subject of such a norm, it can no longer be asserted to 

: be one within the reserved domain or domestic jurisdiction of a state.93 

I 
I 

I 
I 

i Customary practices of the States 
I 

Though norm creation by treaty is today 'the' major method adopted by 

the nation States, there is no denying the fact that the norm creation at 

international level was generally by the customary practices as followed by 

nation states. In ascertaining what the customary international law is or as to 

I 
how and when it can be said to be created, the so called Baxter paradox comes 

. into play-

"[A]s the number of parties to a treaty increases, it becomes more 

difficult to demonstrate what is the state of customary international law 

dehors the treaty. . .. As the express acceptance of the treaty increases, the 

number of States not parties whose practice is relevant diminishes. There 

will be less scope for the development of international law dehors the 
,,94 treaty .... 

Customary International law is the law of international community that 

'results from a general and consistent practice of states followed by them from a 

9) As observed by the Permanent Court in its Advisory Opinion on Nationality Decrees Issued 
ill Tunis and Morocco - "The question whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the 
jurisdiction of a state is an essentially relative question; it depends upon the development of 
international relations." (1923) PCIJ Ser. B, No. 4, 24 referred to in Baxter, supra n. 73, 565. 
94 Baxter, Treaties and Customs, 129 Hague Recueil des Cours 27, 64 (1970) refelTed to in 
Theodor Meron, "The Geneva Convention as Customary Law", 81 Am. 1. Int'1. L. 348 (1987), 
365 
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\ 

: sense of legal obligations. ,95 It was the customary international law that 

! primarily governed relations among nations historically, such as treatment of 
I 
I diplomats and rules of war. This is not confined today to relationships between 

I nations but also includes that between a nation and its own citizens, particularly 

; in the area of human rights.96 Despite its relatively amorphous nature, 

! Customary International Law has essentially the same binding force under the 
I 

! international law as treaty law. In the Nicaragua Case97 , the le] held that the 

UN Charter does not subsume or supervene customary international law and that 

I customary international law continues to exist and to apply, separately from 

i international treaty law, even where the two categories of law have an identical 

! context. 

Though at the initial stages, it was the customary international law which 

· was sought to be codified by the international community through the 

: instruments, the recognition of concepts like human rights as forming pat1 of the 
I 

I concern of international community, treaties started being adopted in areas not 

I trodden till then. The experience today is however different. Though not 

: supported by history, certain concepts which have found place in treaties have 

i been considered to be binding on the states which become party to the 

: instruments. It could be said, in other words, that, today, treaties are able to 
I 

\ create customary international law. Another example of what some people call 

\ as 'instant custom' .98 Once the international community accepts an instrument it 

: is considered as a part of the accepted and expected conduct of nations and is 

• ~j Curtis A. Bradley and Jack L. Goldsmith, "Customary International Law as Federal Common 
Law: A Critique of the Modem Position", 110 Harv. L. Rev. 815 (1997) 

• % This has become possible especially since the world community found it necessary to 
identify persons for proceeding against for international crimes during the Nuremberg trials. 

· ,; 1986 ICJ Rep.14. It has been at one place argued that the world Court has been better at 
applying than defining customary law since it has done only harm by interpreting the concept 
of opinio juris and handling of Art 2(4) of the Charter in this case. UN resolution and other 
majoritarian documents; opinio juris has nothing to db with "acceptance" of rules in such 
documents; opinio juris is a psychological element associated with the fornlation of a 
customary rule as a characterisation of State practice. Anthony D' Amato, "Trashing 
Customary International Law", 81 Am. J. Intl. L. 101 (1987), 102 
QS Verma, supra n. 23 . 
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. considered to be persuasive if not binding on all nation states. This does not 

even require a subsequent continuous practice for being recognised as customary 

international law binding on nations. Subsequent to its adoption, its authority is 

accepted a priori. Any deviation from such norms or non-adherence to the same 

is considered as a violation of international norm. It is not recognised as loss in 

credibility of such a norm. 

In numerous countries customary law is treated as the law of the land but 

an act of the legislature is required to transform treaties into internal law. 

Failure to enact the necessary legislation cannot affect the international 

obligation of these countries to implement the Conventions; but invoking a 

certain norm as customary rather than Conventional in such situations may be 

crucial for ensuring protection of the individuals concerned.99 One definite 

advantage of treating them as customary law is that parties cannot terminate their 

customary law obligations by withdrawal. Similarly, reservations to the 

Conventions may not affect the obligations of the parties under provisions 

reflecting customary law to which they would be subject independently of the 

Convention and, as customary law, the norms expressed in the Convention may 

be subject to a process of broader interpretation different from that which applies 

to treaties. It might ultimately culminate in its elevation to jus cogens status. 

The leJ has observed in the Iranian Hostages Case 100 that the obligations in 

question were not merely "contractuaL .. but also obligations under the general 

international law." 1 0 1 

42 

In the Barcelona Traction Case, the IC] suggested that all States have 

legal interests in the protection of certain norms accepted into the corpus of 

general international law and of those incorporated into instruments of a 

'1'1 See as an example of the application of Convention rights and obligations. Meron, supra n. 
94 
i'}J US Diplomatic and Consular StafJin Teheran US v. Iran, 1980 IC] Rep. 3 
vi The point was under consideration of the IC] in Nicaragua v. US Merits, 1986 IC] Rep.14. 

See for an analysis of the approach ofIC] and its future impact Meron, supra n. 94 
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universal or quasi-universal character. 102 These obligations are erga omnes 

implying that third State have not only the right to make appropriate 

representations urging respect for these norms to those allegedly involved in 

violating them, but also a duty not to encourage others to violate the nonns and 

even to discourage others from violating them. 

The IC] seemed to support a hierarchy among the human rights norms 

when it held in Barcelona Traction Case l03 that "basic rights of the human 

person create obligations erga omnes. ,,104 Claims of hierarchical status are also 

raised as to the relationship among rights belonging to the so-called first 

generation (Civil and Political rights), second generation (ECOSOC) and the 

third generation (solidarity rights e.g. right to peace, development and a 

protected environment). Hierarchical principles may be explicitly seen in the 

emerging rules of jus cogens and under Article 103 of the Charter of the UN. 105 

Apart from this, it may be found in some international organisations and 

administrations. 

Some human rights are obviously more important than other human 

rights. But except in a few cases (e.g. right to life and freedom from torture), to 

choose which rights are more important than other is exceedingly difficult. It is 

fraught with personal, cultural and political biases. Further, this has not been 

addressed by the international community as a whole, they have arrived at an 

agreement on a set of rights, but not on the order of priority to govern them. 106 

'" 1970 IC] Rep. 32 
u! Belgium v. Spain, 1970 ICJ Rep. 4 
;,4 The obligations, by reason of the importance of their subject matter for the international 
community as a whole, in whose fulfilment all States have a legal interest. On the question of 
relevance of consensus with respect to customary norms while considering an argument that the 
challenged acts of the foreign government violate international law see Banco National de 
Cuba v. Sabbatino 376 US 398 (1964) where the court notes that without consensus decisions 
made in the name of international law will probably be perceived as an assertion of national 
policy rather than as an authoritative decision oflaw, 434 -35 
"~ Which provides that in the event of a conflict between the obligations of member States 
under the Charter and their obligations under any other international agreement, their 
obligations under the Charter shall prevail. See for a discussion of this Theodor Meron, "On a 
Hierarchy ofIntemational Human Rights", 80 Am. J. Int'!. L. 1 (1986) 
';' Id., 4 
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There are only very few non-derogable fundamental human rights. Probably, 

reducible to the core of right to life and prohibition of slavery, torture and 

retroactive penal laws. It is being argued that because of this judgment, there 

has been a growing acceptance in contemporary international law of the 

principle that, apart from agreements conferring on each state party locus standi 

against the other State parties, all States have a legitimate interest in and the 

right to protect against significant human rights violations wherever they may 

occur, regardless of the nationality of the victims. 

This crystallisation of erga omnes character of human rights rooted in 

Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter is taking place despite uncertainty as to 

whether a State not directly concerned, ut singuli, may take up claims against the 

violating state and demand reparation for a breach of law. However general 

principle establishing international accountability and the right to censure can be 

regarded as settled law. The locus standi of such a third state, in principle, is not 

questioned. 

The use of hierarchical terms in discussing human rights reflects the quest 

for a normative order in which higher right could be involved as both a moral 

and a legal barrier to derogation from and violations of human rights. 107 

The recognition as customary of norms rooted in international human 

rights instruments will probably affect through a sort of osmosis the 

interpretation of the parallel norms in instrument of international nature and 

observance of provisions of Conventions. And eventually it may perhaps affect 

the status also. This would be so especially if accompanied by verbal 

affirmations supporting the binding, even erga omnes, character of principles 

stated in the Convention. It may constitute opinio juris 108 facilitating the gradual 

metamorphosis of those conventional norms into customary law, especially 

:u· Id .. for the dangers of seeking a hierarchy among human rights norms without properly 
identifying and determining their content 
:,,,\ Opinio juris et necessitates - the element in the practice of States which denotes that the 
practice is required by contemporary intemationallaw 
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matters regarding human rights. J09 Opinio juris is critical for the transformation 

of treaties into generallaw. IIO These can take different forms. In the context of 

adoption of a treaty at an international conference opinio juris is spoken of in the 

sense that the provisions of a convention 'are generally acceptable' treating 

multilateral convention not only as treaty among the parties to it, but as a record 

of the consensus of experts as to what the law is or should be. III 

A question of caution does arise at this stage. Does the international law 

forbid nations from violating it? Some would argue that the answers are not as 

clear as it appears, especially in the context of customary international law. It is 

simple to answer in the case of treaties since they constitute legal obligation that, 

under international law, simply cannot legally be violated. There may be 

exceptions to this rule (where a State responds to a violation by acting contrary 

to the treaty provision, raising a doubt as to whether its act amount to a 

, violation). Considering the manner in which the customary international law has 

evolved and changed through centuries, without legislature, it appears that the 

system has accommodated changes in customary law as a result of departure 

from pre existing norms, which could be treated as violations. 112 Existing 

customary law then contains the seeds of its own violation; otherwise it could 

never change itself. But, States will rarely, if ever, admit that they have violated 

customary international law even in order to change it. Rather, they will agree 

,,1'1 Meron, supra n. 94-368 the decision in North Sea Continental Shelf Cases 1969 IC] Reports 
43, may be seen with benefit 

i') For a distinction between an opinio juris generalis and opinio obligation is cOllventionalis 
see Prof. Cheng Cheng, "Custom: The Future of General State Practice in a Divided World", in 
The Structure and Process of International Law. R. MacDonald and D ]ohnston Eds., 1983, 
513,532-33 
III See generally Louis B. Sohn, "Generally Accepted" International Rules", 61 Wash. L. Rev. 
1073 (1986) and Louis B. Sohn, "Unratified Treaties as a source of Customary International 
Law", in Realism in Law Making: Essays on International Law in Honor of Willem Rip/zagen, 
A. Bos and H Siblesz, Eds., 1986, 231 
i: Anthony D' Amato, "The President and International Law: A Missing Dimension", 81 Am. 

J. Int'l. L. 375 (1987), 376. The process is explained in the schematic diagram of Hegelian 
dialectic - existing common law sets up a thesis; a State, acting in violation of it, manifests an 
antithesis; a new synthesis occurs - it can range from near congruity to the original thesis or to 
the antithesis or to a position at any point in between. The synthesis then becomes a new thesis, 
awaiting contradiction by a State acting antithetically to it 
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, that their behaviour is consistent with the traditional law, or that the law has 

already changed. I 13 

It may also be noted at this point that concepts like human rights cannot 

be treated in isolation. They are something of concern to all human beings 

anywhere in the world. This is one of the major reasons why the international 

community could identify a common thread in these concepts so as to enable 

them to come together, identify and recognise these concepts and seek to impose 

binding obligations on states to honour them. This also imposes a moral 

persuasion on all nation states to fall in line with the norms created. It is 

concepts like these that work on the humanitarian ideology alone and do not 

require any further proof for adherence to them. At the same time, it is also 

argued that general international law is facing what is telllli:d as an 'identity 

crisis' of customary law, the absence of effective standards for 'customary law 

making' that would replace the 'mantras' of the obsolete positivist doctrine. I 14 

We are witnessing a constant confrontation of the past, contemporary 

demands and projections of the future. The resolution of the contradictions that 

make this triangle depends at every moment depends on the concrete balance of 

political forces in international relations. This relationship detelmines the 

possibilities for improving the implementation of norms and principles 

belonging to international law, which would be an expression of the aspirations 

of mankind for justice and legal regulation of international life. 115 

It may also be mentioned at this juncture that some jurists do feel that the 

nonnative method has largely performed its mission and provided on the whole 

satisfactory answers and the attention must now be focused on the institutional 

and integrative levels by establishing different mechanisms for the 

implementation of international legal obligations in the most important sections 

I;) Jonathan I. Charney, "The Power of the Executive Branch of the United States Government 
to Violate Customary International Law", 80 Am. J. Int'l. L. 913 (1986), 916 
II~ Bruno Simma, Editorial, 3 EUR. J. INT'L. L. 215, 216 (1992) 
115 Milan Sahovic, "Nehru's Ideas and the Future of International Law", 29 Ind. J. Intl. L. 94 
(1989), 95 
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of international life. This most effective instrument would lead to the 

satisfaction of the demands of the present time and the concretisation of the 

achievements recorded on the normative level with avoidance of declarative 

repetitions of normative solutions once defined. I 16 

'lodes of Implementation 

The theorists of international law would like to make a sovereign 

subordinate to a higher authority. How much ever they try for that, it must be 

realised that the sovereigns are the most visible source and authority of law. 

This is the main reason why positivists prefer to recognise them as second to 

none. The higher norms, which the naturalists· prefer the sovereigns to subject 

themselves to, are values and concepts which lack structure, though not the 

authority. No one can at least deny that they have moral authority and are 

omnipresent. In spite of the fact that the international norms are being generated 

at a high rate, there has been no consensus as regards the manner in which the 

norms are to be implemented in a sovereign independent state. 117 International 

law does not prescribe any specific procedure for implementation of treaty 

obligations or adherence to customary international law by virtue of passing 

necessary statutes in the municipal law for the benefit of citizens of a State. The 

procedure to be adopted has to be extracted from the documents of a State like 

the Constitution or, in its absence, from state practice or judicial 

Interpretation. I 18 The judicial process at the international sphere lacks the ability 

of the legislative process to establish the detailed, flexible, changing nornlS, 

carefully adjusted from time to time, to effect a workable compromise among 

.Ib Id., 97 
I:' See generally The Future of UN Human Rights Treaty Monitoring, Philip Alston and lames 
Crawford Eds., Cambridge University Press, UK, 2000; Enforcing International Human Rights 
In Domestic Courts, B. Conforti and F. Francioni Eds., Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, The 
Hague, 1997 
,IS The subject is dealt with in detail in Chapter 11, infra 
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competing interests of States and groups of States and thereby to create a world 

order based on consensus. 119 

48 

In this context, the role of Non Governmental Organisations in protecting 

human rights is also important. In many instances they have to do the necessary 

political preparatory work and only then can the international organisations like 

the United Nations be expected to do something in favour of implementing 

human rights. Their principal role consisted of the promotion of nornlative 

instruments. But, the establishment of international institutions like the United 

~ations Human Rights Committee and regional institutions also contributed to 

the emergence of non-governmental human rights organisations and laid the 

basis for their growing significance. It is argued that the creation of 

intergovernmental human rights institutions provided the non-governmental 

institutions with their raison d' etre for filing human rights complaints and 

mounting human rights campaigns on the national and international plane. 120 

Since although many of the States within an organisation principally recognise 

human rights, they are not willing to have their own freedom of action restricted 

by precise obligations. 121 Human rights depend primarily upon the vigilance of 

the people and then upon recognition by the State. 

The concept of universal jurisdiction for common law countries is said to 

have arrived by the litigation of the former Chilean President, Augusto 

Pinochet. 122 Universal jurisdiction was, of course, also claimed as the basis for 

the court's authority over an accused for crimes committed elsewhere by the 

Supreme Court of Israel in the Eichmann case. 123 

;I~ Kenneth S. Carlston, "Developments and Limits ofInternational Adjudication", 1965 Proc. 
of 59th Am. Soc. Int'1. L. 182, 185 

~() Buergenthal, supra n. 39, 711 
~I Kunnemann, supra n. 20, 342 
:~~ R v. Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendary Magistrate and others; Ex parte Pinochet Ugarte, 
[~00012 AC 61; [2000] 1 AC 119; [No. 3] [2000] 1 AC 147. The Law Lords upheld the 
validity of extradition request from Spain in the matter of crimes committed in Chile. In the 
end. by a decision of the Home Secretary, he was not extradited to Spain but returned to Chile. 
"l Auorney - General of Israel v. Eichmann, (1962) 36 ILR 277 
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Complaint Procedure 

The concept of international complaint procedure for violation of any 

right was unthinkable when state sovereignty reigned supreme. Between 1919 

and 1970s, at least ten complaint procedures were developed within inter State 

49 

. frameworks, at the global, sectoral and regional levels. In the UN, however, this 

evolution was delayed probably on the basis that international organisation had 

'no power.' This concept of 'no power' has witnessed a rapid erosion after mid 

1960s. 124 

It is said that when the human right petition concept reaches a certain 

threshold of acceptance, it becomes the object of strong inter-State competition, 

where non-participation is viewed as presumption of guilt and co-operation as 

: proof of innocence and self-confidence. 125 

Among all procedures of complaints, distinction must be made between 

'complaint recourse' and 'complaint infonnation'. Under the complaint recourse 

system, the competent international organ is legally bound to take a decision on 

. each and every case brought before it, be it only admissibility. The goal is to 

redress specific grievances, on the judicial model of domestic law. 

The complaint infonnation schemes, on the other hand, seek not the 

redress of individual grievances, but identification of human rights problems 

, affecting whole populations in order to define remedial strategies. Petitions are 
I 

I received only as elements of infonnation. This is more like a parliamentary 
I 

. 126 enqUIry. 

11~ M. E. Tardu, "International Complaint Procedure for Violation of Human Rights", 28 Ind. 1. 
Inl'l. L. 171, 171 
125 The third World new majority at the UN, from 1960 to 1970, chose the 'lesser evil' of 
participation in global UN monitoring - even at the cost of frequent condemnation - rather than 
the risks of marginalisation as second-rate peoples, the possible reduction of foreign aid and the 
gradual retreat of Western Countries from the UN, Tardu, supra n. 124, 172 
11b It is believed that thousands of victims in the World have lost faith in the UN because they 
mistakenly expected their complaints under 'information', systems to be treated as specific 
grievances. This was due not to their negligence but to insufficient clarification of ambiguous 
l!N texts by human rights defenders group and by UNO itself, Tardu, supra n. 124, 175 
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The political thought in liberal societies, both positivist and natural law 

schools, seeks to maximise individual well being and full realisation of 

individual potentialities (the 'good life') compatible with the interests of other 
I 

: individuals generally (the public).127 The alternate views reflects a variety of 

~ concerns, values and objectives of the developing countries confronting the 

liberal emphasis on individual rights with the notion of collective rights derived 

from broad traditionalist perspective. An overemphasis on individual rights at 

the expense of social values is seen having resulted in an abdication of social 

responsibility in many liberal societies. 128 The Vienna Declaration and 

: Programme of Action 129 dealt with the difference that arose in the course of the 
! 

: World Conference on Human Rights and reaffirmed the universality of human 

I rights in protecting 'the dignity and worth inherent in human person'. However, 
I 
! it observed that in invoking the spirit of our age and the realities of our time, the 
I 
I significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, 
I 
I 
I cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind. It is accepted that 

I North America and Europe, though with their liberal values, are not necessarily 

the models by which the rest of the W orId can be judged. I t would be so even 

though they have a dominant position and are inherently attractive. 130 

All the values that the international community tries to protect can be 

summed up in the concept of 'human well being', which serves as a non partisan 

I and more relevant goal which combines the liberal values of individual well 

I being and the traditionalist value of community well being. 131 
I 

I 

1'27 All the variants of liberal perspective, minimalist approach, welfare approach and the class 
I approach have individualism as their common characteristic. Rajiv Nair, "International Human 
! Rights - Universality in Cultural Diversity", 34 Ind. J. Int'l L. 1 (1994),2 
I 1,8 Id., 5-6 
: "9 Adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights on 25 June 1993, Vienna Declaration 
: and Programme of Action, UN GAOR, 48th Session, 22nd Plen. Mtg., UN Doe. A/CONF. I 57/24 
I (Part J) (1993) 
I 1)0 Nair, supra n. 127, 9-13. See also for the internal obstacles to the spread of liberal values 
I across the world especially in heterogeneous societies 
: III Id., 14 
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The high degree of interaction between national societies means that 

conditions and events in any country are of concern to individuals and societies 

in other parts of the world. On this note, it is argued that no country that enjoys 

the benefits of international interaction is entitled to ignore the concerns of 

international community for the well being of its population or reject the 

international mechanisms of human rights per se. What they can question, 

however, are the international norms and standards of human rights and the best 

means of achieving universal human well being. 132 If the international 

community shows an appreciation of the values of that society and criticises 

perceived breaches on the basis that the relevant acts are in breach of 

international standards of human rights established in accordance with global 

values and interpreted by the values and conditions of that society, such criticism 

would be more effective. The onus would then shift to the State concerned to 

· show how the values of the state allow for an interpretation with which its acts 

: are consistent. I33 Criticism from internal perspective is more difficult to ignore 

from the one based on external one. The W orId Conference's recommendation 

that a UN High Commissioner for Human Rights be appointed to oversee 

· international human rights is an important step in seeking some coherence in 

! international human rights structures. 134 The reporting procedure under the 

: lCCPR aims at establishing a constructive dialogue between the States parties 

· and the Human Rights Committee. In order to achieve this, the Committee 
I 

, invites representatives from States parties to answer questions posed by 

· members of the Committee. Such a procedure leads to the realisation of the state 

1)2 Id., 15 
• 133 Id., 26. As early as in 1943, Hersch Lauterpacht proposed that the observance of the 
I International Bill of Rights must consist of both supervision in its widest sense and 
· enforcement. Egon Scwelb, "Civil and Political Rights: The International Measures of 
I Implementation", 62 Am. J. Int'l. L. 827 (1968) 

114 Taken up by the UN General Assembly, Nair, supra n. 127, 27. The author argues for 
regional institutions (reporting in turn to an independent International Commission) which 
lVould be in a better position to appreciate the social values and conditions of any particular 
State in applying general principles of human rights and would be better able to oversee human 

I rights performance in the region and to criticise breaches from the internal perspective. The 
I Commission could have various sub committees to deal with specific aspects of human rights. 
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parties about the need for drafting of national legal texts and fonnulation of rules 

of practice at national level. It is believed that by means of a courteous, 

systematic, and constructive exchange of views, concrete results can be 

achieved. 135 

Traditionally, the international community has focused on holding 

governments rather than individuals responsible for violations of internationally 

guaranteed human rights, though some international human rights treaties 

established such individual responsibility for some of the most egregious 

violations of human rights, such as genocide, crimes against humanity and war 

crimes. l36 This situation is fast changing now. 137 United Nations was involved 

recently in the process of establishing a pennanent International Criminal 

Court. 138 In addition, some investigatory bodies, such as the United Nations 

Truth Commission for El Salvador, while not international tribunals with 

criminal jurisdiction, are being created in large measure to pierce national 

insulations of impunity and to fix individual responsibility. 139 

1)5 Boerefijn, supra n. 45, 772. See also Sarah Josaph, "New Procedures Concerning the 
Human Rights Committee's Examination of State Reports", 13 Neth. Q. Hum. Rts. 5 (1995) 
1)0 Buergenthal, supra n. 39, 717. See generally, Theodor Meron, "War Crimes in Yugoslavia 
and the Development of International Law", 88 Am. J. Int'1 L. 78 (1994); Payam Akhavan, 
"The Yugoslav Tribunal at a Crossroads: The Dayton Peace Agreement and Beyond", 18 Hum. 
Rts. Q. 259 (1996); Payam Akhavan, "Punishing War Crimes in the former Yugoslavia: A 
Critical Juncture for the New World Order", 15 Hum. Rts. Q. 262 (1993); Juan E. Me'ndez, 
"Accountability for the Past Abuses", 19 Hum. Rts. Q. 255 (1997) 
1)7 Establishment by the United Nations of the International Tribunals for the Fonner and for 
Rwanda with the jurisdiction over crimes against humanity, genocide, and war crimes 
committed in those territories. See Theodor Meron, "International Criminalization of Internal 
Atrocities", 89 Am. J. Int'\. L 554 (1995) 
1.18 Statute of the International Criminal Court, Rome, 17 July 1998, came into force 02 July 
2002, (1999) 37 ILM 999. For a background view of the Rome Statute, see James Crawford, 
"The Drafting of the Rome Statute", in From Nuremburg to The Hague - The Future of 
International Criminal Justice, Ed. Philippe Sands, Cambridge University Press, 2003, p. 109. 

, James Crawford was the Chairman of the United Nations International Law Commission 
Working Group which produced the Draft Statute of 1994. In the present work he identifies 

, three underlying issues - the institutional problem, the rule of law problem and the problem of 
acceptability of a universal international criminal court and suggests solutions to them. 

, 1J9 Buergenthal, supra n. 39, 719. 
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United Kingdom - the Common Law position 

In countries like United Kingdom, where there is no written Constitution, 

common law principles or conventions are taken as the source for prescription of 

procedure for the implementation of international norms in the municipal or 

domestic field. United Kingdom's practice has become more intricate now that 

it has completely adhered to the requirements of European Union. 

If the English practice of the acceptance of the customary nOlIDS of 

international law is to be taken as an example, it is said the approach has shifted 

from incorporation to transformation. It is generally said that English courts can 

take judicial notice of international law once a court has ascertained that there is 

no bar within the internal system of law to applying the rules of international law 
. . f 140 or proVISIOns 0 a treaty. 

Once it is ascertained that the internal system of law does not bar its 

application, the international law is applied at par with the municipal law. By 

accepting the doctrine of incorporation, the English courts have held that the 

customary rules of international law are to be recognised and implemented as 

such so far as they are not inconsistent with Acts of Parliament or prior judicial 

. decisions of final authority. Judicial notice of international law as an applicable 

rule has been a practice of English courts. They, however, have to consider the 

possible impact it would have within the domestic sphere now by virtue of the 

, Human Rights Act, 1998. 

In the later stage, a few authorities claim that the doctrine of 

incorporation has been displaced by transformation. According to them, the 

cases decided since 1876 141 have had the effect that customary law is a part of 

140 Tendtex Trading Corp. v. Central Bank of Nigeria [1977] 1 QB 529, CA; R .. v. Secretmyof 
I Slale, ex p. Thakrar [1974] 1 QB 694, CA; International Tin Council Appeals [1989] 3 WLR 
, 969, HL. It is to be interpreted as not to conflict with international law . R. v. Jameson [1896] 2 
i QB 425; Re AB and Co. [1900] 1 QB 541 CA; Cooke v. Charles A. Vogla Co. [1901] AC 102, 

HL 
, 141 See Brownlie, supra n. 5,43; Halburys Laws of England, 3rd edn., vii 4, 264 
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law of England only in so far as they have been clearly adopted and made part of 

the law of England by legislation, judicial decisions or established usage. 

Cockburn CJ in Regina v. Keyn 142 has stressed the need for evidence of assent 

by the British Government on the one hand and the Constitutional considerations 

that the courts cannot apply what would practically amount to legislation without 

usurping the province of the legislature. But, as a general condition, it does not 

require express assent of the Parliament. 

As far as treaties are concerned, the Crown, which enters into the treaties, 

could also legislate on the subject without parliamentary consent. However, 

treaties that affect private rights or liabilities, result in creation of charge on 

public funds, or require modification of the common law or statute require 

legislation for their enforcement in the courts. 

Treaties in Great Britain have not been thought to have the status of 

municipal law enforceable in common law courts. This is attributable to 

allocation - of - powers concerns: treaties in Great Britain are concluded by the 

Crown, but enacting municipal law is the province of Parliament. The basic rule 

of English law regarding treaties is that, whilst the Crown has power to enter 

into treaty obligations internationally, these can take effect in English law only if 

Parliament legislates appropriately.143 The constitutional reason for this rule is 

that otherwise there would be the anathema of the Crown creating law without 

parliamentary approval and that this would undermine the sovereignty of 

Parliament. If a treaty contemplates that individuals will be treated in certain 

ways or their rights and liabilities governed by particular rule, the treaty must be 

'implemented' by Parliament and the required norms incorporated into 

municipal law by statute. Thereafter, the statute, but not the treaty itself, will be 

given effect by domestic law-applying officials. In other words, under the 

fundamental law of Great Britain all treaties are non 'self executing'. All 

treaties, whatever their terms or the intent of the parties, require legislative 

I III (1876) 2 Ex. D. 63. See further R. v. Kent Justices, ex p. Lye [1967] 2 QB 153, DC. 
• ill Halsbury, Laws of England, 4th edn. 1977, Butterworth, Vol. 18, para 1403,718 
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implementation before they may be enforced by domestic law-applying 

officials. l44 

As far as interpretation of statutes is concerned, the courts are accepting 

the need to refer to the relevant treaty even in the absence of ambiguity in the 

statute. In determining common law, since 1979, the English courts have 

regularly taken into account standards of international law concerning human 

rights. 145 

55 

Recently, while dealing with the Human Rights Act, it is very much on 

debate as to the extent to which the Act will, in addition to protecting individuals 

against the State - 'vertical effect', confer right on private individuals against 

one another - 'horizontal effect'. 146 Prior to the Human Rights Act, it was 

argued that there may be three main ways in which the Convention may form 

part of the Common law -a) as customary international law; b) as an element of 

public policy; and c) its uses in cases where no clear precedent exists. 147 

Countries with written Constitutions 

A country with a written Constitution may have problems with regard to 

the implementation of international norms. The problems may be on the 

structure of the instruments or on the content of human rights. As far as 

countries with written Constitutions are concerned, the approach and response to 

l+l Carlos Manuel Va'zquez, "The Four Doctrines of Self - Executing Treaties", 89 Am. J. 
Int'\. L. 695 (1995), 697 
i.) Ma/one v. Metropolitan Police Commissioners (No. 2) [1979] 1 Ch. 344 on telephone 
tapping; G/eaves v. Deakin [1980] AC 477, HL (criminal libel); A - G v. BBC [1981] AC 303, 
HL (contempt of court). On Parliamentary sovereignty and relationship between statutes and 
treaty obligations see Collco Dealings Ltd. v. IRC [1962] AC 1; Chenney v. COflfl [1968] 1 All 
ER 779 
1.6 lan Leigh, "Horizontal Rights, The Human Rights Act and Privacy: Lessons from the 
Commonwealth", 48 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 57 (1999). Some have argued that the Act will apply 

. horizontally because of the inclusion of Courts in the definition of public authorities under 
section 6, some dispute if and still others prefer to leave it open. 
1.7 P. J. Duffy, "English Law and the European Convention on Human Rights", 29 lntl. & 
Comp. L. Q. 585 (1980), 599 
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the development in international law is dependent upon the provisions in the 

respective Constitutions. Many states follow the principle of incorporation of 

customary international law. The principle may be applied as part of judicial 

practice or on the basis of constitutional provisions as interpreted by the courts. 

The same may be the approach towards a treaty. But, a number of countries 

have accepted the principle that treaties made in accordance with the 

Constitution are binding on the courts without any specific act of 

incorporation. 148 It is also possible that the norms may be applied with 

modifications as required by the domestic circumstances. Depending upon the 

provisions in the instruments, it is also possible that a treaty may be self -

executing. A self executing treaty may be defined as a treaty that may be 

enforced in courts without prior legislation by the legislature, and a non self 

executing treaty, conversely, as a treaty that may not be enforced in the courts 

without prior legislative 'implementation' .149 

Although in common parlance none speaks of 'self-executing custom' it 

is apparent that certain rules of custom are, in effect, self-executing and others 

are not. The most obvious and most important of the potentially self-executing 

rules are many of those protecting basic human rights. They benefit individuals 

directly, and they are specific enough to be enforced judicially. At the non-self 

executing end of the spectrum would be most norms dealing with highly 

political types of intergovernmental conflict. 15o A self-executing norm could 

stand on its own entirely apart from whatever auxiliary role it might play as an 

aid in interpreting constitutional rights and liberties. 

The implementation of a treaty is also dependent upon the nature of a 

State's legal and political system. There may not be much confusion if the State 

follows a unitary form of government. However, where a State follows federal 

i4S Argentina, Austria, France, Luxembourg, Belgium, Greece, Spain, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, US, Mexico etc. 
149 Va'zquez, supra n. 144,695 
150 Frederic L. Kirgis Jr., "Federal States, Executive Orders and "Self - Executing Custom", 81 
Am. J. 1nl'\, L. 371, 372 
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system, the implementation of international norms would also be dependent on 

the division of powers between the centre and the provinces. It would also be 

dependent on the demarcation of the powers between the legislature, executive 

and the judiciary. Where a complete separation of powers is envisaged under the 

Constitution, the legislature and the executive would share the power for 

implementation of international norms. However, in common law system, where 

judicial review is prevalent, the role of judiciary will also have to be taken into 

consideration. 151 

Socialist viewpoint 

The Socialist's approach to the role of relation of treaties to domestic law 

was summarised thus -

"International treaties directly impose obligation upon States which 

conclude them or which adhere to them. But. .. every international 

treaty, which is generally published by a state, becomes a law binding 

upon its citizens.,,152 

They consider neither the monist nor the dualist theories to be giving 

satisfactory answers. And it was their stand that the theory of primacy of 

international law was propounded by the capitalist powers for interference in the 

internal affairs of other States. 

Vyshinsky, a leading theorist 111 socialist w111g, described the Soviet 

position thus: 

151 A comparison between the provisions of the various constitutions and their effect is the 
prime area covered in the next Chapter 
152 K I Kozhevnikov, in FI Kozhevnikov (ed.) International Law 276 (Translated from the 

I Russian by Dennis Ogden, Moscow, 1957. See also by the same author - "Some Questions of 
I the Theory and Practice ofIntemational Treaties", 2 Sovetskoe Gosudarstvo i Pravo 74 (1954) 

quoted in George Ginsburgs, "The Validity of Treaties in the Municipal Law of the "Socialist" 
States", 59 Am. J. 1nl'\, L. 523 (1965) 
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"Recognizing the priority of national law, built in accordance with the 

interests of the people of a peace-loving, free and independent State, the 

Soviet conception of national law does not contradict and cannot 

contradict the conception of international law which fulfils the same 

requirement. What is more, in that event it creates a firm basis for 

international law and guarantees it the necessary authority without which 

a successful regulation of international relations between independent, 

sovereign state is impossible.,,153 

This statement was slightly improved later as signified in the statement that: 

"The norms of international law and the norms of internal state law must 

not contradict each other and must be applied in harmony; there can be no 

talk of the primacy of international law or the primacy of internal state 

law.,,154 
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The socialist scheme rested on the formula of 'dialectic interaction' or 

'close cross obligatoriness' of domestic and international law, on the concept of 

the 'organic interdependence' of the two legal systems, their inseparability 

I because of values common to both and the endless interchange of principles and 

institutions that is a hallmark of their partnership. The two, domestic and 

intemationallaw, were, therefore, to be synchronised and the double set of rules 

which it has been instrumental in enunciating must function in unison, and 

genuine harmony must reign between their component elements in so far as they 

· bear on identical issues. 155 The two are equal inter se. But they hold the view 

· that the 'progressive' ingredients of national law traditionally have had a much 

15) A. Ya Vyshinsky, "International Law and International Organization", 1 Sovetskoe 
Gosudarstvo i Pravo 22 (1948) quoted in Ginsburgs, supra n. 152 
154 DB Levin, Fundamental Problems of Contemporary International Law, 114-115 Moscow, 
1958. On the argument that the Communist follows dualist consensual approach with certain 
modifications see J F Triska and R M She ss er, The Theory, Law and Policy of Soviet Treaties 
I11 (Stanford, 1962) and an early version of this argument in E. Margolis, "Soviet Views on 
the Relationship between National and International Law", 4 Int\. & Comp. L.Q. 116-128 
( 1955) 

• 155 Ginsburgs, supra n. 152, 528-29 
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greater impact on international law than vice versa. As discussed earlier, while 

the ICCPR and the Protocols were being discussed there were marked difference 

of view between the then USSR and its allies and the West. 

European Convention on Human Rights 

59 

It is immaterial whether or not under a legal system the Convention's 

provisions are deemed to be of a greater validity vis-a.-vis or subsequent 

domestic legislation, since the system of implementation falls entirely outside 

the province of domestic law (with the exception of rule of exhaustion of local 

remedies). In fact, the Convention forms an integral part of the domestic law of 

many contracting parties. The enforcement machinery under the Convention, 

the Strasbourg organs, examines and determines whether domestic law as it 

stands complies with the provisions of the Convention. It does not place 

reliance upon the traditional international law concepts of 'nationality' or 

·reciprocity'. The Convention has, therefore, been termed as sui generis. 156 Dr 

AH Robertson has explained that the law of the Convention (like European 

Community law) is neither domestic nor international law, although it comprises 

elements of both. It is not simply a law applied by the Commission and Court of 

Human Rights since, on the one hand, the Committee of Ministers of the Council 

of Europe also applies it, and, on the other hand, domestic tribunals also do SO.157 

The Commission and the Court may be transforming a multinational 

arrangement into a novel form of common constitutional order. 

;,. Andrew Drzemczewski, "The Sui Generis Nature of the European Convention on Human 
Rights", 29 Int!. & Comp. 1. Q. 54 (1980) 
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CONCLUSION 

In the prophetic words of an author -

"The positive ideal of the world today is undoubtedly that the whole earth 

shall become a field of action open to every man, and that all the 

advantages which may be secured by the action of humanity throughout 

the world must be guaranteed to the citizens of each national Sovereignty. 

A new grouping of social, economic and political interests is being 

effected, in which, though indeed the national State will continue to hold 

a prominent place, public and associative action will be dominated to a 

large extent by forces and consideration which are broader than national 

life.,,158 

60 

The development of human right program especially under the auspices 

of the United Nations has transfonned gradually the rudimentary demands for 

freedom from despotic executive tyranny into demands for, and provisions of, 

protection against not only the executive but all institutions or functions of 

government and even private oppression, and the early demands for the barest 

'civilliberties', embodied in the most primitive conception of rule by law, have 

burgeoned into insistence upon comprehensive 'human rights' . 159 

In concluding non-codifying multilateral treaties, nonns and values are 

commonly asserted that differ from the actual practice of States. When it comes 

to human rights or humanitarian convention, that is, convention whose object is 

to humanise the behaviour of States, groups and persons, the gap between the 

nonns stated and actual practice tends to be especially wide. The law making 

process does not merely reflect or declare the current state of international 

practice. Rather, it is a process attempting to articulate and emphasise nonns 

i" Dr. A. H. Robertson, "The Relationship between the ECHR and Internal Law in General", 
European Criminal Law, Colloques Europeens, 1970 pp. 3-12, 12 referred to in Drzemczewski 
supra n. 156. 
:5i Reinsch, supra n. 14, 18 
, 19 
, Myres S. McDougaJ and Gerhard Bebr, supra n. 46, 604 
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and values that, in the judgment of some States, deserve promotion and 

acceptance by all States, so as to establish a code for the better conduct of the 

nations. 160 

61 

It is felt in some quarters that customary law or treaty law has been 

laggard in providing those legal norms that are necessary to preserve a viable 

international order in which value realisation is secured. In comparison, the 

growth and development of international law in the world society can be brought 

about much more rapidly as a result of international agreement than as a result of 

customary law since it tends to be slow to respond to social change. It is argued 

that the increase in the number of States' participants in the international sphere 

will tend to cause their patterns of inter-State practice to erode and restrict, rather 

than to expand, the present body of international law. The growth of law 

through the use of regional international organisations as a structure of social 

action would be desirable in the circumstances as the participating States may 

share a common value attachment. At the same time, the existence of such a 

common value attachment would diminish in direct proportion to the increase in 

the number of States involved and the diversity of their public orders and 

cultures. 161 It is argued that the future growth of international law in world 

society is to be found in the treaty law and national law regulating those 

complexes of international action brought into being through regional and 

functional international organisations. 

The European Community is an old and time tested model for new modes 

of co-operation among States and for contributing new policies and for 

fashioning new values for international community, thereby developing 

international law and law of international organisations. The most important 

advance from the traditional international organisation is the ability of the 

Communities to enact law, which is directly binding on the Member States. Dr. 

Robertson has described this aspect as the 'essence of ... supranational 

IIlO Meron, supra n. 94, 363 
101 Cariston, supra n. 119, 183 - 84 
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powers' .162 Apart from this elaborate institutional structure, the variety of 

weighted voting formulae, and the delicate balance between the institutions 

representing different and often opposing interests are all evidence of highly 

advanced international co-operation. They serve as a catalyst for the 

hannonisation of law and propose international conventions to these Members to 

achieve this. 163 

The contribution of the Communities to legal science is the breaking up 

of the rigid dichotomy of national and international law. Their experience 

demonstrates that an alternative to the creation of treaty based obligations for the 

solution of common problems is the constituting of a lawmaker with an authority 

to prescribe norms which bind their addressees. The Communities fashion 

intermediate forms of law which are neither national nor international law. It is 

municipal law in effect, federal in structure, but not national in origin. It may be 

a model for problem solution by other states with the requisite mmlmum 

h . 164 omogemety. 

Though it may be argued that it is early to expect a body like the United 

~ations, or any other organ like it, to take up the lawmaker role for the countries, 

the experience of the Community, as stated above is encouraging. It would be a 

while for the world's commuiy to accept such a possiblity. There should be 

continuous endeavour on the part the world citizens to bring about standards that 

are common to the whole mankind. We have already seen how the concept of 

sovereignty has undergone a sea change. Others would follow. For the moment 

but, a lot will have to depend on the domestic law that is prevalent in each 

country and for that, it would be worthwhile to look into the basic documents of 

a country, its Constitution, which we proceed to do in the next chapter. 

lb1"Legal Problems of European Integration", 91 Hague Reclleil des COllrs 105, 145 (1957, I) 
referred to in Peter Hay, "The Contribution of the European Communities to International 
Law", 1965 Proc. of 59th Am. Soc. Int'!. L. 195 
lb) See for an elaborate discussion on the relation of the Communities to their Members Peter 
Hay, supra n. 162 
l!>lld., 199 
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An author identifies three issues concerning international law today.l 

(I) How does international law become effective in internal law - is it by 

Constitution, legislation or practice? Some may permit a treaty to become 

directly applicable and to affect its individuals directly upon its coming into 

effect in international law2 while others may require a legislative act 

(transfonnation);3 

(2) what happens if a rule of international law comes into conflict with internal 

law? The general case is that the treaty must conform to the national 

Constitution. In some situations treaty would prevail over prior and subsequent 

legislation4 and in others it will supersede only the prior legislative act according 

to the lex posterior rule;5 

64 

(3) what are the normative devices that enable a state to join an integrated 

organisation such as European Union, which requires a significant transfer of 

national sovereign powers. 

Article 27 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties6 requires the 

States to bring their domestic law into conformity with their validly contracted 

international commitments. Failure to do so, however, results only in an 

international delinquency but does not change the situation in the municipal 

legal system where the judges and the administrators may continue to apply 

national law rather than international law. The status of international law, 

especially treaties, is determined by different constitutional techniques like 

Eric Stein, "International Law in Internal Law: Towards Internationalization of Central -
Eastern European Constitutions", 88 Am. J. Int'!. L. 427 (1994) 
: Self executing in the US and direct effect in European law 
; Stein, supra n. 1, 431 
, Netherlands - Article 94, France - Article 55, Greece - Article 28 (1) and Belgium, 
Luxembourg and Spain - with no Constitutional provisions but judgements, and the European 
L'nion. 
, As in US, Germany and Italy, Stein, supra n. 1, 431. See for the position in Switzerland 
William 1. Rice, "The Position of International Treaties in Swiss Law", 46 Am. 1. Int'!. L. 641 
( 1952) 
'1969 UN Doe. A/Conf. 39/27 
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'legislative incorporation' and 'automatic incorporation,.7 Even where there is 

no binding regional convention or courts to which persons who allege a breach 

of fundamental human right by a country can appeal, changes may be prompted 

by less obligatory mechanisms.8 

India 

In the words of a Supreme Court Judge -

"The direct application of international law has not happened so far here, 

The wide ranging constitutional and legal protection already in place has 

possibly not made it necessary for us to consider if international 

covenants form part of our Constitution by implication. But the question 

may well arise in future if we do not legislate to enforce the international 

covenants that we may sign.,,9 

Prior to the adoption of Constitution, India did not enjoy full external 

sovereignty. The 'implementation of treaties and agreements with other 

countries' was a federal subject under Item 3 of List I of Schedule VII under the 

Government ofIndia Act 1935. This power was, however, restricted by section 

106 of the Act which laid down that in exercise of the above power, the Federal 

legislature could not make any law for any province or Federal State without the 

consent of the Governor. ID 

V.T. Thamilmaran, "International Law and National Law Elements of Automatic 
Incorporation", 11 Sri Lanka 1. Int'!. L. 233 (1999), 234. The legislative incorporation is not 
the same as act of ratification required in the UK or some countries of the Commonwealth. 
They require express legislative enactment of treaty provisions before they become domestic 
law. See further D.P. O'Connell, International Law, Stevens and Sons, 2nd edn., London, 1970, 
\'01. 1,38 - 46 
, Justice Michael Kirby, "Criminal Law - The Global Dimension", Keynote Address at The 
International Society for Reform of Criminal Law Conference, Canberra, 2001, 
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/speecheslkirbyjlkirbyLcrimlaw.htm (03.02.2002) 
; Sujata V. Manohar, "Judiciary and Human Rights", 36 Ind. J. Intl. L. 39 (1996), 46 

'J Basu 0.0., Commentary on the Constitution, 4th Edn., Vol. IV, Prentice Hall of India, 182 
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Even after the adoption of the Constitution, India may not find itself in an 

unenviable situation. To begin with, as per Article 51 of the Constitution, the 

State has to endeavour to -

(a) promote international peace and security; 

(b) maintain just and honourable relations between nations; 

(c) foster respect for international law and treaty obligations In the 

dealing of organised peoples with one another; 

(d) encourage settlement of international disputes by arbitration. 

The third leg of the Article only prescribes fostering respect for 

international law and treaty obligations. It does not mention anything about the 

procedure to be adopted for the implementation of international law or treaties. 

The structure of the Constitution makes it clear that the Union has got greater 

powers than that with the States. Moreover, the residuary powers rest with the 

Union and not with the States.!! 

In addition, under Article 253, the Parliament has very wide powers to 

make any law for the whole or any part of the territory of India for implementing 

any treaty, agreement or convention with any other country or countries or any 

decision made at any international conference, association or other body. The 

only possible restriction on the powers of the Union government would be that it 

cannot, by legislation under this Article, override fundamental rights included in 

Part III of the Constitution. 12 

While such wide powers have been granted to the Parliament, it is 

pertinent to note that any commitment at the international level does not 

automatically become the law of the land. This is unlike the United States 

Constitution where the treaties made under the authority of the United States are 

envisaged to automatically become the law of the land under the Supremacy 

I1 By virtue of VII Schedule, List I, Item 97 
;~ Ajaib Singh v. State of Punjab, AIR 1952 Punj. 309,321 reversed on other points by State of 
PWijab v. Ajaib Singh, AIR 1953 se 10 
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Clause. However, in India, unlike the United States, there is no restriction as 

regards the subject matter confined to the Union, in a way justifying the terming 

of over the Constitution as 'as a federal one with strong centralising tendency'. 

The First List of Seventh Schedule, at item 13, grants power to the Union for 

participation in international conferences, associations and other bodies and 

implementing of decisions made thereat. At item 14, it empowers the Union for 

entering into treaties and agreements with foreign countries and implementation 

of treaties, agreements and conventions with foreign countries. 

67 

This, in a way, takes care of the possible confusion with regard to the 

possibility of differences of opinion in a federal structure. The employment of 

the phrase 'any decision made at any international conference, association or 

other body' in the Article helps the judiciary to give it the widest possible 

connotation. Probably, the government need not be active for legislation in this 

tield in as much as the judiciary can enlarge its ambit by res0l1ing to 

interpretation in its decisions. 

Since, entering into treaties does not per se bring the treaty provisions to 

the pedestal of the law of the land, further action by the organs of the State is 

necessary. The appropriate organ of the State for implementation of 

international treaties is, of course, the Parliament. Since the subjects that have 

occupied the attention of the international community largely falls within the I 

list or the III list of the Seventh Schedule, not many objections could be raised 

with regard to the exercise of the power under Article 253 by the Parliament, 

unlike what is encountered in the United States. Moreover, the Parliamentary 

form of government ensures that the representatives involved in international 

deliberations and negotiations remain accountable to the Parliament. The 

Constitution, however, does not envisage any prior consent of the Parliament for 

such representatives to appear for and on behalf of the nation and bind the nation 

by virtue of treaty commitments. But, there is always the necessity of 

subsequent ratification by the Parliament. Ratification in India, as in the US, has 

taken their own sweet time, although for different reasons. 
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Article 73 of the Constitution, which prescribes the extent of executive 

powers of the Union, is also quite relevant. As per the first limb, it extends to 

the matters with respect to which Parliament has power to make laws. It also 

implies that the executive would have power to pass any law for the timely 

implementation of any of the international nornlS for which the Parliament has 

the power. The executive in India has been as lethargic as the legislature. 

Such situations have given rise to the phenomenon of the remaining organ 

of the State, namely the judiciary, to step into the shoes of the legislature. As 

regards the procedure of implementation of the international norms, courts have 

not been clear as to the course of action. 13 

68 

It is important that we incorporate human rights within our legislative 

framework so that violations can be prevented and redressed. In the words of 

the same Supreme Court Judge -

"As a nation which is a signatory to several UN Convention dealing with 

Human Rights, it is our obligation to have an administrative framework 

and an all pervading administrative policy that ensures proper respect for 

Human Rights.... It is when the administration fails in its duty petitions 

come and should come before the judiciary .... Secondly, the help which 

the judiciary can give will be moulded by the laws that we have, judicial 

activism notwithstanding. We have to guard against legislative inaction 

or failure as much as against administrative inaction or failure .... ,,14 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) makes 

seven fundamental rights non derogable even during emergency - right to life 

(Article 6); freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment (Article 7); freedom from slavery and servitude (Article 8); 

prohibition of imprisonment on the ground of inability to fulfill a contractual 

obligation (Article 11); prohibition of ex post facto criminal liability (Article 

! An analysis of the same is done in Chapter III infra 
~ \1anohar, supra n. 9,40 
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15): right to recognition as a person before the law (Article 16); and freedom of 

thought. conscience and religion (Article 18). 

Under the Indian Constitution, only two rights are made non-derogable by 

amending Article 359 by the Forty Fourth Amendment Act, 1978. They are 

protection in respect of conviction of offenders (Article 20) and protection of life 

and personal liberty (Article 21). 

A country seeking a change in its criminal procedure system has to be 

aware that most systems have had to adapt gradually to international human 

rights standards. The European Convention on Human Rights is a good example 

for this, as the European Court of Human Rights made clear that each country, 

while free to adopt its own system of criminal justice, evidence, proceedings, 

etc., is nevertheless bound by the fair trial standard laid out in the Convention. IS 

Before moving further another school of thought may be mentioned. It 

has been argued that the concentration of fundamental rights in the Constitution 

as a method of governing society is a typical legal academic approach of taking 

international norms and the "effective" implementation in the west and of using 

the Indian Constitution as a touchstone to turn these international obligations 

Into national norms through a process of metamorphosis. 16 

-See, in this sense, Salabiaku v. France, E.Ct.H.R., Judgment of 7 October 1988, Series A No 
;~I·A. paragraph 27 
-- Vikramjit Banerjee, "Human Rights and the Indian academia: A Need for Civilisational 
Lnderstanding", (2002) 8 SCC (J) 1. It is stated that what results is a strictly legalistic rights 
regime and an attempt to make it work in a society which is organised around a different set of 
realities, which are largely duty-based. The author says that the academic approach is different 
.;romjudicial approach in as much as the academic approach is divorced from Indian reality and 
:nconsistent in evolving a philosophy. The problem, as rightly identified, is not with the rights 
but the difference in where these rights can be traced to. The author disagrees with the 
~onception of universal human rights per se. See further the human Rights formulated 
according to the Hindu World View in the Hindu Declaration of Human Rights, Hindu Studies 
Rc\iew, Vol. I (1) http://www.csuchico.eduJrs/hsr/english.html. See also discussion on 
·mtegral hinduism' of 'Bharat' by Deen Dayal Upadhyaya - Four Lectures Delivered on April 
:2 - 26, 1965 http://www.bjp.orglphilo.htmandHerediaRC·InterpretingGandhi·sHind 
Swaraj', EPW Vol. 34 (24) June 12, 1999. Also discussing Raimundo Panikkar - 'Is the 
\otion of Human Rigths a Western Concept', 120 Diogenes 75 arguing that there are no trans 
.:ultural values as values are existent only in the cultural context. See also Agarwal H.O. 
Implementation of Human Rights and the Law, Kitab Mahal, Allahabad 1983; Also Mani VS, 
-'Human Rights in India: A Survey", Saxena (Ed.) Human Rights: Fifty Years of India's 
Independence, Gyan Pub. House, 1999, 169-94 
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\rgentina 

By virtue of Article 31 of the Constitution 17 - the Constitution, the laws 

of the Nation enacted by the Congress in pursuance thereof, and treaties with 

foreign powers are the supreme law of the Nation; and the authorities in every 

Province are bound thereby, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary which 

the provisional laws or constitutions may contain. 

The Constitution is not clear as to whether the treaties with paliies other 

than sovereign powers like international bodies would also have the same 

~nctity. 

Australia 

In Australia Section 51 (xxxix) of the Constitution Act gIves the 

Commonwealth the power over 'external affairs'. It has been held that external 

alTairs include the agreements entered into by Australia and the 

Commonwealth. IS By virtue of the same decision it was also held that 

legislation to give effect to such agreement is valid despite its effect on the 

States. There is no separate treaty making power. 

Australia is a party to the ICCPR and has ratified the First Optional 

Protocol to that Covenant and so persons discontented with Australian decisions, 

on the grounds of breach of the Covenant, may communicate their grievances to 

the United Nations Human Rights Committee. Immediately as it was ratified, 

two homosexuals communicated their complaint against the sodomy provisions 

of the Tasmanian Criminal Code to the Committee. The Committee upheld the 

communication. 19 As a consequence, federal legislation was introduced to 

Constitution of Argentina adopted in 1975 
'King v. Burgess, (1936) 55 CLR 608 
. Toorell v. Australia, UN Human Rights Committee, Communication No. 488/1992, 

following similar rulings by the European Court of Human Rights in Dudgeon v. The United 
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remove the infraction of the nation's international obligations.2o Tasmania also 

altered course and amended its criminal code repealing sodomy provisions. 

Belgium 

71 

As per the Constitution, Belgium is a federal state.21 But, the institutional 

structure is a complicated one comprising the federal level (House of 

Representatives, Senate and the King), the community level, the state region 

level and the language region level. The King manages international relations, 

without prejudice to the ability of Communities and Regions to engage in 

international co-operation, including the signature of treaties, for those matters 

within their responsibilities as established by the Constitution and in virtue 

thereof.22 The Community or the Regional governments are empowered to 

conclude, in matters concerning them, treaties regarding matters that are in the 

scope of the responsibilities of their Councils.23 They take effect on approval of 

the Council. Similarly, on other matters though the King is empowered to 

conclude treaties, these take effect only after the approval of the Houses.24 

On the question of the possibility of divisibility or transfer of sovereignty, 

the Constitution is very clear when it states that the exercising of determined 

power can be attributed by a treaty or by a law to international public 

institutions.25 

Kingdom, (1982) 4 EHRR 149; Norris v. Ireland, (1988) 13 EHRR 186; Modinos v. Cyprus, 
11993) 16EHRR485. 

http://www.hcourt.gov.aulspeecheslkirbyjlkirbyLcrimlaw.htm (03.02.2002) rn. 34 
C) This was again considered, with Human Rights (Sexual Conduct) Act 1994 by the High 
Court of Australia in Croome v. Tasmania, (1998) 191 CLR 119 referred to in Kirby, supra n. 
S. 
:! Constitution of Belgium adopted in 1970, revised in 1980, 1988 and 1993 - Article 1 
:: Id., Article 167 (1.1) 
:.' Id" Article 167 (3) 
:1 Id., Article 167 (2) 
:' Id" Article 34 
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Article 12 (l) guarantees individual freedom (personal liberty). No one 

can be prosecuted except in the cases provided for by law, and in the form 

prescribed by law.26 The Article also specifies that except in the case of 

flagrante delicto, no one can be arrested except by a justifiable judge's order that 

must be served at the moment of arrest, or at least within 24 hours.27 No 

punishment can be made or given except in pursuance of the law/8 which cannot 

include punishment by confiscation of assets.29 And further, capital punishment 

has been abolished and it cannot be brought back into force. 3o 

Brazil 

The international relations of the federative Republic of Brazil are 

governed, among others, by the principle of prevalence of human rights.3l It has 

been categorically declared that the rights and guarantees established in the 

Constitution does not preclude others arising out of the regime and the principles 

adopted by it, or out of international treaties to which the Federative Republic is 

a party.32 

Among the individual rights guaranteed under Chapter I are included the 

right not to be submitted to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatmene3 and 

declaration of the home as an inviolable asylum of the individuae4 which cannot 

be entered except with consent of the dweller or in case of flagrante delicto or 

by a court's order. Prior definition of law and prescription of punishment is 

required.35 Similarly, penal law may be considered retroactive if it is for the 

~ Id .. Article 12 (2) 
:- Id .. Article 12 (3) 
:, Id .. Article 14 
:9 Id .. Article 17 
\oj Id .. Article 18 
'! Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil adopted in 1988. Article 4 (II) 
:: Id .. Article 5 (2) 
.'.' Id .. Article 5 (0) (III) 
\j Id .. Article 5 (0) (XI) 
:< Id.. Article 5 (0) (XXXIX) 
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benefit of the defendant.36 Torture, unlawful traffic of narcotics and similar 

drugs, terrorism and heinous crimes does not entail bailor mercy or anmesty.37 

The document provides for the individualisation of punishment. 38 It is also 

particular that along with the abolition of death penalty (except in the event of 

declared war) it prohibits life imprisonment, hard labour, banishment and cruel 

sentences.39 The constitution also provides for procedural safeguards in criminal 

law like due process of law, inadmissibility of evidence obtained through 

unlawful means and presumption of innocence.4o No one is to be arrested except 

m/lagrante delicto or by order of proper judicial authority, the details of mTest 

to be informed to the proper judge and to his family. He has the right to be 

mfonned of his rights and assistance for legal counse1.41 

Bulgaria 

The National Assembly is empowered to ratify or denounce by law all 

mternational instruments, inter alia, concerning Republic of Bulgaria's 

participation in international organisations and concerning fundamental human 

rights.42 Treaties ratified may be amended or denounced only by their built in 

procedure or in accordance with the universally acknowledged norms of 

mternationallaw.43 Before the conclusion of a treaty requiring an amendment to 

the Constitution, the amendment must be carried out. 44 

Bulgarian Constitution treats ratified and promulgated treaties as part of 

mternallaw and, in case of conflict between internal law and a treaty, the latter 

< Id.. Article 5 (0) (XL) 
· ·Id. Article 5 (0) (XLIII) 
• U. Article 5 (0) (XLVI) 
'Id. Article 5 (0) (XLVII) 
• Id. Articles 5 (0), (LIV), (LVI) and (LVII), respectively 
• Id., Article 5 (0) (LXI) - (LXVII) 
.: Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria adopted in 1991 - Article 85 dealing with the 
Intemationallnstruments 
··Id .. Article 85 (2) 
"Id. Article 85 (3) 
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prevails,45 Further the Constitutional Court can decide upon the consistency of 

Internal law 'with accepted standards of general international law as well as 
, ,016 lTeal1es , 

The Constitution provides that no one shall be subjected to torture or to 

~ruel. inhuman, or degrading treatment, or to forcible assimilation,47 Article 30 

~ro\'ides for the protection of personal freedom, integrity and defence, The 

Judicial authorities are to rule on the legality of a detention within 24 hours and a 

person is entitled for legal assistance under the Article, Procedural safeguards 

like prompt trial, presumption of innocence and right against self-incrimination 

lfe recognised in the Constitution.48 

Canada does not have a written Constitution in one single document but 

has a number of Constitution Acts. By virtue of section 132 of the British North 

,\merica Act, the Parliament and the Government of Canada have all the powers 

necessary or proper for performing the obligation of Canada or of any province 

:hereof as part of the British Empire towards foreign countries arising under 

treaties between the Empire and such foreign countries, The Dominion 

Parliament thus had the exclusive power to implement a treaty when it comes 

\\ Ithin section 132 or when the general residuary power under section 91 is 

applicable, However, by In re Aeronautics49 it was held that the Dominion 

Parliament cannot legislate to implement the agreement without the consent of 

the Provinces, if the international convention was signed by Canada as an 

Independent State, not as a member of the British Commonwealth of Nations, 

lnd the matter of the Convention relates to the classes of the Provincial subjects, 

"Id, Article 5 (4) 1991 
• M, Article 149 (1) (4) ), Stein, supra n, 1 
" Id, Article 29 (1) 
~ Id, Article 31 
"11932) AC 54 
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It would appear that the Dominion Parliament still lacked the whole of the treaty 

ak ' 50 m mg powers. 

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms are included in the 

Constitution Act of 1982. It guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it 

subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably 

Justified in a free and democratic society.51 Interestingly, no person is to be 

iound guilty on account of any act or omission unless it constituted an offence 

under Canadian or international law or was criminal according to the general 

principles of law recognised by the community of nations. 52 

75 

Among the legal rights recognised are right to life and security of person, 

right to be secure against unreasonable search and seizure, right not to be 

lrbitrarily detained or imprisoned and to be informed of the reasons if arrested. 53 

Section 11 deals with the aspects of fair trial and confers rights to be informed of 

specific offence, to be tried within a reasonable time, against self-incrimination, 

to be presumed innocent, not to be denied reasonable bail, trial by jury (where 

punishment is five years or more), against double jeopardy and to get the benefit 

of lesser punishment in case of any variation in law. The Constitution also 

specifies that everyone has the right not to be subjected to any cruel or unusual 

treatment or punishment. 54 In Canada, the treaty power has been construed as 

not to give the national government legislative powers over matters reserved to 
. 55 the provInces. 

'" Allorney General Jar Canada v. Attorney General Jar Ontario, (1937) AC 326; See also 
Theophile Y. Solicitor General, [1950] AC 186, HL; Blackburn v. A-G, [1971] 2 All E R 1380. 
; Constitution Act 1982, Section 1 
;, Id., Section 11 (g) 
"Id., Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively 
:< Id., Section 12 
" Curtis A. Bradley, "The Treaty Power and American Federalism", 97 Mich. L. Rev. 390 
11998 - 99),456 
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The Chinese Constitution believes in the unifonnity and dignity of the 

socialist legal system and the rule of law. 56 It recognises the personal freedoms 

of citizens as inviolable. 57 Arrests are to be made with the approval or by the 

decision of a people's procuratorate or by decision of a people's court and a 

public security organ must make it. It also specifies that unlawful deprivation or 

restriction of citizen's personal freedom by detention or other means IS 

prohibited as also unlawful search of the person of the citizens. 58 

In Croatia treaties properly ratified and published are considered to be 

pan of the Republic's internal legal order and are, in respect of their legal effect, 

above the law. 59 

76 

Cyprus recognises the predominance of international law and gives vital 

Importance particularly to human rights nornlS. It has ratified almost all 

mternational legal instruments relevant to human rights and has accepted the 

compulsory jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights and the 

optional clause of Article 36 (2) of the Statute of the International Court of 

Justice. The legal instruments, from the date of their publication in the Official 

Gazette are treated to have been incorporated into the Republic's municipal law 

'Constitution of the People's Republic of China adopted in 1982, Article 5 
. Id. Article 37 
'. Ibid. See also Stephen C. Angle, Human Rights and Chinese Thought: A Cross Cultural 
:'.quiry, Cambridge University Press, UK, 2002. 
'. Constitution of Croatia adopted in 1990, Article 134 
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l!ld have from the date mentioned superior force to any municipal law.6o If the 

:ntemational convention is non-self executing, the legislature has a legal 

lbligation to enact appropriate legislation to harmonise municipal law to make 

:he convention fully enforceable. Part II of the Constitution sets out the 

rundamental Rights and Liberties, which is almost a verbatim reproduction of 

:hose mentioned in European Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms and some expansion on it. The legislative, executive and judicial 

luthonties are enjoined to secure, within the limits of their respective 

~ompetence, the efficient application of human rights.61 Any restrictions or 

ilmitations of human rights guaranteed under the Constitution have to be 

provided by law and have to be absolutely necessary only in the interest of the 

l\!Cunty of the Republic, or the constitutional order, or the public safety, or the 

public order or the public health, or for rights guaranteed by the Constitution to 

my person. Such limitations or restrictions are to be interpreted strictly as held 

by the Supreme Constitutional Court in Fina Cyprus Ltd. v. The Republic.62 It 

stated that legislation involving interference with the Fundamental Rights and 

Liberties safeguarded under the Constitution and their construction is governed 

by the settled principle that such provisions should be construed in case of doubt 

In favour of the said rights and liberties. Individuals, after having exhausted all 

iocal remedies, have been granted recourse to various international instruments 

by submitting communications to the appropriate authorities under the optional 

clauses. 

Czech Republic 

Czech Republic's Constitution of 1992 allows human rights treaties to 

have direct effect and unqualified supremacy over legislation. Article 10 of the 

same provides that - 'ratified and promulgated accords on human rights and 

, Constitution of the Republic of Cyprus - Article 169 
, Id. Article 35 
.: RSCC, VoL 4, 33 
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iundamental freedoms, to which the Czech Republic has committed itself, are 

immediately binding and carry power superior to that of law (legislation). ,63 But 

nothing is mentioned in the constitution about treaties other than human rights 

treaties or about accession to any integrated organisation like the European 

L:nion. As these instruments are directly applicable, they are invoked before and 

directly enforced by the courts and administrative authorities.64 

Denmark 

The King acts on behalf of the Realm in international affairs. 65 But he 

cannot undertake any obligation, which for fulfillment requires the concurrence 

of the Parliament or otherwise is of major importance. By virtue of specific 

provisions the powers vested in the authorities of the Realm under the 

Constitution, by a statute, can be delegated to international authorities set up by 

mutual agreement with other states for the promotion of international rules of 

law and co-operation.66 

Personal liberty is treated as inviolable which can be deprived only if it is 

warranted by law.67 A person taken into custody should be brought before the 

Judge within 24 hours. Similarly the dwelling is also treated as inviolable. Any 

house search, seizure or examination can take place only under a judicial order 

unless particular exception is warranted by statute.68 

.: By Articles 87 (1) (a) and (b) the Constitution gives the Constitutional Courts jurisdiction to 
lnnullegislation or administrative acts conflicting with human rights treaties 
'. Judgment of the Supreme Court of Cyprus in Civil Appeal No. 6616, Malachtou v. Aloneftis, 
~o January 1986 
., Constitution of Denmark adopted in 1953. Section 19 (1) 
"" Id .. Section 20 dealing with the Delegation of Powers. 
, Id .. Section 71 
. M. Section 72 
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The President of the Republic is empowered to negotiate and ratify 

treaties.69 Treaties or agreements relating to international organisations may be 

r.nified or approved only by act of Parliament. 70 They take effect only after 

~a\"ing been ratified or approved. If the Constitutional Council has ruled that an 

International agreement contains a clause contrary to the Constitution, the 

ratification or approval of the agreement is not to be authorised until the revision 

vi the Constitution.71 

Constitutions of 1946 and 1958 have can'ied on the idea of treaties' 

79 

~uperiority over legislation, subject, however, to the new requirement of 

reciprocity, a pattern followed by the Francophone countries of Africa.72 The 

1946 Constitution of France provided that treaties should have force superior to 

that of statute law. The later formulation of the same provided that duly ratified 

treaties shall be superior to laws on condition of reciprocity that is if the treaty in 

my particular case is likewise observed by the other State party. This is said to 

raise the question as to how reciprocity is to be defined and who is to decide 

whether it exists in the sense of the wording in the Constitution.73 

"Constitution of the Republic of France adopted in 1958 - Article 52 
. Id" Article 53 

Id .. Article 54. The President made a reference under this to the Constitutional Council 
;onceming the Maastricht Treaty, which concluded, in Re Treaty of European Union 
".l/aastricht f', Constitutional Council (France), 9 April 1992, that three provisions of the 
Treaty were incompatible with the Constitution. A constitutional amendment was made to 
provide for the transfer of necessary powers. In Re Treaty of European Union "Maastricht If', 
Constitutional Council (France), 2 September 1992, the Council held that the Treaty was now 
fully compatible with the Constitution as amended. Cases referred to in The Relationship 
\.'Meen European Community Law and National Law: The Cases, Ed. Andrew Oppenheimer, 
Grotius Publications, Cambridge University Press, Great Britain, 1994 
.: Id. Article 55 

Robert R. Wilson, "International Law in New National Constitutions", Editorial Comment, 
5' Am. J. In!'1. L. 432, 435. See for the relation of the French Constitution to the European 
Lnion, P. Oliver, "The French Constitution and the Treaty of Maastricht", 1994 Intl. & Comp. 
LO.I 
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France stands out in conforming to international standards set by the 

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)74 with respect to suspects, 

defendants and victims of criminal processes. The French parliament, in June 

2000, adopted the Loi touching upon different aspects of investigation, 

detention, trial and appeals, with the object of 'reinforcing the presumption of 

mnocence and the rights of victims'. 75 Till these refOlms, the police was not 

obliged to tell the suspect either of his right to silence or of the nature of enquiry 

in connection with which he was being held, he had access to his defence lawyer 

tor a mere 30 minutes that too only after 20 hours of detention (gal-de a' vue) 

and there was no appeal against conviction for the most serious offences, the 

crimes, which was tried by the eour d' assises. 

Article 55 of the French Constitution reqUlres compliance with the 

ECHR. The reforms are an attempt to bring France in line with most European 

countries. Reform to Article 63-1 of the Code de Proee'dure Pe 'nale (CPP) 

requires the police to inform the suspect of the reasons for his detention in police 

~ustody.76 A new juge des Iiberte's et de la de'tention (JLD) is introduced to 

decide the issue of detention during investigation.77 The European Court had 

also criticised the provision in Article 583 whereby the appellants to the Cour de 

cassation were to surrender to custody before the hearing of their appeal took 

place, as otherwise the appeal was automatically rejected. This requirement has 

now been dropped. 

It is claimed that the rights based language of the reforms and the 

abrogation of important and contentious Articles in the CPP have been brought 

about not through a closed and internally generated desire for change and 

. European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 4 
\olember 1950 came into force on 3 September 1953, ETS No. 5 
" The reforms consist of some 144 articles, most of which modify parts of the epp. Some 
:lme into effect inmlediately, some in January 2001 and the others in June 2001 
"Article 5 (2) of the ECHR 
"In 1993 a jllge de' /egue' was introduced with a similar object in mind but was not sustained. 
The JLD has a wider role than that of detennining pre-trial detention during instruction. He 
has also to adjudicate on issues affecting the rights and liabilities of the suspect, complying 
\llth the ECHR requirements that an impartial judge should detemline pre-trial detention 
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innovation, but rather, through a wider political necessity, in order to avoid 

continued criticism and condemnation under the ECHR.78 

81 

Under Article 55 of the Constitution, the French legal system appears to 

tlke a monist approach to the obligations under the international law. But, it is 

alleged, after empirical research, that though ECHR was part of the professional 

discourse of the Magsitrats and the defense lawyer, it was often understood in 

dilute and minimalist terms. The willingness to litigate Convention guarantees 

md rely upon them in domestic courts is not firmly established.79 The Cour de 

Cassation has been following the policy of resistance to the supranational effect 

vi the Convention law and preference for preservation of judicial autonomy and 

national sovereignty. It might require a re-look on its policies after these 

reforms. 

A new preliminary Article inserted at the start of the CPP by way of the 

reforms sets out the principles governing criminal procedure, which may be 

adopted by the courts as a guide to interpretation. It states that criminal 

procedure must be fair, allow issues to be debated by all sides and maintain a 

balance between the rights of the parties. There must be a clear separation 

between investigation and prosecution and those responsible for trying the case. 

There should be equal treatment of accused persons and the judiciaries are also 

responsible for protecting the rights of the victims. Those suspected of, or 

prosecuted for, committing offences are presumed innocent, as their guilt has not 

been established. They are entitled to know the nature of the charges against 

[hem and to have a defense lawyer. Any restriction on a person's liberty must be 

determined by a judicial authority and be strictly necessary, in proportion to the 

gravity of the offence and not infringe the dignity of that person. The decision 

\\hether or not to pursue the charges should be made within a reasonable time. 

" Jacqueline Hodgson, "Suspects, Defendants and Victims in the French Criminal Process: The 
(onlext of Recent Reform", 51 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 781 (2002), 784 . 
-, Id .. 785 - 86 
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All convicted persons have the right to have their conviction reviewed by 

another court.80 

Breaking from the traditional inquisitorial roots, it is now prescribed that 

the witnesses may be no longer held in garde a' vue during any investigation. 

Though this reform was slightly reversed by specifying strictly the grounds for 

suspecting a person, by the 'petite loi' of February 2002, the grounds have been 

diluted from 'evidence giving rise to suspicion' to 'one or more reasons to 
, 81 

~uspect . 

Another major change is that a person in custody of police must be told 

of the nature of the offence of which he is suspected and of his right to silence. 82 

82 

Another reform is that now a person will not be automatically mis en 

I!Jamen on referral by the procureur. The juge d' instruction is required to hear 

the suspect, in the presence of his lawyer, before deciding whether or not to 

make him mis en exam en (which now requires precise and corroborating 

evidence of guilt, not simply suggestive of involvement) or simply a te'moin 

ussiste' (which requires only some evidence suggesting guilt). By virtue of 

Article 181, at the close of instruction, the juge d' instruction sends the case 

directly to the Cour d' Assises without sending it to the Procureur first. If no 

charges are brought against the mis en exam en, he can request for compensation 

for costs incurred including that of the lawyer. 

Juveniles now have access to defense lawyer at the start of detention and 

their interrogation is to be videotaped. 

There is a conscious attempt to reduce delay at every stage of criminal 

process. This is done by imposing timetables, obligating reporting on the 

progress of investigations and by imposing a limit on the amount of time a 

'cC Id., 792 
, M, 803 
': The petite lai of 2002 has intervened to modify the way in which the suspect is infonned of 
his right to silence - the suspect will no longer be advised that he 'has the right not to respond 
to questions put', but that 'he has the choice to be silent, to respond to questions put him or to 
make a statement'. The initial plans to introduce a warning that silence may harnl the defence 
were dropped. Id., 804 
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person may be remanded in pre-trial custody.83 The trial procedure now pennits 

lawyers to question witnesses directly rather than through the trial judge, both in 

the tribunal correetionel as well as in the eour d' assises. 84 

It is also possible to prefer an appeal from the decision of the eour d' 

Jssises to a differently constituted eour d' assises with 12 jurors who are to 

decide by a 10:2 majority.85 

The criminal justice system IS m transition m France. It is movmg 

towards greater openness influenced by the ECHR. It has been obligated to 

make changes to its criminal procedure in response to particular European Court 

decisions as well as to give effect to basic Convention guarantees. It is observed 

that those responsible for refonns are walking a tight rope between, on the one 

hand, ensuring that France remains faithful to the European Convention and 

maintains its self-image as the homeland of human rights, and the other, 

proffering reassurances that the change which this entails in no way represents a 

move towards more adversarial process.86 

The reforms were prompted by the Report of the Delmas - Marty 

Commission which proposed sweeping changes to make criminal process more 

coherent, transparent and in confonnity with theECHR.87 

, In the tribunal correction el, a person may only be remanded for a two-month period, 
:enewable twice. If he is not put to trial after six months, he is to be released (Art. 179). In the 
:our d' assises, the period is one year, renewable twice in exceptional circumstances for six 
months, and if not put on trial for two years and is in custody, the accused is to be released 
I ~rticle 215-2}. Id., 809 
., Articles 312 and 442 
I' The cOllr d' assises tries the most serious offences, crimes, and comprises a jury of 9 and 3 
:Jdges who together determine guilt or innocence and the sentence from which until the 
:eionns there was no appeal. The February 2002 'petite loi' also allows the procurellr to 
.!ppeal against an acquittal. 
" Hodgson sllpra n. 78, 813 
.. Referred to in Hodgson supra n. 78, 813 
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Germany 

The Constitution considers human dignity as inviolable and the Gernmn 

People acknowledge inviolable and inalienable human rights as the basis of 

emy human community, of peace and of justice of the world. 88 The Federation 

can, for the purpose of Germany's participation in the development of the 

European Union to realise a unified Europe, with the consent of the Bundesrat 

,Senate) delegate sovereign powers.89 The Federation may, by legislation, 

transfer sovereign powers to intergovernmental institutions. For the 

maintenance of peace, the Federation can join a system of mutual collective 

security and in doing so it will consent to such limitations upon its rights of 

sovereignty to bring about and secure a peaceful and lasting order in Europe and 

among the nations of the world.9o 

The Basic Law of Federal Republic of Germany has made general rules 

of public international law superior to legislation and directly invocable by 

individuals. 91 

Intrusion on life and personal integrity may be made only pursuant to a 

statute.92 Similarly, home is also inviolable and searches may be ordered only 

by a judge or, in emergency, by other organs legally specified.93 Capital 

punishment is abolished by the Constitution.94 Article 103 mandates due process 

requirements including hearing in accordance with law, prior declaration of an 

act as a crime and protection from double jeopardy. Further, it also provides for 

the legal guarantees in the event of deprivation of liberty, which can be done 

only by virtue of a formal statute. The person detained must not be subjected to 

mental or to physical ill treatment. The judge has to decide upon detention 

.. Constitution of Germany (GRUNDGESETZ) adopted in 1949. Article I 
" Id., Article 23 
.' Id., Article 24 
" Id., Article 25 
': Id., Article 2 
,; Id, Article 13 
.: Id., Article 102 
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within a day and a relative of the detained person has to be notified of the 
. . d' 95 decision to etam. 

The generally recognised rules of international law and the international 

~onventions after their ratification by law and their having been put into effect 

,onstitute integral part of the Greek law. They have an overriding effect over 

my municipal law provision to the contrary.96 The application of such rules to 

aliens is based on condition of reciprocity. By virtue of the same provision, it is 

Jlso possible to recognise the competence of bodies of international 

organisations by virtue of treaties and agreements. Similarly, Greece can accept 

restrictions on the exercise of national sovereignty by laws passed if this is 

dictated by important national interests, if human rights and foundations of the 

democratic regime be not violated and if it is effected on the basis of the 

principle of equality and on condition of reciprocity. 

The Constitution recognises respect for and protection of human dignity 

as the primary obligation of the State.97 All persons within the State enjoy full 

protection of their life, honour and freedom with exceptions as are permitted in 

such cases as provided for by internationallaw.98 

A judicial warrant stating the reasons is required in all cases of arrest 

except in crimes committed in flagrante delicto, the arrested person should be 

brought before the Magistrate within 24 hours, requiring him to decide on the 

issue within at the most three days.99 Retroactive crime and punishment are 

prohibited. So are torture and any kind of bodily ill-treatment, injury to health, 

or the use of psychological pressure or any other offence against human dignity . 

. ' Id., Article 104 
• Constitution of Greece adopted in 1975 - Article 28. 
" Id., Article 2 
.• Id., Article 5 
~ Id., Article 6 
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Israel does not have a written Constitution in one single document but has 

a number of Basic Laws. Interestingly, there is absolutely no mention of any 

mtemationallaw or norms in the relevant Basic laws. 

87 

Basic human rights in Israel are based on the recognition of the value of 

the human being, and the sanctity of his life and his freedom respected in the 

spirit of the principles of the Declaration of Independence of the State of 

israel. 105 It prescribes that there shall be no deprivation or restriction of the 

liberty of a person by imprisonment, arrest, extradition or by any other 

manner. 106 It further states that there shall be no violation of rights under this 

Basic Law except by a Law fitting the values of the State of Israel. 107 

The Italian Constitution is silent on the effect of treaties in internallaw. 108 

This may be due to extreme positivism of the dualists which provided the 

doctrinal underpinnings for defeating the forward looking proposals regarding 

treaties. 109 

Article 73 of the Constitution provides that the cabinet shall conclude 

treaties but it shall obtain prior or, depending upon circumstances, the 

subsequent approval of the Diet. What kinds of international agreements would 

'~Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty adopted in March 1992. Section 1 
~ Id., Section 5 
V" Id., Section 8 
"Article10 
;';Stein,supra n. 1,428 
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;eIjuire approval is not clear, as the Constitution does not define a treaty. This 

~uestion has, therefore, been taken to the courts on a case to case basis. llo 

Luxembourg 

By the Constitution, the State guarantees the natural rights of the 

:ndividual and of the family. I II The Grand Duke concludes the treaties. These 

do not come into effect until they have been sanctioned by law and published in 

the manner laid down for the publication of laws. 112 The exercise of powers 

reserved to the legislature, executive and judiciary may be temporarily vested by 

treaty in institutions governed by international law. 113 

Individual freedom is guaranteed and no one may be prosecuted except 

iorcases and according to procedure laid down by law. No one is to be arrested 

without a reasoned order of the judge (to be given at the time of arrest or within 

24 hours) except inflagrante delicto. The death penalty on political grounds and 

~i\il death and branding are abolished. 114 The home is also treated as inviolable. 

The Constitution prescribes that - the Constitution, the laws of the 

Congress of the Union that emanate therefrom, and all treaties that have been 

made and shall be made in accordance therewith by the President of the 

Republic, with the approval of the Senate, shall be the supreme law of the whole 

L'nion. The judges of each state shall give effect to the said Constitution, the 

88 

. Japan v. Shigeru and others, 32 ILR 43 (1952); Japan Industrial Exhibition 1969 at Peking 
"nd Shanghai v. The State, (1971) referred to in K. I. Igweike, "The Definition and Scope of 
'Treaty' Under International Law", 28 Ind. J. Int'!. 1. 249 (1988) 

Constitution of Luxembourg adopted in 1868 
: M. Article 37 
: Id .. Article 49 bis dealing with international institutions. 
'Id.. Article 18 
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Jaws, and treaties, in spite of any contradictory provisions that may appear in the 

,onstitutions or the laws of the State. I IS 

In Nepal, the ratification of, acceSSIOn to, acceptance of treaties or 

agreements to which the Kingdom or the Government is to become a party is to 

be determined by law. 116 Unless a treaty or agreement is ratified, acceded to, 

accepted or approved in accordance with this Article, it is not binding on the 

Government or the Kingdom. No treaty is permissible that is detrimental to the 

territorial integrity of Nepal. 

89 

The Constitution specifically provides that no person shall be deprived of 

his personal liberty, save in accordance with law and that no law shall be made 

which provides for capital punishment. 117 Article 14 provides for the rights 

regarding criminal justice including prohibition of retroactivity of criminal law, 

double jeopardy and right against self-incrimination. No person detained shall 

be subjected to physical or mental torture, nor be given any cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment. A person so treated is entitled for compensation. An 

arrested person is entitled to know the grounds for arrest and can consult a legal 

practitioner. The person arrested is to be brought before the judicial authority 

within 24 hours. The Constitution, like the Indian one, deals with Preventive 

Detention also which is prohibited except in case where sufficient grounds for 

the existence of an immediate threat to the sovereignty, integrity or law and 

order situation of the country. 118 

:' Constitution of the Republic of Mexico adopted in 1917 as amended in 1934. Article 133 
ibConstitution of the Kingdom of Nepal adopted in 1990. Article 126 (1) 
:: Id., Article 12 (1) 
! Id., Article 15 
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'etherlands 

The Constitution obligates the Government to promote the development 

/the international rule of law. 119 Prior approval of the Parliament is required 

:',lr the Kingdom to be bound by a treaty. The Parliament can provide for the 

:.lSes where approval may not be necessary and where necessary, the manner in 

.Ihich it is granted. 120 Netherlands Constitution appears to have carried the 

;nority of treaties principle to its logical end by making treaties superior even to 

~~e Constitution. 121 Article 92 enables conferment of legislative, executive and 

.udicial powers on international institutions by or pursuant to a treaty. Once 

~ey are published the provisions of treaties and of resolutions by international 

Institutions binds all persons by virtue of their contents. 122 Therefore, statutory 

regulations in force shall not be applicable if it is in conflict with provisions of 

uearies that are binding on all persons or of resolutions by international 

Institutions. 123 

The Constitution abolishes capital punishment. 124 Article 15 provides 

that no one shall be deprived of his liberty other than in cases laid down by 

Parliament. It also mandates that the trial of such a person should take place 

within a reasonable period. It also provides for prior publication of an act as a 

,rime, right to be heard and right to legal representative in legal and 

ldministrative proceedings. 125 

'Constitution of Netherlands adopted in 1983- Article 90 
:. Id., Article 91 
: Art 91 (3), 94 as amended in 1983 
~ Id., Article 93 
:: Id., Article 94 
:' Id., Article 114 
:, Id., Articles 16, 17 and 18, respectively. 
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\tW Zealand 

New Zealand, like Canada and Israel, does not have a written 

C0nstitution. It has passed an Act to affinn, protect, and promote human rights 

lnd fundamental freedoms and to affinn the country's commitment to the 

international Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 126 The Act has 

rredorninance over all other enactment whether passed before or after the 

passing of this Act. No provision can be impliedly repealed or revoked or held 

:0 be invalid or ineffective or refuse to apply any provision of this Bill of rights 

.~ct on the grounds of its inconsistency with any other provision. l27 The 

meaning of a provision consistent with the rights and freedoms enumerated in 

this Act should be preferred. 128 

By virtue of Section 8, no one shall be deprived of life on such grounds as 

are established by law and are consistent with the principles of fundamental 

Justice. Everyone has the right not to be subjected to torture or to cruel, 

d· . I . 1 129 degrading, or IsproportlOnate y severe treatment or pums lment. It 

91 

guarantees a right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure of person 

or property and not to be arbitrarily arrested or detained. 130 Section 23 deals 

with the rights of an arrested or detained person including the rights to be 

mformed the reason at the time of arrest, to consult and instruct a lawyer, to get 

lalidity of arrest detennined without delay by way of habeas corpus, to be 

charged promptly, to refrain from making any statement (also to be infonned of 

that right) and to be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent 

dignity of the person. The Act also deals with the aspects of criminal justice and 

fair trial like benefit of a trial by jury (where more than 3 months imprisonment 

;0 New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 - Preamble. This has also been improved upon by 
amendments through the Human Rights Act 1993. 
;" Id .. Section 4 
;8 Id .. Section 6 
;9 Id.. Section 9 
;0 Id.. Sections 21 and 22 
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:an be given), public hearing by an independent and impartial court, to be 

:'resumed innocent, not to be compelled as a witness or to confess, benefit of 

~ser penalty if varied by legislation and to make an appeal to a higher court. 131 

?nnciples of non-retroactivity of penal laws and double jeopardy are also 

,rescnbed under section 26. 

Under the Constitution, the King has the right to conclude and denounce 

:on\'entions. 132 In the same Article, it is envisaged that treaties on matter of 

~pecial importance and, in all cases, treaties whose implementation, according to 

the Constitution, necessitates a new law or a decision by the Storting 

iParliament), are not binding until the Storting has given its consent thereto. In 

order to, inter alia, promote international rule of law and co-operation between 

nations, the Starting has been empowered, with a 3/4th majority, to consent that 

an international organisation shall have the right, within objectively defined 

lields, to exercise powers that are normally vested in the country's authorities, 

excluding the power to alter the Constitution. 133 This provision is not applicable 

In cases of membership in an international organisation whose decisions apply to 

the country purely under the international law . 

Article 11 Qc declares that it is the responsibility of the authorities of the 

State to respect and ensure human rights with specific provisions for the 

Implementation of treaties to be determined by law" It lays down that no one 

may be convicted except according to law or be punished except after a cOUl1 

Judgment. In a bare statement it says that interrogation by torture must not take 

place,134 By Article 97 it also prohibits retroactive law . 

. Id., Sections 24 and 25 
: The Constitution of the Kingdom of Norway adopted in 1814. Article 26 
'Id" Article 93 

'J Id" Article 96 
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1962 Constitution of Pakistan authorised the Central legislature of the 

:ountry to make law concerning "Offences against the law of nations". 135 Being 

:n such tunnoil, it is not clear which constitution or law is to be looked upon to 

iee its position in these matters. 

In international relations, Portugal is governed by the principles, among 

others, of national independence and respect for human rights. 136 Article 8 deals 

WIth the effect of international law on the domestic field. It provides that the 

rules and principles of general or customary international law are an integral part 

(lithe Portuguese law. Rules provided for in international conventions that have 

been duly ratified or approved shall apply in national law, after their official 

publication, so long as they remain internationally binding on the State. 

Similarly, rules made by the competent organs of international organisations to 

which Portugal belongs apply directly in national law to the extent that the 

,onstitutive treaty provides. The Government is empowered to negotiate and 

Jgree to international conventions. It approves international agreements by 

decree. m The President of the Republic, exercising his powers in international 

relations, ratifies international treaties once they have been duly approved. 138 

The Constitution is elaborate in dealing with the rights under the criminal 

Justice administration. While declaring human life as inviolable it provides that 

'Article 132 and Third Schedule - paragraph (f) 
• Constitution of the Portuguese Republic adopted in 1974, Fourth Revision in 1997 - Article 

"i1 ) 
:"'d., Article 197 
:j Id., Article 135 
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~ no case shall the death penalty be applied. 139 Similarly, it declares the moral 

md physical integrity of the person also to be inviolable while specifying that no 

.;n~ shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, degrading or inhuman treatment or 

~W1ishment.140 Article 27 guarantees that no one shall be deprived of his liberty 

.. nless as a consequence of a sentence or of a security measure judicially 

:niorced. This guarantee does not extend to detention in flagrante delicto, 

..erious offence punishable with more than 3 years imprisonment etc. Persons 

_,<!ained should be informed the reasons for arrest or detention and of his rights. 

:>etentions should be scrutinised by a judicial authority within 48 hours, remand 

:n custody is of exceptional nature and should be subject to time limitations laid 

.iown by law. 141 By virtue of Article 29, criminal act or omission should have 

:-ten punishable prior to their commission except where, within the limits of 

]unicipal law of punishment, it was a crime under general principles of 

international law that are customarily recognised. It also provides for any 

~nefit of variation of law to go to the offender and prohibits double jeopardy. 

Interestingly, the Constitution mandates that no one shall be subjected to a 

~ntence or security measure that involves deprivation or restriction of liberty for 

life or for an unlimited or indefinite term. 142 The right of habeas corpus is 

,ilailable on which the court should rule within 8 days, in Article 31. Guarantees 

in criminal proceedings include safeguards for the defence, including appeal, 

?resumption of innocence, trial within shortest period of time compatible with 

:he defence guarantees, right to counsel at all stages and that the proceedings are 

:0 be accusatory in structure, in which victim is also entitled to take part. 143 The 

Anicle specifically prohibits reliance on evidence obtained by torture, force, 

:nfringement of the physical or moral integrity of the individual, or wrongful 

:nterference with private life, the home, correspondence or telecommunication. 

, Id, Article 24 
• Id, Article 25 
; Id., Article 28 
.: Id, Article 30 (1) 
. Id. , Article 32 
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Romania 

Under the Romanian Constitution ratified treaties are part of domestic 

.l1l.1.\.l Moreover Constitutional provision on basic human rights must be 

:nterpreted in accordance with UDHR and ratified treaties. 

Russian Federation 

95 

The Constitution declares that the rights and freedoms of humans are of 

~~preme value and it is the duty of the state to recognise, respect and protect the 

ncllts and liberties of humans and citizens. 145 It treats the commonly recognised 

principles and norms of international law and the international treaties as part of 

mtemallegal system. The treaties are superior, in case of conflict, to internal 

~\\,.I.\6 But then the Constitutional Court is empowered to review the 

~onstitutionality of any treaty.147 Russia being a strong Presidential Republic, 

:he 'executive agreements' have been accorded the same standing as treaties 

lPproved by the legislature. 148 

As far as generally recognised principles and norms of international law 

::r~ concerned they are also treated as part of internal law but not superior to 

:hem. But human rights and freedoms are guaranteed in accordance with such 
, . I d 149 

~nnClp es an norms. These are considered as inalienable. As per the 

Constitution, the Russian Federation may participate in interstate unions and 

my transfer parts of its powers to them in accordance with international treaties 

:!. this transfer does not lead to a restriction on human rights and does not 

.. Constitution of Romania - Articles 11 (2) and 20. 
"Constitution of the Russian Federation approved by a popular referendum on December 12, 
y.)3 entered into force on December 25, 1993. Article 2 
"M. Article 15 (4) 
.. M. Article 125 (2) (g) 
.' Stein, supra n. 1, 443 
.' Supra n. 145, Articles 15(1), 17(1) and 69 
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;ontravene the constitutional order. lso The relation with foreign states and the 

:onclusion of international treaties of the Russian Federation is within the 

'urisdiction of the federal government. 151 The constituent republics and 

~ro\'inces have right to establish their own 'international and foreign economic 

:e1ation' with foreign states, a limited treaty making power. IS2 

96 

If the constitutionality of the proposed treaty is challenged, the Court may 

be drawn into the national procedure of ratification. 153 Treaties that conflict with 

the Constitution "are not [to be] given effect and are not applicable". It is 

observed that - this means that if a treaty submitted for ratification is considered 

to be unconstitutional by the Court, it may be ratified only after the Constitution 

has been amended. ls4 The chapter on human rights of the Russian Constitution 

provides a clause that all persons enjoy a constitutionally protected right to 

submit petitions to international organs for the protection of human rights and 

treedoms, if all the available domestic legal remedies have been exhausted. 155 

The Constitution of the erstwhile USSR I56 proclaimed that the relation of 

the USSR with other States should be based on the principle of 'fulfillment in 

good faith of obligations arising from the generally recognised principles and 

rules of intemationallaw, and from international treaties signed by the USSR.' 

This broad clause was never interpreted as a general incorporation of 

international norms into Soviet domestic law and that it was applicable on 

transformation, a dualist approach. 157 

'u Id., Article 79, Stein, supra n. 1,446 
'I Id.. Article 71 (k) 
52 Id., Article 72 (1) (n) 
'! The President of the Russian Federation, the Federal Council, the State Duma, one-fifth of 

the deputies of either chamber of the legislature, the Government, the Supreme Court, the 
Supreme Arbitration Tribunal, and the legislative and executive organs of the subjects of the 
Federation may all bring such challenges before the Constitutional Court. Gennady M. 
Danilenko, "The New Russian Constitution and International Law", 88 Am. J. In1'1. L. 451 
11994),456 
,~ Ibid. 
'i Article 46(3) 
lit Constitution of the USSR; Article 29 
"Danilenko,supra n. 153,458 
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Capital punishment may, until its abolition, be instituted by federal law as 

l/1 exceptional punishment for especially grave crimes against life. 158 No one is 

:0 be subjected to torture, violence or any other harsh or humiliating treatment or 

~unishment.159 The aspects of the rights of a person under the criminal justice 

JJministration are also dealt with in detail. Article 22 provides that no person 

.hall be arrested or kept in detention for more than 48 hours without an order of 

j wurt of law. On trial, a person is presumed to be innocent, not obliged to 

~ro\'e his innocence, entitled to the benefit of doubt, has a right not to be 

~peatedly convicted of the same offence, has a right to go on appeal and right to 

~main silent. Evidence obtained in violation of federal law is not allowed. 

R~troactive law is not applicable except in case of benefit to the person. 160 

Singapore 

The Constitution empowers the State to enter into treaty, agreement, 

,on tract, pact or other arrangement with any other sovereign state or with any 

federation, confederation, country or countries or any association, body or 

organisation therein, where such a document provides for mutual or collective 

-.ecurity or any other object or purpose whatsoever which is, or appears to be, 

beneficial or advantageous to Singapore in any way, without derogating from 

AnicIe 6, which prohibits surrender of sovereignty. 161 

Article 9 states that no person shall be deprived of his life or personal 

liberty save in accordance with law. An arrested person ought to be informed of 

the grounds of his arrest, should be allowed to consult a legal practitioner of his 

,hoice and should be produced before a magistrate within 48 hours to decide on 

"Supra n. 145, Article 20 
'i Id., Article 21 (2) 
"Id., Articles 22, 49, 50, 51 and 54 
,; Constitution of Singapore adopted in 1963 - Article 7 
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:unher detention. The constitution also protects against retrospectivity and 

;rohibits repeated trials. 162 

Slo\'ak Republic 

Slovak Republic's Constitution, 163 at Article 11, provides that -

"International treaties on human rights and basic freedoms ratified by the Slovak 

Republic and promulgated in the manner prescribed by law shall have priority 

\1\"er laws (legislation) to the extent that the treaty ensures a greater scope of 

Constitutional rights or freedoms." Nothing, however, is mentioned about the 

;eneral international law. Articles 125 and 132 (1) gives jurisdiction to the 

Constitutional Court to pass upon the conformity of 'generally binding legal 

~ro\'isions' with duly promulgated international treaties and to declare any 

~onflicting provisions ineffective. Interestingly, if the respective organs fail to 

,omply within six months time the contested provision lose their validity . 

. \rticle 144 (2) provides that as far as ordinary courts are concerned, the judges 

are bound also by an international treaty if so provided by the Constitution or a 

Law (legislation) 

Under the Slovenian Constitution,164 treaties are applied directly and laws 

JIld regulations must be in compliance with generally accepted principles of 

Ifltemationallaw and valid treaties. 165 

l; Id., Article 11 
~: Adopted in 1992 
" Adopted in 1991 
" Id., Articles 8 and 153 (2) 
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South Africa 

the relevance and applicability of customary international law was settled almost 

mtirely by case law. Before 1978, the courts had indirectly held customary 

ifltemationallaw as part of municipal law. South Africa had followed the British 

:nodel of taking notice of customary internationallaw. 166 In 1978, it was clearly 

held that it was obvious that international law is to be regarded as part of South 

Mrican law on the basis of incorporation. 167 But there it is also observed that 

only such rules of customary international law are to be regarded as part of 

South African law as are either universally recognised or have received the 

accent of the country. 

As far as status of treaties in South African law was concerned, it was 

held in Pan American case168 that, as a general rule, the provisions of an 

mlemational instrument are not embodied into the municipal law, except by 

legislative process. In contrast to the incorporation theory, which (with 

exceptions) applied to international customary law, the court has affirmed that 

the translation theory applied to treaties. 169 

Under the interim Constitution of 1993, it was provided that the 

Parliament shall, subject to the Constitution, be competent to agree to the 

ratification of or accession to an international agreement negotiated and signed 

in terms of section 82 (l) (I) and where Parliament agrees to the same under 

subsection (2), such international agreements shall be binding on the Republic 

and shall fonn part of the law of the Republic, provided Parliament expressly so 

provides and such agreement is not inconsistent with the Constitution. And as 

'" Rosalie P. Schaffer, "The Inter-relationship between Public International Law and Law of 
South Africa: An Overview", 32 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 277, 296 (1983) 
.; 'vduli and Another v. Minister of Justice and Ors., 1978 (l) SA 893 (AD) refelTed to in 
Dermon J. Devine, "The Relationship Between International Law and Municipal Law in the 
Light oflnterim South African Constitution", 44 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 1 (1995),2 
t.! 1965 (3) SA 150 (AD), 161 

'" Devine, supra n. 167, 5 
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;lI as rules of customary international law was concerned, such of those rules 

~rnding on the Republic shall, unless inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act 

Ji Parliament, fonn part of the law of the Republic. The translation principles 

:0l1owed in the interim constitution appears strict as the Constitution requires not 

merely legislative implementation of a treaty (express provision that if forn1s 

~.111 of the law of the Republic) but that this must be preceded by the agreement 

0i the Parliament. 170 

The new Constitution171 expressly provides for statutory interpretation of 

~e Bill of Rights provisions. l72 It states that while interpreting the same a court, 

tribunal or forum, among other things, must consider international law. It also 

stales that when interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common 

lall or customary law, the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights must 

be promoted. It further states that the Bill of Rights does not deny the existence 

of any other rights or freedoms that are recognised or conferred by common law, 

customary law or legislation, to the extent that they are consistent with the 

Bill. 173 As far as international law is concerned, it follows most of the 

provisions in the interim constitution. An international agreement binds the 

Republic only after both the National Assembly and the National Council of the 

Provinces has approved it. It becomes law when it is enacted into law by 

national legislation. But a self-executing provision that has been approved by 

Parliament is law, unless it is inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of 

Parliament. 174 Similarly, customary international law is the law of the Republic 

"} Id., 6 
'1 Constitution of South Africa adopted in 1996 
'2 The Bill of Rights will not only apply between the state and the citizen (vertical application) 

but also, to the extent that the rights permit, between private persons (horizontal application). 
See Jeremy Sarkin, "The Development of a Human Rights Culture in South Africa", 20 Hum. 
Rts. Q. 628 (1998), 632 
., Section 39 - Interpretation of Bill of Rights. Bill of Rights provided under Chapter 2 of the 

Constitution. See for the position under the interim constitution section 35 (I), Anton 1. 
Steenkamp, "The South African Constitution of 1993 and the Bill of Rights: An Evaluation in 

. Light of Intemational Human Rights Norms", 17 Hum. Rts. Q. 101 (1995), 105 
I'~ Id., Section 231 
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Jlliess it is inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament. 175 And 

:easonable interpretation of legislation consistent with international law must be 

f d 176 
~relerre . 

The Constitution also provides for the establishment of a Human Rights 

Commission to promote, inter alia, the protection, development and attainment 
, h . h 177 01 urnan ng ts. The interim Constitution had provided that if the 

Commission is of the opinion that if any proposed legislation might be contrary 

:0 Chapter 3 (Bill of Rights therein) or to the norms of international human 

nghts law which form part of South African law or to other relevant norms of 

:nternational law, it shall immediately report the fact to the relevant 

,egislature. 178 Such a broad position is missing in the new Constitution. 

It has also been criticised that neither the administrative arm of 

~omnment nor Parliament has a strategy for reviewing international human 

rights instruments and determining whether to sign them. Similarly that, South 

~frica's present obligations are not really understood by government and little 

irocess has preceded signing and ratifying instruments to determine whether 

South African law complies with them. 179 Nor has any review been undertaken 

to identify such laws that are to be amended so as to confOlm to ratified 

International treaties. 

Section 12, dealing with freedom and security of the person, among other 

rights, includes right not to be deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without just 

~ause, not to be detained without trial, not to be tortured in any way and not to 

be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way. The rights of an 

mested, detained and accused person are covered extensively in the Constitution 

mcluding the right to remain silent, against self incrimination, to be brought 

before a court within 48 hours, to be charged on the first appearance in court 

'Id,. Section 232 
'~ Id .. Section 233 
"Id .. Section 184 
"Section 116 (2) of the interim constitution 
'. Sarkin, s';pra n. 172, 636 
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after being arrested or to be infonned of reasons for detention to continue, 

consult a legal practitioner, to communicate with relatives and right to a fair 

trial. 180 Even in cases of emergency, rights of human dignity and life and 

entirely non-derogable while some others are derogable to the extent provided 

under section 37. 

On the question of bail, it is argued that the new provision at Section 35 

11) (0 which states that - 'everyone who is arrested for allegedly committing an 

offence has the right to be released from detention if the interests of justice 

permit, subject to reasonable conditions', is a dilution of the corresponding 

provision in the Interim Constitution of 1993.181 This has been done with the 

intention to ensure that bail legislation enacted in 1995,182 which reverses the 

burden of proof by placing it on the accused in serious offences, survives 

constitutional scrutiny. This provision not only violates human rights but also 

discriminates inequitably against unrepresented accused persons and its potential 

for abuse is enonnous. 183 

In order to increase transparency and to build a human rights culture in 

the police force, a civilian structure, the Independent Complaints Directorate has 

been established. It is an administrative mechanism, independent of Police 

Department, designed to deal with complaints and allegations of abuses by 

police. It is said to have been ineffective due to its lack of resources and its 

limited authority with the only power to make recommendations. 184 

-J Supra n. 171, Section 35 
.1 Section 25 (2) (d) in the Interim Constitution 
.: Criminal Procedure Second Amendment Act of 1995 
,I Sark'in, supra n. 172, 633 
... Sarkin, supra n. 172, 646 
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South Korea 

In South Korea, the generally recognised rules of international law as also 

ratified and promulgated treaties are to have the same effect as that of the laws 

of Korea. 185 

In 1931, the Constitution of Democratic Socialist Spanish Republic 

established for the first time in history precedence of treaties over ordinary 

legislation enforceable by a Constitutional COurt. 186 The position is reiterated in 

the new Spanish Constitution of 1978. 187 Validly concluded treaties constitute 

part of internal legal order once they are published. Their provisions can be 

varied only in the manner provided for in the treaties themselves or in 

accordance with general norms of international law. Prior consent of the 

Parliament is necessary before giving consent in certain cases of treaties. 188 

Similarly, before the conclusion of an international treaty that contains 

stipulations contrary to the Constitution a constitutional revision must take 

place. 189 Treaties can be concluded, with proper authorisation, which attribute to 

an international organisation or institution the exercise of powers derived from 

the Constitution. 19o The Article further obligates the Parliament or the 

Government, depending on cases, to guarantee compliance with these treaties 

.md the resolutions emanating from the international or supranational 

organisations. 

-5 Constitution 1960 - Article 7. 
" Stein, supra n. 1, 428, Articles 7 and 65 
" Constitution of Spain adopted in 1978 - Article 96 (1) 
~~ Id., - Article 94. In other cases the House of Representatives and the Senate should be 
Immediately infonned of the conclusion of the treaties or agreements. 
'Q Id., Article 95 
") Id., Article 93 
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Under the Constitution, the nOffilS relating to basic rights and libel1ies, 

which are recognised by the Constitution, should be interpreted in confoffility 

\\'ith the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the international treaties 

and agreements on those matters ratified by Spain. 191 Article 15 declares that 

everyone has the right to life and physical and moral integrity and in no case 

may be subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. 

The Article further declares that the death penalty is abolished except in cases 

established by military penal law in times of war. Personal liberty is dealt with 

In Article 17 which states that deprivation cannot be without the observance of 

the form prescribed and for the cases laid down by law. Preventive detention 

cannot go beyond 72 hours without a judicial authority. The person must be 

infonned of the rights and reason on his arrest, not be forced to make a statement 

and granted the assistance of an attorney during police and judicial 

proceedings. 192 The Constitution further guarantees a public trial without delays, 

to refrain from self-incrimination, refrain from pleading guilty and to 

presumption of innocence. 193 It requires prior declaration of an act or omission 

as a crime. 194 Interestingly, the Constitution also stipulates that prison sentences 

and security measures should be oriented towards re-education and social 

rehabilitation and may not consist of forced labour,195 a provision peculiar to the 

Constitution. 

Sweden 

The Swedish Constitution requires the. Parliament to gIve its consent 

before an instrument of ratification is deposited where treaty in question requires 

implementing legislation or involves substantial expenditure or is otherwise 

.,[ Id., Article 10 (2) 
,: Id., Article 17 
,) Id .. Article 24 
<.lid., Article 25 (1) 
,~ Id.. Article 25 (2) 
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":mportant".196 Even where such consent has been given, legislation may still be 

~equired where a treaty grants individual rights or imposes duties. 197 It is 

;'CJssible to delegate to a limited extent the right of decision making to an 

:ntemational organisation excluding some core areas concerning enactment, 

1!Ilendment, or repeal of a fundamental law , of Parliament Act etc. 198 

In relation to European Convention on Human Rights, the incorporation 

iJW provides that the Convention is to have the status of an ordinary statute. No 

llw or regulation is to be issued which is to be i~ conflict with Sweden's 

obligations under the Convention. 199 All courts and administrative agencies are 

m principle obliged to refuse to apply a norm that conflicts with the Convention, 

an extremely diffuse situation. 

In Sweden, the Convention, like EC law, permeates large areas of 

national law. But unlike the EC law, it does not explicitly take precedence in the 

~\ent of a conflict with national law. Instead, it applies in parallel with other 

national law. To put it another way, the Convention, as interpreted by its case 

law. is largely a set of principles. As is well known principles differ from rules 

m that a rule is either applicable or not, whereas several principles can apply 

simultaneously, all pulling in different directions. The process of applying these 

principles is described as one of 'concretisation' rather than 'interpretation,.2oo 

The general application of the Convention means that for a national court it is 

not a question of deciding whether a rule contained in the Convention or in 

another statute is more appropriate and then applying it. Instead, the latter has to 

be applied in the light of the former. This position is similar to what happens in 

"Constitution of Sweden adopted in 1975, Chapter 10 - Article 2 
" lain Cameron, "The Swedish Experience on the European Convention on Human Rights 

Since Incorporation", 48 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 20 (1999), 41 
" Supra n. 196, Chapter 10 - Article 5 
'" Id., Chapter 2 - Article 23; rather than encroaching the Parliament's freedom to manoeuvre, 

the courts are, however, encouraged to solve the problem of possible conflicts by application of 
principles of interpretation like lex specialis, lex posterior, 'treaty conform' construction and 
the principle that 'the human rights treaties should be given special significance in the event of 
conflict with other norms. Cameron , supra n. 197, 24 
:'" Cameron , supra n. 197,35 
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. Slate which has a written Constitution, where the statutes have to be applied in 

'.',e light of the general rules set out in the Constitution. 

The Constitution expressly prohibits capital punishment.20 ! Similarly, all 

wple are protected against corporal punishment and against torture or any 

~ical influence or intervention for the purpose of extorting or suppressing 

<.1lements.202 In case of deprivation ofliberty, a person can have his case tested 

"(lore a court of law or a duly constituted tribunal without undue delay. 203 The 

·,'onstitution also prohibits retroactivity of penal law and punishments.204 By 

oIrtue of Article 20, all these rights are extended to foreigners also as they are 

~~uated with a Swedish citizen for this purpose. 

Tbe United States 

The United States stands out as the best specimen for study where there 

~ been a written constitution governing the field for well over two centuries. 

Historically, violation of treaties by the state was a prime concern of the Framers 

md so they introduced the Supremacy Clause which declared the Constitution, 

:'~erallaws and treaties to have automatic domestic legal force and instructed 

me courts to give them effect directly without awaiting actions by the legislature 

.Ji either the States or the federal government. It effectuated, in the words of an 

luthor, a wholesome incorporation of US treaties into domestic law, dispensing 

OIith the need for retail transformation of treaties into domestic law by the 

Congress.205 

.', Supra n. 196, Chapter 2 - Article 4 

.': Id, Article 5 
;'. id. Article 9 
.'~ id. Article JO 
" (arlos Manue1 Va'zquez, "The Four Doctrines of Self - Executing Treaties", 89 Am. J. 
:n~l L. 695 (1995), 698. But what constitutes a treaty would depend upon the subject matter 
~ the juridical character of a particular agreement - See Igweike, supra n. 110. See also 
Uman & Co. v. US, 224 US 583 (1912); US v. Be/mont, 224 US 330 (1912); Louis Wolf & Co . 
. (5.107 F.2d, 819 (1939); George Warren Corpn. v. US, 71 F.2nd. 434 (1934) referred to 
::m. Similarly, it was suggested that some treaties, by their character, could not be self 
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The US Supreme Court in The Paquete Habana said -

"International law is part of our law, and must be ascertained and 

administered by the courts of justice of appropriate jurisdiction, as often 

as questions of right depending upon it are duly presented for their 

determination. For this purpose, where there is no treaty, and no 

controlling executive or legislative act or judicial decision, resort must be 

had to the customs and usages of civilized nations. ,,206 

It is accepted that both customary law and treaties are law of the US -

realies by express reference in Article VI of the Constitution, customary law 

oIlIhout any express "incorporation". The place of international law in the 

:i1~rarchy of US law, however, has been largely established for treaties but 

mdly for customary law. By construction of the Supremacy Clause of the 

l'onstitution, the Supreme Court has established that treaties are subordinate to 

:he Constitution. Therefore, a provision of a treaty cannot be given effect to as 

.all in the US if it is inconsistent with the Constitution.207 Also a treaty and an 

tl of Congress have the same status in the US law, and in case of conflict 

~Iween a treaty and a statute, the later in time prevails.2og By implication the 

;ourts have placed the US somewhere in the "dualist" camp.209 Later though, it 

:\~uting Per John Marshall J. in Foster v. Neilson, 27 US (2 Pet.) 253 (1829) quoted in Louis 
~mkin, "U.S. Ratification of Human Rights Conventions: The Ghost of Senator Bricker", 89 
;m. 1.lnt'l. L. 341 (1995). See also Louis Henkin, "The Treaty Makers and the Law Makers: 
~~ \iagara Power Reservation", 56 Colum. L. Rev. 1151 (1956) 
'!i5 US 677 (1900) 

... Rl'id v. Covert, 354 US 1 (1957). Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the 
.11ted States (1987). See further "Contemporary Practice of the United States", 88 Am. 1. 
.~:l L. 719 (1994) 
. iJ"himey v. Robertson, 124 US 190,194 (1888) referred to in Louis Henkin, "The President 

... J International Law", 80 Am. J. Int'1. L. 930 (1986), 932 and The Chinese Exclusion Case, 
.:1) CS 581 (1889) 
'Henkin, supra n. 208, 932. For a discussion on the question of whether custom could ever 

..;t'(I'Sede a federal executive act as a matter of US law in the light of Garcia-Mir v. Meese, 25 
~\1664 (1986), see Frederic L. Kirgis Jr., "Federal States, Executive Orders and "Self -. 
:\~uting Custom", 81 Am. J. Int'1. L. 371. See also Jordan 1. Paiest, "The President IS bound 
" International Law", 81 Am. 1. Int'!. L 377 (1987) - where it is argued that historical 
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has been argued that because of the last in time rule, under which a statute is to 

be enforced by the courts even if it conflicts with an earlier treaty, the legislature 

ultimately has the power to control the judiciary's role in enforcing even self 

~\ecuting treaties. 21O This is so notwithstanding the Supremacy Clause.211 

Customary international law has not been mentioned in any of the cases. 

But it is probable that the courts would conclude that customary law, being equal 

to treaties in international law, has the same status as treaties in the domestic 

iegal hierarchy as well. It has the status of federal law, in the form of federal 

common law and no congressional authorisation is necessary for the courts to 

JPply them. 212 It has been criticised that the modem positions places the 

IIne/eeted federal judges in a position to apply customary law made by the world 

,'ommunity at the expense of state prerogatives, where the interests of the states 

are neither formally nor effectively represented in the lawmaking process.213 

In the United States, the position, which was once considered as settled, is 

becoming the centre of heated debate. For a Constitution which has withstood 

,hanges for well over two centuries, the developments in the latter half of the 

j~\elopments and the Supreme Court decision do not suggest the 'flexibility' to violate 
:ntemationallaw or usage by any authority. 
: .' Wzquez, supra n. 205, 696. See also Lawrence Preuss, "On Amending the Treaty Making 
?oller: A Comparative Study of the Problem of Self Executing Treaties", 51 Mich. L. Rev. 
: 117 (1953). 
: Va'zquez, supra n. 205, identified four grounds on which a COUlt in the US might 
~gilimately conclude that legislative action is necessary to authorise it to enforce a treaty - the 
:ntent Based Doctrine, the Justiciability Doctrine (classifying as precatory and obligatory 
:reaties, precatory as an effective international enforcement mechanism are lacking), the 
Constitutionality Doctrine and the Private Right of Action Doctrine. 
:: Curtis A. Bradley and Jack L. Goldsmith, "Customary International Law as Federal 
lommon Law: A Critique of the Modem Position", 110 Harv. L. Rev. 815 (1996 - 97),820. 
~ee further Filartiga v. Pena - Irala, 630 F.2d. 896 (2 d Cir. 1980) where it was held that 
.ntemationallaw has an existence in the federal courts independent of acts of Congress. Also 
.shn·aq v. Nelson, 627 F. Supp. 13; Fernandez v. Wilkinson, 505 F. Supp. 787 (referred to the 
iOOle article) and the Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States 
,1987) - 'Any rule of customary international law ... is federal law'. Speaking of the general 
:ommon law, Holmes 1., in minority, had described it as a transcendental body of law outside 
,'i any particular State but obligatory within it unless changed by statute - Black & White 
:J.ricab & Transfer Co. v. Brown & Yellow Taxicab & Transfer Co., 276 US 518, 533 (1928). 
See also for the direct application of the UN Charter Oyama v. California, 332 US 633 (1948) 
where the anti-Japanese alien land laws were held to be inconsistent with the Charter. 
:: Bradley and Goldsmith, supra 11. 212, 868 (emphasis original) 
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last century has raised very many a questions going to the very root of the 

accepted principles, with regard to the implementation of international norms, 

especially the uncodified rules of customary international law. As regards 

treaties, by virtue of Article II of the US Constitution, the President, the Chief 

Executive, is granted the power to make treaties with the Advice and Consent of 

2l3 rd of the Senate. The Supremacy Clause, at Article VI, declares that the 

Constitution, the laws of the US made pursuant thereto and all treaties made, or 

which shall be made, under the authority of the US, shall be supreme law of the 

land and the Judges in every State are bound thereby, anything in the 

Constitution or the laws of the State to the contrary notwithstanding. The States 

have been specifically forbidden from entering into treaties, alliance or 

confederation by Article I section 10 clause (1). They are required to get the 

prior consent of the Congress before entering into any Agreement or Compact 

with another State, or with a foreign power. Treaties and executive agreements 

pre-empts State law.214 

Notwithstanding such provlslons, doubts have been raised against 

exercise of federal powers on subjects exclusively within the domain of the 

State. This gains further relevance from the fact that, by virtue of Tenth 

Amendment to the US Constitution, the power not delegated to the US by the 

Constitution nor prohibited by it to the States, is reserved to the States 

respectively or to the people. In other words, the residuary power remains with 

the States with respect to those subjects that are not expressly conferred to the 

L'nited States. Due to these provisions, there is an incongruity in the present 

scenario where more and more subjects are coming within the treaty 

provisions.2i5 It is not confined to those areas exclusively within the domain of 

the United States i.e. in the federal government. Treaties at international level 

:. Bradley, supra n. 55, 391 
:' Though the central principle underlying American federalism is that the national 
government is one of limited, enumerated powers (restrained either by inherent limits in the 
)(ope of its delegated powers or Tenth Amendment reservation of powers to states, or both), 
they are not as strong as they once were 
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have even addressed to subjects expressly delegated to the States. While it was 

once widely accepted that treaties could be made with respect to matters of 

"'international concern" most commentators today either disagree with such a 

limitation in the US or assume that it is insignificant, given that most matters 

upon which treaties are likely to be concluded can plausibly be characterised as 

of international concerns.216 This is more so in the light of decisions of the 

Supreme Court of the United States that Tenth Amendment does not limit the 

k . h 217 power to ma e treatles or ot er agreements. 

This may be because of the fact that the Constitution expressly forbids the 

States from entering into treaties. The holders of the view that the federal power 

is all inclusive in treaty making, termed as 'nationalists,218 by an author, claim 

that historical justifications of the necessity to speak in one voice has promoted 

the Founders to make such constitutional provisions.219 Those who support 

strong States argue that, since residuary power is invested with the States, the 

federal government could act only on such of those powers that are expressly 

delegated to them, i.e. to the Congress.220 They, however, fail to clarify as to 

who would have the power to enter into treaties on subjects within the 

Jurisdiction of States since the States have been expressly forbidden from the 

same. The nationalist conceive the treaty power as an independent grant of 

power delegated to the national government and argue that it cannot be restricted 

to such of those powers conferred on the Congress. The States' rights view is 

'it Bradley, supra n. 55, 393 
:'.\lissouri v. Holland, 252 V.S. 416 (1920); Ware v. Hylton, (1796) 3 Dall. 199. It is argued 
that when Holland was decided customary international law rather than treaties was the 
dominant form of international law. Since then there has been a rise in treaty law, especially 
human rights law, which regulates the relation between nations and their citizens meaning that 
there is today a significantly greater overlap and potential for conflict between treaty law as VS 
domestic law. Bradley, supra n. 55, 459-60. As regards the unenumerated powers of the 
Congress on matters touching foreign affairs see United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export CO/p., 
299 US 304 (1936) and Perez v. Brownell, 356 VS 44 (1958) 
:.i also called federalists 
:j For the historical foundation see David M. Golove, "Treaty Making and The Nation: The 
Historical Foundations of the Nationalist Conception of the Treaty Power", 98 Mich. L. Rev. 
1075 (2000) 
:~J Bradley, supra n. 55 
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1lt such blanket confennent of power would work against the interest of States. 

l!ey envisage a situation where the national government, with the ulterior 

JJtive of legislating on areas within the exclusive domain of States enter into 

Xolues with certain foreign sovereign who are willing to dance to their tune. 

:l!1ce the President on behalf of the nation enters into a treaty, it becomes the 

lJPreffie law of the land and the Congress is empowered to initiate legislation in 

)e area.m 

This reasoning receives credence because courts have been very strict in 

:onstruing constitutional validity of enactment of Congress, which even slightly 

lffect the State rights whereas they are unduly lenient in the cases of enactment 

1) a consequence of or as part of treaty implementation.222 The nationalists 

ltgUe that the States do not have to worry that much since the President can act 

:flly with the 'Advice and Consent' of the Senate, where the States have equal 

'tpresentation. Attempts have been afoot for canalising the treaty powers of the 

iederal government for long time.223 

It is even argued that if the executive branch is restrained by the rule that 

;ustOffiary international law is domestic law of the US and that it may not be 

,jOlaled, US participation in international system will be handicapped. Seeking 

:ongressional approval prior to any violation would be impractical, calling for 

fre31er executive flexibility. On the other hand, it is argued that customary 

:jtemationallaw is part of federal common law and as such is binding on every 

~ecutive branch official, including the President. In the face of congressional 

ii\ence, he is required to respect a clearly defined and widely accepted nonn of 

~ Article VI and section 8 of Article I 
:~ The example of Migratory Birds Statute of 1916 and Treaty of 1913 as a precursor to 
::-;.;.:ung the relevant law 
: ego attempted Bricker Amendment of the fifties. To help defeat the Bricker Amendment, the 
~;;cnhower administration made a commitment that it would not seek to become a party to any 
"'lxe human rights treaties. In 1955, the State Department of the US published a circular 
.:l!mg in obvious reference to the Amendment debate that "[t]reaties are not to be used as a 
~Ice for the purpose of affecting internal social changes or to try to circumvent the 
;;:.o51itutional procedures established in relation to what are essentially matters of domestic 
:\1I'(em," See Curtis A. Bradley and Jack L. Goldsmith, "Treaties, Human Rights, and 
:('ildltional Consent", 149 U. Pa. L. R. 399 (2000), 413 
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. . I I 224 :ustomary mternatlOna aw. The President, as the executive head may 

:ndicate his dissent while a customary rule is being developed, since it would not 

:,et be part of customary international law, and a fortiori not yet part of federal 

I 225 :ommon aw. 

But, the issue has gained importance because of the proliferation of 

treaties dealing with human rights. The subjects covered under human rights are 

;enerally those coming under the States concern. It is little wonder that the 

L'nited States finds it extremely difficult to adopt and ratify the international 

.nstruments though entered into after much deliberations and negotiations. And, 

!\en if they do ratify them at some later point of time, they do it with sufficient 

:eservations, understandings and declarations, leaving open the argument that it 

li as good as not ratifying the same. 

The Senate ratification of almost all treaties on human rights is now done 

illth these reservations, understandings and declarations (RUDs). It is a 

~rtinent question whether the credibility of the US government would suffer a 

Jent if the practice of not ratifying the treaties in consonance with treaty 

Jbligations were successively resorted to. The nationalists consider this to affect 

~,e bargaining power of the US vis-a.-vis other members of international 

;ommunity. In other words, it would affect their image of being the W orId 

Police. 

The example of death penalty is a case in point. Article 6 (5) of the 

{(PR mandates that sentence of death should not be imposed on persons under 

:~ years of age and it must not be carried out on pregnant women. In consenting 

:uthe treaty, the Senate stated that "subject to its constitutional constraints", the 

~s reserves the rights "to impose capital punishment on any person (other than a 

~regnant woman) ... including such punishment for crime committed by persons 

~Iow 18 years of age." The United States has, while ratifying the Torture 

.. i .\rtic\e 1, section 8, clause 10 explicitly confers upon Congress the power to define and 
: .msh offences against the law of nations 
.. ' \hchael J. Glennon, "Can the President do no Wrong?", 80 Am. 1. Int'l. L. 923 (1986), 929 
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Convention, in effect, reserved the right to inflict inhuman or degrading 

treatment when it is not for a crime and criminal punishment when it is inhuman 

md degrading but not cruel and unusual. 226 

The approach of the federal government to human rights treaties is more 

restrictive. As stated above, the Senate, which earlier refused to consent to any 

major human rights treaties, has recently began to ratify some of these treaties 

but only subject to a now standard set of RUDs that limit the treaties effect on 

domestic law.227 The RUDs reflect a desire not to effectuate changes to 

domestic law by means of the treaty making process. It is said to be designed to 

assure that changes in US law will be effected only by "domestic processes".228 

The ambiguous position in the US is clear from the Restatements. The 

Restatement (Second) of the foreign relations law of the US (1965) stated that 

treaty power is limited to matters of "international concern" and that 

international agreements "must relate to the external concerns of the nation as 

distinguished from a matter of a purely internal nature. Whereas the 

Restatement (Third) of the same law of 1987 declared that, contrary to what was 

once suggested, the Constitution does not require that an international agreement 

deal with only "matters of international concern".229 The US Supreme Court, on 

::~Henkin, supra n. 205 (1995), 342 asking for a comparison between Ingraham v. Wright, 430 
LS651 (1977). Also Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 US 337 (1981). See also the "Contemporary 
Practice of the United States", 85 Am. 1. Int'l. L. 334 (1991) and as to how even the decisions 
oithe European Court of Human Rights have influenced the reservations Richard B. Lillich, 
"The Soering Case", 85 Am. J. In1'1. L. 128 
::. Among other things, these RUDs typically include a declaration that the treaty is non-self
executing, as well as a statement that the US understands that the treaty shall be implemented 
by the federal government only to the extent that it possess legislative and judicial power over 
Ihe matters in question, and otherwise by the state and local governments. Bradley, supra n. 
)).428. See for the purported principles guiding the US in attaching the RUDs to human 
rights conventions and their scope Henkin, supra n. 205 (1995). See also the "General 
Comment" adopted by the Human Rights Committee on the reservations to the ICCPR by the 
LS- UN Doe. CCPRlC/211Rev.lIAdd.6 (1994) 
:) Henkin, supra n. 205 (1995), 346 
::'1 Bradley, supra n. 55, 432. It is argued that the approach of S. 403 of Restatement (Third) 
has been rejected in Hartford Fire Insurance Co. v. California, 113 S.Ct.289l (1993) and the 
iormulation of A/coa case, 148 F 2d. 416 (2d cir.1945) is still followed, in Phillip R. Trimble, 
'The Supreme Court and International Law: The Demise of Restatement SECTION 403", 89 Am. 
J Int'l. L. 53 (1995) 
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~ part. has made it clear that the incorporation and enforcement of international 

J\\ is subject to domestic law standards, such as habeas corpus limitations, the 

.!SI in time rule concerning conflicts between treaties and federal statutes, and 

:'le Eleventh Amendment.23o In a way it confirmed the dualist approach to 

·:1t~rnationallaw in the US. 

It is argued that since human rights treaties touch on almost every aspect 

0i domestic civil, political and cultural life and the language of these treaties is 

Jfien vague and open ended, if such treaties had the status of self executing 

:'~erallaw, they would generate significant litigation and uncertainty regarding 

:he application and validity of numerous domestic laws.231 

On the other hand, it is argued that, RUDs reflect a sensible 

I:commodation of competing domestic and international considerations as they 

:'tIp bridge the political divide between isolationists who want to preserve the 

'.S·s sovereign prerogatives and internationalists who want the US to increase 

~. Involvement in international institutions, a divide that has had a debilitating 

::T~I on US participation in international human rights regimes since late 
'11 405:'· 

M RUDs of the US, themselves, take various forms -

(I) Substantive reservations, e.g. capital punishment of juvenile offender; 

(2) Interpretative conditions; 

(3) Non self-declaration; 

(4) Federalism understanding; 

(5) le] reservation.233 

On the terminology used by the US in its RUDs, Prof. Baxi has observed 

:.1JI even the authors of the Yes, Minister (a highly popular satire on the legalese 

.' Breard v. Greene, 118 S. et. 1352 (1998) 

. Bradley and Goldsmith, supra n. 223, 400 

.: Id., 402 
~; Id., 416 
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,f the British Civil Service) could not match the imagination of this 

'mllulation.234 

In this context, Article 27 of the Vienna Convention, which states that a 

:luon cannot "invoke the provision of its internal law as justification for its 

'iIlure to perfonn a treaty," is relevant. 

But, it is to be observed that, nations have made reservations to treaties 

-::lee the end of 18th century. In a bilateral treaty, a reservation was like a 

:aunter offer where both parties to the treaty had to agree to every reservation 

'!iore the treaty became valid For multilateral treaties, the traditional rule was 

~'JI a reserving state was not a party to a treaty unless every other party to the 

:-~aty accepted the reservation. This traditional unanimity rule was -

".,. based on the concept of integrity of the ternlS of a treaty which had 

been freely negotiated by the prospective parties, and it provided an 

unambiguous answer to the question whether a state which had submitted 

an instrument of ratification or accession, accompanied by reservation, 

had become a party to the treaty generally.,,235 

The Vienna Convention has embraced a flexible approach to reservation 

.hereby an objection to a reservation does not preclude entry into force of the 

:."tlty between the reserving and objecting nation unless the objecting state says 

':' definitely. Rather the provision to which the reservation relates is simply 

-.JPplicable between the two nations to the extent of the reservation. This 

"~\ible approach is designed to encourage widespread participation in treaty 

'~;imes,236 It is alleged now that once the widespread ratification of human 

. ;hl5 treaties have been achieved, the human rights advocates have now 

,:.mged their position and attack the RUDs on the ground that the flexible 

'.pendra Baxi, "A Work in Progress?" The US Report to the United Nations Human Rights 
,runittee", 36 Ind. 1. Intl. L. 34 (1996), 37 
~\Conference on Law of Treaties: First Session, Vienna, 1968 at 113 UN Doe. AICONF. 

'3radley and Goldsmith, supra n. 223, 432 
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qYOach to reservations adopted in the Vienna Convention is inappropriate for 
. h . 237 :.man ng ts treatIes. 

The US submitted its first ever Human Rights report to the Human Rights 

:Jrnrnineeofthe ICCPR at the end of March 1995. It was among the last of the 

1llons of the world to ratify a treaty, which it was among the first to shape.238 

~;1l5 and subsequent reports were supposed to encompass issues of international 

~~ountability of the US observance of the treaty provisions. The delayed 

1J!ication of the ICCPR with the RUDs may be compared with the fast track 

11I1ication by the US towards the end of 1994 of the GATT /WTO treaty with 

jC much stronger requirement to subject states to dispute resolution.239 

On the question of the obligation of the US to protect human rights on a 

::xeign soil, it has been observed that some human rights treaties have 

:\tr.lterritorial effect and that a narrow territorial interpretation of human rights 

;~ties is anathema to the basic idea of human rights, which is to ensure that a 

lUte should respect human rights of persons over whom it exercises 

msdiction.240 But in Sale v. Haitian Centers Council Inc., 241 the US Supreme 

lvurl had held that -

" ... a treaty cannot impose uncontemplated extraterritorial obligations on 

those who ratify it through no more than its general humanitarian intent". 

Thus, it is not just in domestic but even in international sphere that the US 

~iuses to recognise the full potential and validity of international treaties . 

. :J. 439 
• Saxi. supra n. 234, 35 and see also for an analysis of the Report. 
"Id';l. 
• Theodor Meron, "Extraterritoriality of Human Rights Treaties", 89 Am. 1. Int'1. L. 78 
9951.82 

. ! 13 S. Cl. 2549 (1993) 
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Yugoslavia 

In Yugoslavia, the international treaties which have been confirmed and 

published in accordance with the Constitution and the generally accepted 

principles of international law constitute an integral part of the domestic legal 

system. The Constitutional Court can decide on the conformity of the laws and 

I · . h . 242 regu atlOn WIt treatIes. 

Conclusion 

The Constitutions that have been adopted lately confirm the tendency 

towards heightened recognition of the problem of internal effect of international 

law. But the procedure and formulas adopted vary as they are influenced by 

policy perceptions, history, politics and foreign advice as also by the 

background, biases and priorities of the decision-makers of the day.243 The 

recent Constitutions adopted do not explicitly challenge the body of rules that 

comprise international law on the grounds that these rules are the product of 

Imperialism or colonialism. But, much would depend upon those who interpret 

the provision, which make reference to international law or some parts of it. As 

stated in an Editorial Comment - "A realistic view would seem to be that the 

'international law habit' will not necessarily be effectively promoted through 

mere wording in national constitution. What is accomplished under types of 

clauses that have been noted seems more likely to depend upon the constructive 

Jpproach, vision and good faith of rulers and judges rather than upon the skill of 

drafts men. ,,244 

:;: Articles 16 (2), 126 (2) 
:;: Stein, supra n. 1, 447 
:"Wilson,supra n. 73,436 
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General international law did not fare as well as treaties in most of the 

:ooern Constitutions. The communists and the newly independent Third World 

~:Jtes distrusted the 'imperialist made' rules, while the developed West was 

:Jncerned about the 'soft law,245 emerging from the UN. 

It is being argued that norms grounding international law and institutions 

~ national basic documents are of more than symbolic value, although symbols 

::~ important on their own account. These constitutional nornlS help 

1iegitirnise non-confirming conduct of states and enhance the visibility of, and 

'~-pect for, international standards. They reinforce the state of legal certainty in 

~~.r internal and international legal orders and advance the protection of 

:idJl'iduals. They are the manifestation of the will to join the community of 

xaceful, democratic 'liberal states'. 246 

The constitutions have taken different approaches to the issue of 

:nplementation of international norms. But, as discussed above, it is not the 

.ordings in the constitution, a basic document, that matters but the actual 

~:actices of the States. Many a times, these practices can be gathered fro the 

.:.."Cisions rendered by the Court, to which we look into next. 

. Stein, supra n. 1,429 
, d,449 
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Courts of justice are more likely to respect international law than either 

:ne legislature or the executive. l Consequently, States which authorise their 

,\lUllS to apply customary international law and treaty provisions directly are 

'llre likely to meet their international responsibilities promptly than are states 

.hose courts are confined to national codes? This may not be always true since 

!'.en if the States authorise, the courts may also be reluctant to deviate from the 

;,In\'entions that they have been following. 3 

It is argued that the device of relating international law in general (or 

;"'\ffie part of it) to municipal law through express wordings in Constitution or 

Jther basic documents, by whatever name called, does not relieve tribunals or 

~pslature from the continuing task of determining what the rules of 

'!llemational law are ,4 

At the supranational level, in the European community system, the 

European Court has been attempting to establish a distinctive identity, The 

:Jl1onal courts in the European Community are to apply the Treaty under the 

;eneral supervision of the European Court. Thus, the monistic identity of the 

Community system is asserted at the expense of international law, which is 

:mplicitly characterised by some as dualistic.5 

It is said that the judgments of the Inter American Court of Human Rights 

.: the late 1980s, exposing the heinous practice of disappearances for all world 

'i) see. opened the way for the Court and the Inter American Commission on 

?rof. Karl Zemanek points out that domestic court may play a role in 'transferring 
:Xilication convention and other multilateral law making treaties into customary law by 
l1'lying in non-party states' - quoted in Quincy Wright, "International Law in its Relation to 
.<l'.slitutional Law", 17 Am, J, Int'1. L. 234 (1923) 

',: . ~36. The decisions of the municipal courts can also be a source of international law - H . 
..IJlcrpacht, "Decisions of Municipal Courts as a Source of International Law", 10 Br. Yrbk. 
~:: L. 65 (1929) 
\;discussed about the attitude of the French Courts in Chapter H, supra . 

. ~obI:rt R. Wilson, "International Law in New National Constitutions", Editorial Comment, 58 
\.00: J Int'l. L. 432, 436 

Sruart A. Scheingold, "The Court of Justice of the European Communities and the 
x,elopment ofIntemational Law", 1965 Proc. of 59th Am. Soc. In!'1. L. 190 
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'!uman Rights to play a much more active role in protecting human rights in the 
. 6 \mencas. 

The place of international law in municipal court case is said to "lead a 

;Jiet and often unnoticed revolution in the nature and content of international 

.1\\. It means that the strictly dualistic view of relationship between 

::temational law and municipal law is becoming less serviceable and the old 

.ell-defined boundaries between public international law, private international 

~\\ and municipal law are no longer boundaries but grey areas.,,7 

Many international nonns are advised to be considered unenforceable by 

~~< Courts since they do not set forth sufficiently detenninate standards for 

:\~uating the conduct of the parties and their attendant rights and liabilities. 

3ut then, though vagueness is relevant to its direct judicial enforceability, it may 

:( considered similar to the vagueness in some of the constitutional and 

~:Jtutory provisions. There may be imprecise treaty provisions that the judicial 

:ranch is well suited to enforce directly. For example, the 'vagueness' of the 

M Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the US Constitution is not thought 

.: render them judicially unenforceable. Or the ambit of Articles 14 and 21 is 

\l[ confined to the literal implication of the same but is wantonly construed in 

"oad and necessarily in a vague manner so as to encompass rights not originally 

;1ntemplated by the forefathers. Thus, although relevant, the vagueness of a 

~~J~' provision is not necessarily dispositive of its direct judicial enforceability. 8 

:x example Velasquez Rodriguez v. Honduras (Merits), Case 7920, Inter American C.H.R. 
'r)EAiSer.L.N.lIII. 19. Doc. 13 (1988) referred to in Thomas Buergenthal, "The Normative 

.:.: Institutional Evolution of International Human Rights", 19 HUM. RTS. Q. 703 (1997), f.n . 
• ' See also Reed Brody and Felipe Gonzalez, "'Nunca Ma's: An Analysis of International 
"'luments on "Disappearances'''', 19 HUM. RTS. Q. 365 (1997); 10 M. Pasqualucci, The 
;.:Ice and Procedure of Inter American Court of Human Rights, Cambridge University 

·:")S. UK, 2003. On the African perspective see Evelyn A. Ankumah, The AFican 
'1lIussian on Human and Peoples' Rights " Practice and Procedure, Martinus Nijhoff 

<':Iihers, The Hague, 1996. 
\. Y. Jennings, "The Judiciary, International and National, and the Development of 

':::narional Law", 45 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 1 (1996), 3 
.!l'losManuel Va'zquez, "The Four Doctrines of Self - Executing Treaties", 89 Am. 1. Int'l. 

. '~5 (1995),715 
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In many states international law is a neglected subject, one practical 

reason for this fact being that the act of transfonning a treaty can often, if not 

wnceal the international origin of a statutory provision, at least reduce the 

significance of this. A common complaint of all international lawyers is the 

Ignorance, timidity, or even hostility the national courts show towards arguments 

based on international law, whether it is proving the existence of a rule of 

~ustom, interpreting an incorporated treaty or attempting to rely upon a provision 

of an unincorporated treaty to interpret national law. The domestic laws often 

miss relevant international law material when they decide cases, or if it is 

brought to their attention, play down its importance.9 

The concept of universal jurisdiction is still far from the imagination of 

most of the judges. Nonnally, judges of our legal tradition demand a legislative 

or established common law foundation for the exercise of jurisdiction over a 

person whose criminal acts are alleged to have been committed in another 

wuntry. At the most the notion of universal jurisdiction has constituted a 

minority opinion 1 0 or commented upon sympathetically. 11 

It is argued that the Pinochet case l2 is a landmark one on the point that it 

emphasises the role of national courts even for the prosecution of the most 

serious international crimes.13 The Statute of the International Criminal COUl1 

. lain Cameron, "The Swedish Experience on the European Convention on Human Rights 
Smce Incorporation", 48 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 20 (1999), 38-39 

Rv. Bow Street StipendalY Magistrate and others; Ex parte Pinochet Ugarte [No. 3], (1999) 
: IVLR 827 per Lord Millett 

Suiyarimma v. Thomson, (1999) 165 ALR 621 per Merkel J. referred to in Justice Michael 
Kirby, "Criminal Law - The Global Dimension", Keynote Address at The International Society 
for Refonn of Criminal Law Conference, Canberra, 2001 
: Supra n. 10 
'Philippe Sands, "After Pinochet : The Role of National Courts", in From Nuremburg to The 
Hague - The Future of International Criminal Justice, Ed. Philippe Sands, Cambridge 
Lniversity Press, 2003, p. 68. See also Democratic Republic of Congo v. Belgium, Case 
Concerning the Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000, ICJ General List No. 121, Judgment date 14 
February 2002 at 
,\\\w.icj-cij.orglicjwww/idocketliCOBE/icobejudgmentlicobe-ijudgment_ 20020214. pdf 
for the approach of the World Court to a similar issue 
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dCC) also gives primacy to the national courtS. 14 The jurisdiction of the ICC is 

not contemplated to be hierarchically superior to the national courts. This is said 

to reflect a desire to maintain a degree of respect for traditional sovereignty with 

me ICC playing a residual role serving as a long stop in the event that justice is 

:nadequately dispensed at the national level. 15 

Ironically, the time has come for the development of an International 

Code of Judicial Conduct that could be adopted as an international standard to 

promote judicial propriety, to provide transparent rules, to stimulate effective 

accountability and to uphold a common standard of conduct of judges in all parts 

of the world. 16 

India 

Though powers have been evidently granted to the executive, there is no 

mention as to how the courts in the country are to treat the international 

Instruments while deciding cases by interpreting various statutes, and in the 

absence of any particular statutes conferring rights and obligations, by way of 

Constitutional interpretations. The approaches of the courts have to be 

ascertained from practice. 

While the Constitution envisaged no active role for the courts in 

Implementing the treaties, occasions arose frequently when the courts had to deal 

with the question of relating the international nornlS with the municipal laws 

'.\hile interpreting the latter. In the absence of clear guidelines, the courts could 

not achieve uniformity or rationality in this area. This becomes evident from an 

analysis of the decisions rendered by our courts during the last decades. It is 

said that the International Treaties and Covenants have been used by the Courts 

. The Preamble emphasises that the ICC established under the Statute shall be complimentary 
:0 national criminal jurisdiction 
"d,.75 
. Bangalore Principles 2001. The principles include propriety, independence, integrity, 
::npartiality, equality, competence, diligence and accountability 
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In India - to fill a gap in the law; as a means of interpretation; to justify and 

fortify a stance taken; to implement international conventions when they are not 

In conflict with the existing laws; to fulfil the spirit of the Conventions and 

Treaties; and to interpret the law so as to reflect international changes. 17 

In Birma v. State,18 the Rajasthan High Court was considering whether a 

treaty between the British Government and the princely State of Dholapur, 

which was not given effect to by means of legislative enactment, could be 

regarded as part of the municipal law of the then Dholapur State. The Rajasthan 

High Court held that treaties, which are part of the international law, do not forn1 

part of the law of the land unless expressly made so by the legislative authority. 

In Maganbhai Ishwarbhai Patel v. Union of India and another,19 Justice 

Hidayatullah C.J. at the Supreme Court, delivering the judgment on behalf of 

himself and four others, held that a treaty really concerned the political rather 

than the judicial wing of the state. He relied on the practice of the British 

government and gave interpretation of the constitutional provisions accordingly. 

,\ccording to him, in United Kingdom, the concurrence of the Parliament must 

always the obtained except in a very small number of cases. Although the 

practice since 1924 is to submit treaties to Parliament, there have been in the 

past numerous instances of the treaties implemented by the Crown without 

reference to Parliament. These exemptions were connected with circumstances 

of convenience and public policy in England. The question is one of domestic as 

well as international law. The Constitution did not include any clear direction 

about treaties such as is to be found in the United States of America and the 

French Constitution. Shah 1., in his separate but concurrent opiriion, stated thus 

- our Constitution makes no provision making legislation a condition of the 

entry into an international treaty in times either of war or peace. The executive 

power of the Union is vested in the President and is exercisable in accordance 

Justice S. B. Sinha, "A Contextualised Look at the Application of International Law - The 
Indian Approach", AIR 2004 (J) 33, 37 
. AIR 1951 Raj. 127, DB 
. AIR 1969 se 783 
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with the Constitution. The executive is qua the State competent to represent the 

State in all matters international and may by agreement, convention or treaties 

incur obligation which in international law are binding upon the State. But the 

obligations arising under the agreement or treaties are not by their own force 

binding upon Indian nationals. The power to legislate in respect of treaties lies 

\\ith Parliament under Entries 10 and 14 of List I of the VII Schedule. But 

making of law under that authority is necessary when the treaty or agreement 

operates to restrict the rights of citizens or others or modifies the laws of the 

State. If the rights of the citizens or others, which are justiciable, are not 

affected, no legislative measure is needed to give effect to the agreement or 

treaty. 

As regards the argument that power to make treaty or to implement treaty, 

agreement or convention with a foreign State can only be exercised under 

authority of law, according to him, it proceeds on a misreading of Article 253. 

He added that the effect of Article 253 is that if a treaty, agreement or 

convention with a foreign State deals with a subject within the competence of 

State legislature, the Parliament has, notwithstanding Article 246(3), the power 

10 make laws to implement the treaty, agreement or convention or any decision 

made at any international conference, association or other body. In terms, the 

Article deals with legislative power: thereby power is conferred upon the 

Parliament, which it may not otherwise possess but does not seek to 

circumscribe the extent of the power conferred by Article 73. If, in consequence 

of the exercise of executive power, rights of the citizens or others are restricted 

or infringed, or laws are modified, the exercise of power must be supported by 

legislation: where there is no such restriction, infringement of the right or 

modification of the laws, the executive is competent to exercise the power. 

Probably the position was clarified a little better in M/s. V/a. 

TraclOroexport, Moscow v. M/s Tarapore and Co. Madraio where it was held 

.. ilR 1971 se 1 
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that. in this country, as is the case in England, the treaty or International Protocol 

orconvention does not become effective or operative of its own force as in some 

,)f the continental countries unless domestic legislation has been introduced to 

lttain a specified result. Once, the Parliament has legislated, the court must first 

look at the legislation and construe the language employed in it. If the ternlS of 

the legislative enactment do not suffer from any ambiguity or lack of clarity they 

must be given effect to even if they do not carry out the treaty obligations. But 

the treaty or the protocol or the convention becomes important if the meaning of 

the expressions used by the Parliament is not clear and can be construed in more 

than one way. The reason is that if one of the meanings which can be properly 

lScnbed is in consonance with the treaty obligations and the other meaning is 

not so consonant, the meaning which is consonant is to be preferred. Even 

,,\here an Act had been passed to give effect to the convention which was 

;cheduled to it, the words employed in the Act had to be interpreted in the well 

~tablished sense which they had municipal law. It observed that is aware of no 

rule of interpretation by which rank ambiguity can be first introduced by giving 

:ertain expressions a particular meaning and then an attempt can be made to 

~merge out of semantic confusion and obscurity by having resort to the 

presumed intention of the legislature to give effect to international obligations. 

Once the legislature has expressed its intention in words which have a clear 

'Ignification and meaning, the courts are precluded from speculating about the 

reasons for not effectuating the purpose underlying the protocol and the 

;onventions. Speaking in minority, Ramaswami 1. held that, as far as 

,racticable, the municipal law must be interpreted by the courts in conformity 

,11th international obligations which the law may seek to effectuate. It is well 

ienled that if the language of a section is ambiguous or is capable of more than 

)ne meaning the protocol itself becomes relevant for there is a prima facie 

~resumption that Parliament does not intend to act in breach of international law, 

:nduding specific treaty obligations. He quotes the words of Lord Diplock -
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"If the terms of the legislation are clear and unambiguous they must be 

given effect to whether or not they carry out Her Majesty's treaty 

obligations for the sovereign power of the Queen in Parliament extends to 

breaking treaties and any remedy for such a breach of an intemational 

obligation lies in a forum other than Her Majesty's own courts. If the 

tenns of the legislation are not clear, however, but are reasonably capable 

of more than one meaning, the treaty itself becomes relevant, for there is 

prima facie presumption that Parliament does not intend to act in breach 

of international law, including therein specific treaty obligations; and if 

one of the meanings which can reasonably be ascribed to the legislation is 

consonant with the treaty obligations and another or others are not, the 

meaning which is consonant is to be preferred. Thus, in case of lack of 

clarity in the words used in the legislation, the temlS of the treaty are 

relevant to enable the court to make its choice between the possible 

meanings of these words by applying this presumption.,,21 

Ramaswami J. held that the relevant section must be read in consonance 

-llh the international obligation and any interpretation of the same, which would 

'~51rict the obligation or impose a refinement not warranted by the convention 

:.-elf. will not be justified. When the object and intention of the Act is to give 

dect to the convention and when there is ambiguity in the language of the 

'"~tion, it is the duty of the court to adopt that construction which will effectuate 

':'~ object of the Act and not nullify the intention of the Parliament and make the 

:':ol"ision devoid of all meaning. 

In Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala,22 it was observed by Sikri 

,'J. that while our fundamental rights and directive principles were being 

:ishioned and approved by the Constituent Assembly, on December 10th 1948, 

:.~~ General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a Universal Declaration of 

\]101111/011 v. Commissioners of Customs and Excise, [1966] 3 All E. R. 871,875 
.\IR 1973 se 1461: (1973) 4 SCC 225 
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~uman Rights. The Declaration may not be a legally binding instrument but it 

.,'0\\,5 how India understood the nature of human rights. To the question 

,.hether rights remain inalienable if they can be amended out of existence, the 

'.hlefJustice observed that the Preamble, Articles 1,55,56,62,68, and 76 of the 

. nited Nations Charter had provided the basis for the elaboration in the 

. nimsal Declaration of Human Rights. He held that although there is a sharp 

:Jnllict of opinion whether respect for human dignity and fundamental human 

~;hts is obligatory under the Charter, in view of Article 51 of the Directive 

~nciples, the Apex Court must interpret the language of the Constitution, if not 

1tr3ctable, which is after all a municipal law, in the light of the United Nations 

'.'harter and the solemn declaration subscribed to by India. He quotes the 

.-.bservation by Lord Denning in Corocraft v. Pan American Airwayi3 -

"It is the duty of these courts to construe our legislation so as to be in 

conformity with international law and not in conflict with it." 

He holds that fundamental rights are inalienable as referred to ID the 

xclaration and, as a matter of fact, India was party to Universal Declaration of 

~ghts. Khanna 1., speaking in minority, held that the width and scope of the 

:'1)\\ er of amendment of the Constitution would depend on the provisions of the 

Constitution. If the provisions of the Constitution are clear and unambiguous 

::nJ contained no limitations on the power of the amendment, the court would 

Jot be justified in grafting limitations on the power of amendment because of an 

lPprehension that the amendment might impinge upon human rights contained 

i~ the United Nations Charter. It is only in cases of doubt or ambiguity that the 

:0UJ1S would interpret a statute as not to make it inconsistent with the Comity of 

\ations or established rules of international law, but if the language of the 

,talUte is clear, it must be followed not withstanding the conflict between 

:nunicipallaw and international law. 

, 11969) All ER 82 
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Khanna 1., in ADM Jabalpur v. S. Shukla,24 again speaking as minority, 

:~;erved that, well established is the rule of construction that if there be a 

)ntlict between the municipal law on the one side and the international law or 

:~ provisions of any treaty obligations on the other, the courts would give effect 

',' municipal law. If, however, two constructions of the municipal law are 

)Jjsible, the courts should lean in favour of adopting such construction as would 

-:lke the provisions of municipal law to be in harmony with international law or 

:'-~Jty obligations. Every statute, according to this rule, is interpreted, so far as 

:s language pennits, so as not to be inconsistent with the comity of nations or 

',~;e established rules of international law and the courts will avoid a construction 

.hlch would give rise to such inconsistency unless compelled to adopt it by 

:'Ilin and unambiguous language. He held that while dealing with the 

?residential Order under Article 359 (1) such a construction should be adopted 

li would, if possible, not bring it in conflict with Articles 8 and 9 of the 

~niversal Declaration of Human Rights. Beg 1., however, in a separate but 

:vncurring with majority opinion, indicated that neither rights supposed to be 

~e~ognised by some natural law nor those assumed to exist in some part of 

I:ommon Law could serve as substitutes for those conferred by Part III of the 

l'onstitution. He observed that no lawyer can seriously question the correctness, 

:n Public International Law, of the proposition that the operation and effects of 

,uch provisions are matters which are entirely the domestic concern of legally 

~o\'ereign States and can brook no outside interference. Similarly, Chandrachud 

.: held that the Rule of Law during an emergency is as one finds it in the 

=rol'isions contained in Chapter XVIII of the Constitution. There cannot be a 

~rooding and omnipotent rule of law drowning in its effervescence the 

~mergency provisions of the Constitution. Again Bhagwati 1. observed that 

:vnlention of the detenus that Kesavananda Bharathi's25 case did not negative 

:,le existence and enforceability of natural rights is belied by the observation of 

',\IR 1976 se 1207: (1976) 2 SCC 521 
"Supra n. 22 
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~ tasl7 judges. He further pointed out that Subba Rao J. also, in Go/ak Nath,26 

;-u1ed the theory of natural rights as being independent and apart from 

':Jamental rights in Part Ill. 

The Supreme Court, in Jolly George Varghese and another v. The Bank 

'Cochin,27 had an opportunity to examine the position in the light of 

.:'il!ilitulion and case laws. Analysing the implication the court held that, even 

, !ndia is signatory to international instruments, until the municipal law is 

:J.1ged 10 accommodate the international law, what binds the court is the 

xmer. not the latter. Quoting from AH Robertson - 'Human Rights - in 

\J!Jonal and International law', it is pointed out that international conventional 

l'il must pass through the process of transformation into the municipal law 

:(!Ofe the international treaty can become internal law.... From the national 

:I.'lnl of view the national rules alone count ... With regard to interpretation, 

\'lIe\'er. it is principle generally recognised in national legal system that in the 

:'.rol of doubt, the national rule is to be interpreted in accordance with the 

~:l1e's international obligations. Rejecting the argument that international law 

._ tile vanishing point of jurisprudence, the court observes that such an argument 

~<Ifis vanishing in a world where humanity is moving steadily, though slowly, 

'.,.ards a world order, led by that intensely active, although yet ineffectual 

:ojy. the UNO. Its resolutions and covenants mirror the conscience of mankind 

uj Inseminate, within the member states, progressive legislation, but till last 

':'1' of actual enactment of law takes place, the citizen in a world of sovereign 

':lIe. has only inchoate rights in the domestic courts under the international 

::.\enants. It further holds that the positive commitment of the State parties 

pllle5 legislative action at home but does not automatically make the covenants 

lC enforceable part of the corpus juris of India. 

'~IR 1967 se 1643 
~IR 1980 se 470 
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It was pointed out in Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab28 that India, as a 

t:Jber of the International community, was a participating delegate at the 

~ational conference that made the Stockholm Declaration on December 11 

'-, that India has also accepted the ICCPR adopted by the General Assembly 

':lIe United Nations and so it stands committed to the abolition of death 

dry as the impugned limb of section 302 IPC must be considered in the light 

;:he aforesaid Stockholm Declaration and the International Covenants which 

::resent the evolving attitudes and standards of decency in a maturing world. 

:1.lll1ining these contentions, it was held that the clauses of international 

mments are substantially the same as the guarantees or prohibitions 

~mained in Articles 20 and 21 of our Constitution. It was held that India's 

.:.'ffiII1itment, therefore, does not go beyond what is provided in the Constitution, 

!~ Indian Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure.29 India's penal 

7oi.mcluding the impugned provision and their application, are the entirely in 

,~ord with its international commitments. In the minority, however, Bhagwati 

. held that the standards or norms set by international organisations and bodies 

~',e relevance in determining the constitutional validity of death penalty. He 

:(.1 discusses the important developments in the United Nations and observes 

:ll the objective of the United Nations has been, and that is the standard set by 

:!. world body, that capital punishment should ultimately the abolished in all 

::untries. This norm set by the world body must be taken into account in 

:dmnining whether death penalty can be regarded as arbitrary, excessive and 

.~reasonable so as to be constitutionally invalid. 

It has been held in Prem Shankar Shukla v. Delhi Administration31 that 

:e deeper issues of detainee's rights against custodial cruelty and infliction of 

~~Ignity must be investigated within the human rights parameters of Part III of 

~IR 1980 se 898 
. l:iO followed in P.N. Krishna Lal v. Government of Kerala, 1995 Supp (2) SCC 187 
~IR 1982 se 1325 
~IR 1980 se 1535 
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~,~ Constitution, informed by the compassionate international charters and 

:0I'enants. 

In Civil Rights Vigilance Committee, SLSRC College of Law, Bangalore 

,Union of India, 32 the failure of the Government of India to prevent the entry of 

;oortsmen blacklisted by UN for having participated in sports event in South 

Itnea were challenged since Government of India is a party to G leneagles 

Iccord of 1977, which reaffirmed full support for international campaign 

igainst apartheid. The High Court held that Article 51 is not enforceable by any 

:ourt and if Parliament does not enact any law for implementing the obligations 

mder a treaty, courts cannot compel Parliament to make such law. In the 

lbsence of such law, court cannot also enforce obedience of the Government of 

:ndia to its treaty obligations with foreign countries. Further, in England, while 

I is possible to regard customary international law as part of English law, a 

ilmilar principle does not apply to treaties or obligations created thereunder. 

Hence the contention that a treaty like the Accord could have been a part of 

]unicipallaw in England and English courts would have enforced such treaties 

15 binding on the UK internally, cannot be accepted as correct. 

Chinnappa Reddy 1. in Gramophone Company of India Ltd. v. Birendra 

Bahadur Pandey33 formulated two questions - whether international law is, of its 

own force, drawn into the law of the land without the aid of a municipal statute 

md second, whether, so drawn, it overrides municipal law in case of conflict. 

.Ifter discussing the schools of thought, he observes that there can be no 

1uestion that nations must march with the international community and the 

]unicipal law must respect rules of international law even as nations respect 

:nternational opinion. The Comity of Nations requires that Rules of 

mternational law may be accommodated in the municipal law even without 

express legislative sanction provided they do not run into conflict with Acts of 

Parliament. But, when they do run into such conflict, the sovereignty and 

: AIR 1983 Kant. 85 
.\IR 1984 se 667: (1984) 2 sce 534 
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:nlegrity of the Republic and the supremacy of constituted legislatures in making 

~e laws may not be subjected to external rules except to the extent legitimately 

lCcepted by the constituted legislatures themselves. The doctrine of 

illcorporation also recognises the position that the rules of international law are 

:ncorporated into national law and considered to be part of the national law, 

:mless they are in conflict with an Act of Parliament. Comity of nations or no, 

municipal law must prevail in case of conflict. National courts cannot say 'yes' 

:iParliament has said 'no' to a principle of international law. National courts 

~ndorse international law but not if it conflicts with national law. National 

:ourts being organs of the National State and not organs of intemational law, 

~rforce apply national law if international law conflicts with it. But the cOUl1s 

l!'e under an obligation within the legitimate results, to so interpret the 

\lunicipal Statute as to avoid confrontation with the Comity of Nations or the 

well-established principles of international law. But if conflict is inevitable, the 

latter must yield. The Court observed that it may be possible to say, by 

Implication, that the Court, in Tractoroexport/4 preferred the doctrine of 

mcorporation, as otherwise the question of interpretation would not truly arise. 

In Kubic Dariusz v. Union of India and others/5 while dealing with 

prmntive detention of a foreign national, it was held that preventive detention 

:'or a foreign national who is not resident of the country involves an element of 

:ntemational law and human rights and the appropriate authorities ought not to 

x seen to have been oblivious of its international obligations in this regard. 

When an act of preventive detention involves a foreign national, though from the 

national point of view the municipal law alone counts in its application and 

Interpretation, it is generally a recognised principle in national legal system that 

in the event of doubt the national rule is to be interpreted in accordance with the 

itate's international obligations. There is need for harmonisation whenever 

~ssible bearing in mind the spirit of Covenants. It observed that, in the 

• S/lpra n. 20 
. AIR 1990 se 605 
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:ontext, it may not be out of place to bear in mind that the fundamental rights 

;;wanteed under our Constitution are in conformity with those in the 

Jeclaration and the Covenant on Civil and Political rights and Covenants on 

:~onomic, Social and Cultural rights to which India had become a pal1y by 

-l[ifying them. Legal relations associated with the effecting on legal aid on 

:rtminal matters is governed in the international field either by the norms of 

::1Ultilateral international conventions relating to control of crime of an 

~temational character or by special treaties concerning legal co-operation. 

In Charan Lal Sahu v. Union of India,36 it was observed that in the 

:ontext of human rights, right to life, liberty, pollution free air and water is 

;uaranteed by the Constitution under Articles 21, 48A and 51 (g), it is the duty of 

:he State to take effective steps to protect the guaranteed Constitutional rights. 

These rights must be integrated and illumined by the evolving international 

jlmensions and standards, having regard to our sovereignty, as highlighted by 

:Iauses 9 and 13 of United Nations Code of Conduct of Transnational 

Corporations. The Court observed that the evolving standards of international 

0bligations need to be respected, maintaining dignity and sovereignty of our 

~ople, the State must take effective steps to safeguard the Constitutional rights 

0icitizens by enacting laws. 

In M V. Elisabeth v. Harwan Investment and Trading Pvt. Ltd., Goa,37 it 

was observed that India seems to be lagging behind many other countries in 

rJlifying and adopting the beneficial provision of various conventions intended 

[0 facilitate international trade. Although these conventions have not been 

ldopted by legislature, the principles incorporated in the convention are 

themselves derived from the common law of nation as embodying the felt 

necessities of international trade and are as such part of the common law of India 

Jnd applicable for the enforcement of maritime claims against foreign ships. 

While the provisions of various international conventions concerning arrest of 

-AIR 1990 se 1480: (1990) 1 SCC 613 
'AIR 1993 se 1014 
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. ~i. civil and penal jurisdiction in the matters of collision, maritime liens and 

-.1~ages etc. have been incorporated into the municipal laws of many maritime 

::::s.lndia lags behind them in adopting the unified rules. By reason of this 

i. doubts about jurisdiction often arise, as in the present case, when 

.:)tantive rights such as those recognised by the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 

:: iOught to be enforced. The remedy lies apart from enlightened judicial 

.:5ouction, in prompt legislative action to codify and clarify the admiralty laws 

':his country. This required thorough research and investigation by a team of 

:lftrlS in admiralty law, comparative law and public and private international 

~A Any attempt to codify without such investigation is bound to be futile. It 

;!) further held that although India has not adopted the various Brussels 

.~:nrention, the provisions of these Conventions are the result of international 

, .;Itication and development of the maritime laws of the world, and can, 

:erefore, be regarded as the international common law or transnational law 

·:~)ted in and evolved out of the general principles of national law, which, in the 

Nnce of specific statutory provisions, can be adopted and adapted by the 

:..1UTlS to supplement and complement national statutes on the subject. It was 

~er observed that these Conventions embody principles of law recognised by 

~ generality of maritime states, and can therefore be regarded as part of our 

:ommon law. The want of ratification of these conventions is apparently not 

~ause of any policy disagreement, as is clear from active and fruitful Indian 

:JI1icipation in the formulation of rules adopted by the conventions, but perhaps 

tttause of other circumstances, such as lack of adequate and specialised 

~chinery for implementation of the various international conventions by co

xdinating, for the purpose, the concerned departments of the government. 

Nilabati Behera v. State of Orissa38 referred to Article 9(5) of ICCPR 

:966 which indicates that an enforceable right to compensation is not alien to the 

:oncept of enforcement of a guaranteed right. The court went on to award 

~ 11993) 2 SCC 746: AIR 1993 SC 1960. The other relevant parts of the case have been 
~ussed in detail in Chapter VI infra 
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;.:mpensation as a remedy available under public law, based on strict liability, 

;J contravention of fundamental rights to which the principle of sovereign 

~!lTlunity does not apply. 

As regards the termination of a treaty, it has been held in Rosiline George 

. Cl/ion of India39 that whether a treaty has been terminated by the State is 

~.iCntially a political question. The Governmental action in respect of it must be 

tgarded as of controlling importance. 

With regard to environmental protection, the Apex Court, in Vel/ore 

,--;(cens Welfare Forum v. Union of India and others,40 held that sustainable 

~\"elopment is a balancing concept between ecology and development and has 

:ffn accepted as a part of customary international law though its salient features 

:.lIe yet to be finalised by the international law jurists. It was held that, once 

",cse principles are accepted as part of the customary international law, there 

.ould be no difficulty in accepting them as part of domestic law. It was 

:,bserved that it is almost an accepted proposition of law that the rules of 

JSlOmary intemationallaw which are not contrary to the municipal law shall be 

.:.~med to have been incorporated in the domestic law and shall be followed by 

:ourts of law. Since our legal system has been founded on the British common 

..111. the right of a person to pollution free environment is a part of basic 

· Jnsprudence of the land. 

In C. Masilamani Mudaliar and others v. Idol of Sri S S Thirukoil and 

:ners,~l after a discussion of the international instruments granting rights 

:::~nst discrimination of women, the Apex Court held that, though the directive 

:-nnciple and fundamental rights provided the matrix for development of human 

xrsonality and elimination of discrimination, these conventions add urgency 

::1d teeth for immediate implementation. It also observed that Article 2( e) of 

· <1994) 2 see 80 
'AIR 1996 se 2715 
· \IR 1996 se 1697 
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:DAW'2 enjoins the court to breathe life into the dry bones of the Constitution, 

:,emational Conventions and the Protection of Human Rights Act and to 

::Tecruate right to life.43 

In Peoples Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India44 it was pointed out 

::It it is almost accepted proposition of law that the rules of customary 

~:emationallaw which are not contrary to the municipal law shall be deemed to 

:~ incorporated in the domestic law. It was held that Article 17 of ICCPR does 

))1 go contrary to any part of our municipal law and therefore Article 21 of the 

.,lnstitution has to be interpreted in conformity with the international law. 

D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal,45 the Supreme Court held that 

:liStodial violence and abuse of police power is not only peculiar to this country 

:iil it is widespread. It has been the concern of international conmmnity because 

:be problem is universal and the challenge is almost global. Observing that the 

.nI\ersal Declaration of Human Rights, which marked the emergence of a 

"llrld·wide trend of protection and guarantee of certain basic human rights, 

rill:es a stipulation against it. The Court, in the light of these instruments, found 

: necessary to issue requirements to be followed in all cases of arrest or 

ictention till legal provisions are made in that behalf. Dealing with the punitive 

~ures, it refers to Article 9(5) of the ICCPR, which provides that anyone who 

.'.J5 been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have enforceable right 

::' compensation. Though the Court noticed that the Government of India, at the 

:me of its ratification in 1979, made a specific reservation to the effect that the 

Jdian legal system does not recognise a right to compensation for victims of 

:.lllawful arrest or detention and thus does not become a party to the Covenants it 

~eld that the reservation has now lost its relevance in view of the law laid down 

:! the Supreme Court in a number cases awarding compensation for the 

'lOOlention on the Elimination of All Fonns of Discrimination against Women, 249 U.N.T.S. 

, ~ also for a similar line, Madhu Kishwar and others v. State of Bihar, AIR 1996 se 1864 
• ~IR 1997 se 568: (1997) 1 sce 301 
. ,:997) 1 sce 416 
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.. ~ement of the fundamental right to life of a citizen. It appreciated that 

• 15 no express provision in the Constitution of India for grant of 

mnsation for violation of a fundamental right to life, but, the Court has 

dly evolved a right to compensation in cases of established 

t:r.ititutional deprivation of personal liberty or life. And it drew strength for 

l~'Ji\'ing the right from international agreements on human rights. 

In Peoples Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India,46 it was observed 

t! :h~ main criticism against reading such conventions and covenants into 

tl:callaws is that the ratification of these Conventions and Covenants is done, 

1 ),1st countries, by the executive acting alone and that the prerogative of 

wg the law is that of the Parliament alone. Unless the Parliament legislates, 

1 ~~ can come into existence. The Court observed that it is not clear whether 

If Parliament has approved the action of the Government of India ratifying the 

! ~ :966 Covenant. Assuming that it has, it says that the question yet may arise 

I I:(~~r such approval can be equated to legislation and invests the covenants 

I: me sanctity of a law made by Parliament. It says that, as pointed out by the 

):; in S R Bommai v. Union of India ,47 every action of Parliament cannot be 

:;u!ed to legislation. Legislation is no doubt the main function of the 

lr,ll/11ent but it also performs many other functions all of which do not amount 

l~slation. In their opinion, this aspect requires deeper scrutiny than has been 

lSSlble in the case. But for the case, they state that it would suffice to state that 

~ provisions of the covenants, which elucidate and go to effectuate the 

1r6mental rights guaranteed by our Constitution, can certainly be relied upon 

-, :curts as facets of those fundamental rights and hence, enforceable as such. 

}.t at the same time, it observes that so far as multilateral treaties are 

.. -o.:emed, the law is different, though it does not go into the aspect as to how it 

~ .::tTerent. 

• liR 1997 se 1203 
" I.!R 1994 se 1918: (1994) 3 SCC 1 
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In Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan,48 the Court held that, in the absence of 

;mestic law occupying the field, to formulate effective measures to check the 

:: of sexual harassment of working women at workplaces, the contents of the 

:::rnational conventions and norms are significant for the purpose of the 

:~'IJlretation of the guarantee of gender equality, right to work with human 

.J1ityinArticles 14, 15, 19(1)(g) and 21 of the Constitution and the safeguards 

~linst harassment implicit therein. Any international convention not 

:,onsistent with the fundamental rights and in harmony with its spirit must be 

'~id into the provisions to enlarge the meaning and content thereof, to promote 

:e object of the constitutional guarantee. After discussing the provisions 

:ealing with the implementation of the international norms, the Court states that 

::epower of the Court under Article 32 for the enforcement of the fundamental 

~ghts and the executive power of the Union have to meet the challenge of 

::ntecting the working women from sexual harassment and make their 

:jndamental rights meaningful. Governance of the society by the rule of law 

:andates this requirement as a logical concomitant of the constitutional scheme. 

:je judgment further states that the international conventions and norms are to 

'( read into the Constitution in the absence of enacted domestic law occupying 

'Je field when there is no inconsistency between them. It observes that, it is now 

ilaccepted rule of judicial construction that regard must be had to international 

I illlVentions and norms for construing domestic law when there is no 

msistency between them and there is a void in the domestic law. 

In Apparel Export Promotion Council v. A.K. Chopra,49 dealing with 

l,uaI harassment of female employees at work places, after discussing 

~temational instruments such as CEDAW 1979, the Beijing Declaration and 

~temational Covenants of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Apex 

'1\997) 6 SCC 241; See also Prem Shankar Shukla v. Delhi Admll., (1980) 3 SCC 526; 
,';.kiIlIlOIl Mackenzie and Co. Ltd. v. Audrey D' Costa, (1987) 2 SCC 469; Sheela Barse v. 
,"erary Children's Aid Society, (1987) 3 SCC 50; D.K. Basu v. State of W.B., (1997) I SCC 
. \Apparel Export Promotion Council v. A, K. Chopra, (1999) 1 SCC 759 
':999) I SCC 759 
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Jrt held that these international instruments cast an obligation to see that the 

';isage of international instruments is not allowed to be drowned, The COUli 

'serves that it has in numerous cases emphasised that while discussing 

~5litutional requirements court and counsel must never forget the core 

-:nciple embodied in the international convention and instruments and, as far as 

iSible, give effect to the principles contained in those international 

~JUments, The courts are under an obligation to give due regard to 

::~mational conventions and norms for construing domestic law, more so, when 

:,re is no inconsistency between them and there is void in domestic law, In 

.~;es involving violation of human rights, the courts must forever remain alive 

,me international instruments and conventions and apply the same to a given 

.~;e when there is no inconsistency between the international norms and the 

::mestic law occupying the fields. 

In Githa Hariharan v. RBI,5o it was again held that the domestic courts 

:, under an obligation to give due regard to international convention and non11S 

::-rconstruing domestic laws when there is no inconsistency between them. This 

:JServation was made while eliciting the message of CEDA Wand Beijing 

:lxlaration, which direct all state parties to take appropriate measures to prevent 

:i..icrimination of all forms against women, in the light of India being a signatory 

J CEDA Wand having accepted and ratified it in June, 1993. 

In Chairman, Railway Board v. Chandrima Das,51 after quoting the 

.niversal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 and various other international 

.:l5truments, the Supreme Court says that the International Covenants and 

Rclarations as adopted by the UN have to be respected by all signatory States 

11d the meaning to various words in those Declarations and Covenants have to 

x such as would help in effective implementation of those rights. The 

~plicability of the UDHR and the Principles thereof may have to be read, if 

;ero be, into the domestic jurisprudence. The court relied on the statement of 

1i999) 2 sce 228: AIR 1999 se 1149 
. (2000) 2 sce 465 
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lord Diplock in Sa/omon v. Commissioner of Customs and Excise52 that there is 

1 prima facie presumption that Parliament does not intend to act in breach of 

;ntemationallaw, including specific treaty obligations. It also falls back on the 

Jbservation of Lord Bridge in Brind v. Secretmy of State for the Home 

Jepartment53 that it was well settled that, in construing any provision in 

iomestic legislation which was ambiguous in the sense that it was capable of a 

:neaning which either confonns to or conflicts with the International 

Convention, the courts would presume that Parliament intended to legislate in 

:onformity with the Convention and not in conflict with it. After quoting so, the 

Court holds that, for the purpose of the case, interpreting the Constitution is 

~nough. However, it repeatedly fell back on the international nonns to make its 

:onclusions. 

While dealing with the extradition law, the Supreme Court, in Daya Singh 

Lahoria v. Union of India,54 described it as a 'dual law', ostensibly municipal 

yet international in as much as it governs relations between two sovereign states. 

I This question is decided by national courts but on the basis of international 
I 

commitments as well as the rules of international law relating to the subject. 

In Union of India v. Association of Democratic Reforms55 while declaring 

ngbt to get infonnation in a democracy as a natural right flowing from the 

,oneept of democracy reference were made to Article 19, clauses (l) and (2) of 

:he ICCPR. 

T.N. Godavarman Thiruma/pad v. Union of India56 dealt in detail the 

dTee! of international obligations. It observed that the Convention on Biological 

Diversity has been acceded to by the country and, therefore, it has to implement 

: Supra n. 21 
11991) 1 All ER 720 (HL) 

'12001) 4 SCC 516 
'(2002) 5 SCC 294 
'(2002) 10 SCC 606 
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:( same. It reiterated what was stated by the Court in Vishaka57 that in the 

~'5ence of any inconsistency between the domestic law and international 

:0nl'entions, the rule of judicial construction is that regard must be had to 

:-!~rnational conventions and nonns even in construing the domestic law. It was 

'Jpulated that it is necessary for the Government to keep in view the 

~I~rnational obligations while exercising discretionary powers under the 

:onservation Act unless there are compelling reasons to depart there from. 58 

Thus, we see that the Supreme Court is taking a definite direction, via 

Jdgments, towards the recognition and implementation of the nonns developed 

:! the international level. Initially he courts were reluctant to be the torchbearer 

1 such matters as evident from the initial cases. However, lately, probably on 

·t(ognition that the legislature is not going to anything to implement the 

llernational nonns, it has taken the task upon itself to implement it, though 

.jdirectly is what it can do. In the process, it has been making mends to the 

~arlier approaches taken. Even if the courts have not been vigilant enough to 

:rotect the rights of the citizens of this country, it is still not late that such means 

lie resorted to for, if at all any evident injustice is caused by any Court, it must 

:nake it a point to act so as to correct the injustice. Our Supreme Court, acting 

if dibito justitia I and ensuring that actus curiae neminem gravabit, has resorted 

:0 correction in many cases. In AR Antulay 59 it observed that there was a duty 

iD correct on a petition or suo motu.60 What we see here is a correction as and 

when the opportunity arises for the Court to do so in a subsequent case. Rather 

11997) 6 SCC 241 
., Supra n, 56, paragraph 43, 630 -31. The Court referred to the Stockholm Declarations of the 
~\ on Human Environment 1972, subsequent Conference on the Tenth Anniversary of the 
i.1JTIe in Nairobi (May 10 - 18, 1982), UN General Assembly World Charter for Nature, the 
Directives of the Council of European Economic Committee and the Convention on Biological 
;)ilersity (5-6-1992) 
';A.R. Antulay v. R. S. Nayak, (1988) 2 SCC 602 reconsidering and correcting R, S. Nayak v, 
lR.Alltu/ay, (1984) 2 SCC 183 
'Similarly Union Carbide Corp. v. Union of India, (1991) 4 SCC 584 correcting Union 
Carbide Corp, v. Union of India, (1989) 1 SCC 674; Supreme Court Bw' Association v. Union 
(India, (1998) 4 SCC 409 correcting VC Mishra Re, (1995) 2 SCC 584 etc. 
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:han seeing it as correcting its mistakes, it may be worthwhile to consider this as 

j case of a gradual evolution by the courts. 

\ustralia 

In Australia, there have been a series of cases in which the High Court 

.;35 read into the Constitution certain international norms by implication. In 

Ialionwide News61 it was held that the spirit of the Australian Constitution as 

~e!lected in its leading doctrines becomes a source of Constitutional practice and 

:ntemational covenants on Human Rights have been held to provide basis for 

iuch practices. 

The judgments of the European Court of Human Rights have had its 

:mpact on Swedish law. Some have prompted changes in the domestic law even 

UJough Sweden was not found to have violated the Convention and some have 

~rompted reforms of the rules.62 

It is argued that membership of the EU, has enabled, and obliged, the 

Swedish courts to recognise the 'Convention dimension' and interpret European 

Court of Justice judgments and the preliminary ruling concerning other States 

lpossibly even the Commission Reports) and apply them to the Swedish 
63 :onlext. 

. 11992) J08 Australia L. R.681 cited in A-13-46. 
: See on Pre-trial detention cases referred to in lain Cameron, "The Swedish Experience on the 
:uropean Convention on Human Rights Since Incorporation", 48 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 20 
i999),33. 
. Id., 40 
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roited Kingdom 

It is an interesting position in the United Kingdom. The Human Rights 

\~I, 1998 which is the most recent and relevant legislation, does not give power 

:,1 judges to overrule or refuse to apply statutes that contravene Convention 

~~hls (except in Scotland, where Acts of the Scottish Parliament are to be 

ulnerable to challenge in this way). Instead, the courts at all levels are under a 

:U~ to do everything possible to interpret legislation in conformity with 

Convention rights. Where this is not possible, superior courts will be able to 

;lIe a declaration of incompatibility. This does not of itself change the law or 

;lle a remedy to the applicant. Instead, it acts as the trigger for ministers to 

::nroduce an order to amend the law (a remedial order or 'fast track' order). 

?lfliament, then, is given the last word of conformity. Orders may be 

~~lrospective but there is no guarantee that the litigant who persuades the court 

:0 grant a declaration of incompatibility will ultimately benefit from it. Public 

lUlhorities (specifically including courts) will act unlawfully if they contravene a 

xrson's Convention rights unless clearly required to do so by statute. Changes 

:0 common law are not explicitly mentioned, but are debatable that they may be 

:mplied from the inclusion of courts as public authorities.64 

Lord Goff in Spycatcher,65 had stated that courts were bound to develop 

:he common law, were free to do so, in accordance with the Crown's obligation 

Jnder the Convention. There is but some controversy over whether it requires 

llI1biguity in the Common law, in the first place, before the Convention can be 

!fll'Oked. In some cases the courts have developed the common law in parallel 

.,; lan Leigh, "Horizontal Rights, The Human Rights Act and Privacy: Lessons from the 
Commonwealth", 48 lntl. & Comp. L. Q. 57 (1999), 74-75. The Act's main devices for 
,Jengthening respect for the Convention are threefold: pre-legislative reviews by ministers and 
'31liament, the strong interpretative duty laid on courts and tribunals; and the new duty on 
)ublic authorities. 
'Attorney General v. Guardian Newspapers (No.2), [1990] I AC 108, 283. Cf. Butter Sloss LJ 
llIdLord Keith in Derbyshire Cc v. Times Newspapers, [1993] 3 All ER 65, 93 and [1993] I 
\11 ER 1011,1021 respectively. 
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~ith. rather than directly influenced by, the Convention under the unconvincing 

,ustification that the two are identical. 66 

Prior to 1998, it was held that breach of Convention does not give rise to 

'~medies or rights justiciable as such in English law. Nevertheless, there may be 

,ome factors which mitigate the full rigours of this rule and give a certain role to 

:iJ~ Convention in English law. 67 The courts in UK did develop the presumption 

:hat Parliament does not legislate contrary to UK' s international commitments.68 

The principles regarding application of a treaty was identified by the 

\orthem Ireland Court of Criminal Appeal thus - Treaty obligations are not part 

Jfthe law unless incorporated by statute into that law and there is no rule of law 

:nl'alidating an Act which conflicts with treaty obligations or compelling a 

:onstruction which will avoid that result. But treaty obligations are a strong 

~uide to the meaning of ambiguous provisions, since the Government is 

presumed to intend to comply with such obligations and, both, the presumption 

of adherence to treaty obligations may be rebutted by clear language or by 

. l' . 69 
n~cessary Imp IcatlOn. 

roiled States 

The US Supreme Court, in its decision in The Paquete Habana case,70 

held that customary international law is part of the law of the US to be 

administered by the Courts, "where there is no treaty and no controlling 

executive or legislative act or judicial decision .... " The Supreme Court seemed 

10 have preferred the monist view. In the context of the customary international 

"Leigh, supra n. 64, 82 
" ,\la/one v. Metropolitan Police Commr., [1979] 2 All ER 620: [1979] Ch.344 
'. 5a/olllol1 v. Commissioner of Customs and Excise, [1967] 2 QB 116: [1966] 3 All ER 871 
which was used in R v. Hull Prison Board of Visitors, ex p. St. Germain, [1979] QB 425 (A); 
AlIgemeine Gold-und-Silberscheidanstalt v. Customs and Excise Commissioners, [1980] 2 
\\lR 564 and other cases. 
'. Rv, Deery, (1977) 20 ECHR Yrbk 857 noted in (1977) Crim. L.R. 550 
'" 175 US 677 (1900) 
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;,1. which must reflect the developments In international society through 

:;'Propriate changes in the norms, it is argued that in the light of the special role 

;·the President in the US Government, including the conduct of the nation's 

.reign relations, and the fact he sits at the intersection of the domestic and 

_'temarional responsibilities of the US, he, acting alone, may have the authority 

-1derdomestic law to place the US in violation of customary internationallaw.71 

Prof. Henkin has pointed out that developments subsequent to The 

~]q/lete Habana have made the classification of the US as monist or dualist not 

'lmple matter. Even if customary international law is law of the US, its 

mforcement through court action is not guaranteed as it must have a subject 

:natter jurisdiction and there must be a cause of action. 72 

In the US, the courts will not treat an act of government that puts the US 

.n I"iolation of international law as, ipso facto, an act in violation of US 

Constitution as held in the Chinese Exclusion Case73 -

"The question whether our government is justified in disregarding its 

engagements with another nation is not one for the determination of the 

courts. This subject was fully considered by Mr. Justice Curtis whilst 

sitting at the circuit. ... And he held that whilst it would always be a 

matter of utmost gravity and delicacy to refuse to execute a treaty, the 

power to do so was prerogative of which no nation could be deprived 

without deeply affecting its independence.... This Court is not a censor 

of the morals of other departments of the government; it is not invested 

with any authority to pass judgement upon the motive of their conduct." 

Regarding the role of courts, the US Supreme Court has stressed upon the 

relevance of consensus among nations thus -

. lonathan 1. Charney, "The Power of the Executive Branch of the United States Government 
:0 Violate Customary International Law", 80 Am. J. Int'1. L. 913 (1986),919 
':See rei Oren v. Libyan Arab Republic, 726 F. 2d 744 (DC Cir. 1984) and Filartiga v. Pena
ira/a, 630 F. 2d. 876 (2d Cir. 1980) referred to in Charney, supra n. 71, 914 
.: 130 US 581, 602-03 (1889) 
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"It should be apparent that the greater the degree of codification or 

consensus concerning a particular area of international law, the more 

appropriate it is for the judiciary to render decisions regarding it, since the 

courts can then focus on the application of an agreed principle to 

circumstances offact.,,74 

The US Supreme Court, in requiring reciprocity in international relations 

13S held that non performance by a foreign State with which the US had 

:oncIuded a treaty (of extradition) would not itself permit the judiciary in the US 

:0 declare the treaty void, although it might, for the reason indicated, have 

~ome voidable so that the Executive could take steps to terminate it. 75 

South Africa 

It is an accepted proposition that international law is part of South African 

lll. and that principles of international law must be applied by South African 

:0urtS in appropriates cases. In Nduli and another v. Minister of Justice and 

,:hers/6 the Court held that "only such rules of customary international law are 

:J be regarded as part of our law as are either universally recognised or have the 

iisent of this country.,,77 This position has been reiterated in S. v. Ebrahim. 78 

. Bal/co Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 US 398 (1964) at 428 where the court was 
'!erpreting the role of a domestic court in an international law case, more precisely, whether 
:e act of state doctrine prevents a domestic court from questioning the validity of a Cuban 
;\propnation of sugar located within Cuban territory at the time of taking. See for an analysis 
:'thecase, Richard A. Falk, "The Complexity of Sabbatino", 58 Am. J. Int']. L. 935 (1964) 
Char/Ion v. Kelly, 229 US 447 (1913) 
1978 (I) SA 893 (AD) cited in Dermott J. Devine, "The Relationship Between International 

.JW and Municipal Law in the Light of Interim South African Constitution", 44 Intl. & Comp. 
_ Q.I (1995), 2 
"IJ.,906 
. 1991 (2) SA 553 (AD): 31 I.L.M. 888 (1992). Discussion of this case can be seen in 
;:,liemary Rayfuse, "International Abduction and the US Supreme Court: The Law of the 
,"gie Reigns", 42 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 882, 895 (1993) 
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Before the adoption of the justiciable Interim Constitution in 1994, due to 

oarliamentary supremacy, judges had a limited role and could only mitigate the 

etTects of unjust laws on procedural and technical grounds.79 Now the courts can 

~\aluate legislation enacted by the Parliament or other bodies under the Bill of 

Rights when the law's constitutionality is under challenge. 

The Constitutional Court in South Africa has played a crucial role while 

:he drafting of the Final Constitution was being done. It sent a number of 

Jro\'isions back to the Constitution Assembly for reworking in September 

i996.80 Later, it re-examined the revised text and certified it in November 

:996.81 

The Constitutional Court is given enough freedom to interpret treaties. 

While drafting the interim constitution itself the experts of the parties shied away 

:rom pronouncing on the question of abolition of death penalty. It is supposed to 

je taken care of in the open-ended provision that 'every person shall have the 

19ht to life' .82 It is argued that this has been a deliberate omission to leave the 

:nterpretation of these contentious issues to the Constitutional Court.83 In other 

'lords, the Courts were to decide such a vital question. And, the Constitutional 

Court has ruled that the imposition of death penalty was unconstitutional. 84 

:udgments have also covered juvenile judicial corporal punishment,85 outlawing 

" Jeremy Sarkin, "Problems and Challenges Facing South Africa's Constitutional Court: An 
:Ialuation of its Decisions on Capital and Corporal Punishment", 113 S. Afr. L. J. 71 (1996) 
. See Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitution Assembly; In re Certification of the 
.onstitlllion a/the Republic of South Africa 1996, 1996 (10) BCLR 1253 (CC) referred to in 
.~remy Sarkin, "The Development of a Human Rights Culture in South Africa", 20 HUM. 
m. Q. 628 (1998), 634 
, Certification oJ the Amended Text of the Constitution of Republic of South AJrica 1996, 1997 
.1 BCLR 1 (CC) referred to in Sarkin, supra n. 80, 634 
: Section 9. This was in spite of the demand for the abolition of capital punishment in the draft 
3:11 of Rights recommended by the ANC Constitutional Committee - A Bill of Rights for the 
\ell South Africa (1990) . 
. \nton J. Steenkamp, "The South African Constitution of 1993 and the Bill of Rights: An 

:Ialuation in Light of International Human Rights Norms", 17 HUM. RTS. Q. 101 (1995), 108 
'5.1'. Makwanyane, 1995 (6) BCLR 665 (CC): 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) cited in Sarkin, supra n. 
".640. 
, 5. Williams and another, 1995 (3) SA 632 
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.~Iil imprisonment for debt and recognising the right to access police dockets 

:od to consult state witnesses.86 

European Community 

The European Community makes the best case study for understanding 

~~~ perceptions and approaches of various courts, municipal as well as 

.~iemational, to the nature of obligations that are undertaken by a state and the 

.)nsequential role that the domestic courts are enjoined to play to give effect to 
S7 

~~~m. 

Historically speaking, there were three organisations88 that were created. 

llese were later unified as a single organisation by the Merger Treaty of 1965 . 

. ~der this, four institutions were set up - a Council, a Commission, a European 

llTliament and the Court of Justice.89 By virtue of the Single European Act of 

.~86. the European Economic Community Treaty was amended to provide for 

Coel:ee v. Government of the Republic of South Africa, 1995 (10) BCLR 1382 (CC) and 
:jbalala and others v. Attorney General of Transvaal and another, 1995 (12) BCLR 1593 
'-CI. The application of the Bill of Rights in other fair trial rights issue have also been 
,~ted - Du Plessis and another v. De Klerk, 1996 (5) BCLR 658 (CC) and Pm·Moo and 
::as v. Getz NO and another, 1997 (10) BCLR 1337 (CC). All cases cited in Sarkin, supra n. 
' .. 6·13 
. See generally Andrew Z. Drzemczewski, European Human Rights Convention in Domestic 
.;,' : A Comparative Study, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983; The Criminal Process and 
. ,mall Rights: Towards a European Consciousness, Ed. Mireille Delmas-Marty, Martinus 
\:hotT Publishers, London, 1995. See also Malcolm N. Shaw, international Law, 4th edn., 
.lIl1bridge University Press, UK, 1997, 280 - 81. The cases referred to under this section have 
:~n gathered from the compilation in The Relationship between European Community Latv 
~.J Valional Law: The Cases, Ed. Andrew Oppenheimer, Grotius Publications, Cambridge 
.1:lersity Press, Great Britain, 1994, unless otherwise specifically mentioned 

The European Coal and Steel Community 1951, the European Economic Community 1957 
J:J!he European Atomic Energy Community 1957 
.. The Council composed of representatives of the governments of member states. The 
:0mmission was an independent supranational organ whose members were appointed by 
::·mmon accord of the governments of member states. The Parliament was elected by the 
:'('Jjlles of the member states and divided into political groupings largely without distinction as 
: nationality 
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::reased Community powers and establish a framework for inter-governmental 

!" I . 90 )) Illea co-operatIon. 

The European Community came into existence by the entry into force in 

\1lember 1993 of the Maastricht Treaty on European Union concluded in 1992. 

-;e community has increased powers and responsibilities, especially in relation 

,economic and monetary policy. The European Union also has the specific 

'~lclion to provide a framework for increased inter-governmental co-operation 

~ larious non-economic spheres and to promote legislative activity in European 
. . . • 91 

cmuTIumty InstItutIons. 

The Court of Justice, which was a common organ for all the Communities 

"~m the beginning, is the supranational judicial institution whose task is to 

;..arantee respect for Community law. The EEC Treaty first created an 

~\ironment for a permanent dialogue at the judicial level, which by its 

~xedure, laid down that the national courts of last resort in a state could make 

'::erenees for preliminary rulings to the Court of Justice of the European 

. !rnmunities where any question was raised concerning the interpretation of 

)rnmunity law.92 The Court of Justice has final authority to interpret 

:·rnmunity law whereas the national courts have the task of applying it. It is 

:: national courts that ensure full effectiveness to the Community law in their 

,:-~tive legal systems. 

The Court of Justice, for the purpose of ensuring effectiveness, have 

::\eioped principles, which it calls as the essential characteristics of the 

:mmunity legal order - the principles of supremacy and direct effect of the 

::nmunity law. 

:.asconcluded in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 236 of the Treaty and 
'c' ldopted instead of a draft European Union Treaty approved by the European Parliament in 
'-: which was intended to create a single institutional framework to replace the existing 
-:nunities 
~ Ee Law and National Law, supra n. 87, 2 
~.~Icle 177. This procedure is generally characterised as co-operation 
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}upremacy 

The basic doctrine of supremacy, considered as the basic unwritten rule of 

~ommunity law, was laid down by the Court of Justice in Costa v. ENEL,93 

:his was further developed m Internationale Handelsgeselischa/t,94 

lmtmenthaf5 and Reg. v. Secretary of State, ex parte Factortame.96 This is true 

~both prior and subsequent national law. In Simmenthal, it held that the 

«mine of supremacy imposes a duty upon national courts to give immediate 

Id automatic precedence to Community law and to set aside conflicting 

.-iooaI provisions. It held that any conflict between Community law and 

..uw law must always be a matter for immediate solution by the national trial 

m The requirement to refer such a case to another authority (the 

Coostitutional Court in this case) would be incompatible with the full 
" 

effectiveness of the Community law. The Court of Justice held that the 

ilprelDacy principle also required national courts to set aside any rule of national 

law precluding them from granting interim relief in a case concerning 

Community law.97 In the words of Judge Pescatore,98 -

"The Community legal order is intended to bring about a profound 
transformation in the conditions of life - economic, social and even 
political - in the Member States. It is inevitable that it will come into 
conflict with the established order, that is to say the rules in force in the 
Member States whether they stem from constitutions, laws, regulations or 
legal usage .... Community law holds within itself an existential 
necessity for supremacy. If it is not capable in all circumstances of taking 
precedence over national law, it is ineffective and, to that extent, non
existent. The very notion of a common order would thereby be 
destroyed. ,,99 

· Case 6/64, European Court of Justice, 1964 
· Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v. Einfuhr - und Vorratsstelle fur Getreide und 
~lllermillel, Case 11170, ECJ, 1970 
. Ammillistrazione delle Finanze dello Stato v. Simmenthal Spa, Case 106/77, ECJ, 1978 
· Case C - 213/89, 1990; [1990] 3 WLR 852 ECJ 
·Ibid . 
. Judge of the Court of Justice of the European Communities 1967 - 85 quoted in EC Law and 
',JilOllal Law, supra n. 87,3 
-This position is true not just of the Community legal order but of all supranational legal 
·jers 
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The domestic courts of the member states, expectedly, took their time for 

:, doctrines to be accepted. Among the original members of the Community, 

:"'! Court of Cassation in Belgium in the Le Ski case, lOO the German Federal 

:.lIlstitutional Court in Lutticke,101 the Italian Constitutional Court in Frontini l02 

:J the French Court of Cassation in Cafes Vabre l03 have accepted the doctrine 

.:·iupremacy. The Counseil d' Etat in France recognised the supremacy of EEC 

':taty provisions only in 1989 in the Nicolo Case. 104 Similarly the Coullseil d' 

~J!in Luxembourg accepted this position in Bellion. 105 

The acceptance of supremacy in the United Kingdom was fully 

. h d I . 17 106 :-:.ilihs e on y In ractortame. The Irish Supreme Court accepted the 

'"i"remacy of Community law in Crotty.107 Greece joined the Community in 

I!mister of Economic Affairs v. SA Fromagerie Franco-Suisse "Le Ski ", COUl1 of Cassation 
:':':lUm), 1971 

!:;ons Lutticke GmbH, 1971, Case No. 1 BvR 248/163, Constitutional Court (FRG). The 
._1 accepted the law laid down by Simmenthal (1978) in the Working Hours Equality Case, 

,oi2. Case No. I BvR 1025/82, Constitutional Court (FRG) 
. !iontini Y. Ministero delle Finanze, Case No. 183/73 Constitutional Court, (Italy), 1973. 

-:(Conshtutional Court accepted the position described by the Court of Justice in Simmenthal 
. \'11 Granital Y. Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato, Case No. 170/84, Constitutional 

,_1 ilta1y), 1984 
IJministratiol1 des Douanes v. Socie 'te' Cafes Jacques Vabre and Weigel et Compagnie, 

. .J1ofCassation (France), 1975 
• "1('0/0 and another, Conseil d' Etat (France), 1989 
Billion and Others v. Minister for the Civil Service, Conseil d' Etat (Luxembourg), 1984 

.? I. Secretary of Stdte for Transport, ex p. Factortame Ltd (No. 2), [1990] 3 WLR 818: 
"';'J) 2 AC 85, HL. United Kingdom joined the Community only in 1973, Prior to this case 

"I!:"~ were a number of statements concerning the position of community law on the basis of 
':;:ion2(I)ofthe European Communities Act 1972 - by the House of Lords in Duke v. GEC 
;, . ..;nceLtd., [1988] AC 618, HL and by the Court of Appeal in Bullmer Ltd. and Another v. 
:, ... mgerSA and Others, [1974] 2 All E. R. 1226, CA and Macarthys Ltd. v. Smith, [1979] 3 
: E. R. 325, CA. See also Hood Phillipe, "A Garland for the Lords: Parliament and 
'I1Il1unity Law Again", 98 LQR 524 (1982); H.W.R. Wade, "What has Happened to the 

\icreignty ofParliamentT, 107 LQR 1 (1991). See also The Siskina, [1977] 3 All. E. R. 803; 
1';::Jrthys Lld. Y. Smith, [1981] 1 All E. R. 1111; Garland v. British Rail Engg. Ltd., [1982] 2 
I!: "51 

(roIO' v. An Taoiseach and Others, 93 ILR 480, Supreme Court (Ireland), 1987. Ireland 
r.: ~nmark, like UK, joined only in 1973 
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.~I and its Council of State held in Banana Market case l08 that EEC Treaty 

nmions took precedence over national law on the basis of Article 28 in the 

°JlStitution. The Spanish Supreme Court granted precedence to Community 

.'" on the basis of Article 93 of their Constitution in the CanaTY Islands 

RI ' C 109 .!loms egu atlOn ase. 

)r«t Effect 

-teourt of Justice in Van Gend en LoosllOobserved thus -

" ... the Community constitutes a new legal order of international law ... 

with subjects comprised not only of the Member States but also their 

nationals. Independently of the legislation of Member States, Community 

law therefore not only imposes obligations upon individuals but is also 

intended to confer upon them rights which become part of their legal 

h . ,,111 entage .... 

It went on to further state that rights for individuals arise not only where 

y: are expressly granted by the Treaty but also by reason of obligations which 

::i: Treaty imposes in a clearly defined manner. This is true for both negative as 

i!:1 as positive obligations. I 12 The Court has held so where the provisions at 

il.Jt does not leave the Member States with any discretion in relation to its 

\.\Se No. 81511984, Council of State (Greece), 1984. The Council followed the Simmellthal 
l>:iOMineral Rights Discrimination case, Case No 2152/1986, Council of State (Greece), 
.l(> 

• (.\Se No 4524, Supreme Court (Spain), 1989. Spain joined the Community in 1986 along 
I'~ Ponugal, which indicated its willingness to give direct effect, and thereby supremacy, to 
:.munity law in Ca'dima Case No 12 381-36 053, Court of Appeal of Coimbra, 1986. The 
I:ilush Constitutional Court accepted Simmenthal position in the Electoral Law 
ofJliIUriollality case, Case No 4524, Constitutional Court (Spain), 1991. 

If Algemene Transport en Expeditie Onderneming van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse 
;..'IIlIIlsrrarie der Belastingen, Case 26/62, ECJ, 1963. 

~t this point it may be pertinent to point out that not all provisions of the Community law 
:z.:direct effect and produce rights for the individuals. 

iJn Gend en Loos supra n. 110 and also in Costa v. EN EL supra n. 93, it dealt with 
~:?!I\e rights where as in Lutticke supra n. 101 it went further to positive obligations 
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::plementation. l13 In Defrenne,114 the Court of Justice confimled that some 

~~ty provisions could have effect not just between individuals and Member 

\:.lIes {vertical effect} but also in relations between individuals themselves 

:vrizontal effect). 

This position enunciated by the Court of Justice has been largely followed 

.:' [he national courts e.g. Belgium in Le Ski,115 Luxembourg in Bellion 116 and 

J~me in the Real Property Acquisition case. 117 This has been facilitated by the 

'~!erences made under Article 177 of the EEC Treaty which enables and, in the 

;i>e of courts of last resort, requires national courts to make references for 

~diminary rulings to the Court of Justice of the European Communities where a 

:Jntion is raised concerning the interpretation of Community law. 

Article 189 of the Treaty provides that regulations are directly 

~~plicable.118 The Court of Justice has consistently held that, by reason of their 

-.Jlure and function, regulations have direct effect and are capable of creating 

.Jdiridual rights although they do not always do SO.119 In Grai 20 the Court of 

. .i5tice held that the fact that the Article referred to only regulations did not 

:\dude the possibility that other categories of Community acts, including 

~isions, could have direct effect. This could apply to directives also. But 

:.~. by later decisions, it has further clarified that the individuals could rely 

.;1On the directives only when a Member State failed to adopt adequate 

::Jplementing measures within the prescribed period and only if the provision in 

l'In Duyn v. Home Office, Case 41/74, ECJ, 1974 
· De(relllle v. Sabena, Case 43/75, ECJ, 1976 
Supra n. 100, 1971 

· Supra n. 105, 1984 
Case No. 4311990, Court of Appeals of the Dodecanese (Greece), 1990 

'The directives are binding upon the Member States as to the result to be achieved but the 
.:IJ:ceoffonn and method for their implementation is left to the national authorities. 
· Politi, [1971] ECR 1039. National courts have also accepted this position e.g. Italy in 

~rontini, Supra n. 102, 1973; Germany in Wunsche Handelsgesellschaft (Solange II), Case No. 
:BIR 197/83, Constitutional Court (FRG), 1986; Portugal in European Regional Development 
::urd Case, Case No. 184/89, Constitutional Court (Portugal), 1989; and Spain in CanGlY 
;;·Jnds case, supra n. 109 1989 
: Gradv. Finanzamy Traunstein, Case No. 9170, ECJ, 1970 
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. ffi' I'd d' , 1121 ;JclIon was su IClent y preCIse an uncon ItlOna, It has also held that, 

.:1like Treaty provisions, directives do not have 'horizontal direct effect' and 

;Juld only be relied upon against the State and not against the other 

~di\iduaI.122 

In the context of the national courts, most of them have accepted this 

\1)ition. The German Constitutional Court in Kloppenburgl23 has held that the 

~nsprudence of the Court of Justice on direct effect was binding upon the 

)~nnan courts and, despite amounting to judicial legislation, did not exceed the 

:J1its of the constitutionally acceptable development of Community law, 

Though the Counseil d' Etat in France has accepted the supremacy of 

:0mmunity law in general,124 and directives in particular,125 and has held that 

~,e national authorities have a duty to abrogate national legislation incompatible 

;;ili the provisions of a directive once the time limit for its implementation has 

;\pired, it has not expressly accepted that non - implemented directives can 

.~eate rights directly enforceable by individuals before national courts. 126 

The Constitutional Court in Italy in Giampaoli,127 the Council of State in 

jreece in Karella,128 the Court of Appeal in Portugal in Ca dim a , 129 and the 

i~anish Supreme Court in Rodolfo DR v, FOGASA 130 have applied the 

msprudence of the Court of Justice on directives, 

. Beeker v. Finanzamt Munster - Innenstadt, Case No, 8/81, ECJ, 1982; Francovich, Bonifaci 
jOrs. v.ltalian Republic (Joined Cases), C - 6/90 & C - 9/90, ECJ, 1991 
~.\Iarsha/l v. Southampton and South - West Hampshire Area Health Authority, Case 152/84, 
:;].1986 
• Case No. 2 BvR 687/85, Constitutional Court (FRG), 1987 
··\'ie%, supra n. 104, 1989 
'ii Rothmans International France & SA Philip Morris France, Conseil d' Etat (France), 
~; 

'It had earlier held in Minister of the Interior v. Cohn - Bendit, Conseil d' Etat (France), 
;'1 that a directive could not be invoked by an individual against an administrative act 
:llressed to him even though the Court of Justice had expressly held otherwise in Rutili, 

<75] ECR 1219 
. Spa Giampaoli v. Ufficio del Registro di Ancona, Case No. 168/91, Constitutional Court 
Jly),1991 
!Korella v. Minister of Industry, Case No. 3312/1989, Council of State (Greece), 1989 
'Case No. 12 381 - 36 053, Court of Appeal of Coimbra (Portugal), 1986 
'Case No. 5985, Supreme Court (Spain), 1991 
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Any national legislation adopted for the implementation of a directive 

ihould be interpreted by the national court in conformity with the requirements 

JiCommunity law, in so far as it was given discretion to do so under national 

.3\\. The Court of Justice, in Van Co/son and Kamann, 131 held that, in applying 

~alional law and in particular the provisions of national legislation specifically 

Introduced to implement a directive, national courts were required by A11icle 189 

of the EEC Treaty to interpret their national law in the light of the wording and 

purpose of the directive. Later, in Mar/easing,132 it held that while interpreting 

In the light of the wording and purpose of the directive, it made no difference 

\\hether the provision in question had been adopted before or after that directive . 

.\'ationai courts - role in enforcing Community law 

In order to ensure that the rights of individuals under the Community law 

Jl'e supported by effective remedies in the national courts, the Court of Justice 

has developed a range of remedies on the basis of the overriding requirement for 

national courts to secure the full effectiveness of Community law. The 

obligations imposed on the national courts include a duty, in cases within their 

Jurisdiction, to protect the rights of individuals by immediately setting aside any 

provision of national law in conflict with a Community rule; 133 requiring the 

national courts to set aside any rule of national law precluding them from 

granting interim relief in a dispute governed by Community law; 134 requiring the 

national courts to award damages in actions brought against Member States by 

individuals for loss caused by violations of Community law; 135 and it precludes 

the national authorities from relying on national procedural rules imposing time 

. rOil Co/son and Kamann v. Land Nordrhein - Westfalen, Case 14/83, ECl, 1984 
: .lIar/easing SA v. La ComercialInternacional de Alimentacio'n SA, Case C - 106/89, ECl, 

:990 
Simmenthal supra n. 95, 1978 

" Fae/artame supra n. 96, 1990 
~ Frallcavich supra n. 121, 1991 
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::illS for individuals to bring actions to protect rights conferred upon them by a 

::ective, so long as that directive has not been properly transposed into the legal 

.,ilem of the Member State concerned. 136 

The implementation of the Community law is also dependant on the 

.:nstitutional framework of the Member States. These provisions have been the 

.jJect of judicial interpretation by the courts in these Member States. The 

mty of proceedings reflects the varying national legal traditions while the 

:,1nstitutional position regarding the Community law is examined. 137 

Article 54 of the Constitution of France empowers the President, the 

:-'me Minister or Members of Parliament to refer to the Constitutional Council 

~~~ question whether an international treaty contains any clauses contrary to the 

,.Jnstitution. If it finds so, it can be ratified only after the appropriate 

:,lnstitutional amendments. In Maastricht 1,138 on a reference made by the 

J:esident, the Council examined the provisions of the Maastricht Treaty in the 

~hl of the principles of the Constitution and came to the conclusion that three 

:' the provisions were incompatible with the Constitution. This prompted 

:onstitutional amendments which were tested again in Maastricht 11,139 where it 

,as held that the Constitution as amended was fully compatible. 

In Spain, under Article 95 to the Constitution, the Government or either 

::' the Chambers of Parliament can request the Constitutional Court to make a 

"n:laration as to whether a stipulation contained in an international treaty is 

:0ntrary to the Constitution. Again a constitutional amendment would be 

. d b ~ 'fi' 140 '~Ulre elore rat! lcatlOn . 

. £11111/01/ v. Minister for Social Welfare and the Attorney General, Case C - 208/90, ECJ, 
;,)1 

Some of these proceedings can be seen in G. Dannemann, "Constitutional Complaints: The 
:~ropean Perspective", 1994 Intl. & Comp. L. Q. 142 
'R~ Treaty 011 European Union "Maastrich! I", Constitutional Council (France), 1992. 
'Re Treat)' Oll European Union "Maastricht JI", Constitutional Council (France), 1992. 

<In Re Treaty on European Union, Case No. 1236/92, Constitutional Court (Spain), 1992, the 
:0nstitutional Court made a broad examination of the constitutional position regarding the 
:Jl1icipation of non-nationals in municipal elections and concluded that the Treaty provision 
.]5 incompatible with Article 13 (2) of the Constitution. An amendment was brought to the 
,Jid Article and the Treaty was ratified 
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The Federal Constitutional Court in Germany, in the Maastricht Treaty 

,(mstitutionality Case,141 examined the position and elaborated a series of 

:1nciples concerning the relationship between the Member States and the 

:Jropean Union including conditions for and restrictions upon its future 

:~\elopment. 

luue of Sovereignty 

Some decisions have dealt with the issue of sovereignty also. As regards 

~ie consequence of the formation of the Community, the Court of Justice, in 

.·']Sla v. ENEL,142 had expressly held that the creation of the Conul1unity had 

~:ought about a transfer of powers from the Member States involving a 

xnnanent limitation to their sovereign rights. It held thus -

"By contrast with ordinary international treaties, the EEC Treaty has 

created its own legal system which, on the entry into force of the Treaty, 

became an integral part of the legal systems of the Member States and 

which their courts are bound to apply .... 

The transfer by the States from their domestic legal system to the 

Community legal system of the rights and obligations arising under the 

Treaty carries with it a permanent limitation of their sovereign rights, 

against which a subsequent unilateral act incompatible with the concept 

of Community cannot prevail." 

Though the national courts have accepted the position regarding 

:lmitation, not all have accepted the aspect of permanency.143 The French 

. Case No. 2 BvR 2134/92, Constitutional Court (FRG), 1993 

.: SI/pra n. 93, 1964 

. \\any national courts have accepted this view e.g. Belgium in Le Ski supra n. 100, 1971; 
:trmany in EEC Regulations Constitutionality Case, Case No. 1 BvR 248/163, Constitutional 
.'Jurt(FRG), 1967; Italy in Frontini supra n. 102, 1973; Luxembourg in Bellioll supra n. 105, 
9s.1: and Spain in Re Treaty on European Union, supra n. 140, 1992 
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:onstitutional Council, in Maastricht 1,144 held· that, according to paragraph 15 

:f the Preamble to the Constitution, France agreed to those limitations of 

'i)lereignty necessary for the organisation of peace. It was perfectly consistent 

,;Ith respect for national sovereignty under Article 3 of the Constitution of 

:rmce to conclude international agreements with a view to participating in 

:-tnnanent international organisations involving the transfer of competences 

;rom the Member States. And where such agreements contained a clause 

:llntrary to the Constitution or infringed the essential conditions for the exercise 

;inational sovereignty, constitutional revision was required. 

Article 24 (1) of the German Constitution permits the Federal Republic to 

::ansfer sovereign powers to inter governmental institutions. The Constitutional 

:ourt, in Internationale HandelsgesellschaJt,145 held that the Article does not 

mable the basic constitutional structure of the Federal Republic to be altered 

~lthOut specific amendment, but rather opens up the national legal system to the 

:pplication of law from another source, thereby enabling the State to withdraw 

ti exclusive claim to control within its sphere of sovereignty. Though, in 

,\/oppenburg,146 it held that it was perfectly compatible with the Article for the 

J1temational institutions like the Court of Justice to be given authority to 

jel'elop the law within the framework of their existing powers, it was competent 

:or the Constitutional Court to examine whether an international institution 

:~mained within or exceeded the sovereign powers assigned to it. This position 

-as reiterated in the Maastricht Treaty Constitutionality Case 147 but it laid down 

:kar limitations from the constitutional standpoint upon further integration and 

-Jught to strengthen the sovereignty of the Member States. It felt that the 

:nnsfer of sovereign powers to Community institutions must not be such as to 

J1ldermine the position of the Federal Parliament, which must be left with 

~ubstantial authority and influence so long as democratic legitimacy within the 

-Supra n. 138, 1992 
.' Supra n. 94, 1974; reiterated in Wunsche supra n. 119, 1986 
J Supra n. 123, 1987 
.. Supra n. 141, 1993 
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i \Iember States continues to be supplied by the national parliaments. It observed 

:~at although the European Community competencies involved the pooling of 

'i.ll'ereignty, they essentially covered only the economic sphere. Other co

.1peration under the Treaty remained inter governmental in nature. 

Article 11 of the Italian Constitution permits those limitations of 

01ereignty that are necessary in order to establish international organizations 

i,)r assuring peace and justice between nations. In Frontini,148 it was held by the 

constitutional Court that this opens up the Italian legal system to enable Italy to 

:onclude Treaties limiting its sovereignty and to implement them by means of an 

.1rdinary statute, without the need for constitutional amendment. 

The effect of incorporating the principle of the supremacy of Community 

lW into British law in the light of Section 2 of the European Communities Act 

972 has been considered frequently by the courts in the United Kingdom. For 

~~e purpose or incorporating the provisions of the Maastricht Treaty, the Act of 

.972 was amended in 1993.149 Parliamentary sovereignty could be considered to 

x retained in this area as Section 2 of the Act required the enactment of an Act 

,)f Parliament before the United Kingdom could notify the Community of its 

:nlention to participate in the next stage of economic and monetary union. The 

mempt to get a declaration that the United Kingdom could not lawfully ratify 

~,e Treaty was turned down in Ex parte Lord Rees - Mogg.150 The argument 

:hat the establishment of a common foreign policy by the Member States under 

:he Maastricht Treaty constituted an abandonment of sovereign powers was 

:ejected on the ground that it was an exercise and not a transfer of those powers . 

. \5 far as the Crown's treaty making power as far as Community Treaties is 

,oncemed, it was held way back in 1971 that this cannot be challenged in 

:ourtS. 151 Though in this case it was felt that there is a possibility that 

Community membership is irreversible, in a later decision it was observed that 

.! Supra n. 102, 1973 
';TheEuropean Community (Amendment) Act 1993 (UK) 
'c R. v. Secretary o/State. Ex parte Lord Rees - Mogg, [1994] 2 WLR 115, Divisional Court 
'Blackburn v. Attorney General, [1971] 2 All E. R. 1380 
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~e courts would be bound to follow any statute repudiating the EEC Treaty or 

some of its provisions. 152 This position was reiterated in Lord Rees - Mogg. 

In Crotty,153 the Irish Supreme Court felt that the legislative powers of the 

Community institutions involved a limitation of sovereignty which had 

necessitated constitutional amendment since the provisions of the Single 

European Act 1986, concerning the co-ordination of foreign policy between the 

\Iember States, involved a diminution of sovereignty. 154 

Hhat if Community Law infringed fundamental rights protected by the 

narionallaw 

The question here is whether the national courts can examme the 

~Iegations that a Community measure is in conflict with the fundamental 

constitutional rights or principles. The Court of Justice, on its part, in 

illlemationale HandelsgesellschaJt,155 has held that the national courts would 

hm no such jurisdiction because otherwise the uniformity and effectiveness of 

Community law would be undermined. It was more so since the fundamental 

nghts were to be protected within the framework of the Community by the Court 

0fJustice itself, inspired by the constitutional traditions common to the Member 

States. Later, in Nold,156 it held clearly that it would not uphold Community 

measures incompatible with fundamental constitutional rights recognized by 

~ational constitutions. 

:\Iacarthys, supra n. 106, 1979 
'SI/pra n. 107, 1987 
• Article 29 (4) (3) was amended enabling Ireland to ratify the Act. A similar procedure was 

oJopted for the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty 1992 by amending the same Article. In 
}nmark, the ratification of the European Treaty was achieved on the basis of the existing 
:enstitutional provision, Article 20 which provides for the transfer of sovereign powers to 
~Iemational organizations, of course, after the holding of a referendum under Article 42. 
'Supra n. 94, 1970 
"Sold and Ors. v. Commission of the European Communities, Case 4173, ECl, 1974. 
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Though the German Federal Constitutional court, In Wunsche,157 held 

~lJt. in view of recognition of the significance of the European Convention on 

:iuman Rights by all the Community institutions, including the Court of Justice 

~ }ohnston, 158 Community law and in particular the case law of the Court of 

,lstice has ensured the effective protection of fundamental rights. Later, in 

~ndip Morris 159 and Maastricht Treaty Constitutionality160 case, it has observed 

;iat although it is primarily for the Court of Justice to ensure protection of 

::lI1damental rights, the Constitutional Court retains a jurisdiction of last resort. 

:J the latter decision, it further held that the two courts have complementary 

'0les in protecting the fundamental rights. 

Conclusion 

The experience with the Community law is, thus, an ocean of ideas for 

:eproduction at the more broad international level. In this context, it may also be 

,iorthwhile to remember that the countries within the Community share largely a 

:ommon culture and economic status. Most of the constitutions of the countries 

,\ithin the Community have been tuned into for a full fledged participation in the 

Community affairs and granting recognition to bodies under the Community 

mcluding the courts. It may also be noted that the judgments referred to in this 

section have been largely those relating to economic affairs. Human rights and 

,nminallaw may be a different cup of tea. 

However, it becomes clear that if the international community wishes and 

\lorks towards such an environment, it may be possible for the world bodies to 

:ay down norms and the same can be referred to be international and municipal 

;ourts making the rights available for the individuals in different countries. Our 

" Supra n. 119, 1986 
'1 )ohl1stoll V. Chie/Constable o/the Royal Ulster Constabulary, Case No. 222/84, ECJ, 1986. 
~ Philp Morris and Ors., Case No. 2 BvQ 3/89, Constitutional Court (FRG), 1989. 
~Supran. 147, 1993 
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:iperiences in the Courts range from a passive onlookers waiting for the 

;~isJature to act first, to a complete usurpation of this role through judicial 

~!erpretation. 

The Indian Courts, especially the Supreme Court, has been, lately 

:rawing a lot of inspiration from the international norms though recognising the 

Jherent limitations of the courts in giving full direct effect to such provisions. It 

nay be worthwhile to study as to how the courts have approached to this 

:robJem in the context to criminal justice administration, with special reference 

lfhuman rights. 
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A person would rather not come within the purview of criminal law. It is 

~~e most serious of the infractions that are categorised as crimes. As is the 

:~nciple, a crime is considered to be against the immediate victim, the society at 

lrge and the State. The last of the above, because when a person commits an 

JITence, he challenges the protection granted by the State to persons within its 

~~Im. When the State takes upon itself to prosecute a person who has 

:ummitted an offence, it is a case of unequals fighting. The person stands alone 

;gainst the might of the State. The State comes into the picture the moment the 

nfonnation regarding the commission of an offence becomes known. Apart 

:rom the miniscule category of private crimes, the majority affects the State 

jirectly. The machineries under the State start their role as soon as the 

~roceedings under the criminal law are initiated. The State has set up a 

'pecialised force, the police force, for the prevention and detection of crimes. 1 

Right from the stage of filing of the First Information Report, the suspect comes 

within the purview of the investigation by the police. The police have been 

~i\'en wide powers under the Code of Criminal Procedure, especially in 

iognizable offences. In non cognizable offences there is the supervision by the 

.Iudicial officer from the beginning itself. Throughout the investigation, the 

police have been given adequate powers to conduct a proper investigation, 

though under the supervision of the court. However, the courts are not the ones 

who are directly involved in any of these functions. This leaves a considerable 

gap for the police to have freedom of choice. Till the filing of the police report, 

the police play the active role in the criminal justice proceedings. That is why 

:he study of the proceedings at the pre trial stage holds importance. There have 

Preamble to the Police Act, 1861. Police forces are also created for the Union Territories and 
~~ Delhi Special Police Establishment Act 1946 creates a special force in Delhi for 
nmtigating specified offences in the Union Territories. The powers of this force can be 
~\tended to the other States also with the concurrence of the respective State Governments. 
The inherent restrictions in the Act have been bypassed by the courts. See State of Bihar v. 
Ranchi Zila Samta Party, (1996) 3 SCC 682; K. Chandrasekhar v. State of Kerala, (1998) 5 
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been many international documents prescribing the dos and don'ts. The attempt 

in this chapter is to understand the proceedings at the pre trial stage and to study 

how far we are in tune with the international standards. In the process, the 

provisions under the criminal statutes as well as the Constitution are relevant. 

The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 states: 

i) an accused person should get a fair trial III accordance with the 

accepted principles of natural justice; 

ii) every effort should be made to avoid delay in investigation and trial 

which is harmful not only to the individuals involved but also to society: 

and 

iii) the procedure should, to the utmost extent possible, ensure fair deal to 

the poorer sections of the community.2 

The Committee on Reform of the Criminal Justice System3 has pointed 

uut the need for reforms to a system devised more than a century back. 

According to it, the system has become ineffective; a large number of guilty go 

Jnpunished in a large number of cases; the system takes years to bring the guilty 

:0 justice; and has ceased to deter criminals because of which crime is increasing 

:apidly everyday and types of crimes are proliferating and the citizens live in 

wnstant fear. The Committee has recommended a comprehensive review of the 

Indian Penal Code, the Evidence Act and the Criminal Procedure Code by a 

{C 223; The functional independence of the CBI has been combined with the Central 
'[gilance Commission in Vineet Narain v. Union oJ India, (1998) 1 SCC 226 
Paragraph 3 
The Committee headed by Justice V. S Malimath was constituted on 24 November 2000 by 

':i( Lnion Government. The Report was submitted to the Union Home Ministry in April 2003 
:roposing important changes to various aspects of administration of justice with particular 
;:-:us on the principles of evidence and conduct of criminal trials (hereafter referred to as 
'.:~imath Committee). The other members were S. Varadachary, IAS (Retd.) Amitabh Gupta 
?S IRetd.) Prof.(Dr.)N.R. Madhava Menon, D.V. Subba Rao, Members and Durgadas Gupta 
" \Iember -Secretary 
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broad based Committee representing the functionaries of the Criminal Justice 

System, eminent men and women representing different schools of thoughts, 

iocial scientists and vulnerable sections of the society and make 

recommendations to the Parliament for stronger and progressive laws for the 

(ountry.4 It further recommended taking of a holistic view in respect to 

punishment, arrestability and bailability.5 

In the context of the recommendations, some of which are discussed in 

this work, it may be pointed out at the outset that the principle of nullum crimen 

sine lege, nulla poena sine Zege,6 is a fundamental and inderrogable7 right under 

International law. It not only prohibits retroactivity of laws, but also prescribes 

that criminal offences must be clearly defined, free from ambiguities, and not 

extensively construed to an accused's detriment. The individual must be able to 

know from the wording of the relevant provision, what act and omission will 

make him or her criminally liable.8 This is mentioned at the outset because as 

lIe go further we observe that the Committee has recommended some sweeping 

changes to this basic law. 

: Recommendation 114. The Committee felt that when reviewing the Indian Penal Code it may 
~ examined whether it would be helpful to make a new classification into i) The Social 
Xelfare Code, ii) The Correctional code, iii) the Criminal Code and iv) Economic and other 
OITences Code . 
. Recommendation 45 
, Article 15 (1) ICCPR; Human Rights Committee, General Comment 29 on derogations 
lllring a state of emergency, 31 August 2001, CCPRlC/21/Rev.lIAdd.ll, para 7; see also 
Article 22 (2) of the Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court, which reads "The 
<kfinition of a crime shall be strictly construed and shall not be extended by analogy". See 
',Iith benefit Criminal Justice Reform in India: ICJ Position Paper - Review of the 
Recommendations made by the Justice Malimath Committee from an international human 
nghts perspective submitted on the occasion of the National Conference on 9th & 10th August 
;003, New Delhi (hereinafter referred to as ICJ Position Paper) 
. See Article 4(2) ICCPR 
, See, illter alia, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Algeria, UN Doc 
CCPRlCI79IAdd.95, 18 August 1998, para 11; Concluding Observations of the Human Rights 
Committee: Portugal (Macao), CCPRlC/79/Add.115, 4 November 1999, para 12; Veeber v. 
£slOnia (No. 2), ECtHR, Judgment of 21 January 2003, para 30. 
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Rights available to all 'persons' 

To begin with, it may be mentioned that the protection of rights available 

,nder the Constitution has been subject to some wide interpretation. In 

liIairman, Railway Board v. Chandrima Das, the Supreme Court observed thus: 

"The word "LIFE" has also been used prominently in the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, 1948. The fundamental rights under the 

Constitution are almost in consonance with the rights contained in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights as also the Declaration and the 

Covenants of Civil and Political Rights and the Covenants of Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights, to which India is a party having ratified them, 

as set out by this Court in Kubic Daruisz v. Union of India. 9 That being 

so, since "LIFE" is also recognised as a basic human right in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, it has to have the same 

meaning and interpretation as has been placed on that word by this Court 

in its various decisions relating to Article 21 of the Constitution. The 

meaning of the word "life" cannot be narrowed down. According to the 

tenor of the language used in Article 21, it will be available not only to 

every citizen of this country, but also to a "person" who may not be a 

citizen of the country."1O 

It has been held in Anwar v. State of J & Kll that the rights under Articles 

~0.21 and 22 are available not only to 'citizens' but also to 'persons' who would 

:nclude 'non-citizens'. Article 20, which guarantees right to protection in 

. AIR 1990 se 605 
. (2000) 2 sce 465, 482, para 32. See for the shift in position from AK Gopalan v. State of 
I/adras, AIR 1950 se 27 (as also Union of India v. Bhanu Dos, AIR 1977 se 1027) - where it 
,\as held that in a different context that procedure need not be fair and reasonable as long as 
~rocedure contemplated to Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 se 597: (1978) 1 see 
:~8 - where it was held that the procedure has to be fair and reasonable and the resultant 
:Ipansion of the concept in the later decisions in the light of Maneka 

(1971) 3 sce 104: AIR 1971Se 337. See generally Manjula Batra, Protection of Human 
RIghts ill Criminal Justice Administration: A Study of the Rights of the Accused in Indian and 
50riet Legal Systems, Deep and Deep Publications, New Delhi, 1989 
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:~pect of conviction for offences, Article 21, which guarantees right to life and 

xr50nal liberty and Article 22, which guarantees right to protection against 

.:.rbitrary arrest and detention have been held to be wholly in consonance with 

\rticle 3, Article 7 and Article 9 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

:9~8.12 

Let us now see the specific procedures contemplated under the criminal 

~tice administration for the purpose of finding out how we fare in the system 

lIld implementation of the norms at the international level. 

Arrest means apprehension of a person by legal authority resulting in 

jeprivation of his liberty. Arrests, under the Code of Criminal Procedure may 

re made with or without warrant, without warrant where the legal provisions 

pennit it. It is basically resorted to for the purpose of securing the attendance of 

the accused at his trial. It may also be required where he is likely to abscond or 

disobey summons or where social interests would demand that he be arrested 

.l11d kept in detention. 

The word 'arrest' is derived from the French word 'Arreter' meaning 'to 

itop or stay' and signifies a restraint of the person. The meaning of the word 

'arrest' is given in various dictionaries depending upon the circumstances in 

which the said expression is used. I3 In Roshan Beevi v. Joint Secretary. 

Government of T.N., 14 the Madras High Court had an occasion to go into the 

meaning of the word 'arrest'. On the basis of the meaning given in the textbooks 

and lexicons, it has been held that: 

"[T]he word 'arrest' when used in its ordinary and natural sense, means 

the apprehension or restraint or the deprivation of one's personal liberty. 

: Supra n. 10, 482 
: Directorate of Enforcement v. Deepak Mahajan. (1994) 3 SCC 440, 460 
'1984 Cri. L. J. 134 (Mad.) 
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The question whether the person is under arrest or not, depends not on the 

legality of the arrest, but on whether he has been deprived of his personal 

liberty to go where he pleases. When used in the legal sense In the 

procedure connected with criminal offences, an arrest consists In the 

taking into custody of another person under authority empowered by law, 

for the purpose of holding or detaining him to answer a criminal charge or 

of preventing the commission of a criminal offence. The essential 

elements to constitute an arrest in the above sense are that there must be 

an intent to arrest under the authority, accompanied by a seIzure or 

detention of the person in the manner known to law, which is so 

understood by the person arrested." 

The common instances of violations of human rights occur while a person 

i) taken to and kept in custody. The chances of violations get increased if there 

,s option for the arresting authority to take a person into custody without any 

)~al requirements to be complied with. This was considered by the Supreme 

Court in Joginder Kumar v. State of u.P. 15 where it observed thus: 

''The horizon of human rights is expanding. At the same time, the crime 

rate is also increasing. Of late, this Court has been receiving complaints 

about violations of human rights because of indiscriminate arrests. How 

are we to strike a balance between the two? 

A realistic approach should be made in this direction. The law of arrest is 

one of balancing individual rights, liberties and privileges, on the one 

hand, and individual duties, obligations and responsibilities on the other; 

of weighing and balancing the rights, liberties and privileges of the single 

individual and those of individuals collectively; of simply deciding what 

is wanted and where to put the weight and the emphasis; of deciding 

'11994) 4 SCC 260 
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which comes first, the criminal or society, the law violator or the law 

h'd ,,16 a 1 er .... 

The tendency of police to take a person into custody even in minor cases was 

deprecated and it was opined thus: 

"No arrest can be made because it is lawful for the police officer to do so. 

The existence of the power to arrest is one thing. The justification for the 

exercise of it is quite another.... No arrest should be made without a 

reasonable satisfaction reached after some investigation as to the 

genuineness and bona fides of a complaint and a reasonable belief both as 

to the person's complicity and even so as to the need to effect arrest. 

Denying a person of his liberty is a serious matter."I7 

In this context the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non

;ustodial Measures (The Tokyo Rules), may be looked at with benefit. I8 It 

~rorides that, where appropriate and compatible with the legal system, the 

Xllice, the prosecution service or other agencies dealing with criminal cases 

,hould be empowered to discharge the offender if they consider that it is not 

~~cessary to proceed with the case for the protection of society, crime prevention 

)r the promotion of respect for the law and the rights of victims. For the purpose 

::' deciding upon the appropriateness of discharge or determination of 

:roceedings, a set of established criteria shall be developed within each legal 

'Yitem. For minor cases the prosecutor may impose suitable noncustodial 

::ieasures, as appropriate. 19 It further provides thus: 

"6. Avoidance ofpre-trial detention 

6.1 Pre-trial detention shall be used as a means of last resort in 
criminal proceedings, with due regard for the investigation of the 
alleged offence and for the protection of society and the victim. 

:1.. 263-64, paras 8 and 9 
:i. 267, para 20 
G.A. res. 45/110, annex, 45 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49A) at 197, V.N. Doe. A/45/49 (1990). 
~ule 5.1 on Pre-trial dispositions 
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6.2 Alternatives to pre-trial detention shall be employed at as early a 
stage as possible. Pre-trial detention shall last no longer than 
necessary to achieve the objectives stated under rule 5.1 and shall be 
administered humanely and with respect for the inherent dignity of 
human beings. 

6.3 The offender shall have the right to appeal to a judicial or other 
competent independent authority in cases where pre-trial detention is 
employed." 

172 

The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form 

f Detention or Imprisonment20 lays down very broad guidelines on this matter. 

J Principle 4, it specifically states that any form of detention or imprisonment 

~~d all measures affecting the human rights of a person under any form of 

:elention or imprisonment shall be ordered by, or be subject to the effective 

;,)ntrol of, a judicial or other authority. Principle 36 provides that a detained 

;-.:rson suspected of or charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed 

.:mocent and shall be treated as such until proved guilty according to law in a 

;ublic trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. The 

1'reSt or detention of such a person pending investigation and trial shall be 

:.mied out only for the purposes of the administration of justice on grounds and 

JIIder conditions and procedures specified by law. The imposition of restrictions 

JfXln such a person which are not strictly required for the purpose of the 

:ttention or to prevent hindrance to the process of investigation or the 

ldministration of justice, or for the maintenance of security and good order in 

~e place of detention shall be forbidden. It lays down various other principles 

~~at have been identified and recognised by the Supreme Court as discussed 

~Iow. 

The Supreme Court, Joginder Kumar, went on to state certain guidelines 

lurthe purpose of regulating the area of arrest.21 It had the occasion to discuss 

GA. res. 431173, annex, 43 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 298, V.N. Doe. A/43/49 (1988) . 
. L An arrested person being held in custody is entitled, if he so requests to have one friend, 
::;atile or other person who is known to him or likely to take an interest in his welfare told as 
'1I as is practicable that he has been arrested and where he is being detained; 2. The police 
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:~ same again in D.K. Basu v. State of w.B.,22 where, to check the abuse of 

. :\1ilce power, it was felt that transparency of action and accountability perhaps 

r~ two possible safeguards which the Court must insist upon. It was sought to 

\'Sw\\' attention to properly develop work culture, training and orientation of the 

~1iice force consistent with basic human values. It was felt that training 

1~thodology of the police needs restructuring. The force needs to be infused 

jlW basic human values and made sensitive to the constitutional ethos. And 

:!Torts must be made to change the attitude and approach of the police personnel 

:.Jl1dling investigations so that they do not sacrifice basic human values during 

JterTogation and do not resort to questionable forms of interrogation. For the 

:urpose of bringing in transparency, the presence of the counsel of the arrestee at 

~me point of time during the interrogation was considered to possibly deter the 

Xllice from using third-degree methods during interrogation.23 

)eCourt did recognise the other side also, when it observed thus: 

"We are conscious of the fact that the police in India have to perform a 

difficult and delicate task, particularly in view of the deteriorating law 

and order situation, communal riots, political turmoil, student unrest, 

terrorist activities, and among others the increasing number of underworld 

and armed gangs and criminals. Many hard-core criminals like 

extremists, terrorists, drug peddlers, smugglers who have organised 

gangs, have taken strong roots in the society. It is being said in certain 

quarters that with more and more liberalisation and enforcement of 

fundamental rights, it would lead to difficulties in the detection of crimes 

5:er shall infonn the arrested person when he is brought to the police station of this right; 3. 
,~eI1b)' shall be required to be made in the diary as to who was informed of the arrest. These 
~tions from power must be held to flow from Articles 21 and 22 (1) and enforced strictly . 
. :urther observed that it shall be the duty of the Magistrate, before whom the arrested person 
'prOOuced, to satisfy himself that these requirements have been complied with. Joginder 
""ar,supra n. 15, 266 
. :997) 1 SCC 416 

;.433 
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committed by such categories of hardened criminals by soft peddling 

interrogation. " 

The need to balance the competing claims were felt by the Court, and it said: 

"It is felt in those quarters that if we lay too much of emphasis on 

protection of their fundamental rights and human rights, such criminals 

may go scot-free without exposing any element or iota of criminality with 

the result, the crime would go unpunished and in the ultimate analysis the 

society would suffer. The concern is genuine and the problem is real. To 

deal with such a situation, a balanced approach is needed to meet the ends 

of justice. This is all the more so, in view of the expectation of the 

society that police must deal with the criminals in an efficient and 

effective manner and bring to book those who are involved in the crime. 

The cure cannot, however, be worse than the disease itself ,,24 

It quoted the response of Supreme Court of the United States of America 

h . LF' d A' 25 '05UC an argument In lYllran a v. rzzona: 

"The Latin maxim salus populi suprema lex (the safety of the people is 

the supreme law) and salus republicae suprema lex (safety of the State is 

the supreme law) coexist and are not only important and relevant but lie 

at the heart of the doctrine that the welfare of an individual must yield to 

that of the community. The action of the State, however, must be 'right, 

just and fair' .,,26 

In the particular circumstances, the court felt it necessary to issue certain 

'iqllirements to be followed in all cases of arrest or detention till legal 

:rovisions are made in that behalf as preventive measures.27 

. Id., 434, para 31 
:-)84 US 436: 16 L. Ed. 2d. 694 (1966) 
.' SCC pp. 434-35, paragraph 33 
:' DK Basu v. State of WB., (1997) 1 SCC 416, 436 (hereinafter referred to as Basu). The 
irections that were given were: (1) The police personnel carrying out the arrest and handling 
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The Court made it clear that any failure to comply with the requirements 

:nentioned shall, apart from rendering the official concerned liable for 

!epartmental action, also render him liable to be punished for contempt of court 

!I1d the proceedings for contempt of court may be instituted in any High COUl1 of 

·.1e country, having territorial jurisdiction over the matter. It was so since, 

;~~ording to the court, the requirements flow from Articles 21 and 22( 1) of the 

:onstitution and need to be strictly followed. These were held to be applicable 

11th equal force to the other governmental agencies also to which a reference 

'jd been made earlier. It was also made clear that these requirements are in 

:Jdition to the constitutional and statutory safeguards and do not detract from 

:.~ interrogation of the arrestee should bear accurate, visible and clear identification and name 
"~s with their designations. The particulars of all such police personnel who handle 
~;~rrogation of the arrestee must be recorded in a register; (2) That the police officer carrying 
.! the arrest of the arrestee shall prepare a memo of arrest at the time of arrest and such memo 
dl be attested by at least one witness, who may either be a member of the family of the 
_~estee or a respectable person of the locality from where the arrest is made. It shall also be 
:Juntersigned by the arrestee and shall contain the time and date of arrest; (3) A person who 
:.ii been arrested or detained and is being held in custody in a police station or interrogation 
::!lire or other lock-up, shall be entitled to have one friend or relative or other person known to 
!ID or having interest in his welfare being informed, as soon as practicable, that he has been 
lItSIed and is being detained at the particular place, unless the attesting witness of the memo 
iarrest is himself such a friend or a relative of the arrestee; (4) The time, place of arrest and 
.mue of custody of an arrestee must be notified by the police where the nex.t friend or relative 

_-f the arrestee lives outside the district or town through the Legal Aid Organisation in the 
Jiitrict and the police station of the area concerned telegraphically within a period of 8 to 12 
"Jurs after the arrest; (5) The person arrested must be made aware of this right to have 
.)meone infonned of his arrest or detention as soon as he is put under arrest or is detained; (6) 
In entry must be made in the diary at the place of detention regarding the arrest of the person 
"nlch shall also disclose the name of the next friend of the person who has been informed of 
~:~ arrest and the names and particulars of the police officials in whose custody the arrestee is; 
-I The arrestee should, where he so requests, be also examined at the time of his arrest and 
~JJor and minor injuries, if any present on hislher body, must be recorded at that time. The 
':nspection Memo" must be signed both by the arrestee and the police officer effecting the 
,'Test and its copy provided to the arrestee; (8) The arrestee should be subjected to medical 
:llffiination by a trained doctor every 48 hours during his detention in custody by a doctor 011 

:t ~e\ of approved doctors appointed by Director, Health Services of the State or Union 
TlIIiIory concerned. Director, Health Services should prepare such a panel for all tehsils and 
_IS as well; (9) Copies of all the documents including the memo of arrest, referred to 
~, should be sent to the Illaqa Magistrate for his record; (10) The arrestee may be 
:mnitted to meet his lawyer during interrogation, though not throughout the interrogation; (I I) 
\ jXltice control room should be provided at all district and State headquarters, where 
nbmation regarding the arrest and the place of custody of the arrestee shall be communicated 
~lheofficer causing the arrest, within 12 hours of effecting the arrest and at the police control 
mitshould be displayed on a conspicuous notice board. 
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,mOllS other directions given by the courts from time to time in connection with 

:he safeguarding of the rights and dignity of the arrestee.28 It was felt by the 

:ourt that creating awareness about the rights of the arrestee would be a step in 

:he right direction to combat the evil of custodial crime and bring in 

:ransparency and accountability. It was hoped that these requirements would 

help to curb, if not totally eliminate, the use of questionable methods during 

:nlerrogation and investigation leading to custodial commission of crimes. 29 

With regard to the power of arrest, the Report of the Royal Commission 

lln Criminal Procedure in England has recommended that the power to arrest 

',\ithout a warrant must be related to and limited by the object to be served by the 

lITest, namely, to prevent the suspect from destroying evidence or interfering 

with witnesses or warning accomplices who have not yet been arrested or where 

there is a good reason to suspect the repetition of the offence and not to every 

~ase irrespective of the object sought to be achieved.3o It suggested certain 

restrictions on the power of arrest on the basis of the "necessity principle". It 

said: 

" We recommend that detention upon arrest for an offence should 
continue only on one or more of the following criteria: 

(a) the person's unwillingness to identify himself so that a summons 
may be served upon him; 

(b) the need to prevent the continuation or repetition of that offence; 
( c) the need to protect the arrested person himself or other persons or 

property; 
(cl) the need to secure or preserve evidence of or relating to that 

offence or to obtain such evidence from the suspect by questioning him; 
and 

:Old" 437 
:. For the purpose it was directed that the requirements be forwarded to the Director General of 
Dolice and the Home Secretary of every State/Union Territory and it shall be their obligation to 
:lrculate the same to every police station under their charge and get the same notified at every 
f'Jlice station at a conspicuous place. It was also felt that it would also be useful and serve 
:arger interest to broadcast the requirements on All India Radio besides being shown on the 
\alional Network of Doordarshan and by publishing and distributing pamphlets in the local 
IJlIguage containing these requirements for information of the general pUblic. 
')The police powers of arrest, detention and interrogation in England were examined in depth 
by Sir Cyril Philips Committee - "Report of a Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure" 
I(ommand Papers 8092 of 1981). Basu, 425 
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(e) the likelihood of the person failing to appear at court to answer any 
charge made against him. ,,31 

It further suggested provisions to enable a police officer to issue what is 

":II~d an 'appearance notice' to obtain attendance at the police station without 

";")vrting to arrest provided a power to arrest exists, for example to be 

"~gerprinted or to participate in an identification parade. 

The National Police Commission in India, in its Third Report, has 

~ggested that -

" ... An arrest during the investigation of a cognizable case may be 

considered justified in one or other of the following circumstances: 

(i) The case involves a grave offence like murder, dacoity, robbery, 

rape etc., and it is necessary to arrest the accused and bring his 

movements under restraint to infuse confidence among the terror-stricken 

victims. 

(ii) The accused is likely to abscond and evade the processes of law. 

(iii) The accused is given to violent behaviour and is likely to commit 

further offences unless his movements are brought under restraint. 

(iv) The accused is a habitual offender and unless kept in custody he is 

likely to commit similar offences again. It would be desirable to insist 

through departmental instructions that a police officer making an arrest 

should also record in the case diary the reasons for making the alTest, 

thereby clarifying his conformity to the specified guidelines .... ,,32 

The Malimath Committee has recommended that the number of offences 

:"or which no arrest shall be made should be increased, increase the number of 

!ITences where arrest can be made only with the order of the court and reduce 

~,e number of cases where arrest can be made without an order or warrant form 

BaSil paragraph 15,425. 
: Referred to in Basu, 428. They remain recommendations yet. 
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:: \1agistrate.33 It also stated that a provision in the Code be made to provide 

:.:1 no arrest shall be made in respect of offences punishable only with fine, 

·:·~nces punishable with fine as an alternative to a sentence of imprisonment. 34 

Article 22(1) embodies a rule which has always been regarded as vital 

;.~J fundamental for safeguarding personal liberty in all legal systems where the 

'.!eoflaw prevails.35 In England whenever an arrest is made without a warrant, 

~~~ arrested person has a right to be informed not only that he is being arrested 

'~Ialso of the reasons or grounds for the arrest. In Madhu Limaye, In re,36 the 

':!preme Court referred to the decision of the House of Lords in Christie v . 

. :Jchinsky/7 which went into the origin and development of this rule. The 

ijpreme Court reproduced some of the propositions laid down by Viscount 

';non: 

"1. If a policeman arrests without warrant upon reasonable suspicion of 

felony, or of other crime of a sort which does not require a warrant, he 

must in ordinary circumstances inform the person arrested of the true 

ground of arrest. He is not entitled to keep the reason to himself or to give 

a reason which is not the true reason. In other words, a citizen is entitled 

to know on what charge or on suspicion of what crime he is seized. 

2. * * * 
3. The requirement that the person arrested should be infornled of the 

reason why he is seized naturally does not exist if the circumstances are 

R~ommendations 110 and 111 
'~~ommendation 43 
Th~ 6111 Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America contains similar 

:r:.\Isions and so does article 34 of the Japanese Constitution of 1946. 
:969) 1 SCC 292 
:947]1 All. E. R. 567 
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such that he must know the general nature of the alleged offence for 

which he is detained. ,,38 

The Court clarified the two requirements of clause (1) of Article 22 are 

"(.ll1t to afford the earliest opportunity to the arrested person to remove any 

":'laKe. misapprehension or misunderstanding in the minds of the arresting 

;dJority and, also, to know exactly what the accusation against him is so that he 

.1.: exercise the second right, namely, of consulting a legal practitioner of his 

.1!:ce and to be defended by him. It said that Clause (2) of Article 22 provides 

~e next and most material safeguard that the arrested person must be produced 

:(:'ore a Magistrate within 24 hours of such arrest so that an independent 

~:nority exercising judicial powers may without delay apply its mind to his 

:t;e. The Criminal Procedure Code contains analogous provisions in Sections 

., md 340 but our Constitution makers were anxious to make these safeguards 

J mtegral part of fundamental rights.39 

Though a Constitution Bench in A.K. Roy v. Union of India 40 upheld the 

~ofthe Preventive Detention Act, it was pointed out in Ichhu Devi Choraria 

: nion of India that: 

"The burden of showing that the detention is in accordance with the 

procedure established by law has always been placed by this Court on the 

01(9) 1 SCC 292,298. See also Ram Narayan Singh v. State of Delhi, AIR 1953 SC 277. 
-., ~uestion as to how protection can be accorded to women prisoners in police lock-ups was 
11::: up in Sheela Barse v. State of Maharashtra, (1983) 2 SCC 96 and several directions were 
: ::: as a result of meaningful and constructive debate in court in regard to various aspects of 
.~ ;uestion argued before it - 103. 
)B.R. Ambedkar said while moving for insertion of Article 15-A (as numbered in the Draft 

; )ithe Constitution) which corresponded to present Article 22 said: "Article 15-A merely 
' .. riom the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code two of the most fundamental 
T\';ples which every civilised country follows as principles of international justice. It is quite 
:.d1at these two provisions contained in clause (1) and clause (2) are already to be found in 
',Cnminal Procedure Code and thereby probably it might be said that we are really not 
",l.I;ng any very fundamental change. But we are, as I contend, making a fundamental change 
·~we what we are doing by the introduction of Article 15-A is to put a limitation upon the 
.o.:.\1riry both of Parliament as well as of the Provincial Legislature not to abrogate these two 
-,Slons, because they are now introduced in our Constitution itself." 
,'RI982SC710:(1982) 1 SCC271 
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detaining authority because Article 21 of the Constitution provides III 

clear and explicit terms that no one shall be deprived of his life or 

personal liberty except in accordance with procedure established by law. 

This constitutional right of life and personal liberty is placed on such a 

high pedestal by this Court that it has always insisted that whenever there 

is any deprivation of life or personal liberty, the authority responsible for 

such deprivation must satisfy the court that it has acted in accordance 

with the law. This is an area where the court has been most strict and 

scrupulous in ensuring observance with the requirements of the law, and 

even where a requirement of the law is breached in the slightest measure, 

the court has not hesitated to strike down the order of detention or to 

direct the release of the detenu even though the detention may have been 

valid till the breach occurred. ,,41 

Communication to the detenu the grounds on which the order of detention 

'", been made, and affording him the earliest opportunity of making a 

~esentation against the order of detention have been recognised as the barest 

·:.lmum safeguards which must be observed before an executive authority can 

1 ;'(nnitted to preventively detain a person and thereby drown his right of 

·t:.'iloalliberty in the name of public good and social security.42 

The right of a detenu to be informed of the grounds of his detention has 

~1 repeatedly stressed by the Supreme Court. The requirement to infonl1 has 

'~'!. read in by the Court in other circumstances also, where the statute did not 

:xitly provide for such a requirement. While considering the scope of 

'::Ie 22(5) of the Constitution of India and various other provisions of the 

0\0)4 sce 531: AIR 1980 se 1983; sce, 538, para 5 
,::Jiram Das v. State of W.B., AIR 1975 se 550: (1975) 2 sce 81, 87, para 5. See also 
.;~Jraran Sukul v. State of West Bengal, AIR 1970 se 675: (1970) 1 sce 219; State of 
.~~an v. Shamsher Singh, 1985 Supp sce 416; Francis Coralie Mullin v. W. C. Khambra, 
;:980SC 849: (1980) 2 sce 275; Wasiuddin Ahmed v. D.M., (1981) 4 sce 521: AIR 
,05(2166 
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'iEPOSA Act and the NDPS Act as amended in 1988, a Constitution Bench 

; (,mieshkumar Ishwardas Patel v. Union of India43 concluded: 

··Article 22(5) must, therefore, be construed to mean that the person 

detained has a right to make a representation against the order of 

detention which can be made not only to the Advisory Board but also to 

the detaining authority, i.e., the authority that has made the order of 

detention or the order for continuance of such detention, which is 

competent to give immediate relief by revoking the said order as well as 

to any other authority which is competent under law to revoke the order 

for detention and thereby give relief to the person detained. The right to 

make a representation carries within it a corresponding obligation on the 

authority making the order of detention to inform the person detained of 

his right to make a representation against the order of detention to the 

authorities who are required to consider such a representation. ,,44 

The Malimath Committee has by recommended that the rights of the 

;;;.:sed recognized by the Supreme Court may subject to the clarification in 

·lpter 4 and the manner of their protection be made statutory, incorporating 

:: iJIIle in a schedule to the Criminal Procedure Code.45 

(~odial violence 

The major violations of human rights take place during the course of 

~,~stigation, when the police, with a view to secure evidence or confession, 

·~n to inhuman methods, including torture. To avoid legal impediments, it 

w5)4SCC 51 
·)(C p. 59, para 14. See also State of Punjab v. Baldev Singh, (1999) 6 SCC 172. See also 
;<. of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or 
-:'T1sonment, G.A. res. 431173, annex, 43 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 298, V.N. Doe . 
. :q9(l988). 
\xommendation 11 
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i>.TeenS the arrest by either not recording the arrest or describing the deprivation 

d liberty merely as a prolonged interrogation. It has become so common that 

:tSupreme Court observed thus: 

"The increasing incidence of torture and death in custody has assumed 

such alanning proportions that it is affecting the credibility of the rule of 

law and the administration of criminal justice system. The community 

rightly feels perturbed. Society's cry for justice becomes louder.46 

Custodial violence, including torture and death in the lock-ups, 

strikes a blow at the rule of law, which demands that the powers of the 

executive should not only be derived from law but also that the same 

should be limited by law. Custodial violence is a matter of concern. It is 

aggravated by the fact that it is committed by persons who are supposed 

to be the protectors of the citizens. It is committed under the shield of 

unifonn and authority in the four walls of a police station or lock-up, the 

victim being totally helpless. The protection of an individual from torture 

and abuse by the police and other law-enforcing officers is a matter of 

deep concern in a free society .... The issues are fundamental.,,47 

Speaking about the seriousness of the aspect of torture and the 

:onsequences of it, the Supreme Court quoted the following -

"Torture is a wound in the soul so painful that sometimes you can almost 

touch it, but it is also so intangible that there is no way to heal it. Torture 

is anguish squeezing in your chest, cold as ice and heavy as a stone, 

paralyzing as sleep and dark as the abyss. Torture is despair and fear and 

rage and hate. It is a desire to kill and destroy including yourself." 

Adriana P. Bartow48 

'BasIl,428 
. BaSil, 425. In England, torture was once regarded as a normal practice to get infomlation 
-:garding the crime, the accomplices and the case property or to extract confessions, but with 
1 development of common law and more radical ideas imbibing human thought and 
f.'1Iroach, such inhuman practices were initially discouraged and eventually almost done away 
,·m.certain aberrations here and there notwithstanding. Basu, 426 
.' fOid. 
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It is said that discrimination on the basis of gender, religion, caste, 

:!hnicity, social, political and economic background is widespread throughout 

~dia and lays the foundations for endemic torture.49 The police need training 

)[ modern scientific investigation and properequipments.50 Violation of the 

'jman rights by torture has been the subject of so many Conventions and 

)cclarations. 'Custodial torture' is considered as a naked violation of human 

:gnity and degradation which destroys, to a very large extent, the individual 

~rsonality. It is a calculated assault on human dignity and whenever human 

::gnity is wounded, civilisation takes a step backward - flag of humanity must 

,\: each such occasion fly half-mast. 

'Custodial violence' has been the concern of international community 

'ecause the problem is universal and the challenge is almost global. The 

.nimsal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 stipulates at Article 5 that: 

"No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment." 

The Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to 

-liMe and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,51 at 

!11c1e I, states that for the purpose of the Declaration, torture means any act by 

.!:Ich severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally 

~:licted by or at the instigation of a public official on a person for such purposes 

~ obtaining from him or a third person information or confession, punishing 

''11 for an act he has committed or is suspected of having committed, or 

~~ Law Commission of India, 152nd Report on Custodial Crime (1994), para 1.5; 
-duding observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
'men: India, I February 2000, A/55/38, para 68, 71 
Ilarhndey Katju J., "Torture as a Challenge to Civil Society and Administration of Justice", 
: ,1)12 SCC (J) 39 

;A. res, 3452 (XXX), annex, 30 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 34) at 91, U.N. Doe. AII0034 
'-~I, The prohibition of torture has been identified not only as a norn1 of customary 

'."11alionallaw, but also as an inderrogable norm of peremptory international law [Human 
';.ts Committee, General Comment 24 on issues relating to reservations made upon 
::::;alion or accession to the Covenant or the Optional Protocols thereto, or in relation to 
'.mlions under Article 41 of the Covenant, UN Doe. HRI\GEN\1 \Rev.1 at 14 (1994), para 
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~umidating him or other persons. It does not include pain or suffering arising 

.'l1l)' from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions to the extent consistent 

i;!h the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners. It constitutes 

l~ aggravated and deliberate form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

·"Jishment. Article 2 describes any act of torture or other cruel, inhuman or 

::;rading treatment or punishment as an offence to human dignity and that it 

'~JII be condemned as a denial of the purposes of the Charter of the United 

\ations and as a violation of the human rights and fundamental freedoms 

I :roclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Article 3 prohibits 

, :.1\ State from permitting or tolerating torture or other cruel, inhuman or 

::grading treatment or punishment. Exceptional circumstances such as a state of 

.ar or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency 

'1.1)' not be invoked as a justification of torture or other cruel, inhuman or 

~grading treatment or punishment. Article 10 requires that if an investigation 

Jder article 8 or article 9 establishes that an act of torture as defined in article 1 

;~pears to have been committed, criminal proceedings shall be instituted against 

':,e alleged offender or offenders in accordance with national law. If an 

::legation of other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

:unishment is considered to be well founded, the alleged offender or offenders 

'"311 be subject to criminal, disciplinary or other appropriate proceedings. 

The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Forn1 

.lDetention or Imprisonment, at Principle 2, prescribes that no detained person 

ihile being interrogated shall be subject to violence, threats or methods of 

Jterrogation which impair his capacity of decision or his judgment. At 

1inciple 6, it mandates that no person under any form of detention or 

~lIprisonment shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading 

::eatment or punishment. No circumstance whatever may be invoked as a 

Jstification for torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

\ iO]. India has signed, but not ratified the UN Convention against Torture (78 V.N.T.S. 277), 
':eaiso the le] Position Paper 
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·.nishment. To ensure avoidance of torture, Principle 23 reqUires that the 

:..ration of any interrogation of a detained or imprisoned person and of the 

~:ervals between interrogations as well as the identity of the officials who 

.:~ducted the interrogations and other persons present shall be recorded and 

.::1ified in such form as may be prescribed by law. 

In the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials,52 Article 3 

·:pulates that law enforcement officials may use force only when strictly 

'ccessary and to the extent required for the performance of their duty. It also 

,:.ltes, at Article 5, that no law enforcement official may inflict, instigate or 

l:erate any act of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

:.mishment, nor may any law enforcement official invoke superior orders or 

;\,eptional circumstances such as a state of war or a threat of war, a threat to 

:.Jtional security, internal political instability or any other public emergency as a 

..stification of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

:,mishment. 

Principle 4 of the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by 

.311 Enforcement Officials, Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention 

.:"Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,53 stipulates that the law enforcement 

:f1cials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent 

-::eans before resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and 

::earms only if other means remain ineffective or without any promise of 

;..:hieving the intended result. At Principle 5, it states that 

'Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms IS unavoidable, law 

~iorcement officials shall: 

(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the 

senousness of the offence and the legitimate objective to be 

achieved; 

~.\.res.34/l69, annex, 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 46) at 186, U.N. Doe. N34/46 (1979) 
~J\ana,27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. A/CONF.144/28/Rev.1 at 112 (1990) 
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(b) Minimize damage and injury, and respect and preserve human 

life; 

(c) Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any 

injured or affected persons at the earliest possible moment; 

(d) Ensure that relatives or close friends of the injured or affected 

person are notified at the earliest possible moment.' 

186 

Principle 6 requires that where injury or death is caused by the use of 

:0rce and firearms by law enforcement officials, they shall report the incident 

Jromptly to their superiors, in accordance with principle 22. 

Despite the pious declarations, the crime continues unabated, though 

~rery civilised nation shows its concern and takes steps for its eradication. 

Torture is named as 'sustained interrogation' or 'questioning' or 

~\amining. 54 Though prohibition of torture has been advocated ever since the 

liloption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 and the Geneva 

Convention of 1949, a definition for torture was attempted by the General 

\ssembly only in 1975.55 It is claimed that prohibition against torture remains 

lon - derogatory and inalienable right even during emergency. 56 It is to be 

loted that throughout the development of norms against torture it is seen that the 

jefinitions exclude pain and suffering arising from lawful sanctions. This may 

:tconsidered as a serious loophole with the potential of being abused. It is not 

~e Declaration and the Convention and the other instruments referred to above 

:hat deal with the matter of torture exclusively, but there are other international 

'nstruments also dealing with this.57 The 1984 Convention against Torture and 

·R. S. Saini, "Freedom from Torture and the United Nations", 29 Ind. J. Intl. L. 24 (1989), 24 
"Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, G.A. res. 3452 (XXX), annex, 30 U.N. 
GAOR Supp. (No. 34) at 91, U.N. Doe. All 0034 (1975) 
'Saini, supra n. 54, 26 
. The other relevant instruments may be the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 
lonvention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 1948 GA Res. 260A 
:llof9 December 1948; Geneva Convention 1949; Declaration of the Rights of Child, GA Res. 
186 (XIV) of 20 November 1959; International Convention against Racial Discrimination GA 
~es.2106A (XX) 21 December 1965; Supplementary Convention on Slavery, ECOSOC Res. 
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.lther Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,ss which entered 

.:no force on 26 June 1987, for the first time clarified that orders from a superior 

,t1ieer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification for torture. 

l1e Convention further provides for a ten member Committee with a reporting 

,ystem in place including Inter State and Individual Communication System. 

l1e Committee is also empowered to take initiatives on its own. As a process of 

:reating public opinion, annual reports are required to be submitted to the 

Jeneral Assembly. 

Torture is generally attempted to be justified under the guise of security 

·:f State. There is no second opinion in the principle that the freedom of the 

Jdividual must yield to the security of the State. 59 But, it cannot justify torture. 

Xhat is argued for generally is sensitisation and training of the police officials.60 

The United General Assembly Resolution of December 1997 has declared as 

:6lh June as UN International Day in Support of Victims of Torture. 

In the recent Constitutional development at the international level worth 

Joting, the interim constitution of South Africa prohibited torture and cruel, 

:nhumane or degrading treatment or punishment.61 It defined torture to include 

torture of any kind, whether physical, mental or emotional'. It had been argued 

~y an author that this definition of torture could make the interpretation of a 

~mewhat nebulous concept slightly easier for the Constitutional Court in South 

~jS (XXI) of 30 April 1956; the ICCPR 1966: Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded 
'mons 1971; International Convention against Apartheid GA Res. 3068 (XXVIII) of 30 
\o\'ember 1973; Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons 1975; Standard Minimum 
~ules for the Treatment of Prisoners 1955; ECHR 1950; ACHR 1969; African Charter of HPR 
.986; Inter American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture 1986 
'GA res. 39/46, [annex, 39 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 197, V.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984)], 
:nlered into force June 26, 1987 
'Sa/LIS populi est suprema lex - the safety of people is the supreme law and sa/us reipublicae 
,il sllprema lex - the safety of the State is the supreme law 
, A.S. Anand, Dr., CJI, "Speech at the vm th International Symposium on Torture", (1997) 7 
)('((1) 10. See also for the change even in Israel brought about by the Israeli Supreme Court 
, Section 11 (2) 
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Mrica than it was for the European Court of Human Rights in the Irish case62 

.here it attempted to define 'torture' in the context of Article 3 of the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.63 

The new Constitution specifically deals with this under the right to freedom and 

, .. 'curity of the person which is to include 'right not to be tortured in any way,64 

:nd 'right not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman and degrading 

It is unfortunate to see that in spite of experiences in this country of 

:0rture, there has been legislation granting more powers to the police, especially 

J the context of terrorism and drug abuse. It is true that these are offences that 

:31 into the vitals of a State and it becomes necessary for the State to take 

:Jequate steps to prevent them. It is again a relevant point that these powers, 

,\hile being justified for the preventive measures addressed to therein, could be 

:mcised in other areas also. The police in India is overburdened, often operates 

1 high risk situations, lack adequate remuneration and appropriate training. 

)roposais and reports on police reform have not borne fruit until now. 66 

It may also be mentioned that the mere grant of wide powers do not 

'ecessariiy lead to their striking down of the same by a court on the ground of a 

.1ere possibility of abuse. In People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of 

.i!dia, it has been observed thus: 

:'reland v. United Kingdom, 2 Eur. Ct. H.R. (Ser. A) 25 (1978) referred to in Anton J. 
':eenkamp, "The South African Constitution of 1993 and the Bill of Rights: An Evaluation in 
_lght of International Human Rights Nonns", 17 HRQ 101 (1995), 109 
Steenkamp, supra n. 62, 109. Article 3 simply reads: "No one shall be subjected to torture or 

:'mhuman or degrading treatment or punishment". See further P. J. Duffy, "Article 3 of the 
:Jropean Constitution on Human Rights", 32 lnt!. & Comp. L. Q. 316 (1983). 
'Section 12 (1) (d) 

Section 12 (1) (e) 
. For a background on the many attempts to refonn the police see National Human Rights 
'-ommission of India, Annual Report 2000 - 2001, paragraph 3.50; 
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"Moreover, we would like to point out that this Court has repeatedly held 

that mere possibility of abuse cannot be counted as a ground for denying 

the vesting of powers or for declaring a statute unconstitutional.,,67 

It may not be out of place to mention that, in practice, investigations and 

:rosecutions into allegations of custodial violence are not conducted in a 

:onsistent and systematic manner as required under Principles on the Effective 

lrevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary 

:xecutions.68 This is often due to immunities granted to many state officials, 

wticularly members of the armed forces. 69 The investigations carried out have 

lfien lacked the thoroughness and effectiveness warranted by the gravity of the 

~leged violation. The vast majority of complaints about torture or ill-treatment 

:v not result in conviction or in very minor sanctions.70 In many cases, victims 

~ not even complain, because they are unaware of their rights, because of the 

iligma attached to the complaint, especially in rape cases, or because they have 

12004) 9 SCC 580, 599 [hereinafter referred to as PUCL (2004)]; See further State of 
IJlasthan v. Union of India, (1977) 3 SCC 592, Collector of Customs v. Nathella Sampathu 
JeIO', AIR 1962 SC 316; Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala, (1973) 4 SCC 225; and 
ilafatlal Industries Ltd. v. Union of India, (1997) 5 SCC 536 etc. 
'E.S.C. res. 1989/65, annex, 1989 V.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 52, V.N. Doc. E/1989/89 
:989). 
'The law protects public officials from prosecution with far reaching immunity clauses. 
)cetion 197 of the Criminal Procedure Code provides that no magistrate, public servant or 
1:mber of the Armed Force not removable from his office may be prosecuted for any act done 
~Ihedischarge of his duties, except with the previous sanction of the government. Section 7 of 
.'e Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act, 1990 and Section 7 of the Anned 
:0fces (Punjab and Chandigarh) Special Powers Act, 1983 and Section 57 of the Prevention of 
-:rrorism Act, 2002 contain similar clauses. The National Human Rights Commission, while 
:lying been active in the fight against torture, is limited in its mandate by the Protection of 
1uman Rights, 1993, which prevents it from investigating allegations of human rights 
~Iations committed by members of the army or paramilitary forces and incidents which took 
:iJce more than a year before the complaint was made [Sections 19 and 36 (2) Protection of 
iuman Rights Act, 1993]. The UN Human Rights Committee has demanded that the 
~uirement of consent by government to prosecute officials from security forces should be 
-:moved from all legislation, as it creates a climate of impunity and deprives people of 
:medies to which they may be entitled in accordance with article 2 (3) ICCPR [Concluding 
:iJiervations of the Human Rights Committee: India, 4 August 1997, CCPRlC179/ Add.81, para 

·:1· 
. On statistics see National Human Rights Commission of India, Annual Report 2000-2001, 
:.nnexures, Charts and Graphs 
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xen threatened by the perpetrators. Medical doctors have sometimes failed to 

;lIe truthful reports, often because of pressure from the perpetrators. 71 Despite 

:rogressive jurisprudence of the Supreme Court on the matter, there is, as yet, no 

;0lernrnent reparation scheme or law. 

The Supreme Court, though, has been a crusader as evident by the 

:~~thora of decisions in the area.72 Acting upon the recommendations of the 

~uprerne Court, the Law Commission suggested an amendment in the Indian 

:Iidence Act to enable the Courts to presume that the police official in whose 

:ustody a person dies is responsible for his injuries. In a working paper on 

Injuries in Police Custody', the Commission suggested an amendment of 

;ection 114 B of the Evidence Act. 73 

The magistrates, like any other state authority, have a duty to investigate 

lllegations of torture and ill-treatment. It must be kept in mind that what we are 

jealing with here is another facet of right to life under Article 21 of the 

Constitution. This duty of investigation is an obligation for the magistrate to 

:onduct the investigation proprio motu and ex officio. This is important, as 

:nany detainees or accused brought before a court will not complain about 

1JI'ing been tortured, as they will often be subject to intimidation by the police. 

\Iagistrates should always automatically verify if evidence has not been 

,Jbtained through torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. This 

mternational standard has also been adopted by the Indian Supreme Court, which 

~as held that section 54 of the Code of Criminal Procedure required that the 

magistrate before whom the arrested person is brought shall enquire if the person 

'1 See, on the role of the medical professipn the Principles of Medical Ethics relevant to the 
Role of Health Personnel, particularly Physicians, in the Protection of Prisoners and Detainees 
jgainst Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, G.A. res . 
. ;1194,annex, 37 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 211, V.N. Doe. AJ37/51 (1982). 
~ Stale of Maharashtra v. Prabhakar Pandurang, AIR 1966 SC 424; Niranjan Singh v. 
Prabhakar Rajaram, AIR 1980 SC 785; Raghubir Singh v. State of Hmyana, AIR 1980 se 
~087; Kishore Singh v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1981 SC 625; State of UP v. Ram Sagar Yadav, 
.\IR 1985 se 421 
'Discussed in R. S. Saini, "Custodial Torture in Law and Practice with Reference to India", 36 

JlLI 166, (1994), 186 
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.~:as a complaint of torture or ill-treatment and inform the person of his or her 

19ht to a medical examination.74 

It is common for the officers to raise the plea that the acts (custodial 

.Jolence) committed by them was under the colour of their duty. Such a 

:ontention was overruled in State of Maharashtra v. Atma Ram,75 where the 

~upreme Court observed: 

"The provisions of sections 161 and 163 of the Cr.P. C. emphasise the fact 

that a police officer is prohibited from beating or confining persons with a 

view to induce them to make statements. In view of the statutory 

prohibition it cannot possibly be said that the acts complained of in this 

case are acts done by the respondents under the colour of their duty or 

authority. In our opinion, there is no connection in this case, between the 

acts complained of and the office of the respondents (the police officers) 

and the duties and obligations imposed on them by law. On the other 

hand, the alleged acts fall outside the scope of the duties of the 

respondents. " 

Terrorism 

In the context of terrorism, the Honourable Supreme Court has been 

iDing the balancing act when it observed thus: 

"The protection and promotion of human rights under the rule of law is 

essential in the prevention of terrorism. Here comes the role of law and 

court's responsibility. If human rights are violated in the process of 

. Sheela Barse v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1983 SC 378. See also Human Rights 
:ommittee, General Comment 6, Article 6, UN Doc. HRI\GEN\I\Rev.l at 14 (1994), para 4; 
ieneral Comment 20 on Article 7, para 14; the requirements for investigations of the 
msprudence of the European Court of Human Rights have been recently summarized in the 

;l.>.e of Finucane v. The United Kingdom, ECtHR, Judgment of 1 July 2003, paragraphs 67-71. 
\'e also the Principles on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, recommended by General Assembly 
'~Iution 55/89 of 4 December 2000 (so called Istanbul Principles) . 
.. AIR 1966 se 1766 
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combating terrorism, it will be self-defeating. Terrorism often thrives 

where human rights are violated, which adds to the need to strengthen 

action to combat violations of human rights. The lack of hope for justice 

provides breeding grounds for terrorism. Terrorism itself should also be 

understood as an assault on basic rights. In all cases, the fight against 

terrorism must be respectful to the human rights. Our Constitution laid 

down clear limitations on State actions within the context of the fight 

against terrorism. To maintain this delicate balance by protecting 'core' 

human rights is the responsibility of court in a matter like this." 76 

It went on to judge the constitutional soundness of Prevention of 

Terrorism Act by keeping these aspects in mind in the case. It did recognise that 

mti·terrorism law is not only a penal statute but also focuses on pre-emptive 

'ather than defensive State action requiring, in the light of global terrorist threats, 

:ollective global action.77 It prescribed that the anti-terrorism laws should be 

:apable of dissuading individuals or groups from resorting to terrorism, denying 

~1e opportunities for the commission of acts of terrorism by creating inhospitable 

~rironments for terrorism and also leading the struggle against terrorism. 

What amounts to terrorist acts is again a bone of contention. In Hitendra 

;isllllu Thakur case78 the Supreme Court held: 

HA 'terrorist' activity does not merely arise by causing disturbance of law 

and order or of public order. The fallout of the intended activity must be 

such that it travels beyond the capacity of the ordinary law enforcement 

agencies to tackle it under the ordinary penal law .... It is in essence a 

deliberate and systematic use of coercive intimidation." 

PL'CL (2004), 597 
peCL (2004), 596. It quoted Lord Woolf, C.J. in A, X and Y v. Secretary of the State for the 

.. me Deptt., 2002 EWCA Civ 1502 - " ... Where international terrorists are operating globally 
,-.J committing acts designed to terrorize the population in one country, that can have 
~plications which threaten the life of another. This is why a collective approach to terrorism is 
lOrtant." 
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I.asapproved by a three Judge Bench in State v. Nalini thus: 

"[T]he legal position remains unaltered that the crucial postulate for 

, Judging whether the offence is a terrorist act falling under the Act or not 

~ whether it was done with the intent to overawe the Government as by 

law established or to strike terror in the people etc." 79 

The problem of defining terrorism continues to haunt the legislators, 

.wllyand internationally. It has also been recognised by our courts when, 

~',ender Pal Singh v. State of NeT of Delhi, the Honourable Supreme Court 

..... it is a common feature that hardened criminals today take advantage 

of the situation and by wearing the cloak of terrorism, aim to achieve 

acceptability and respectability in the society; because in different parts of 

me country affected by militancy, a terrorist is projected as a hero by a 

group and often even by many misguided youth. ,,80 

.~ definition was first attempted by the League of Nations, but the 

· ::'Ition drafted in 1937 never came into existence. There are about 12 

.!':(al conventions and protocols on terrorism. This affects in putting in 

.: :neaningful international countermeasures. It is also true that at times one 

.:- 'terrorist' is another State's 'freedom fighter'. Whether the criminal act 

· .:mmitted with an intention to strike terror in the people or a section of the 

.~~ would depend upon the facts of each case.81 

·'.:·~SCC602, 618, para 7: 1994 SCC (Cri) 1087 
IJ,! sce 253, 298, paragraph 51. 
< i sce 234,257 
.~ been noted in Jayawant Dattatray Suryarao v. State of Maharashtra, (2001) 10 SCC 

· :'(1 AIR sew 4717, that for finding out the intention of the accused, there would hardly 
~I cases where there would be direct evidence. It has to be mainly inferred from the 

· ;:.,;.mces of each case. In Devender Pal Singh v. State of NeT of Delhi, supra n. 80, 259, 
· 'XI Court has reproduced some attempts to define terrorism: 

.;.iofNations Convention (1937) 
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It has been argued that the terrorism definition of Article 3 POT A 

.~rravenes the principle of nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege. The 

:~\'idual must be able to know from the wording of the relevant provision, 

.:JI acts and omission will make him or her criminally liable. In particular in 

;)pect of the crime of terrorism and the special legal regime it is submitted to, 

~edefinition must avoid imprecision and ambiguity.82 

"All criminal acts directed against a State along with intended or calculated to create a 
itate of terror in the minds of particular persons or a group of persons or the general 
public." 

: JA Res. 511210 measures to eliminate international terrorism 
"\. Strongly condemns all acts, methods and practices of terrorism as criminal and 

unjustifiable, wherever and by whom so ever committed; 
2. Reiterates that criminal acts intended or calculated to provoke a state of terror in the 

general public, a group of persons or particular persons for political purposes are in any 
circumstances unjustifiable, whatever the considerations of a political, philosophical, 
ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other nature that may be invoked to justify them." 

. Short legal definition proposed by A.P. Schmid to the United Nations Crime Branch (1992) 
Act of terrorism = Peacetime equivalent of war crime 

. !cademic consensus definition 
"Terrorism is an anxiety-inspiring of repeated violent action, employed by (semi-) 

clandestine individual, group or State actors, for idiosyncratic, criminal or political reasons, 
whereby - in contrast to assassination - the direct targets of violence are not the main 
targets. The immediate human victims of violence are generally chosen randomly (targets 
of opportunity) or selectively (representative or symbolic targets) from a target popUlation, 
and serve as message generators. Threat- and violence-based communication processes 
between terrorist (organization), (imperilled) victims, and main targets are used to 
manipulate the main target [audience(s)], turning it into a target of terror, a target of 
demands, or a target of attention, depending on whether intimidation, coercion, or 
propaganda is primarily sought." (Schmid, 1988) 

):Iinitions of terrorism used by the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation: 
Terrorism is the use or threatened use of force designed to bring about political change. 
Brian lenkins 
Terrorism constitutes the illegitimate use of force to achieve a political objective when 

innocent people are targeted. WaIter Laqueur 
Terrorism is the premeditated, deliberate, systematic murder, mayhem, and threatening 

of the innocent to create fear and intimidation in order to gain a political or tactical 
advantage, usually to influence an audience. lames M Poland 

Terrorism is the unlawful use or threat of violence against persons or property to 
further political or social objectives. It is usually intended to intimidate or coerce a 
government, individuals or groups, or to modify their behaviour or policies. Vice
President's Task Force. 1986 

Terrorism is the unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to 
intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian popUlation, or any segment thereof, 111 

furtherance of political or social objectives. 
!: The Human Rights Committee has criticized the definition of terrorism in Egyptian law as 
"iD broad that it encompasses a wide range of acts of different gravity", Observations and 
recommendations of the Human Rights Committee: Egypt, UN Doc CCPRlC/79/Add.23, 9 
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-:15 requirement, it is argued, is not fulfilled by section 3 (1) POT A. 83 

On the aspect of declaring an organization as a Terrorist Organisation it 

.liheld in People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India,84 that the post

:;;Isional remedy provided under POT A satisfies the audi alteram partem 

'1uirement in the matter of declaring an organization as a terrorist organization. 

~;erefore, the absence of pre-decisional hearing cannot be treated as a ground 

:declaring Section 18 as invalid. 

The Malimath Committee has recommended that a comprehensive and 

~;Iusive definition of terrorists' acts, disruptive activities and organised crimes 

'( provided in the Indian Penal Code 1860 so that there is no legal vacuum in 

::aling with terrorists, underworld criminals and their activities after special 

~,.\sarepermitted to lapse as in the case ofTADA 1987.85 It also recommended 

.':.It the sunset provision of POT A 2002 must be examined in the light of 

:\periences gained since its enactment and necessary amendments carried out to 

"JlOtain human rights and civil liberties. 86 

:.:'Ust 1993, para 129; see also the Recommendation of the Inter-American Commission of 
'.:nan Rights according to which States must "ensure that crimes relating to terrorism are 
,liiified and described in precise and unambiguous language that narrowly defines the 
~·.1i5hable offense, by providing a clear definition of the criminalized conduct, establishing its 
:~ents and the factors that distinguish it from behaviors that are either not punishable 
';mses or are punishable by other penalties" (Report on Terrorism and Human Rights, 
[ASer,LIVIII.116, Doc. 5 rev. 1 corr., 22 October 2002, Recommendation No. 10 (a).) 
This provision contains a number of terms that are so vague that they fail to meet the 

~;gency of clarity required for a criminal offence, and that, moreover, they criminalize 
.:~\ities which are the exercise of human rights. Under the terms of "any means whatsoever" 
,'J "likely to cause disruption of services essential to the life of the community" the exercise 
:'ilie right to demonstrate or to strike could be considered a terrorist crime. The definition also 
~.'Timinates in section 3 (5) membership in a terrorist organization, without the person having 
~n involved in any illegal act such as a killing, which might entail a violation of freedom of 
,,«iation under article 22 ICCPR and the principle of individual responsibility in criminal 

. PC'CL (2004), 605: Reference was also made to Mohinder Singh Gill v. Chief Election 
")mmr,, (1978) 1 SCC 405, Swadeshi Cotton Mills v. Union of India, (1981) 1 SCC 664, Olga 
':'ills v, Bombay Municipal Corpn., (1985) 3 SCC 545 and Union of India v. Tulsiram Patel, 
915) 3 SCC 398 : 1985 SCC (L&S) 672. 
Recommendation 138 

'Recommendation 13 9 
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~gabuse 

There has been recognition at the international level on the after affects of 

:llg trafficking and drug abuse. The menace of drug abuse has been noted by 

~1eApex Court thus: 

"Drug abuse is a social malady. While drug addiction eats into the vitals 

of the society, drug trafficking not only eats into the vitals of the economy 

of a country, but illicit money generated by drug trafficking is often used 

for illicit activities including encouragement of terrorism. There is no 

doubt that drug trafficking, trading and its use, which is a global 

phenomena and has acquired the dimensions of an epidemic, affects the 

economic policies of the State, corrupts the system and is detrimental to 

the future of a country. It has the effect of producing a sick society and 

hannful culture. Anti-drug justice is a criminal dimension of social 

justice. ,,87 

The United Nations Convention against Illicit Trafficking in Narcotic 

)rugs and Psychotropic Substances held in Vienna, Austria in 1988 was the first 

~jTort, at an international level, to tackle the menace of drug trafficking 

:hroughout the comity of nations. The Government of India has ratified this 

. l'onvention. Prior to this there was the International Convention on 

~iychotropic Substances, 1971. The Parliament, with a view to meet this social 

:hallenge, enacted the NDPS Act, 1985 to consolidate and amend existing 

:rovisions relating to control over drug abuse etc. and to provide for enhanced 

;tnalties particularly for trafficking and various other offences. The NDPS Act, 

"Slaleo/Punjab v. Baldev Singh, (1999) 6 SCC 172, 184 
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.YS5 provides stringent penalties for various offences. Enhanced penalties are 

wscribed for the second and subsequent offences.88 

Inestigation 

One of the major international efforts in this area is evidenced by the 

,ooe of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials.89 Investigation is one of the 

~sential areas of the criminal justice administration for the ascertainment of 

~\idence of acts that constitute offences. The police have to exercise the powers 

:onferred by the Code of Criminal Procedure for this purpose. The word 

mvestigation' is defined under Section 2(h). It is an inclusive definition as 

:ncluding all the proceedings under the Code for the collection of evidence 

:onducted by a police officer or any person (other than a Magistrate) who is 

juthorised by a Magistrate in this behalf. In H.N. Rishbud v. State of Delhi, it 

~as been held that: 

"[U]nder the Code investigation consists generally of the following steps: 

(1) Proceeding to the spot, (2) Ascertainment of the facts and 

circumstances of the case, (3) Discovery and arrest of the suspected 

offender, (4) Collection of evidence relating to the commission of the 

offence which may consist of (a) the examination of various persons 

(including the accused) and the reduction of their statements into writing, 

if the officer thinks fit, (b) the search of places of seizure of things 

considered necessary for the investigation and to be produced at the trial, 

and (5) Fonnation of the opinion as to whether on the material collected 

there is a case to place the accused before a Magistrate for trial and if so 

,i The NDPS Act, 1985 was amended in 1988 with effect from 29-5-1989. See also United 
\ations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, G.A. res. 55/25, annex I, 55 U.N. 
GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 44, V.N. Doc. A/45/49 (Vol. I) (2001) 
"G.A. res. 341169, annex, 34 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 46) at 186, U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1979) 
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taking the necessary steps for the same· by the filing of a charge-sheet 

under Section 173.,,90 

I 

The problem in investigation comes when additional powers are given to 

j~investigating officer for doing his duty. In State of Hwyana v. Bhajan Lal 

::le Honourable Supreme Court has pointed out that: 

" ... the field of investigation of any cognizable offence is exclusively 

within the domain of the investigating agencies over which the courts 

cannot have control and have no power to stifle or impinge upon the 

proceedings in the investigation so long as the investigation proceeds in 

compliance with the provisions relating to investigation .... "91 

It has also been held that the accused has no right to have any say as 

regards the manner and method of investigation. Save under certain exceptions 

under the entire scheme of the Code, the accused has no participation as a matter 

uf right during the course of the investigation of a case instituted on a police 

report till the investigation culminates in filing of a final report under Section 

173(2) of the Code or in a proceeding instituted otherwise than on a police report 

till the process is issued under Section 204 of the Code, as the case may be.92 

Eren in cases where cognizance of an offence is taken on a complaint 

notwithstanding that the said offence is triable by a Magistrate or triable 

~xclusively by the Court of Sessions, the accused has no right to have 

participation till the process is issued. In case the issue of process is postponed 

15 contemplated under Section 202 of the Code, the accused may attend the 

iubsequent inquiry but cannot participate. But, there are certain provisions 

• AIR 1955 SC 196: (1955) 1 SCR 1150, SCR pp. 1157-58. Reiterated in State of M.P. v. 
Ilubarak AIi, AIR 1959 SC 707. See also Directorate of Enforcement v. Deepak Mahajan, 
1994) 3 SCC 440, 472 
. 1992 Supp (I) sce 335:AIR 1992 se 604, sce p. 359, para 40; Reference was made to the 
j~ision of the Privy Council in Emperor v. Khwaja Nazir Ahmad, AIR 1945 PC 18 and the 
j~ision of the SC in State of Bihar v. J.A.C. Saldanha, (1980) 1 sec 554 . 
. : Union of India v. w,N. Chadha, 1993 Supp (4) sce 260, 291 
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~derthe Code empowering the Magistrate to give an opportunity of being heard 

::der certain specified circumstances. 

The Supreme Court has warned in Kishore Chand v. State of Himachal 

,lrJdesh thus: 

"Indulging in free fabrication of the record is a deplorable conduct on the 

part of an investigating officer which undemlines the public confidence 

reposed in the investigating agency. Therefore, greater care and 

circumspection are needed by the investigating agency in this regard. It is 

time that the investigating agencies evolve new and scientific 

investigating methods, taking aid of rapid scientific development in the 

field of investigation. It is also the duty of the State i.e. Central or State 

Governments to organise periodical refresher courses for the investigating 

officers to keep them abreast of the latest scientific development in the art 

of investigation and the march of law so that the real offender would be 

brought to book and the innocent would not be exposed to prosecution. ,,93 

The Malimath Committee has suggested removmg of the distinction 

: xtween cognizable and non-cognizable offences and making it obligatory on the 
I 

1 ~olice Officer to investigate all offences in respect of which a complaint is 

I :nade.94 It would like to see that the law is amended to the effect that the literate 

.imess signs the statement and illiterate one puts his thumb impression thereon. 

:; requires that a copy of the statement should be mandatorily given to the 

,imess.95 It recommends that audio/video recording of statements of witnesses, 

.lying declarations and confessions should be authorized by law. 96 

The recommendations of the Malimath Committee with regard to the area 

liinvestigation are very wide and drastic. 

'11991) 1 SCC 286:AIR 1990 se 2140, sce p. 297, para 12 
• Recommendation 107 
.' Recommendation 19 
• Recommendation 20 
.. The order nos. of the recommendations are accompanied in the brackets 
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Section 167 (2) of the Code be amended to increase the maximum period 

li Police custody to 30 days in respect of offences punishable with sentence 

rure than seven years (28); 

Section 167 of the Code which fixes 90 days for filing charge sheet 

:iiling which the accused is entitled to be released on bail be amended 

mlpowering the Court to extend the same by a further period up to 90 days if the 

, Court is satisfied that there was sufficient cause, in cases where the offence is 

I :unishable with imprisonment above seven years (29); 
I . 

, A suitable provision be made to enable the police take the accused in 

~Iice custody remand even after the expiry of the first 15 days from the date of 

lITes! subject to the condition that the total period of police custody of the 

l\cused does not exceed 15 days (30); 

, A suitable provision be made to exclude the period during which the 

lCcused is not available for investigation on grounds of health, etc. , for 

:omputing the permissible period of police custody (31); 

, Section 161 of the Code be amended to provide that the statements by any 

xrson to a police officer should be recorded in the narrative or question and 

lflswer fonn (33); 

, In cases of offences where sentence is more than 7 years it may also be 

:ape I video recorded (34); 

, Section 162 be amended to require that it should then be read over and 

'Igned by the maker of the statement and a copy furnished to him (36); 

, Section 162 of the Code should also be amended to provide that such 

italements can be used for contradicting and corroborating the maker of the 

it31ement (35); 

, Suitable amendments be made to remove the distinction between 

;ognizable and non-cognizable offences in relation to the power of the police to 

:nl'estigate offences and to make it obligatory on the police officer to entertain 

;omplaints regarding commission of all offences and to investigate them (40); 
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, Refusal to entertain complaints regarding commISSIOn of any offence 

;l!lbemade punishable (41). 

The recommendations to extend the length of police custody from 15 to 

. days may workout injustice since a prolongation of police custody may 

.:lOllnt to an increase in the risk of torture by those carrying out criminal 

~\estigations. The Special Rapporteur on torture and the Committee against 

-JrtUre, has, as a protection from torture in police custody, asked that detention 

Jd interrogation facilities should be separate, so that those who have an interest 

c the outcome of the investigation are not the same as those who decide on and 

:re in charge of detention.98 

Judi alteram partem during investigation 

On the lines discussed above regarding investigation (prior to the 

jisCllssion on Malimath Committee recommendations), it has been declared in 

:·l1ioll of India v. WN. Chadha that: 

" ... when the investigating officer is not deciding any matter except 

collecting the materials for ascertaining whether a prima facie case is 

made out or not and a full enquiry in case of filing a report under Section 

173(2) follows in a trial before the Court or Tribunal pursuant to the filing 

of the report, it cannot be said that at that stage rule of audi alteram 

partem superimposes an obligation to issue a prior notice and hear the 

accused which the statute does not expressly recognise. The question is 

not whether audi alteram partem is implicit, but whether the occasion for 

its attraction exists at a11.,,99 

.; Concluding observations of the Committee against Torture: Colombia, 9 July 1996, A/51144 
para 78; Concluding observations of the Committee against Torture: Jordan, A/52/44, para. 
176; Consolidated recommendations of the Special Rapporteur on torture, para. 39 (f). 
~ 1993 Supp (4) SCC 260, 291 
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-~~ Court went on to state further thus: 

"If prior notice and an opportunity of hearing are to be gIven to an 

accused in every criminal case before taking any action against him, such 

a procedure would frustrate the proceedings, obstruct the taking of 

prompt action as law demands, defeat the ends of justice and make the 

provisions of law relating to the investigation lifeless, absurd and self

defeating. Further, the scheme of the relevant statutory provisions relating 

to the procedure of investigation does not attract such a course in the 

absence of any statutory obligation to the contrary.,,100 

It is observed that the legislature should make the presence of a lawyer 

:,lmpulsory for interrogations by the police. This has been recommended by 

:!emational human rights bodies, 101 and is stated as a right in the Rome Statute 

','f the International Criminal Court.102 Equally, the Basic Principles of the Role 

:i Lawyers establish a right to legal assistance at all stages of criminal 

::oceedings, including during interrogation and the right to be informed of this 

~~t.I03 

, M. 293 
Concluding Comment of the Committee against Torture: Democratic Republic of Korea, 11 

\Jlember 1996, A/52/44, para. 68; Concluding Comments of the Committee against Torture: 
.nJledKingdom, 9 July 1996, A/51/44, para. 65 (e). 
: Article 55(2)(d) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, U.N. Doc. 
\CONF.183/9, entered into force 1 July 2002; The Supreme Court of India, in the case of 
\\BaslI v. West Bengal, 18 December 1996, [1997] 2 LRC 1, para 36 (10) has recommended 
:< right to presence of a lawyer during, but not throughout the interrogation: though it is a 
:rogressive approach, it still falls short of the international standard. 

Principles 1 and 17 ofthe Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers See infra. 
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Privileged communication 

The question of defence of privileged communication has gained 

:nportance in the context of POT A. The constitutional validity of section 14 of 

Jle Act was challenged in People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union afIndia 104 

,11th the argument that it gives unbridled powers to the investigating officer to 

:0mpel any person to furnish infonnation if the investigating officer has reason 

:J believe that such infonnation will be useful or relevant to the purpose of the 

\cl. It was pointed out that the provision is without any checks and is amenable 

:0 misuse by the investigating officers. It was also argued that it does not 

:xcJude lawyers or journalists who are bound by their professional ethics to keep 

:be infonnation rendered by their clients as privileged communication. 1 05 

It was argued by the State that this provision is essential for the detection 

md prosecution of terrorist offences; and that· the underlying rationale of the 

Jbligation to furnish infonnation is the salutary duty of every citizen. The 

Supreme Court made reference to Section 39 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

;973, which casts a duty upon every person to furnish infonnation regarding 

JtTences. It observed thus: 

"Criminal justice system cannot function without the cooperation of 

people. Rather it is the duty of everybody to assist the State in detection 

of the crime and bringing criminals to justice. Withholding such 

information cannot be traced to right to privacy, which itself is not an 

absolute right. 106 Right to privacy is subservient to that of security of 

State." 

• PUeL (2004), 604 
, It was argued that Section 14 was violative of Articles 14, 19, 20(3) and 21 of the 

Constitution. 
'Sharda v. Dharmpal, (2003) 4 SCC 493 
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It adverted to State of Gujarat v. Anirudhsing,107 where it was observed 

~ it is the salutary duty of every witness who has the knowledge of the 

.. mlInission of crime, to assist the State in giving evidence. 

The power conferred under Section 14 to the investigating officer to ask 

.lr furnishing information that will be useful for or relevant to the purpose of the 

;:t to the investigating officers was found to be quite necessary in the detection 

;'terrorist activities or terrorists by the Court, more so because such information 

:.)uld be asked only after obtaining a written approval from an officer not below 

".le rank of a Superintendent of Police. 

On the question of the position of lawyer or a journalist, it was observed 

"It is settled position of law that a journalist or lawyer does not have a 

sacrosanct right to withhold information regarding crime under the guise 

of professional ethics. A lawyer cannot claim a right over professional 

communication beyond what is permitted under Section 126 of the 

Evidence Act. There is also no law that permits a newspaper or a 

journalist to withhold relevant information from courts though they have 

been given such power by virtue of Section 15(2) of the Press Council 

Act, 1978 as against the Press Council.,,108 

As if a concession, it was stated that, of course, the investigating officers 

,rill be circumspect and cautious in requiring them to disclose information. In 

:he process of obtaining information, if any right of a citizen is violated, nothing 

crrevents him from resorting to other legal remedies. The section was upheld on 

te ground that the main purpose is only to allow the investigating officers to 

11997) 6 SCC 514, 526, para 29: 1997 SCC (Cri) 946 
'References were made to M.S.M. Sharma v. Sri Krishna Sinha, AIR 1959 SC 395: 1959 

)UPP (I) SCR 806 and Sewakram Sobhani v. R.K. Karanjia, (1981) 3 SCC 208: 1981 SCC 
Cri) 698 which quoted Arnold v. King Emperor, (1913-14) 41 lA 149: 15 Cri LJ 309 with 
;pproval and also British Steel Corpn. v. Granada Television, (1981) 1 All ER 417: 1981 AC 
l"$6: (1980) 3 WLR and Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 US 665: 33 L Ed 2d 626 (1972) 
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:rocure certain infonnation that IS necessary to proceed with the further 

:\estigation 

The Malimath Committee has recommended that a suitable provision be 

~:Jde on the lines of sections 36 to 48 of POT A 2002 for interception of wire, 

;C(tric or oral communication for prevention or detection of crime. 109 

This is against the right to privacy which is protected in Article 17, 

CCPR. Any interference with this right must be clearly provided for in law and 

~ust be proportionate to the aim sought by the interference. 1 \0 The Human 

~ghts Committee has stated that in principle, 'telephonic, telegraphic and other 

:l!I11S of communication, wire-tapping and recording of conversations should be 

:rohibited,;111 it has required clear legislation setting out the conditions for 

:Ierference with privacy and providing for safeguards against unlawful 

~lerferences.112 Communications between the accused and his lawyer should be 

:\empt from interception, in accordance with Principle 22 of the Basic 

~nciples on the Role of Lawyers, which states that governments shall recognise 

!..1d respect that all communications and consultations between lawyers and their 

jents within their professional relationship are confidential. 113 In the same 

.ein, the Supreme Court of India, in the judgment of People's Union for Civil 

'Recommendation 39 
Tool1ell v. Australia, 4 April 1994, CCPRlC/501D/48811992, para 8.3. In a comparative legal 

mpective: In France, interception of telephone conversation is only pennitted for crimes for 
.1ich punishment is two years or more, for the specific purposes of obtaining infonnation 
. Jceming national security, for the protection of essential elements of scientific and economic 
:'P3cities of France, for the prevention of terrorism or organized crime and for the prevention 
::' iOme unlawful paramilitary groups, and for a maximum duration of four months [Articles 
.~IOO-7 of the French Code of Criminal Procedure and Loi n° 91-646 du 10 juillet 1991 

·:~ti\e au correspondances emises par la voie des telecommunications]. In Gennany, 
~lerception of communications is only admissible for some specifically designated crimes and 
:r.ly if specific facts justify the suspicion that this crime has been committed [section 100a et 
"1 German Code of Criminal Procedure] 

General Comment 16, Article 17, UN Doc. HRI\GEN\1 \Rev.l at 14 (1994), para 8 
: Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Russian Federation, 26 July 
995, CCPRlC1791 Add.83, para 19 
, See also section 148 of the Gennan Code of Criminal Procedure, which guarantees the 

:0nlidentiality of communications between the accused and his or her lawyer, with some very 
mlted exception in cases of terrorism suspects; see, on these proposed safeguards Amnesty 
~:ernatiollal, Briefing in the Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance, 15 November 200 I, ASA 
:1049/200 I, 10 
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:mies v. Union of India and another has specifically ordered procedural 

:'~guards to be observed for telephone tapping. I 14 

The European Court of Human Rights also has held that any interference 

. state authorities with the private life of the individual must be justified by 

:~slation which clearly sets out the conditions for such interference in a precise 

·':''1Iler foreseeable to the individual, I 15 and respects the principle of 

-:'rortionality.116 

~incrimination 

Clause (3) of Article 20 of the Constitution declares that no person 

~:used of any offence shall be compelled to be a witness against himself. I 17 

~;IS is a facet of fair trial, but extends to investigations stage also to protect the 

.:,used from making incriminating statements at this stage. What amounts to 

diincrimination has been subject of decisions. 

An eleven-Judge Bench of the Supreme C0U11 in State of Bombay v. 

'.Jlhi Kalu Oghad, by majority, concluded that an accused person cannot be said 

: have been compelled to be a witness against himself simply because he made 

: statement while in police custody, without anything more.1l8 What is that 

ID)thing more' required has been explained in the following words: 

'(6) 'To be a witness' in its ordinary grammatical sense means giving oral 

testimony in Court. Case-law has gone beyond this strict literal 

interpretation of the expression which may now bear a wider meaning, 

'AIR 1997 SC 1203, para 35 
; Jla/one v. The United Kingdom, ECtHR, Judgment of 2 August 1984, Series A No 82 
: Kopp v. Switzerland, ECtHR, Judgment of 25 March 1998, Reports 1998-11, para 55; 

!mman v. Switzerland, ECtHR, Judgment of 16 February 2000, Reports 2000-11, para. 50; 
ijtant v. Romania, ECtHR, Judgment of 4 May 2000, Reports 2000-V, para 52 
. Article 20(3); Indian Evidence Act - Ss. 24, 26 and 27; Cr.P.e. - Ss 162, 163( 1), 315, 

:':~Ia) 

'11962) 3 SCR 10: AIR 1961 SC 1808: (1961) 2 Cri LJ 856 
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namely, bearing testimony in Court or out of Court by a person accused 

of an offence, orally or in writing. 

(7) To bring the statement in question within the prohibition of Article 

20(3), the person accused must have stood in the character of an accused 

person at the time he made the statement. It is not enough that he should 

become an accused any time after the statement has been made.' 119 

It was further held that section 53 Code of Criminal Procedure is not 

~
e of Article 20 (3) and that a person cannot be said to have been 

lled 'to be a witness' against himself if he is merely required to undergo a 

examination in accordance with the provision. 120 It was also ruled thus: 

"The giving of finger impression or of specimen signature or of 

handwriting, strictly speaking, is not 'to be a witness'. ... When an 

accused person is called upon by the court or any other authority holding 

an investigation to give his finger impression or signature or a specimen 

of his handwriting, he is not giving any testimony to the nature of a 

'personal testimony'. The giving of a 'personal testimony' must depend 

upon his volition. He can make any kind of statement or may refuse to 

make any statement. But his finger impressions or his handwriting, in 

spite of efforts at concealing the true nature of it by dissimulation cannot 

change their intrinsic character. Thus, the giving of finger impressions or 

of specimen writing or of signatures by an accused person, though it may 

amount to furnishing evidence in the larger sense, is not included within 

the expression 'to be a witness' .... 

'liJ7 
J ~Iion 53 empowers senior police officers to compel the accused person in custody to 
_110 medical examination. See also Neeraj Sharma v. State of UP, 1993 Cri.L.J. 2266 
,IJ He) where a Magistrate and not a police ordered taking sample of hair of the accused for 
:smnation and was held to be not violative of Article 20 (3). In this connection it may also 
I.-cd that section 4 of the Identification of Prisoners Act 1920 also empowers a police 
mlo take measurements, including finger and foot print impressions, of a person arrested 
.:oonection with an offence punishable with imprisonment of one year or more. 
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They are only materials for comparison in order to lend assurance to the 

court that its inference based on other pieces of evidence is reliable.,,121 

It has been held that the essence of the above decisions is that to bring a 

xrson within the meaning of 'accused of any offence', that person must 

hlimilate the character of an 'accused person' in the sense that he must be 
1 

~cused of any offence. 122 

The Law Commission, in its 3 i h Report, after considering this decision, 

jl\ opined that the privilege under Article 20(3) is confined to only oral or 
. . 123 

lntten testImony. 

In Nandini Satpathy v. P.L. Dani, the Supreme Court, considering Article 

~O(3) and section 161(2) of Cr.P.C., pointed out that the accused person cannot 

x forced to answer questions merely because they do not implicate him, when 

iiewed in isolation. He is entitled to remain silent if the answer sought has a 

~easonable prospect of exposing him to guilt in some other accusation actual or 

Inlffiinent. 124 The Court was clear in pointing out that, fanciful claims, 

unreasonable apprehensions and vague possibilities cannot be hiding ground for 

an accused person. He is bound to answer when there is no clear tendency to 

,riminate. 125 The Supreme Court went on to lay down the following guidelines: 

"1) if an accused person wishes to have his lawyer by his side when the 

police interrogate him, this facility shall not be denied to him. 

2) the police must invariably warn, and record that fact, about the right to 

silence against self - incrimination; and where the accused is literate, take 

his written acknowledgement; .... ,,126 

::1 Supra n. 114, AIR, 1814-15, paragraphs 11-12 
::2 Directorate of Enforcement v. Deepak Mahajan. (1994) 3 SCC 440, 466 
.:1 Law Commission of India, 3 t h Report on Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (1967), 205 
12~ (1978) 2 SCC 424, 434. See also Yusuf Ali v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1968 SC 148, 150 
21 Id., 267 
26 Id., 268 - 69 
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Variations have been introduced to these guidelines when the courts dealt 

:;omparatively grave criminal offences that do not fit into the conventional 

~~" In Ramesh Chandra Mehta case,127 the appellant was searched at the 

,,",ma Airport and diamonds and jewelleries of substantial value were found 

::lsperson as also currency notes in a suitcase with him, and in pursuance to a 

~'ffient made by him more pearls and jewellery were recovered from different 

~es. He was charged with offences under the Sea Customs Act. During the 

~~. reliance was placed on his confessional statements made before the 

:soms authorities, which were ob~ected to on the ground that the same were 

:Jdmissible in evidence inter alia in view of the provisions of Article 2(0). 

~bile rejecting the objection, the Supreme Court held that in order that the 

!daI'alltee against testimonial compulsion incorporated in Article 20(3) may be 

:iaimed by a person, it has to be established that when he made the statement in 

;uestion, he was a person accused of an offence.128 

In Ramanlal Bhogilal Shah v. D.K. Guha,129 Ramesh Chandra Mehta 

!as distinguished and it was held on the facts of that case that the person served 

rith summons under the FERA, was an accused within the meaning of Article 

;0(3) of the Constitution of India. 

In Veera Ibrahim v. State of Maharashtra 130 the Supreme Court, 

:'ollowing Ramesh Chandra Mehta, observed that in order to claim the benefit of 

~e guarantee against testimonial compulsion embodied in clause (3) of Article 

~o it must be shown that the person who made the statement was "accused of 

my offence"; and additionally that he made the statement under compUlsion. 

The argument that the protection under Article 20(3) is not to be limited 

10 persons who are already accused but should extend to cover a potential 

lccused also, especially a person under interrogation, since he may himself be 

:"Ramesh Chandra Mehta v. State ofWB, AIR 1970 SC 940 
~Observations in the judgment by three Judges in Nandini Satpathy v. P.L. Dani, AIR 1978 

5C 1025: (1978) 2 sce 424 were distinguished 
:, AIR 1973 se 1196: (1973) 1 sce 696 
'AIR 1976 se 1167: (1976) 2 sce 302 
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~: a potential accused, enabling him to require the presence of a lawyer who 

.: l(hise him as to which of the questions he may refuse to answer in view of 

:: protection under Article 20(3) was turned down in Poolpandi v. 

,.vinlendent, Central Excise. 131 It was held that Article 20(3) does not refer 

~1e hypothetical person who may in the future be discovered to have been 

._~ of some offence. The decision in Ramanlal Bhogilal which had taken a 

··~rent view to that of Ramesh Chandra Mehta was examined and was 

.<;nguished on the ground that a first information report in Ramanlal Bhogilal 

j had been lodged earlier and, consequently, it was settled that the person 

ij accused of an offence within the meaning of Article 20(3). 

The aspects of self incrimination have been raised in the context of POT A 

_" Under Section 27 of the Act, a police officer investigating a case could 

,-:~ a direction through the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate or the Court of a 

::~f Metropolitan Magistrate for obtaining samples of handwriting, 

::;erprints, footprints, photographs, blood, saliva, semen, hair, voice of any 

~~Jsed person reasonably suspected to be involved in the commission of an 

:;~nce under the Act. The court could also draw adverse inference if an 

;;;ased refuses to do so. This was challenged in People's Union for Civil 

~.trties v. Union of India, on the ground that this section falls foul of Articles 

!, 20(3) and 21 of the Constitution for the reason that no power has been left 

11th the court to decide whether the request for samples from a suspect person 

\jght for by the investigating officer is reasonable or not; that no power has 

~n given to the court to refuse the request of the investigating officer; that it is 

))t obligatory for the court to record any reason while allowing the request; and 

:It the section is a gross violation of Article 20(3) because it amounts to compel 

1 person to give evidence against himself. 132 

11992) 3 SCC 259, 263. In this case it was held that a person being interrogated during 
:.nligation under Customs Act or FERA is not a person accused of any offence within the 
:J:3lIing of Article 20(3) of the Constitution. See also Percy Rustomji Basta v. State of 
:';liarashlra, AIR 1971 SC 1087: (1971) 1 SCC 847 
: pueL (2004), 607 
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The Court went for a close reading of the section and observed that it is 

:; :h3t: 

..... upon a 'request' by an investigating police officer it shall only 'be 

lawful' for the court to grant permission. Nowhere is it stated that the 

court will have to positively grant permission upon a request. It is very 

well within the ambit of court's discretion. If the request is based on a 

wrong premise, the court is free to refuse the request. This discretionary 

power granted to the court presupposes that the court will have to record 

its reasoning for allowing or refu~ing a request.,,133 

There is no blanket responsibility for the court to grant permlsslon 

1I1ediately upon receipt of a request. It further said that it was meaningful to 

:<lk into Section 91 CrPC that empowers a criminal court as also a police officer 

.' order any person to produce a document or other thing in his possession for 

Je purpose of any inquiry or trial. I34 And that this section is only a step in aid 

:"0f further investigation and the samples so obtained can never be considered as 

:Jnciusive proof for conviction. The contention was, therefore, turned down. 135 

The Supreme Court in D.K. Basu v. State of W.B.,136 referred to the 

jecision of the American Supreme Court to such an issue in Miranda v. 

Jri:ona,137 and considered it to be instructive. The Court there had said: 

'A recurrent argument, made in these cases is that society's need for 
interrogation outweighs the privilege. This argument is not unfamiliar to 
this Court. The whole thrust of our foregoing discussion demonstrates 
that the Constitution has prescribed the rights of the individual when 
confronted with the power of Government when it provided in the Fifth 
Amendment that an individual cannot be compelled to be a witness 
against himself. That right cannot be abridged. ' 

"pueL (2004),608. Reference was made to Kathi Kalu Oghad case, AIR 1961 SC 1808: 
:1962)3 SCR 10: (1961) 2 Cri LJ 856 
~lbid., reference was made to State of Gujarat v. Shyamlal Mohanlal Choksi, AIR 1965 SC 
1251: (1965) 2 Cri LJ 256 in this regard. 
'lSee also Goutam Kundu v. State of WE., (1993) 3 SCC 418: 1993 SCC (Cri) 928: AIR 1993 
SC2295; For the position in civil cases see Sharda v. Dharmpal, (2003) 4 SCC 493,510 
.~ BaSIl, 434 
)' 384 US 436: 16 L. Ed. 2d. 694. Also See Chambers v. Florida, US 60 S Ct 472 (1940) 
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The Malimath Committee has recommended that, without subjecting the 

;:cused to any duress, the court should have the freedom to question the accused 

:0 elicit the relevant information and if he refuses to answer, to draw adverse 

nference against the accused. The Committee felt that the accused should be 

:equired to file a statement to the prosecution disclosing his stand. 138 It also 

:ecommended that the Identification of Prisoners Act 1920 be suitably amended 

:0 empower the Magistrate to authorize taking from the accused fingerprints, 

. iootprints, photographs, blood sample for DNA, fingerprinting, hair, saliva or 

, ifmen etc., on the lines of Section 27 of POT A 2002. 139 

Confessions 

The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form 

of Detention or Imprisonment,140 at Principle 21 stipulates that it shall be 

I ~rohibited to take undue advantage of the situation of a detained or imprisoned 
, 

rerson for the purpose of compelling him to confess, to incriminate himself 

otherwise or to testify against any other person. The UN Convention against 

Torture expressly prohibits the use of evidence extracted through torture in 

Jrticle 15. A similar prohibition can be found in Principle 16 of the UN 

Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors. 141 

As per section 164 of the Cr.P.C., confessions are to be recorded by a 

fudicial Magistrate. 142 It provides for the procedure to be followed by him while 

recording the confession and the memorandum to be made by him. Section 

:; Recommendations 8, 9 and 10 
iRecommendation 38 
'G.A. res. 431173, annex, 43 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 298, V.N. Doe. A/43/49 (1988) 
•• See illfra section on role of prosecutors 
:: He can do so whether he has jurisdiction or not 
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)}(I) lays down the guidelines for the investigating authorities. 143 These 

;lIdelines have been held to be applicable not just to police but all persons in 

liithOrity.l44 The Law Commission has opined that these guidelines should not 

~igrate into idle fonnalities. 145 The Supreme Court has held that the object of 

:,mferring the power on the judicial officer is to create a safeguard for the 

:tIlefit of the accused person. 146 The Magistrate should exercise jurisdiction to 

':;ord confession on having reason to believe that the confession is being 

'1 d 147 :lluntan y ma e. He should give the person the statutory warning and 

Jequate time to think and reflect, so that his mind is completely freed from any 

:"isible police influence. 148 The Magistrate should order removal of handcuffs, 

:present, and the police and other persons who are likely to have any influence 

:Ie! the accused should be ordered out in order to create free atmosphere.1 49 

~ the Magistrate's failure to ask why the accused wanted to confess was held 

:clyto be a curable defect under section 463 of the Cr.p.c. 150 The Magistrate is 

iltberrequired to record the confession in open court and during court hours. 151 

11 requirements are mandatory so much so that if a Magistrate records a 

_on without following the procedures mentioned in section 164 of 

CLP.C., the oral evidence of the confession is inadmissible. 152 

But, under certain enactments the confessions recorded by a police officer 

5 also treated to be admissible and these have been upheld by the Supreme 

"ltrequires them not to offer or make, or cause to be offered or made any inducement, threat 
tt promise as mentioned in section 24 of the Evidence Act, which declares such evidence 
:a!missible 
"P.Sirajuddin v. State of Madras, (1970) 1 sce 595 
"3fhReport, p. 132, para 468 
·StaleojUPv. Singhara Singh, AIR 1964 se 358 
.. Chandran v. State ofTN, (1978) 4 sce 90; Shankaria v. State of Rajasthan, (1978) 3 sce 

~ .~her Raja Khima v. State of Saurashtra, AIR 1956 se 217; Sarwan Singh Rattan Singh v. 
~eoJPunjab, AIR 1957 se 637 
~ Sanvan Singh, supra n. 148 
'Kehar Singh v. State (Delhi Admn.), (1988) 3 sce 609 
'HemRajv. State of Ajmer, AIR 1954 se 462; Ram Chandra v. State of UP, AIR 1957 se 
:iJ 

:StaleojUPv. Singhara Singh AIR 1964 se 358 
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,:ourt, In Raj Kumar Karwal v. Union of India, 153 a case involving NDPS Act 

,~85, a confessional statement recorded by the Officers of the Department of 

jremal Revenue (who had been conferred with the powers of the officers of a 

:ulice station) has been held to be admissible for the purpose of examining 

!\istence of prima facie case. It has been held, in this context, that if the 

Ilagistrate recording a confession of an accused person produced before him in 

:!le course of a police investigation, does not certify in clear and categorical 

:mns that the confession is voluntary, nor testifies orally, the defect is fatal to 

J1eadmissibility and use of the confession against the accused. 154 

Major deviations have also been made from the general legal position 

:nunciated above, especially in specific enactments brought about for dealing 

lith terrorism. Section 15 of the T ADA Act contained a drastic departure from 

:he existing provisions of the Evidence Act, in particular Section 25 thereof, and 

irovided that notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Evidence Act, 

:872, but subject to the provisions of that section, a confession made by a person 

I xfore a police officer not lower in rank than a Superintendent of Police and 

'ocorded in the manner provided in the section shall be admissible in the trial of 

~uch person or co-accused, abettor or conspirator for an offence under the 

iADA Act or Rules made thereunder. The co-accused, abettor or conspirator 

was, for the purpose, required to be charged and tried in the same case together 

lith the accused for the applicability of Section 15( 1) of the T ADA Act. 

In Kartar Singh v. State of Punjab l55 a serious challenge was made to the 

:onstitutional validity of the section. But, in the light of Section 15(2), which 

~ipulated that the police officer shall, before recording any confession under 

~ection 15(1), explain to the person making it that he is not bound to make a 

:onfession and that, if he does so, it may be used as evidence against him and 

;uch police officer shall not record any such confession unless upon questioning 

':(1990) 2 SCC 409: 1991 Cri. L.J. 97 
"Chandrall v. State o/TN, (1978) 4 SCC 90 
"(1994) 3 SCC 569: 1994 SCC (Cri) 899: (1994) 2 SCR 375 
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:;person making it, he has reason to believe that it is being made voluntarily, 

:eprovision was upheld on the ground that it was made in consonance with 

:.~c1e 20(3) of the Constitution as the compulsion on an accused to make a 

.:uement against him has been interdicted by the Constitution. 

~1e Court observed thus: 

"Though we at the first impression thought of sharing the view of the 

learned counsel that it would be dangerous to make a statement given to a 

police officer admissible (notwithstanding the legal position making the 

confession of an accused before the police admissible in some advanced 

countries like United Kingdom, United States of America, Australia and 

Canada etc.) - having regard to the legal competence of the legislature 

to make the law prescribing a different mode of proof, the meaningful 

purpose and object of the legislation, the gravity of terrorism unleashed 

by the terrorists and disruptionists endangering not only the sovereignty 

and integrity of the country but also the normal life of the citizens, and 

the reluctance of even the victims as well as the public in coming 

forward, at the risk of their life, to give evidence - hold that the 

impugned section cannot be said to be suffering from any vice of 

unconstitutionality. In fact, if the exigencies of certain situations warrant 

such a legislation then it is constitutionally permissible as ruled in a 

number of decisions of this Court, provided none of the fundamental 

rights under Chapter III of the Constitution is infringed.,,156 

But, the Court did stress the importance of procedure when it observed -

"[W]e state that there should be no breach of procedure and the accepted 

norms of recording the confession which should reflect only the true and 

voluntary statement and there should be no room for hypercriticism that 

the authority has obtained an invented confession as a source of proof 

irrespective of the truth and creditability as it could be ironically put that 

:5b Id., 680, para 253 
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when a Judge remarked, 'Am I not to hear the truth', the prosecution 

giving a startling answer, 'No your Lordship is to hear only the 

evidence' ." 157 

The Court did also mention that there was a burden on the trial cOUli, 

liough it is entirely for the court trying the offence to decide the question of 

ldmissibility or reliability of a confession in its judicial wisdom strictly adhering 

:J the law, it must, while so deciding the question should satisfy itself that there 

,ras no trap, no track and no importune seeking of evidence during the custodial 

:nrerrogation and all the conditions required are fulfilled. 158 

In spite of the judgment that procedural requirements were to be 

iCrupulously complied with, the Supreme Court in s.N. Dube v. N.B. Bhoir 

,onsidered the issue in a different perspective. While considering the question 

\\hether the certificate and the memorandum, to be required to be made along 

with the record of confession, are required to be written in the same form and 

renns as required by the Rule 15 of the Rules framed under the TADA Act, the 

Court held that -

"Writing the certificate and making the memorandum are thus made 

mandatory to prove that the accused was explained that he was not bound 

to make a confession and that if he made it, it could be used against him 

as evidence, that the confession was voluntary and that it was taken down 

by the police officer fully and correctly. These matters are not left to be 

proved by oral evidence alone. The requirement of the rule is preparation 

of contemporaneous record regarding· the manner of recording the 

confession in the presence of the person making it. Though giving of the 

statutory warning, ascertaining the voluntariness of the confession and 

preparation of a contemporaneous record in the presence of the person 

making the confession are mandatory requirements of that rule, we see no 

5' Ibid., para 254 
58 Id., 683, para 264 
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good reason why the form and the words of the certificate and 

memorandum should also be held mandatory. What the mandatory 

requirements of a provision are cannot be decided by overlooking the 

object of that provision. They need not go beyond the purpose sought to 

be achieved. The purpose of the provision is to see that all formalities are 

performed by the recording officer himself and by others to ensure full 

compliance with the procedure and seriousness of recording a confession. 

We fail to appreciate how any departure from the form or the words can 

adversely affect the object of the provision or the person making the 

confession so long as the court is able to conclude that the requirements 

have been substantially complied with. No public purpose is likely to be 

achieved by holding that the certificate and memorandum should be in the 

same form and also in the same terms as are to be found in Rule 15(3)(b). 

We fail to appreciate how the sanctity of the confession would get 

adversely affected merely because the certificate and the memorandum 

are not separately written but are mixed up or because different words 

conveying the same thing as is required are used by the recording 

officer.,,159 

rayawant Dattatray case l60 it was observed thus: 

"Confessional statement before the police officer under Section 15 of the 

TADA is substantive evidence and it can be relied upon in the trial of 

such person or co-accused, abettor or conspirator for an offence 

punishable under the Act or the Rules. The police officer before recording 

the confession has to observe the requirement of sub-section (2) of 

Section 15. Irregularities here and there would not make such 

confessional statement inadmissible in evidence. If the legislature in its 

wisdom has provided after considering the situation prevailing in the 

:C pp. 285-87, para 31 
001) 10 sce 109: 2001 AIR sew 4717 
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society that such confessional statement can be used as evidence, it would 

not be just, reasonable and prudent to water down the scheme of the Act 

on the assumption that the said statement was recorded under duress or 

was not recorded truly by the officer concerned in whom faith is reposed. 

It is true that there may be some cases where the power is misused by the 

authority concerned. But such contention can be raised in almost all cases 

and it would be for the court to decide to what extent the said statement is 

to be used. Ideal goal may be: confessional statement is made by the 

accused as repentance for his crime but for achieving such ideal goal, 

there must be altogether different atmosphere in the society. Hence, 

unless a foolproof method is evolved by the society or such atmosphere is 

created, there is no alternative, but to implement the law as it is.''161 

In Ayyub v. State of u.p.,162 while considering the contention that the 

~Iice officer, who recorded the confessional statement, had not certified that he 

~Iieved that the confession was voluntarily made, the Supreme Court held that 

JS the confession made under Section 15 of the TADA Act is made admissible in 

~ridence, the strict procedure laid down therein for recording confession is to be 

. iollowed. Any confession made in defiance of these safeguards cannot be 

lccepted by the court as reliable evidence. The confession should appear to have 

tJeen made voluntarily and the police officer who records the confession should 

latisfy himself that the same had been made voluntarily by the maker of that 

itatement. The recorded confession must indicate that these safeguards have 

reen fully complied with. 163 

On the question as to on whom would the burden be to show that the 

procedural requirements have or have not been complied with, the Supreme 

Court in Gurdeep Singh v. State (Delhi Admn.),164 held that whenever an 

~I Id., 146, paragraph 60 
~~ (2002) 3 SCC 510 
,lId., 519, paragraph 18 
;/(2000) 1 SCC 498: 2000 SCC (Cri) 449 
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:.:cused challenges that his confessional statement is not voluntary, the initial 

:'.Ifden is on the prosecution for it has to prove that all requirements under 

~,tion IS of TADA and Rule 15 of the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities 

'rel'ention) Rules, 1987 have been complied with. Once this is done, the 

':0secution discharges its burden and then it is for the accused to show and 

~:is~ the court that the confessional statement was not made voluntarily. The 

:lnfessional statement of the accused can be relied upon for the purpose of 

.!nriction, and no further corroboration is necessary if it relates to the accused 

':mself. 

In Bharatbhai v. State of Gujarat, 165 after discussing the cases in the area, 

je Apex Court concluded thus: 

"In view of the aforesaid discussion, our conclusions are as follows: 

A. Writing the certificate and making the memorandum under Rule 

lS(3)(b) is mandatory. 

B. The language of the certificate and the memorandum is not mandatory. 

C. In case the certificate and memorandum is not prepared but the 

contemporaneous record shows substantial compliance with what is 

required to be contained therein, the discrepancy can be cured if there is 

oral evidence of the recording officer based on such contemporaneous 

record. 

D. In the absence of contemporaneous record, discrepancy cannot be 

cured by oral evidence based on the memory of the recording officer." 

In Nalini case,166 by majority, it was held that as a matter of prudence the 

:ourt may look for some corroboration if confession is to be used against a co

~cused though that will be again within the sphere of appraisal of evidence. 

lut, in Devender Pal Singh v. State of NeT of Delhi, the acquittal of a co

~cused on the ground of non-corroboration was held, by the majority, not to 

(2002) 8 SCC 447, 465 
'State v, Nalini, (1999) 5 SCC 253: 1999 SCC (Cri) 691 
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I :j,e made the prosecution case brittle, as the accused making the confessional 

:wnent can be convicted on the basis of that alone without any 

Joboration. 167 The minority felt that before solely relying upon the 

'.iessional statement, the court has to find out whether it is made voluntarily 

:~ U1Ithfully by the accused. Even if it is made voluntarily, the court has to 

.'!her decide whether it is made truthfully or not. 168 

On the question of confession the Supreme Court used confession under 

:ADA as a basis for conviction for non T ADA offence, in spite of the fact that 

:~ persons were acquitted under T AD A. 169 Thomas 1. wrote that Section 12 

:.illA was not brought to the notice of the court in a precedent and went on to 

:oDvict under section 302 read with Section 120 B of IPC with a confessional 

I ;utement under T ADA.170 The Court further relied on Section 15 in such a 

,:rrcumstance overlooking the judgment of a larger Bench in Kartar Singh 171 

lhere Section 15 was listed vis-a.-vis Article 14 and 21 and upheld by a slender 

mjority on the premise that it provided for a 'limited' exception of making 

:onfession admissible only in respect of TADA offences. 

Section 15 of T ADA was amended in 1993 by virtue of which confession 

:nade by an accused was made admissible against an accomplice. Prior to this it 

:ou\d be used only against him. In the Nalini case, the Supreme Court took aid 

lfthe amended section and convicted persons though confessions were recorded 

(2002) 5 SCC 234, 269 
'In the instant case when rest of the accused who were named in the confessional statement 
.erenot convicted or tried, the Minority observed that it would not be a fit case for convicting 
~ appellant solely on the basis of the so-called confessional statement recorded by the police 
:fficer. Finally, it observed that such type of confessional statement as recorded by the 
:1estigating officer cannot be the basis for awarding death sentence. Id., 256 
" Rajiv Gandhi Case taking just the reverse of the position in Bilas Ka/oo, (1997) 7 SCC 43, 
lhere Thomas J. did not look into confessional statement made under section 15 T ADA for 
jences under IPCI Arms Act since the accused were acquitted of all offences under T ADA . 
. On the question as to whether Section 12 T ADA could have at all been brought to its aid by 
~Supreme Court see Manoj Goel, "Supreme Court in Rajiv Gandhi Case: Overlooked Law, 
l'nied Justice", to be published in SCC Jour. The author criticises the Court as they club the 
,Sje of admissibility of confession under TADA, in a trial for non T ADA offence, with 

: :.:pability of the accused under T ADA. He further argues that the Court misread and 
. -:iinterpreted Section 15 . 
. i1994) 3 SCC 569 
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Jugust 91, September 91 and February 92. This is argued to be contrary to 

dO (l), the principles of which are also applicable to procedures, as 

t;1Iulated in Maneka Gandhi. l72 

The entire issue of confession to the police officer that was considered in 

~nar Singh was re-agitated, with additional grounds, in People's Union for 

;ilLiberties v. Union of India, 173 where the challenge was to section 32, which 

:Jde it lawful of certain confessions made to police officers to be taken into 

.Jnsideration. 174 

The Apex Court turned down the contentions raised by the petitioners and 

)served thus: 

"At the outset it has to be noted that Section 15 of T ADA that was similar 

to this section was upheld in Kartar Singh case. While enacting this 

section Parliament has taken into account all the guidelines, which were 

suggested by this Court in Kartar Singh case. Main allegation of the 

petitioners is that there is no need to empower the police to record 

confession since the accused has to be produced before the Magistrate 

within forty-eight hours in which case the Magistrate himself could 

: Manoj Goel, supra n. 170 
"PUeL (2004), 611 
"The petitioners submitted that there is no need to empower the police to record confession 

,mee the accused has to be produced before the Magistrate within forty-eight hours, in that case 
~,e Magistrate himself could record the confession; that there is no justification for extending 
~e time-limit of forty-eight hours for producing the person before the Magistrate; that it is not 
:lear in the section whether the confession recorded by the police officer will have validity 
iller the Magistrate has recorded the fact of torture and has sent the accused for medical 
~\amination; that it is not clear as to whether both the confession before the police officer as 
,ell as confessional statement before the Magistrate shall be used in evidence; that the 
Ilagistrates cannot be used for mechanically putting seal of approval on the confessional 
;tatements by the police; that, therefore, the section has to be nullified. The State defended on 
:1e grounds that the provisions relating to the admissibility of confessional statements, which 
ife similar to that of Section 32 in POT A was upheld in Kartar Singh case that the provisions 
JiPOTA are an improvement over TADA by virtue of enactment of Sections 32(3) to 32(5); 
~\althe general principles of law regarding the admissibility of a confessional statement is 
lpplicable under POT A; that the provision which entails the Magistrate to test and examine the 
,oluntariness of a confession and complaint of torture is an additional safeguard and does not 
in any manner inject any constitutional infirmity; that there cannot be perennial distrust of the 
:cl ice; that Parliament has taken into account all the relevant factors in their totality and same 
ii not unjust or unreasonable. 
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record the statement or confession. In the context of terrorism the need 

for making such a provision so as to enable police officers to record the 

confession was explained and upheld by this Court in Km'tar Singh case. 

We need not go into that question at this stage. If the recording of 

confession by the police is found to be necessary by Parliament and if it is 

in tune with the scheme of law, then an additional safeguard under 

Sections 32(4) and (5) is a fortiori legal. In our considered opinion the 

provision that requires producing such a person before the Magistrate is 

an additional safeguard. It gives that person an opportunity to rethink over 

his confession. Moreover, the Magistrate's responsibility to record the 

statement and the enquiry about the torture and provision for subsequent 

medical treatment makes the provision safer. It will deter the police 

officers from obtaining a confession from an accused by subjecting him 

to torture. It is also worthwhile to note that an officer who is below the 

rank of a Superintendent of Police cannot record the confessional 

statement. It is a settled position that if a confession was forcibly 

extracted, it is a nullity in law. Non-inclusion of this obvious and settled 

principle does not make the section invalid. Ultimately, it is for the court 

concerned to decide the admissibility of the confessional statement. 

Judicial wisdom will surely prevail over irregularity, if any, in the process 

of recording confessional statement. Therefore we are satisfied that the 

safeguards provided by the Act and under the law are adequate in the 

given circumstances and we don't think it is necessary to look more into 

this matter. Consequently, we uphold the validity of Section 32."\75 

Though this has been prescribed as the position of law on the 

:illnissibility of confessions made to police, as they are special enactments 

llended to deal with special circumstances, it may not be out of place to note a 

Jution that the trend that has been set by enactments like T ADA and POT A 

'. PUeL (2004), 612 para 64 
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~not seem well for those who expect the domestic legislation to conform to 

;ntemational obligations. 

The Malimath Committee has recommended that Section 25 of the 

xnce Act may be suitably amended on the lines of Section 32 of POTA 

,I ~ so that a confession recorded by the Superintendent of Police or Officer 

,\'re him and simultaneously audio/video recorded is admissible in evidence 

, :,:ect to the condition that the accused was informed of his right to consult a 

176 
.l:I'er. 

If confessions are extracted under duress and used as evidence against the 

l:used it will be a clear violation of international law.l77 It is argued that an 

;,estigation and criminal justice system based on confessions and coupled with 

~~Olic pressure on police to fight crime results in a systematic resort to torture in 

'der to coerce confession. 178 As observed by the ICJ Position Paper, even in 

"items of free proof where all evidence is in principle admitted in trial, 

Jeguards exist. To quote them, in France, for instance, any record of 

'roceedings only has probative value if it fulfils all formal conditions, and any 

~ord of interrogation must contain all questions that have been answered. 179 

:ren then, any confession, like any other piece of evidence, is subject to the free 

ppreciation of the judges. 180 In Germany, no confession made to the police is 

Recommendation 37 
'According to the Human Rights Committee, "the law must prohibit the use of admissibility 
judicial proceedings of statements or confessions obtained through torture or other prohibited 
:atment" - General Comment 20, Article 7, para 12; It has also made clear that the use of 
idence extracted through torture violates the right not to confess guilt and stated that national 
IS "should require that evidence provided by means of such methods or any other form of 
mpulsion is wholly unacceptable" - General Comment l3, Article 14, UN Doe. 
UlGEN\I\Rev.l at 14 (1994), para. 14. The UN Convention against Torture expressly 
lhibits the use of evidence extracted through torture in article 15. A similar prohibition can 
found in Principle 16 of the UN Guidelines on the role of prosecutors 
Opinion of the Commission on the Prevention of Terrorism Bill, 2000, Annex 2 to the 
nual Report of the Human Rights Commission ofIndia 2000-2001 
Article 429 of the French Criminal Procedure Code 
Article 428 of the French Criminal Procedure Code 
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ssible as evidence;181 only declarations made to the magistrate may be read 

h . . d k'd f c· 182 :]e earmg m or er to ta e eVl ence 0 a conlesslOn. 

I 

I rch 

Many international documents and vanous constitutions of different 

:untries have recognised the inviolability of a person and his home. But, 

ch and seizure are essential steps in the armoury of an investigator in the 

:restigation of a criminal case. The Code of Criminal Procedure itself 

.,ognises the necessity and usefulness of search and seizure during the 

jrestigation as is evident from the provisions of Sections 96 to 103 and Section 

))ofthe Criminal Procedure Code. 

In M.P. Sharma v. Satish Ch an dra, District Magistrate, Delhi,183 the 

: )allenge to the power of issuing a search warrant under Section 96( 1) CrPC as 

iolative of the fundamental rights was turned down by a Constitution Bench of 

jeSupreme Court observing thus: 

"A power of search and seizure is in any system of jurisprudence an 

overriding power of the State for the protection of social security and that 

power is necessarily regulated by law. When the Constitution makers 

have thought fit not to subject such regulation to constitutional limitations 

by recognition of a fundamental right to privacy, analogous to the 

American Fourth Amendment, we have no justification to import it, into a 

totally different fundamental right, by some process of strained 

construction. Nor is it legitimate to assume that the constitutional 

protection under Article 20(3) would be defeated by the statutory 

provisions for searches." 

. See §§ 250 of the Gennan Criminal Procedure Code 
':,~ 254 of the Gennan Criminal Procedure Code 
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It was also held that a search by itself is not a restriction on the right to 

:,]Id and enjoy property, though a seizure may be a restriction on the right of 

:,)ssession and enjoyment of the seized property, but it is only temporary and for 

.:e limited purpose of an investigation by observing thus: 

"A search and seizure is, therefore, only a temporary interference with the 

right to hold the premises searched and the articles seized. Statutory 

regulation in this behalf is a necessary and reasonable restriction and 

cannot per se be considered to be unconstitutional. The damage, if any, 

caused by such temporary interference if found to be in excess of legal 

authority is a matter for redress in other proceedings. We are unable to 

see how any question of violation of Article 19(1)(1) is involved in this 

case in respect of the warrants in question which purport to be under the 

firstaltemative of Section 96(1) of the Criminal Procedure Code.,,\84 

But, in Roy V.D. v. State of Kerala, 185 the Court had observed that the life 

~1d liberty of an individual is so sacrosanct that it cannot be allowed to be 

nterfered with except under the authority of law, in the context of search and 

~izure. In K.R. Suraj v. Excise Inspector, Parappananqadi, it was clarified that 

]e holding in Roy's case was because under our Constitution there is no 

;rotection against search and seizure as is the case under the fourth and the fifth 

!IIlendments to the U.S. Constitution. 186 

It has been consistently held that illegal arrest would not have any impact 

m the legality or otherwise in proceedings from HN Rishbud v. State of Delhi187 

:nwards. Similarly, evidence obtained by illegal search cannot be shut out on 

:nat ground alone as the evidentiary rule is not applicable in India as observed in 

'. 1954 SCR 1077: AIR 1954 se 300, SeR 1096-97 
'Ibid. 
'12000) 8 sce 590 

12001) 1 sce 327, 334 
.\IR 1955 se 196. Reiterated in Mobarik Ali Ahmed v. State of Bombay, AIR 1957 se 857 
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iJran Mal v. Director of Inspection 188 where it was observed by a Constitution 

::1ch thus -

"So far as India is concerned its law of evidence is modelled on the rules 

of evidence which prevailed in English law, as courts in India and 

England have consistently refused to exclude relevant evidence merely on 

the ground that it is obtained by illegal search or seizure.,,189 

Intermittently, however, it was held by the Supreme Court that a search or 

Jest in violation of the provisions, of the NDPS Act in this case, vitiates trial in 

'":ate of Punjab v. Balbir Singh. 190 The common question which arose for 

:onsideration in a batch of appeals filed by the State of Punjab was 'whether any 

~Test or search of a person or search of a place conducted without confornling to 

Je provisions of the NDPS Act would be rendered illegal and consequently 

,Iliate the conviction'. The Court went on to hold that failure to infornl the 

xrson to be searched of that right and if he so requires, failure to take him to the 

ilZetted officer or the Magistrate, would mean non-compliance with the 

:rovisions of Section 50, which is mandatory, which in turn would 'affect the 

:rosecution case and vitiate the trial' .191 A three-Judge Bench in Saiyad Mohd. 

~iyad Umar Saiyad v. State ofGujarat192 upheld the view taken in Balbi!' Singh 

:use on the point of duty of the empowered officer to inform the suspect about 

lis right to be searched before a gazetted officer or a Magistrate. It observed 

:bus: 

" .... When the officer concerned has not deposed that he had followed the 

procedure mandated by Section 50, the court is duty-bound to conclude 

that the accused had not had the benefit of the protection that Section 50 

"11974)1 SCC 345 
"Id" 364, paragraph 24. It was reiterated by another Constitution Bench in State of Kerala v. 
Jiassery Mohammed, (1978) 2 SCC 386 and later approved in Joginder Kumar v. State of UP, 
:994) 4 SCC 260 
'(\994) 3 SCC 299 
'Id" 320-22, paragraph 25 
;:(1995) 3 SCC 610 
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affords; that, therefore, his possession of articles which are illicit under 

the NDPS Act is not established; that the precondition for his having 

satisfactorily accounted for such possession has not been met; and to 

acquit the accused."J93 

It later came back to its original position as held right from Pooran Mal in 

irJte of Punjab v. Jasbir Singh. J94 And in State of Punjab v. Baldev Singh, it 

135 held that an illicit article seized from the person of an accused, during 

~arch conducted in violation of the safeguards provided in Section 50 of the 

\ct, cannot by itself be used as admissible evidence of proof of unlawful 

:I)ssession of the contraband on the accused. Any other material/article 

~~overed during that search may, however, be relied upon by the prosecution in 

:tlJerlindependent proceedings against an accused notwithstanding the recovery 

:Ifthat material during an illegal search and its admissibility would depend upon 

]erelevancy of that material and the facts and circumstances of that case. 195 

The power to search has raised serious issues in the context of terrorist 

lcrivities and the legislation to deal with them. While dealing with powers of 

:orfeiture after seizure under the provisions of the POT A, the Apex Court, in 

veople's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, has recognised that funding 

md financing play a vital role in fostering and promoting terrorism and it is only 

lith such funds terrorists are able to recruit persons for their activities and make 

~ayments to them and their family to obtain arms and ammunition for furthering 

:morist activities and to sustain the campaign of terrorism. Therefore, seizure, 

:iJrfeiture and attachment of properties are essential in order to contain terrorism 

md is not unrelated to the same. 

'Id., 615, paragraph 8 
"(1996) 1 SCC 288. Followed in State of HP v. Pirthi Chand, (1996) 2 SCC 37. For a 
:!iCussion on the same see J.K. Mathur 1., "Illegal Search and Arrest - Its Effect on Trial", 
:997) 6 SCC (J) 12 
.' (1999) 6 SCC 172,207 (emphasis original) 
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It took note of the resolution passed by the United Nations Security 

)uoci1 196 which emphasised the need to curb terrorist activities by freezing and 

rteiture of funds and financial assets employed to further terrorist activities. It 

j) noted the United Nations International Convention for the Suppression of 

:~ Financing of Terrorism without going into the details. It observed that the 

,:neme of the provisions indicates that the principles of natural justice are duly 

~rved and they do not confer any arbitrary power and forfeiture can only be 

:Joe by an order of the court against which an appeal is also provided to the 

::gh Court and the rights of bona fide transferee are not affected. Therefore, for 

:e present, it was considered not necessary to pronounce the constitutional 

llidity of these provisions and it proceeded on the basis that they are valid. 

~appearance cases 

In our country Article 21 of the Constitution encompasses the right to life 

Jwhich disappearance cases are derogations. The Supreme Court has in certain 

:ases order investigation and where it found appropriate payment of 

.~mpensation has been ordered. 197 However, the cases are far and few that 

'~ch the Apex Court. The right not be a victim of such atrocities have been 

iloject to international attention. 

Article 6 (1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 198 

,'~ads -

Every human being has inherent right to life. 

-Resolution No. 1373 dated 28-9-2001. Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from 
:nforced Disappearances, G.A. res. 47/133, 47 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 207, V.N. Doe. 
\n149 (1992). Adopted by General Assembly resolution 47/133 of 18 December 1992 
'See Chapter VI, infra . 
. , Adopted by the General Assembly of the Vnited Nations in Resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 
Jecember 1966 and entered into force on 23 march 1976. 
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The UN Secretariat's summary of discussions which took place in the 

:ommission of Human Rights and the Third Committee of the General 

l.isembly states that there was general agreement regarding the importance of 

illeguarding the right of everyone to life through the Covenant although various 

ilflions were held as to how the right should be fommlated. 199 In the 

~iCussion, three distinct views emerged. 

First - that the Covenant should categorically state that no one should be 

:epnved of life under any circumstances. Critics contended that the Covenant 

::usl be realistic and recognise that some circumstances existed under which the 

lbng of life might be justified. 

The second view was that the Covenant ought to spell out precisely the 

:lacl scope of the right and limitations thereto since the Covenant was generally 

ne of an immediate applicable standard and this would allow State parties to 

ilIowexactly what obligation they would be assuming on acceptance. 

Here, the critics opined that any list of exceptions would necessarily be 

:complete and might convey the impression that greater importance was being 

:ren 10 the exceptions than to the right. 

The third view was the general formulation, which did not list the 

~ceptions. And this was preferable, as the Article would simply and 

1legorically affirm that 'no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life' and that 

~eryone's right to life shall be protected by law'. It was explained that a 

ause providing that no one shall be deprived of his life 'arbitrarily' would 

:Jicate that the right was not absolute and obviate the necessity of setting out 

:epossible exceptions in detail. However, the use of the term 'arbitrarily' was 

':avily criticised both in the Commission of Human Rights and in the Third 

I)mmittee on the ground that it was vague and open to many different 
. 200 ::erpretatlOns. 

"I R. Gandhi, "The Human Rights Committee and Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil 
:?olitical Rights", 29 Ind. J. Int\. L. 326 (1989), 328 
'!oid. One further point that clearly emerges from the fravau.:'( preparatories is that it was not 
·.lsaged that the right to life should be protected by law from the moment of conception as 
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By the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced 

)iSappearances/01 the General Assembly recalled its resolution 33/173 of 20 

~ember 1978, in which it expressed concern about the reports from various 

:ms of the world relating to enforced or involuntary disappearances, as well as 

L\lut the anguish and sorrow caused by those disappearances, and called upon 

joremments to hold law enforcement and security forces legally responsible for 

:Icesses which might lead to enforced or involuntary disappearances of persons. 

: also referred to the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under 

:.1y form of Detention or Imprisonment and the Principles on the Effective 

1erention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary 

:xecutions.202 At Article 1, it declared that any act of enforced disappearance is 

m offence to human dignity. It is condemned as a denial of the purposes of the 

:harter of the United Nations and as a grave and flagrant violation of the human 

ights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of 

rluman Rights and reaffirmed and developed in international instruments in this 

:leld. 

It said that any act of enforced disappearance places the persons subjected 

:hereto outside the protection of the law and inflicts severe suffering on them 

md their families. It constitutes a violation of the rules of international law 

;uaranteeing, inter alia, the right to recognition as a person before the law, the 

19ht to liberty and security of the person and the right not to be subjected to 

:0rture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. It also 

lIolates or constitutes a grave threat to the right to life. 

lIposed to the moment of birth, Id., 329. See also the Basic Principles on the Use of F oree and 
:lrearms by Law Enforcement Officials, Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of 
:nme and the Treatment of Offenders, Havana, 27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. 
\ CONF.144/28/Rev.1 at 112 (1990) 
• G.A, res. 471133, 47 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 207, V.N. Doe. A/47/49 (1992). 
\dopted by General Assembly resolution 47/133 of 18 December 1992. 
: E.S,c. res. 1989/65, annex, 1989 V.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 52, U.N. Doe. E11989/89 
:989), 
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Article 2 mandates that no State shall practice, permit or tolerate 

~forced disappearances. Article 3 requires each State to take effective 

egislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent and terminate 

J:ts of enforced disappearance in any territory under its jurisdiction. Article 4 

-:quires that all acts of enforced disappearance shall be offences under criminal 

j\\' punishable by appropriate penalties which shall take into account their 

!\treme seriousness. Article 19 lays down that the victims of acts of enforced 

J53ppearance and their family shall obtain redress and shall have the right to 

Jequate compensation, including the means for as complete a rehabilitation as 

I )Jssible. In the event of the death of the victim as a result of an act of enforced 

isappearance, their dependants shall also be entitled to compensation. 

The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form 

:-f Detention or Imprisonment/o3 at Principle 34, stipulates that whenever the 

Jeath or disappearance of a detained or imprisoned person occurs during his 

~elention or imprisonment, an inquiry into the cause of death or disappearance 

;hall be held by a judicial or other authority, either on its own motion or at the 

nstance of a member of the family of such a person or any person who has 

Illowledge of the case. When circumstances so warrant, such an inquiry shall be 

}e1d on the same procedural basis whenever the death or disappearance occurs 

;hortly after the termination of the detention or imprisonment. The findings of 

;uch inquiry or a report thereon shall be made available upon request, unless 

Joing so would jeopardize an ongoing criminal investigation. 

The Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra

~egaI, Arbitrary and Summary Executions requires, by Principle I, that the 

Governments to prohibit by law all extra-legal, arbitrary and summary 

executions and shall ensure that any such executions are recognised as offences 

mder their criminal laws, and are punishable by appropriate penalties which take 

mlO account the seriousness of such offences. Exceptional circumstances 

iI1c1uding a state of war or threat of war, internal political instability or any other 
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:ublic emergency may not be invoked as a justification of such executions. To 

~sure compliance, it recommends, at Principle 9, that there shall be thorough, 

::ompt and impartial investigation of all suspected cases of extra-legal, arbitrary 

:'1d summary executions, including cases where complaints by relatives or other 

-:liable reports suggest unnatural death in the above circumstances. 

JOl'ernments shall maintain investigative offices and procedures to undertake 

ouch inquiries. The purpose of the investigation shall be to determine the cause, 

-::anner and time of death, the person responsible, and any pattern or practice 

ihich may have brought about that death. It shall include an adequate autopsy, 

:ollection and analysis of all physical and documentary evidence and statements 

~om witnesses. The investigation shall distinguish between natural death, 

icidental death, suicide and homicide. 

The Human Rights Committee, in its General Comment on Article 6 (1) 

Ji the ICCPR for the purpose of assisting the state parties to fulfill their 

~porting obligations under Article 40( 1) of the Covenant, has considered the 

1~t to life as the supreme right from which no derogation is permitted even in 

:enns of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation. It characterised 

~e ban on arbitrary deprivation of life as being of 'paramount importance'. It 

I :iJnher stressed the duty of state parties to prevent arbitrary killing by their own 

(Curity forces which it described as being 'a matter of utmost gravity' enjoining 

:he state to take specific and effective measures to prevent 'disappearance of 

.ndividual' .204 

The ECHR 1950, in Article 2, confines justification of deprivation of life 

:0 three exceptions and then only when it results from the use of force which is 

jomore than absolutely necessary - (a) in defence of any person from unlawful 

G.A. res. 431173, annex, 43 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 298, V.N. Doe. A/43/49 (1988) 
:' First General Comment adopted by the Committee on 27 July 1982 at its Sixteenth Session 
jAOR 3th session, supplement number 40(Al37/40), Reports of HR Committee pp. 93-4 
jandhi supra n. 199, 331. See also the observation of the Committee on Article 6 in Suarez de 
Juerrero v. Colombia. See also the Second General Comment (NoA) adopted by the 
:ommittee on 2 Nov 1984 at its 23rd session - GAOR 40th session, suppl. no. 40(A/40/40) 
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:olence; (b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person 

llIfully detained; and (c) in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a 

~Jl or insurrection.205 

The decision that brought a sea change to right to life jurisprudence under 

\J1icle 2 of the European Convention of Human Rights206 was Mc Cann case207 

ioere the European Court confirmed that any exception to the right to life would 

~ narrowly and strictly constructed. In this case, the status of victims as 

jrorists was not considered to be a means to lessen the value of the right to 

Jemper se. The decision has made right to life a strict scrutiny right subject to 

~anced review.208 In Mc Cann and subsequent decisions, the Court appears to 

~ reinforcing that whether the deceased is an ordinary citizen or a member of 

:aramilitary organisation, a substantive measure of life protection is due to them. 

lIal protection is not solely limited to the moment of fatality. Rather it extends 

:tfore the death to the planning of the operation which may apprehend a suspect, 

~1d in its aftermath, where the state must thoroughly and independently 

Jrestigate whether their own agents acted with due consideration to the right to 

lie of the deceased. 

It is further suggested that the Court must seek to create a common 

:uropean Standard which holds good across different legal culture and systems 

~~d for that lay down basic principles of independence, promptness, 

~\oroughness, and efficiency demanded by its own jurisprudence, of other 

;:ports of the HR Committee p. 162 where it is stated that right to life, protected in Article 6 of 
::Covenant is the same as that enshrined in Article 3 of the UDHR 

Gandhi, supra n. 199, 333 
'Signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 and came into force in September 1953 

I ·\/CCann, Farrell and Savage v. UK., Case 1711994/464/545 Appl. No.18984/91, series A 
\0.324, E.Ct. H.R., Judgement of 27 Sep 1995 cited in Fionnuala Ni Aolain, "The Evolving 
.1sprudence of the European Convention Concerning the Right to Life", 19 Neth. Q. Hum. 
;~.21 (2001), 28 
! Concept of rigid scrutiny has its origin in US Supreme Court doctrine of heightened scrutiny 
.~re in certain circumstances governmental action has been subject to a form of more 
-;orousreview see Korematsu v. US, 323 US 214, 1944 
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:;onal human rights courts and the developed 'Soft Law' standards of the 

Even a country like the US, an affluent society that can easily compensate 

\~ms of unlawful arrests or detention mandated under Article 9(5) of the 

ePR has subjected it to an understanding that victim redress is subjected to 

'onable requirements of domestic law".210 

Though every state has the inherent right of self defence and consequent a 

: t to derogation acknowledged under many international law instruments of 

rights,211 there are certain rights which remain unaffected even during 

,lie emergency and are to be treated as non-derogable. Right to life and 

.• om from torture are two ofthem.212 

, ht to Counsel 

Article 22( 1) of the Constitution of India specifically deals with this right. 

TPR, at 14(3 )(b), also declares this to be an inherent right. The Basic 

1nciples on the Role of Lawyers, adopted at the Eighth United Nations 

mgress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders has to be 

:I)ked into with benefit.213 It refers to the Body of Principles for the Protection 

'All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment which provides 

:.11 a detained person shall be entitled to have the assistance of, and to 

:mmunicate and consult with, legal counsel. It further refers to the Standard 

,I:nimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners which recommended, in 

'~1ieular, that legal assistance and confidential communication with counsel 

',i)uld be ensured to untried pnsoners. The Body of Principles for the 

\olain, supra n. 207, 34-35 
Cpendra Baxi, HA Work in Progress?" The US Report to the United Nations Human Rights 

~ittee", 36 Ind. J. Intl. L. 34 (1996), 37 
ICCPR- Article 4(1) ; ECHR Article 15(1); Am CHR Article 27(1) 

'ICCPR- Article 4(2); ECHR- Article 15(2) and AmCHR - Articles 27(2) 
Havana, 27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. A/CONF.144/28/Rev.1 at 118 (1990) 
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~Jlection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment,214 at 

l..nciple 17, mandates that a detained person shall be entitled to have the 

~istance of a legal counsel. He shall be informed of his right by the competent 

"IDority promptly after arrest and shall be provided with reasonable facilities 

] exercising it. At Principle 2, it stipulates that if a detained person does not 

:.lye a legal counsel of his own choice, he shall be entitled to have a legal 

:lunsel assigned to him by a judicial or other authority in all cases where the 

::erests of justice so require and without payment by him if he does not have 

.;rflcient means to pay. 

In England, the right to counsel were first recognised only for the 

:~ioners charged with felony, that too only in 1836.215 The first opportunity in 

.~eUS Supreme Court was in the Scattshara Case in 1932.216 The Court struck 

:.)IIn the conviction and observed that there was a duty to assign a counsel. 

.slice Sutherland observed: 

"Even the intelligent and educated layman has small and sometimes no 

skill in the science of law. If charged with crime, he is incapable, 

generally, of determining for himself whether the indictment is good or 

bad. He is unfamiliar with the rules of evidence. Left without the aid of 

counsel, he may be put on trial without a proper charge and convicted on 

improper evidence. He requires the guiding hand of a counsel at every 

step in the proceedings against him. Without it, though he be not guilty, 

he faces the danger of conviction because he does not know how to 

establish innocence. If that be true of a man of intelligence how much 

more true is it of the ignorant and illiterate, and those of feeble 

intellect. ,,217 

'G.A. res. 43/173, annex, 43 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 298, U.N. Doe. A/43/49 (1988) 
'Santosh Paul, "Right to Counsel", (1997) 8 SCC (J) 14 
. Powell v. Alabama, 287 US 45 (1932) - Nine negro boys were tried for the rape of two 

Ihile women, all were found guilty and sentenced to be hanged in a trial that lasted for a day 
.:thout the aid of a counsel 
. The principles laid down here were later expanded in Escobedo v. I1/inois, 378 US 478 
:964) and Miranda v. Arizona, 384 US 436 (1966) 
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In lanardhan Reddy v. State of Hyderabad,218 the Supreme Court 

:~ificalIy held that Art 22{ 1) does not provide the accused person the right to 

: services of a legal practitioner at the state cost. But, it did recognise that a 

JTt of appeal or revision is not powerless to interfere, if it is found that the 

;;used was so handicapped for want of legal aid that the proceedings against 

Jl may be said to amount to negation of a fair trial. 

Section 304 was introduced in the Criminal Procedure Code as per the 

:;ommendations of the Law Commission in its 48th Report.219 The Supreme 

Jurtrecognised it in RM Wasawa v. State ofGujarat.22o 

Article 39A,221 requires state to provide free legal aid by suitable 

:~slation or schemes so that opportunities for securing justice were not denied 

)acitizen on account of his economic and other disabilities. 

The later decisions of the Supreme Court have held that a procedure 

ioich does not make legal service available to an accused person who is too 

:oor to afford a lawyer and who would, therefore, have to go through the trial 

illlout legal assistance, cannot possibly be regarded as reasonable, fair and just 

:!ocedure guaranteed under Art.21. In Hussainara Khatoon (IV),222 the Court 

:~served thus: 

"The right to free legal services is, therefore, clearly an essential 
ingredient of 'reasonable, fair and just' procedure for a person accused of 
an offence and it must be held implicit in the guarantee of Article 21. 
This is a constitutional right of every accused person who is unable to 
engage a lawyer and secure legal services on account of reasons such as 
poverty, indigence or incommunicado situation and the State is under a 
mandate to provide a lawyer to an accused person if the circumstances of 
the case and the needs of justice so required, provided of course the 
accused person does not object to the provision of such lawyer. ,,223 

'AIR 1951 se 227 
'See also the Report of the Expert Committee on Legal Aid 1973 

-1/974) 3 sce 581. In this case the SC pointed out the need to appoint competent advocates 
0iIandle complex cases, and not raw entrants to the bar. 
~ It was inserted in the Constitution by the 42nd Amendment 1978 as one of the Directive 
':1nciples of State Policy. 
: Hussainara Khatoon (IV) v. Home Secy. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 SCC 98; MH Hoskot v. 
::.JleofMaharashtra, (1978) 3 SCC 544 
~·ld,.105 
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In Khatri (/l) v. State of Bihar,224 the Supreme Court clarified that the 

itate cannot avoid its constitutional obligation to provide free legal services to 

:Jtiigent accused persons by pleading financial or administrative inabilities. It 

.ent on to further state that the constitutional obligation does not arise only 

ioen the trial commences but starts when the accused is for the first time 

::oduced before the Magistrate, as also when he is remanded from time to time 

: enable him to apply for bail. It further held that the accused should be 

~,ioffi1ed by the Magistrates and Sessions Judges that he had this right unto him 

:'he is indigent. 225 Unfortunately, however, it restricted the availability of the 

·~t by saying that there may be cases involving offences such as economic 

jences or offences against law prohibiting prostitution or child abuse and the 

le. where, according to it, social justice may require that free legal services 

~ not be provided by the State. The particular stand taken by the Supreme 

',1urt defies logic. 

Francis Coralie Mullin v. Administrator, Union Territol)) of Delhi, it was 

'iid that the right of a detenu is to consult a legal adviser of his choice for any 

"1JlOse and it is not necessarily limited to defence in a criminal proceeding. It 

,'\1 extends to securing release from preventive detention or filing a writ 

'clition or prosecuting any claim or proceeding, civil or criminal. It is included 

: me right to live with human dignity and is also part of personal liberty and the 

:eienu cannot be deprived of this right nor can this right of the detenu be 

:Ierfered with except in accordance with reasonable, fair and just procedure 

~!ablished by a valid law. The prison regulation in the case which prescribed 

:ltthe legal adviser can have interview with a detenu only by prior appointment 

jer obtaining permission of the District Magistrate was held to be violative of 

~1icles 14 and 21 as it prescribed the right of a detenu to have interview with a 

I~~al adviser in a manner which is reasonable, fair and just. It was held that it 

'11981) 1 SCC 627. But see Rishi Nandan v. State of Bihar, 2000 SCC (Cri) 21 
'Id,. 632; See also Ranjan Dwivedi v. Union of India, (1983) 3 SCC 307; Suk Das v. Union 
·,rrilOry of Arunachal Pradesh, (1986) 2 SCC 401 
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fluid be quite reasonable if a detenu were to be entitled to have interview with 

li legal adviser at any reasonable hour during the day after taking appointment 
I 

I 

:lm the Superintendent of the Jail, which appointment should be given by the 

IJjlerintendent without any avoidable delay.226 

The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form 

;'Detention or Imprisonment, at Principle 37, stipulates that a person detained 

a a criminal charge shall be brought before a judicial or other authority 

:rovided by law promptly after his arrest. Such authority shall decide without 

:clay upon the lawfulness and necessity of detention. No person may be kept 

Jder detention pending investigation or trial except upon the written order of 

~;ch an authority. A detained person shall, when brought before such an 

,jlhority, have the right to make a statement on the treatment received by him 

.hile in custody. 

Bail is the security for appearance of the accused person on giving of 

.hich he is released pending trial or investigation.227 What is contemplated by 

'ail is to procure the release of a person from legal custody, by undertaking that 

~~ shall appear at the time and place designated and submit himself to the 

Jisdiction and judgment of the court. The Code expects the investigating 

~ency to finish investigation as early as possible. In case investigation cannot 

:t completed in 24 hours, the detained person ought to be produced before the 

I!agistrate and any further detention can be ordered only by him. Similarly, if 

~le investigation of offences is not completed within the time stipulated by the 

:ode, the detained persons would become entitled to bai1.228 It has been held by 

-'(1981) 1 SCC 608, 621 
:' GOl'illd Prasad v. State of WB, 1975 Cri.L.J. 1249 (Cal HC) 
~ 90 days for those offences for which punishment of more than 10 years is prescribed and in 
:J other cases, 60 days. 
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:e Supreme Court that if the investigation cannot be completed within the 

·:rulated period, then even in serious and ghastly types of crimes the accused 

.ill be entitled to be released on bail.229 Of course in all these cases the person 

J)" be released on conditions and subject to the satisfaction of the officer or 

,iagistrate of the sureties. It ought to be kept in mind that the object of 

;tention pending criminal proceedings is not punishment and the law favours 

.lowance of bail, which is the rule, and refusal is the exception.230 However, 

:e guidelines have not been consistently followed by all the courts and the 

:ITerent benches of the same court so much so the practice of bench hunting 

Jll1e to be in vogue. The practice was, however, condemned by the Supreme 

:ourt,231 In Narinderjit Singh Sahni v. Union of India,232 the petitioners were 

ilQured with an order of bail in one case but were being detained by reason of 

:nxluction warrant in another matter and resultantly the petitioners were 

JIlguishing in the jails being deprived of the order of grant of bail. Though this 

las challenged as violative of Article 21, the contention was turned down. 

\rplication for bail by an accused in a pending case is to be considered 

!Xpeditiously and orders passed on the date of such application. It has been 

:iearly stated by the Kerala High Court that unless compelling reasons are there 

, )roers must be passed on such applications on the date of surrender itself.233 

The Courts have been extremely cautious in granting bail in certain cases. 

:or example, anticipatory bail is not granted in cases of dowry death and SC/ST 

I Prevention of Atrocities) Act etc?34 The position is more problematic in case of 

:emand and bail under some special enactments like NDPS Act235 and POT A. In 

~\,\{atabar Parida v, State of Oris sa, (1975) 2 SCC 220 
'See Gudikanti Narasimhulu v. Public Prosecutor, (1978) 1 SCC 240 and Gurcharan Singh 
, Slate (Delhi Admn.), (1978) 1 SCC 118 where the circumstances to be looked into by the 

I :0Urts for grant of bail in non - bailable offences is concerned, 
.. SiJahzad Hasan Khan v. Ishtiaq Hasan Khan, AIR 1987 SC 1613; State of Maharashtra v, 
J~ddhikota Subha Rao, 1989 Supp (2) SCC 605 
:: 12002) 2 SCC 210 
':AliceGeorgev, Dy, Supdt. of Police, 2003 (1) KLT 339 
." Samunder Singh v. State of Rajasthan, 1987 Cri,L.J. 705 - dowry death and State of MP v, 
~JmKishan Balothia, (1995) 3 SCC 221 - SC/ST (Prevention of Atrocities) Act 
'Dadu v, State of Maharashtra, (2000) 8 SCC 437 
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,)me cases the Supreme Court has held that the provision under the special 

'::Jctment will override the provisions in the Code.236 

In Sanjay Dutt case237 it was held that if a challan is not filed after expiry 

,::'180 days or extended period, the indefeasible right of an accused to be 

"~ieased on bail is ensured under section 167 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
I 

I :rovided that the same is exercised before filing of challan. 

Section 49 POT A mainly deals with the procedure for obtaining bail for 

I iQ accused. Section 49(7) of the POT A was challenged on the grounds that a 

: )Jurt could grant bail only if it is satisfied that there are grounds for believing 

:lat an accused 'is not guilty of committing such offence'; since such a 

llIisfaction could be attained only after recording of evidence, there is every 

:baIIce that the accused will be granted bail only after minimum one year of 

rtention; and that the proviso to Section 49(7), which is not there under T ADA, 

;.akes it clear that for one year from the date of detention no bail could be 

;anted. This was challenged in People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of 

~dia,238 The Court turned down the contention thus: 

"The offences under POT A are more complex than that of ordinary 

offences. Usually the overt and covert acts of terrorism are executed in a 

chillingly efficient manner as a result of high conspiracy, which is 

invariably linked with anti-national elements both inside and outside the 

country. So an expanded period of detention is required to complete the 

investigation. Such a comparatively long period for solving the case is 

quite justifiable. Therefore, the investigating agencies may need the 

custody of the accused for a longer period. Consequently, Sections 49(6) 

and (7) are not unreasonable. In spite of this, bail could be obtained for an 

accused booked under POT A if the 'court is satisfied that there are 

grounds for believing that he is not guilty of committing such offence' 

',\'area/ies Control Bureau v. Kishan Lal, (1991) 1 SCC 705. In this case it was held that 
«lion 439 of the Code is subject to section 34 of the NDPS Act 
"11994) 5 SCC 410: 1994 SCC (Cri) 1433, SCC, 439, paras 43 - 48 
.' pueL (2004) 
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after hearing the Public Prosecutor. It is the general law that before 

granting the bail the conduct of the accused seeking bail has to be taken 

into account and evaluated in the background of the nature of crime said 

to have been committed by him. That evaluation shall be based on the 

possibility of the likelihood of his either tampering with the evidence or 

committing the offence again or creating threat to the society. Since the 

satisfaction of the court under Section 49(7) has to be arrived at based on 

the particular facts and after considering the abovementioned aspects, we 

do not think the unreasonableness attributed to Section 49(7) is fair. ,,239 

In Akhtari Ri v. State of M.p.,240 the Supreme Court has emphasised that 

: have speedy justice is a fundamental right that flows from Article 21 of the 

.'Jnstitution and that prolonged delay in disposal of the trials and thereafter in 

Jpeals in criminal cases, for no fault of the accused, confers a right upon him to 

:ply for bail. 

The Malimath Committee has recommended for increasing the number of 

:Tences which are bailable and reducing the number of offences which are not 

'lilable.241 Recommendation No 14 provides that the victim should be heard in 

'~pect of the grant or cancellation of bail. 

Haodcuffing 

As is the case of torture or detention, indiscriminate handcuffing of 

:.:tainees has also got the attention of the Supreme Court. In Prem Shankar 

r.llkla v. Delhi Admn. 242 it was held as follows: 

Id., 613 
'12001) 4 SCC 355 
. Recommendation 112 
':11980)3 SCC 526: AIR 1980 se 1535, sce, 537, paragraph 22 
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"Handcuffing is prima facie inhuman and, therefore, unreasonable, IS 

overharsh and at the first flush, arbitrary. Absent fair procedure and 

objective monitoring, to inflict 'irons' is to resort to zoological strategies 

repugnant to Article 21. Thus, we must critically examine the justification 

offered by the State for this mode of restraint. Surely, the competing 

claims of securing the prisoner from fleeing and protecting his personality 

from barbarity have to be harmonised. To prevent the escape of an 

undertrial is in public interest, reasonable, just and cannot, by itself, be 

castigated. But to bind a man hand-and-foot, fetter his limbs with hoops 

of steel, shuffle him along in the streets and stand him for hours in the 

courts is to torture him, defile his dignity, vulgarise society and foul the 

soul of our constitutional culture." 

It was declared that the rule, regarding a pnsoner in transit between 

:~son house and court house, is freedom from handcuffs and the exception, 

.1der conditions of judicial supervision, will be restraints with irons, to be 

lStified before or after. The judicial officer before whom the prisoner is 

:~oduced is mandated to interrogate the prisoner, as a rule, whether he has been 

,Jbjected to handcuffs or other 'irons' treatment and, if he has been, the official 

:Jncemed shall be asked to explain the action forthwith The same principles are 

'eilerated in Sunil Gupta v. State of M.p.243 

In Sunil Batra v. Delhi Admn./44 the Court held that undertrials shall be 

:~med to be in custody, but not undergoing punitive imprisonment. Fetters, 

:specially bar fetters, were directed to be shunned as violative of human dignity, 

Xlth within and without prisons. It declared illegal the indiscriminate resort to 

-:wdcuffs when accused persons are taken to and from court and the expedient 

'iforcing irons on prison inmates and shall be stopped forthwith save in small 

:JIegory of cases where an undertrial has a credible tendency for violence and 

'11990)3 sce 119 
"AIR 1978 se 1675: (1978) 4 SCC 494 
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j\ape, a humanely graduated degree of 'iron' restraint is permissible if other 

::sciplinary alternatives are unworkable. The burden of proof of the ground, as 

:(fthe Court, is on the custodian. And if he fails, he will be liable in law since 

'!Ckless handcuffing and chaining in public was observed to degrade and put to 

·jJffie finer sensibilities and is a slur on our culture. 

In Citizens for Democracy v. State of Assam, it was directed that where 

jc police or the jail authorities have well-grounded basis for drawing a strong 

Jference that a particular prisoner is likely to jump jailor break out of the 

:al1ody then the said prisoner should be produced before the Magistrate 

:Jncerned and a prayer for permission to handcuff the prisoner be made before 

~'e said Magistrate. Save in rare cases of concrete proof regarding proneness of 

Jeprisoner to violence, his tendency to escape, he being so dangerous/desperate 

~1d the finding that no other practical way of forbidding escape is available, the 

\Ia~strate may grant permission to handcuff the prisoner.245 

The Malimath Committee has recommended a specific provision in the 

:Jde prescribing reasonable conditions to regulate handcuffing, including 

::ol"ision for taking action for misuse of the power by the Police Officers. 246 

Conclusion 

It can thus be safely said that the Supreme Court has been the forerunner 

~ ensuring compliance with the international norms in the areas discussed 

:.":ll'e. It sometimes falls back on the constitutional principle alone and 

\1metimes draws support for its opinion from the international norms. Even in 

:!.~s where it does not specifically refer to the international norms, it does not 

~Jner as long as the ideas get implemented. However, it should also be pointed 

:ut that, possibly for the reason of non interference with policy matters on 

'11995) 3 SCC 743, 750. See also Khedat Mazdoor Chetna Sangath v. State oJ M.?, (1994) 
,~CC 260 
'Recommendation 12 
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',oUS crimes affecting the State, the Supreme Court have been wanting in 

:ng the benefit of the benign principles enunciated in the international norms 

certain cases mentioned above. That does not make us overlook the 

~rovements brought about already. 
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fair Trial 
India is a party to many international human rights conventions (\ea\ing 

.:~ different aspects of trial. It has ratified the International Covenant on Civil 

~1d Political Rights (ICCPR); I the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

~1d Cultural Rights,2 the Convention on the Elimination of All FornlS of Racial 

)scnmination,3 the Convention on the Elimination of All F OlIDS of 

)Iscnmination against Women,4 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.s 

lie customary international law, fornmlated to a large extent in the Universal 

)eclaration on Human Rights,6 is legally binding upon India. The customary 

-ules on the right to a fair trial and the prohibition of torture or cruel, inhuman or 

=egrading treatment or punishment, which is also a peremptory nornl of 

Jtemationallaw, are also relevant. 

Apart from the above, there are also international standards of a non-

1mding nature which illustrate human rights in the administration of justice, and 

,n particular criminal justice. These are declaratory in nature and influence 

]temational standards on the right to fair trial as interpreted by national and 

lItemational human rights bodies and tribunals. On a universal level, there are, 

:n particular: the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers,7 the Guidelines on the 

RoleofProsecutors,8 the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,9 

]e Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of 

POII'er,1O the Principles on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of 

999U,N.T.S. 171 India has made reservations to articles 1,9,13 and declarations on arts. 12, 
913),21,22 

'993 U.N.T.S. 3 
b60 U.N.T.S. 195 

';49 U.N.T.S. 13 
G,A. res. 44/25, annex, 44 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 167, U.N. Doe. A/44/49 (1989) 
G.A. res. 217 A (Ill), U.N. Doe Al81 Oat 71 (1948) 
Adopted in Havana, 27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. A/CONF.144/28/Rev.l at 
18(1990) 

',\dopted in Havana, 27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. A/CONF.144/28/Rev.l at 
i9(1990) 
',\dopted in Milan, 26 August to 6 September 1985, U.N. Doe. A/CONF. 12 1I22/Rev.1 at 59 
1985) 
Adopted by General Assembly resolution 40/34 of 29 November 1985, U.N. Doe. A/40/53 

i985) 
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Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, lIthe 

Resolution of the Human Rights Commission on the right to restitution, 

:ompensation and rehabilitation for victims of grave violations of human rights 

md fundamental freedoms,12 and the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the 

Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Violations of International 

Human Rights and Humanitarian Law. 13 The Basic Principles on the 

:ndependence of the Judiciary, adopted at the Seventh United Nations Congress 

0n the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, in Principle 5, states 

:hat everyone shall have the right to be tried by ordinary courts or tribunals using 

~tablished legal procedures. Tribunals that do not use the duly established 

irocedures of the legal process shall not be created to displace the jurisdiction 

:'(ionging to the ordinary courts or judicial tribunals. Principle 6 stipulates that 

:he principle of the independence of the judiciary entitles and requires the 

udiciary to ensure that judicial proceedings are conducted fairly and that the 

19htS of the parties are respected. 

Every criminal trial is a voyage of discovery in which truth is the quest. 

ihe operating principles for a fair trial permeate the common law in both civil 

lnd criminal contexts. The very basis upon which a judicial process can be 

wrted to is reasonableness and fairness in a trial. Under our Constitution, as 

I ilio the international treaties and conventions, the right to get a fair trial is a 

:'J.5ic fundamental human right. Any procedure which comes in the way of a 

:arty in getting a fair trial would be violative of Article 14 of the Constitution of 

:Jdia. Right to a fair trial by an independent and impartial Tribunal is part of 

\nicle 6( 1) of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

:undamental Freedoms, 1950.14 The Supreme Court has declared that 'Life' 

\dopted by General Assembly resolution 55/89 Annex, 4 December 2000 
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2003/34 
Final report of the Special Rapporteur on the right to restitution, compensation and 

'!habilitation for victims of gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
'Clark (Procurator Fiscal, Kirkcaldy) v. Kelly, (2003) 1 All ER 1106 (PC); Dwarka Prasad 
Igunralv. B.D. Agarwal, (2003) 6 SCC 230, 245 
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:-ians more than mere animal existence in Kharak Singh v. State of UplS 

:Jiiowing Munn v. People of Illinois. 16 

In the context of Article 21, it has been held In K. Anbazhagan v. 

:iiperintendent of Police, 17 that -

"Free and fair trial is sine qua non of Article 21 of the Constitution. It is 

trite law that justice should not only be done but it should be seen to have 

been done. If the criminal trial is not free and fair and not free from bias, 

judicial fairness and the criminal justice system would be at stake shaking 

the confidence of the public in the system and woe would be the rule of 

law. It is important to note that in such a case the question is not whether 

the petitioner is actually biased but the question is whether the 

circumstances are such that there is a reasonable apprehension in the 

mind of the petitioner." 

Our courts have recognised that the primary object of criminal procedure 

~ 10 ensure a fair trial of accused persons. 18 The Law Commission has also 

:,served that fair trial relates to character of the court, the venue, the mode of 

:.)nducting the trial, rights of the accused in relation to defence and other 

~~ts.19 The problem of defining a fair trial has been considered by the 

iupreme Court thus: 

"There can be no analytical, all-comprehensive or exhaustive definition of 

the concept of a fair trial, and it may have to be determined in seemingly 

infinite variety of actual situations with the ultimate object in mind viz. 

whether something that was done or said either before or at the trial 

deprived the quality of fairness to a degree where a miscarriage of justice 

\IR 1963 se 1295 
IWS 113: 24 L Ed 77 (1877). See further Arijit Pasayat J. "Public Interest Litigation vis-a
jHuman Rights", (2001) 7 SCC (J) 11 
,;004) 3 sce 767, 784 
T H Hussain v. M PMondkar AIR 1958 SC 376; Iqbal Sodawala v. State of Maharashtra 
;·~Cri.L.J. 1291 
. i'~ Report of the Law Commission, p. 2, para 8 
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has resulted. It will not be correct to say that it is only the accused who 

must be fairly dealt with. That would be turning a Nelson's eye to the 

needs of the society at large and the victims or their family members and 

relatives. Each one has an inbuilt right to be dealt with fairly in a criminal 

trial. Denial of a fair trial is as much injustice to the accused as is to the 

victim and the society. Fair trial obviously would mean a trial before an 

impartial judge, a fair prosecutor and atmosphere of judicial calm. Fair 

trial means a trial in which bias or prejudice for or against the accused, 

the witnesses, or the cause which is being tried is eliminated. ,,20 

The Court went on to observe that these principles have to be applied by 

:he courts with a delicate judicial balancing of competing interests in a criminal 

trial, including the interests of the accused. At the same time interest of the 

public, and to a great extent that of the victim, have to be weighed since there is 

l public interest involved in the prosecution of persons who commit offences. 21 

It was of the view that the principle of fair trial now informs and energises many 

lfeas of the law. It is reflected in numerous rules and practices. It is considered 

li a constant, ongoing development process continually adapted to new and 

changing circumstances, and exigencies of the situation, peculiar at times and 

related to the nature of crime, persons involved directly or operating behind, 

social impact and societal needs and even so many powerful balancing factors 

which may come in the way of administration of criminal justice system. The 

pnnciples of fair trial manifest themselves in virtually every aspect of our 

practice and procedure, including the laws of evidence.22 Courts have always 

been considered to have an overriding duty to maintain public confidence in the 

administration of justice often referred to as the duty to vindicate and uphold the 

"majesty of the law". 

)Zahira Habibulla H. Sheikh v. State of Gujarat, (2004) 4 SCC 158, 184 (hereinafter referred 
to as Zah ira ) 
: Id., 182 
: Id .• 183 
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There has been a growing trend of arguing for an inquisitorial system. 

\imough there are a lot of differences between the adversarial and the 

:~uisitorial system, the issue is one more of different instruments and 

-lfeguards rather than of basic goals and principles. Both systems strive for the 

.J1J1e end: to convict the guilty and to discharge the non-guilty by seeking the 

:-uth by fair means.,,23 

In Abdul Nazar Madani v. State of TN.,24 it was observed in the context 

::' a prayer for transfer of the case, that the purpose of the criminal trial is to 

:ispense fair and impartial justice uninfluenced by extraneous considerations. 

Khen it is shown that public confidence in the fairness of a trial would be 

-eriously undermined, any party can seek the transfer of a case within the State 

lnder Section 407 and anywhere in the country under Section 406 CrPC. The 

Jpprehension of not getting a fair and impartial inquiry or trial is required to be 

:easonable and not imaginary, based upon conjectures and surmises. If it appears 

:hat the dispensation of criminal justice is not possible impartially and 

00jectively and without any bias, before any court or even at any place, the 

lppropriate court may transfer the case to another court where it feels that 

nolding of fair and proper trial is conducive. No universal or hard-and-fast rules 

:an be prescribed for deciding a transfer petition which has always to be decided 

I on the basis of the facts of each case. 

In Maneka Sanjay Gandhi v. Rani Jethmalani,25 it was stressed that 

JSsurance of a fair trial is the first imperative of the dispensation of justice and 

me central criterion for the court to consider when a motion for transfer is made 

is not the hypersensitivity or relative convenience of a party or easy availability 

of legal services or like mini-grievances. Something more substantial, more 

wmpelling, more imperilling, from the point of view of public justice and its 

attendant environment, is necessitous if the court is to exercise its power of 

:; A. Eser, "Collection and Evaluation of Evidence in Comparative Perspective", 31 Israel Law 
Review 429, (1997) 
:~(2000) 6 SCC 204: AIR 2000 SC 2293, para 7, SCC, 210-11 
:'(1979) 4 SCC 167: AIR 1979 SC 468, para 2, SCC, 169 
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::JJ1sfer, This is the cardinal principle although the circumstances may be myriad 

nd vary from case to case. 

The Courts have gone to the extent of declaring that fairness means that 

:ere must be sufficient material to frame charges in Satish Mehra v, Delhi 

Ijmillistration,26 lest it should be unfair. Similarly, the Court has to give 

I':asons for framing the charges, as was held in the T ADA case of State of 

I :IJharashtra v. Som Nath Thapa.27 

I The Malimath Committee has recommended some drastic changes to the 
I 

I .hole system as evident right from the Preamble recommended by it.28 It states 

I ~\at quest for truth should be the fundamental duty of every court29 and, with 

I ~1at in mind, it has recommended changes to section 482 of Cr.P.c. The 
I 

, Committee recommended thus: 

"Every Court shall have inherent powers to make such orders as may be 

necessary to discover truth or to give effect to any order under this Code 

or to prevent abuse of the process of court or otherwise to secure the ends 

of justice. ,,30 

It has also prescribed summary procedures for a larger number of 

JITences, 

Whatever standards are fixed or whatever procedures are prescribed, each 

3as to comply with fair trial standards as provided in Article 14 (3) ICCPR. In 

~rinciple, international law, and particularly, Article 14 ICCPR allows for fast 

>11996) 9 SCC 766; See also Century Spg. and Mfg, Co, Ltd, v, State of Maharashtra, (1972) 
; sce 282 and State of Karnataka v. L. Muniswamy, (1977) 2 SCC 699 
:' 11996) 4 SCC 659 
>1I)Apreamble shall be added to the Code [of Criminal Procedure] on the following lines: 
'\\nereas it is expedient to constitute a criminal justice system for punishing the guilty and 
~tecting the innocent. 
'\\nereas it is expedient to prescribe the procedure to be followed by it, 
'Whereas quest for truth shall be the foundation of the criminal justice system, 
'Whereas it shall be the duty of every functionary of the criminal justice system and everyone 
lSSOciated with it in the administration of justice, to actively pursue the quest for truth, 
:1 isenacted as follows:" 
:. Recommendation 2 asking for additions to section 311 of the present Code 
, Recommendation 5 
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1rocedures, and the Human Rights Committee has even suggested special courts 

:0 deal with petty offences where a state system suffers from a great backlog of 

:ases.31 

Presumption of innocence and burden of proof 

One of the cardinal principles which has always to be kept in view in our 

~ystem of administration of justice for criminal cases is that a person arraigned 

lS an accused is presumed to be innocent unless that presumption is rebutted by 

:he prosecution by production of evidence as may show him to be guilty of the 

alTence with which he is charged. The burden of proving the guilt of the 

lccused is upon the prosecution and unless it relieves itself of that burden, the 

,ourts cannot record a finding of the guilt of the accused. There are certain cases 

In which statutory presumptions arise regarding the guilt of the accused, but the 

aurden even in those cases is upon the prosecution to prove the existence of facts 

which have to be present before the presumption can be drawn. Once those facts 

are shown by the prosecution to exist, the Court can raise the statutory 

~resumption and it would then be for the accused to rebut the presumption. The 

onus even in such cases upon the accused is not as heavy as is normally upon the 

prosecution to prove the guilt of the accused. If some material is brought on the 

record consistent with the innocence of the accused which may reasonably be 

rue, even though it is not positively proved to be true, the accused would be 

~ntitled to acquittal. Under the English law also, the defendant has to satisfy 

only balance of probabilities when the balance is shifted on to him in criminal 
, 32 
Jaw. 

Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Brazil, 24 July 1996, 
CCPRJC1791 Add.66, para 24 
: Patrick Devlin, The Criminal Prosecution in England, Oxford University Press, London, 
1960 
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It has to be noted that the lowering of the standard of proof in criminal 

:lI5tice below "proof beyond reasonable doubt" would constitute a violation of 

]e presumption of innocence, one of the cornerstones of national and 

]temational human rights law and criminal justice.33 The presumption of 

nnocence prohibits the sentencing of a person, unless the state authority has 

)roven his guilt. If a doubt remains, the accused cannot be convicted (in dubio 

]roreo). The Human Rights Committee has clearly stated that -

"[b]y reason of the presumption of innocence, the burden of proof of the 

charge is on the prosecution and the accused has the benefit of the doubt. 

No guilt can be presumed until the charge has been proved beyond 

reasonable doubt. ,,34 

Article 14 (2) does not leave the determination of the standard of proof to 

~e states and any conviction on evidence which does not fulfill the standard of 

rroof beyond reasonable doubt constitutes a violation of India's obligations 

under the ICCPR. 

Similarly, if two views are possible on the evidence adduced in the case, 

~ne pointing to the guilt of the accused and the other to his innocence, the view 

which is favourable to the accused should be adopted. This principle has a 

special relevance in cases wherein the guilt of the accused is sought to be 

established by circumstantial evidence. Rule has accordingly been laid down 

~,at unless the evidence adduced in the case is consistent only with the 

hypothesis of the guilt of the accused and is inconsistent with that of his 

mnocence, the Court should refrain from recording a finding of guilt of the 

accused. It is also an accepted rule that in case the Court entertains reasonable 

: See Article 14 (2) ICCPR 
~General Comment 13, Article 14, para. 14, para. 7; Similarly, the Inter- American Court of 
Human Rights has stated that the principle of presumption of innocence "demands that a person 
:annot be convicted unless there is clear evidence of his criminal liability. If the evidence 
presented is incomplete or insufficient, he must be acquitted, not convicted," Cantoral 
Bellal'ides Case, Inter Am. Court HR, Judgment of August 18,2000, Series C No. 69, para. 120 
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llubt regarding the guilt of the accused, the accused must have the benefit of 

:;at doubt.35 

But then, the doubt regarding the guilt of the accused should be 

·~sonable. The rule regarding the benefit of doubt does not warrant acquittal of 

Je accused by report to surmises, conjectures or fanciful considerations since a 

.TIminal trial is not like a fairy tale wherein one is free to give flight to one's 

Jlagination and fantasy.36 In arriving at the conclusion about the guilt of the 

~cused charged with the commission of a crime, the Court, in its words, has to 

Jdge the evidence by the yardstick of probabilities, its intrinsic worth and the 

mimus of witnesses. Every case in the final analysis would have to depend 

lpon its own facts. Although the benefit of every reasonable doubt should be 

;iren to the accused, the Courts should not at the same time reject evidence 

'!hich is ex facie trustworthy on grounds which are fanciful or in the nature of 

;onjectures. 

Again but, the Courts would not be justified in withholding that benefit of 

joubt because the acquittal might have an impact upon the law and order 

iituation or create adverse reaction in society or amongst those members of the 

iOciety who believe the accused to be guilty. The guilt of the accused has to be 

Jdjudged not by the fact that a vast number of people believe him to be guilty 

but whether his guilt has been established by the evidence brought on record. 37 

In Shivaji Sahabrao Bobade v. State of Maharashtra38 Justice Krishna Iyer 

lamented the undue adherence to the presumption of innocence. He said: 

"The dangers of exaggerated devotion to the rule of benefit of doubt at 

the expense of social defence and to the soothing sentiment that all 

acquittals are always good regardless of justice to the victim and the 

community, demand special emphasis in the contemporary context of 

escalating crime and escape. The judicial instrument has a public 

" Kali Ram v. State of H.P., (1973) 2 SCC 808, 820 
:; Slate of Punjab v. Jagir Singh, AIR 1968 SC 43 
,. Kali Ram v. State of H.P., (1973) 2 SCC 808, 820 
'i1973 SCC (Cri) 1033, para 6, 1039 
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accountability. The cherished principles or golden thread of proof 

beyond reasonable doubt which runs through the web of our law should 

not be stretched morbidly to embrace every hunch, hesitancy and degree 

of doubt. The excessive solicitude reflected in the attitude that a thousand 

guilty men may go but one innocent martyr shall not suffer is a false 

dilemma. Only reasonable doubts belong to the accused. Otherwise any 

practical system of justice will then break down and lose credibility with 

the community". 

je further said -

"We must observe that even if a witness is not reliable, he need not be 

false and even if the police have trumped up one witness or two or has 

embroidered the story to give a credible look to their case that cannot 

defeat justice if there is clear and unimpeachable evidence making out the 

guilt of the accused.,,39 

But, Justice Khanna, immediately thereafter, clarified the observations of 

hlishna Iyer J. in the subsequent decision in Kali Ram v. State of H.p.40 thus: 

"Observations in a recent decision of this Court, Shivaji Sahabrao 

Bobade v. State of Maharashtra to which reference has been made during 

arguments were not intended to make a departure from the rule of the 

presumption of innocence of the accused and his entitlement to the 

benefit of reasonable doubt in criminal cases. One of the cardinal 

principles, which has always to be kept in view in our system of 

administration of justice for criminal cases, is that a person arraigned as 

an accused is presumed to be innocent unless that presumption is rebutted 

by the prosecution by production of evidence as may show him to be 

guilty of the offence with which he is charged. The burden of proving the 

guilt of the accused is upon the prosecution and unless it relieves itself of 

'Id., 1047, paragraph 19 
'Supra n, 35 
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that burden, the courts cannot record a finding of the guilt of the 

accused.,,41 

The importance and the rationale of these fundamental principles were 

~ealt with thus: 

"Another golden thread which runs through the web of the administration 

of justice in criminal cases is that if two views are possible on the 

evidence adduced in the case, one pointing to the guilt of the accused and 

the other to this innocence, the view which is favourable to the accused 

should be adopted. This principle has a special relevance in cases 

wherein the guilt of the accused is sought to be established by 

circumstantial evidence. Rule has accordingly been laid down that unless 

the evidence adduced in the case is consistent only with the hypothesis of 

the guilt of the accused and is inconsistent with that of his innocence, the 

court should refrain from recording a finding of guilt of the accused. It is 

also an accepted rule that in case the court entertains reasonable doubt 

regarding the guilt of the accused, the accused must have the benefit of 

that doubt.42 

.... It is no doubt true that wrongful acquittals are undesirable and shake 

the confidence of the people in the judicial system, much worse, however, 

is the wrongful conviction of an innocent person. The consequences of 

the conviction of an innocent person are far more serious and its 

reverberations cannot but be felt in a civilized society. Suppose an 

innocent person is convicted of the offence of murder and is hanged, 

nothing further can undo the mischief for the wrong resulting from the 

unmerited conviction is irretrievable".43 

. Id., 820, paragraph 23 

.: Id., 821, paragraph 25 

. Ibid. , paragraph 27 
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The Law Commission has opined that the criticism against the 

presumption of innocence appears to be more of a criticism of the manner in 

I which this principle and the principle of giving the accused the benefit of doubt, 

. nas been applied by weak and incompetent judges.44 

The tendency to acquit an accused on fragile grounds in recent times has 

~Ol the attention of the Supreme Court. It is very easy to pass an order of 

acquittal on the basis of minor points raised in the case by a short judgment, 

~resumably to achieve the yardstick of disposal. In the words of the Court: 

that: 

"Some discrepancy is bound to be there in each and every case which 

should not weigh with the court so long it does not materially affect the 

prosecution case. In case discrepancies pointed out are in the realm of 

pebbles, the court should tread upon it, but if the same are boulders, the 

court should not make an attempt to jump over the same. These days 

when crime is looming large and humanity is suffering and the society is 

so much affected thereby, duties and responsibilities of the courts have 

become much more. Now the maxim "let hundred guilty persons be 

acquitted, but not a single innocent be convicted" is, in practice, changing 

the world over and courts have been compelled to accept that "society 

suffers by wrong convictions and it equally suffers by wrong 

acquittals. ,,45 

In the case Inder Singh v. State (Delhi Admn.), Krishna Iyer, 1. laid down 

"Proof beyond reasonable doubt is a guideline, not a fetish and guilty man 

cannot get away with it because truth suffers some infirmity when 

projected through human processes." 46 

~ 14th Report of the Law Commission of India, Vol. II, p. 836 
.' Krishna Mochi v. State of Bihar, (2002) 6 SCC 81, 104 
~(I978) 4 SCC 161: AIR 1978 SC 1091, SCC 162, paragraph 2 
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In the case of State of UP. v. Anil Singh,47 it was held that a Judge does 

not preside over a criminal trial merely to see that no innocent man is punished. 

A Judge also presides to see that a guilty man does not escape. One is as 

important as the other. Both are public duties which the Judge has to perform. 

Similarly, in State of W.B. v. Orila/ Jaiswa/,48 it was held that justice cannot be 

made sterile on the plea that it is better to let a hundred guilty escape than punish 

ID innocent. Letting the guilty escape is not doing justice, according to law. 

The Supreme Court, in Mohan Singh v. State of M.p.,49 held that the 

iOurts have to remove the chaff from the grain. It has to disperse the suspicious 

"oud and dust out the smear of dust as all these things clog the very truth. So 

long chaff, cloud and dust remain, the criminals are clothed with this protective 

layer to receive the benefit of doubt. So it is a solemn duty of the courts, not to 

merely conclude and leave the case the moment suspicions are created. It is the 

onerous duty of the court, within permissible limit to find out the truth. It 

means, on one hand no innocent man should be punished but on the other hand 

iO see no person committing an offence should get scot-free. If in spite of such 

effort suspicion is not dissolved, it remains writ at large, benefit of doubt has to 

be credited to the accused. 

Arijit Pasayat 1., in a separate but concurring judgment in Krishna Mochi 

I. State of Bihar, reminded us of Gurcharan Singh v. State of Punjab,50 while 

holding that merely because a person is acquitted, his co-accused need not 

necessarily be entitled to the same. In his words: 

"The doctrine is a dangerous one, specially in India, for if a whole body 

of the testimony were to be rejected, because the witness was evidently 

speaking an untruth in some aspect, it is to be feared that administration 

of criminal justice would come to a dead stop. Witnesses just cannot help 

"1988 (Supp) sce 686, 692, paragraph 17 
"(1994) 1 SCC 73: AIR 1994 se 1418 
"(1999) 2 SCC 428, 434, Paragraph 11 
c, AIR 1956 se 460. See also Sohrab v. State oJ M.P., (1972) 3 sce 751 and Ugar Ahir v. 
Srale of Bihar, AIR 1965 se 277 
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in giving embroidery to a story, however true in the main. Therefore, it 

has to be appraised in each case as to what extent the evidence is worthy 

of acceptance, and merely because in some respects the court considers 

the same to be insufficient for placing reliance on the testimony of a 

witness, it does not necessarily follow as a matter of law that it must be 

disregarded in all respects as well. The evidence has to be sifted with 

care." 

The Court went on to state that, where it is not feasible to separate the 

:ruth from falsehood, because the grain and the chaff are inextricably mixed up, 

md in the process of separation, an absolutely new case has to be reconstructed 

~y divorcing essential details presented by the prosecution completely from the 

:ontext and the background against which they are made, the only available 

;ourse to be made is to discard the evidence in totO. 51 The Court had earlier 

Jbserved in State of Rajasthan v. Kalld,52 that normal discrepancies in evidence 

lfe those which are due to normal errors of observation, normal errors of 

memory due to lapse of time, due to mental disposition such as shock and horror 

II the time of occurrence and those are always there, however honest and truthful 

l witness may be. Material discrepancies are those which are not normal, and not 

,xpeeted of a normal person. Courts have to label the category to which a 

discrepancy may be categorized. While normal discrepancies do not corrode the 

:redibility of a party's case, material discrepancies do so. 

The Malimath Committee has observed that there is a third standard of 

rroof which is higher than 'proof on preponderance of probabilities' and lower 

than 'proof beyond reasonable doubt' described in different ways, one of the 

being 'clear and convincing' standard. The Committee came to the conclusion 

, Referring to Zwinglee Ariel v. State of MP., AIR 1954 se 15 and Ba/aka Singh v. State of 
PUl/jab, (1975) 4 sce 511 :AIR 1975 se 1962 
':AIR 1981 se 1390: (1981) 2 sce 752 
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Jat the standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt presently followed III 

:liminal cases should be done away with and in its place a standard of proof 

!wer than 'proof beyond reasonable doubt' and higher than the standard of 

~roof on preponderance of probabilities'. The Committee favoured a mid level 

;:andard of proof of 'courts conviction that it is true'. Accordingly, the 

:omrnittee has made certain recommendations. 53 

In this context, it may be sufficient to point out one of the possibilities of 

:roblems. As per the law laid down by the Supreme Court, in a matter where 

]~re is only circumstantial evidence, the fundamental rule is that the 

:trcumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is to be drawn should in the 

:·:rst instance be fully established, and all the facts so established should be 

:unsistent only with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused. The 

:tfcumstances should be of a conclusive nature and tendency and they should be 

;Jch as to exclude every hypothesis but the one proposed to be proved. There 

lust be a chain of evidence so far complete as not to leave any reasonable 

JOund for a conclusion consistent with the innocence of the accused and it must 

~such as to show that within all human probability the act must have been done 

:i the accused. 54 

It must not be lost sight of the fact that, both the adversarial and the 

Jquisitorial systems require the same standard of proof, namely proof beyond 

~:asonable doubt. In the light of the same, it would have to be seen how far the 

·ocommendation of the Malimath Committee can hold water. 

Recommendation 13 
·S? Bhatnagar v. State of Maharashtra, (1979) 1 see 535; HG Nargundkar v. State of MP, 
IIR 1952 se 343; Palvinder Kaur v. State of Punjab, AIR 1952 se 354; Charan Singh v. 
~JleofUP, AIR 1967 se 520 
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/lie ofthe J udg,e 

The Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary enunciated by 

:: Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the 
I 

I ·:eatment of Offenders has covered all the essentials required for ensuring a fair 

155 
~a. 

:.Ram Chander v. State of Haryana, Chinnappa Reddy, 1., observed thus: 

"The adversary system of trial being what it is, there is an unfortunate 

tendency for a Judge presiding over a trial to assume the role of a referee 

or an umpire and to allow the trial to develop into a contest between the 

prosecution and the defence with the inevitable distortions flowing from 

combative and competitive elements entering the trial procedure. If a 

criminal court is to be an effective instrument in dispensing justice, the 

presiding Judge must cease to be a spectator and a mere recording 

machine. He must become a participant in the trial by evincing intelligent 

active interest by putting questions to witnesses in order to ascertain the 

truth.,,56 

The Court said so in the context of protecting the weak and the innocent. 

:1 was quick to caution that the Court must, of course, not assume the role of a 

Jrosecutor in putting questions. The functions of the Counsel, particularly those 

,lfthe Public Prosecutor, are not to be usurped by the judge, by descending into 

:~e arena, as it were. Similarly, any questions put by the Judge must be so as not 

10 frighten, coerce, confuse or intimidate the witnesses. 

';~liIan,26Augustto 6 September 1985, V.N. Doe. AlCONF. 12 1I22/Rev.1 at 59 (1985) 
, (1981 ) 3 SCC 191, 1 92 
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Lord Justice Denning's words in lones v. National Coal Board was 

:JOted with benefit: 

"The Judge's part in all this is to hearken to the evidence, only himself 

asking questions of witnesses when it is necessary to clear up any point 

that has been overlooked or left obscure; to see that the advocates behave 

themselves seemly and keep to the rules laid down by law; to exclude 

irrelevancies and discourage repetition; to make sure by wise intervention 

that he follows the points that the advocates are making and can assess 

their worth; and at the end to make up his mind where the truth lies. If he 

goes beyond this, he drops the mantle of the Judge and assumes the role 

of an advocate; and the change does not become him well. ,,57 

The Court went further than Lord Denning and said that it is the duty of a 

udge to discover the truth and for that purpose he may 'ask any question, in any 

:onn, at any time, of any witness, or of the parties, about any fact, relevant or 

.rrelevant'.58 But this he must do, without unduly trespassing upon the functions 

)i the Public Prosecutor and the defence Counsel, without any hint of 

~isanship and without appearing to frighten or bully witnesses. He must take 

:ne prosecution and the defence with him. In words of the Court: 

"The court, the prosecution and the defence must work as a team whose 

goal is justice, a team whose captain is the judge. The Judge, like the 

conductor of a choir, must, by force of personality, induce his team to 

work in harmony; subdue the raucous, encourage the timid, conspire with 

the young, flatter and (sic the) 0Id.,,59 

It has been held in the context of hijacked trials that the Presiding Judge 

:nust cease to be a spectator and a mere recording machine by becoming a 

(1957) 2 All. E. R. 155 
'Section 165 Evidence Act 
'SlIpran. 56,194 
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:lrticipant in the trial evincing intelligence, active interest and elicit all relevant 

~J[erials necessary for reaching the correct conclusion, to find out the truth, and 

:.:minister justice with fairness and impartiality both to the parties and to the 
.. 60 

.'mmumty It serves. 

The Supreme Court found it impossible to justify the model employed by 

l:rialjudge in Ram Chander v. State of Haryana 61 where he tried to compel the 

illneSSeS to speak what he thought must be the truth even threatening them with 

::0secution for perjury. It did not accept any portion of the evidence of the two 

::.ewitnesses recorded by the Sessions Judge. 

In spite of these warnings, there have been instances where the courts 

:.Ire been broadening ambits of section 165 of the Code itself.62 The Kerala 

ilgh Court in Vincent v. State of Kerala63 through Justice K.T. Thomas (as he 

]en was) declared: 

"The contention that the trial Judge cannot be permitted to put questions 

to fill up the lacuna in the prosecution evidence is equally fallacious 

because it is the duty of the Judge to put all necessary questions to 

discover or obtain proof of all relevant facts. Even if it results, 

sometimes, in filing the lacuna in prosecution evidence, the trial Judge is 

not inhibited from putting such questions. It is only an exhibition of 

judicial weakness if a trial Judge points out in his judgment that the cause 

suffers due to failure of the prosecution of the defence counsel in eliciting 

proof of relevant facts." 

, Zalrira, 183 
. 1981 SCC (Cri) 683 
.: K.N. Chandrasekharan Pillai, "Burden of Proof in Criminal Cases and the Supreme Court -
\ewTrends", (2003) 8 SCC (J) 49 
, 1984 KL T 950 
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Justice Thomas reiterated this view in the Supreme Court as evident from 

o:iobservations in State of Rajasthan v. Ani64 where he observes: 

''The said Section 165 was framed by lavishly studding it with the word 

'any' which could only have been inspired by the legislative intent to 

confer unbridled power on the trial court to use the power wherever he 

deems it necessary to elicit truth. Even if any of such question crosses 

into irrelevancy the same could not transgress beyond the contours of 

powers of the court. This is clear from the words relevant or irrelevant in 

Section 165. Neither of the parties has any right to raise objection to any 

such question." 

According to Justice Thomas, the active role assigned to the trial judge in 

:he process of reasoning, it seems, would embolden him to draw inferences from 

:ic\s even when the prosecutor fails to cull out information by way of 

~xamination or cross-examination. For, in State of WB. v. Mohd. Omar,65 

.here the Public Prosecutor had failed to ask the doctor about the nature of the 

:njury and the court did not have the benefit of the view of the doctor to decide 

:he gravity of the offence, it was observed thus: 

"No doubt it would have been of advantage to the court if the Public 

Prosecutor had put the said question to the doctor when he was examined. 

But mere omission to put that question is not enough for the court to 

reach wrong conclusion. Though not an expert as PW 30, the Sessions 

Judge himself would have been an experienced judicial officer. Looking 

at the injuries he himself could have deduced whether those injuries were 

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death." 

He suggested the need for a change of outlook on presumption of 

nnocence while observing that: 

'1997 SCC (Cri) 851 
2000 SCC (Cri) 1516 
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"The pristine rule that the burden of proof is on the prosecution to prove 

the guilt of the accused should not be taken as a fossilized doctrine as 

though it admits no process of intelligent reasoning. The doctrine of 

presumption is not alien to the about rule, nor would it impair the temper 

of the rule. On the other hand, if the traditional rule relating to burden of 

proof of the prosecution is allowed to be wrapped in pedantic coverage, 

the offenders in serious offence would be the major beneficiaries and the 

society would be the casualty ..... 

In this case, when the prosecution succeeded in establishing the afore

narrated circumstances, the court has to presume the existence of certain 

facts. Presumption is a course recognised by the law for the court to rely 

on in conditions such as this.,,66 

In State of u.P. v. Lakshmi,67 the Court, again through KT Thomas J., 

.ent to the extent of weaving out a new story not contemplated either by 

:rosecution or defence to give benefit to the accused. It has been argued that the 

:uwers that are being discussed here are tremendous. They have been conferred 

JJ1der the presumption that a judicial officer with experience will not abuse these 

~wers. It may also be reminded that the Supreme Court does not have the 

!11andate to change these fundamental principles.68 

It has been held by the Supreme Court that while assessing the evidence 

~i\'en by a witness, the magistrate or the judge should express his opinion in 

temperate language usually associated with and reflecting the impersonal dignity 

Jfjudicial restraint. 69 

The Malimath Committee has recommended, in tune with its general 

wne, a wider role for the judge with the object of discovering the truth in the 

• at 1525 
"1998 SCC (Cri) 929 
,. See supra n. 62 
';VSK Ghobe v. State of Maharashtra, 1973 Cri.L.J. 664; State of UP v. Mohammad Naim, 
.\IR 1964 SC 703 
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1'(, The Judge can question the accused at any stage and if the accused 

-:mains silent or refuses to answer any question put to him by the court which he 

'not compelled by law to answer, the court may draw such appropriate 

~!erence including adverse inference as it considers proper in the circumstances. 

: recommends that on charge being framed the accused should be required to 

,;bmit a 'Defence Statement' in response to a prosecution statement. And after 

:msidering the two, the judge shall arrive at the points to be determined and as 

'on whom the burden of proof lies. 70 

The Law Commission of India has warned against a curtailing of the right 

\ silence as contrary to Article 20 (3) of the Constitution of India. 71 The right to 

,ienee also comprises the right not to comment on allegations of the 

::oseeution, and not thereby concede to them. 

The Human Rights Committee considers the drawing of adverse 

Jferences to be in violation of Article 14 (3) (g) ICCPR. It has urged countries 

ihere such presumptions exist to 'reconsider, with a view to repealing it, this 

~-peet of criminal procedure, in order to ensure compliance with the rights 

:uaranteed under Article 14 of the Covenant. ,72 

The European Court of Human Rights has set strict conditions for the 

0mpliance of inferences of guilt with the right to remain silent and the privilege 

;2ainst self-incrimination protected under Article 6 ECHR. It has held that it is 

~,If·evident that it is incompatible with the immunities under consideration to 

\lSe a conviction solely or mainly on the accused's silence or on a refusal to 

· Recommendations 8 and 9 
· Law Commission ofIndia, 180th Report on Article 20 (3) of the Constitution ofIndia and the 
l,ight to Silence, May 2002 
· Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: United Kingdom, 6 December 
:'~I, CCPRlC0I73/UKOT, para. 17 
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:::swer questions or to gIve evidence himself. In the OpInIOn of the Court, 

:ference to the detriment of the accused may only be drawn -

"in situations which clearly call for an explanation from him" and only to 

assess the "persuasiveness of evidence adduced by the prosecution". 73 

According to the Court, the question in each particular case is whether the 

;'\idence adduced by the prosecution is sufficiently strong to require an answer. 

:ne national court cannot conclude that the accused is guilty merely because he 

:looses to remain silent. Also, the Court considers that the drawing of such 

lferences can only be compatible with the principle of fair trial if the accused is 

;ranted access to a lawyer already at the stage of the police interrogation. Where 

je accused is tried by jury, the judge must give the jury proper direction on 

]ese conditions.74 In sum, the European Court of Human Rights, while having 

:J accept that each member state is free to adopt the system of criminal justice 

'.1lt it chose to, has set strict limits to the possibility of drawing adverse 

Jference; it may never be the only evidence. 

Recommendation No 137 of the Malimath Committee suggests that 

-icjrime units comprising dedicated investigators and prosecutors and Special 

:Ollrts by way of Federal Courts should be set up to expeditiously deal with the 

:nallenges of 'terrorist and organized' crimes. The Human Rights Committee 

:.as held that Special Courts may only exceptionally try civilians and in full 

'e-ipect of the rights of fair trial. 75 

John Murray v_ The United Kingdom, ECtHR, Judgment of 8 February 1996, Reports 1996-1, 
:m,47. 
"Colldron v. The United Kingdom, ECtHR, Judgment of 2 May 2000, Reports 2000-V, para. 
:~, 

'General Comment 13, Article 14, para 4. 
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~ole of Prosecutors 

The Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors adopted in the Eighth United 

. \3tions Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders is 

I j useful guide among the international documents. 76 It recognises that the 

:rosecutors play a crucial role in the administration of justice, and rules 
I 

:Jnceming the performance of their important responsibilities should promote 

~eir respect for and compliance with the above-mentioned principles, thus 

:untributing to fair and equitable criminal justice and the effective protection of 

:itizens against crime. It requires, in Guideline I, that persons selected as 

:rosecutors shall be individuals of integrity and ability, with appropriate 

:mining and qualifications. Guideline 3 recognises that Prosecutors, as essential 

~ents of the administration of justice, shall at all times maintain the honour and 

iignity of their profession. Guideline 4 requires States to ensure that 

;rosecutors are able to perform their professional functions without 

]timidation, hindrance, harassment, improper interference or unjustified 

~xposure to civil, penal or other liability. In their role in criminal proceedings, 

J.i per Guidance 12, shall, in accordance with the law, perform their duties 

t~rly, consistently and expeditiously, and respect and protect human dignity 

lIId uphold human rights, thus contributing to ensuring due process and the 

;mooth functioning of the criminal justice system. Guideline 16 prescribes that 

when prosecutors come into possession of evidence against suspects that they 

mow or believe on reasonable grounds was obtained through recourse to 

:mlawful methods, which constitute a grave violation of the suspect's human 

~ghts, especially involving torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment, or other abuses of human rights, they shall refuse to use such 

evidence against anyone other than those who used such methods, or inform the 

'~Havana, 27 August to 7 September 1990, U.N. Doe. A/CONF.144/28/Rev.1 at 189 (1990). 
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:ourt accordingly, and shall take all necessary steps to ensure that those 

'5ponsible for using such methods are brought to justice. 

The duty of a prosecutor, keeping in mind that the object of a trial is to 

;~lto the truth, is not merely to secure a conviction at any cost. He should place 

~fore the court whatever evidence is available with him, whether they are in 

J\"Our of the accused or against him. The prosecutor is expected to be 

Jdifferent to the result of the prosecution. The Law Commission, in its 14th 

\eport has observed: 

"A Public Prosecutor should be personally indifferent to the result of the 

case. His duty should consist only in placing all the available evidence 

irrespective of the fact whether it goes against the accused or helps him, 

before the court, in order to aid the court in discovering the truth. It 

would thus be seen that in the machinery of justice a Public Prosecutor 

has to play a very responsible role; the impartiality of his conduct is as 

vital as the impartiality of the court itself." 77 

In the context of withdrawal of prosecution under section 321 of the 

~r.P.c., the position of the Public Prosecutor was described in Sheonandan 

'Jswan v. State of Bihar/8 thus: 

"Unlike the judge, the Public prosecutor is not an absolutely independent 
officer. He is an appointee of the . Government, ... , appointed for 
conducting in court any prosecution or other proceedings on behalf of the 
Government concerned. So there is the relationship of counsel and client 
between the Public Prosecutor and the Government. A Public Prosecutor 
cannot act without instructions of the Government; a Public Prosecutor 
cannot conduct a case absolutely on his own, or contrary to the instruction 
of his client, namely, the Government." 

\'01. II p.765, para 2; Observations of the Supreme Court in Mohd. Mumtaz v. Nandini 
Yllparhy, 1987 Cri.L.J. 778; Sheonandan Paswan v. State 0/ Bihar, (1987) 1 SCC 288; 
)irri/ekha Vidyarthi v. State o/UP, (1991) 1 SCC 212 
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The Court held that section 321 does not lay any bar on the Public 

":'ieCutor to receive any instruction from the Government before he files an 

::>ilcation under that section. On the contrary, the Public Prosecutor cannot file 

~ Jpplication for withdrawal of a case on his own without instructions from the 

.,~mment. This decision was, however, reviewed in the next Sheonandan 

.·"all v. State oJ Bihar.79 The Court here held that a Public Prosecutor can 

,~~draw the case at any stage of the prosecution and that the only limitation is 

:~ requirement of the consent of the court. On the position of Prosecutors, it 

·~r\'ed thus: 

"There can be no doubt that this function of the Public Prosecutor relates 

to a public purpose entrusting him with the responsibility of so acting 

only in the interests of administration of justice. In the case of Public 

Prosecutors, this additional public element flowing from the statutory 

provisions in the Code of Criminal Procedure, undoubtedly, invest the 

Public Prosecutors with the attribute of holder of a public office which 

cannot be whittled down by the assertion that their engagement is purely 

professional between a client and his lawyer with no public element 

attaching to it." 

It has been held that if in such matters the Public Prosecutor does not take 

~~ independent decision but blindly follows the instructions from the 

?Iemment, the result would be disastrous not only for the accused but also for 

:;, administration of justice. 

'd983) 1 SCC 438 
'11987) 1 SCC 279 
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Rea 

It is again a cardinal principle of criminal law that a guilty mind should 

Jpany a wrong act. Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea is another facet 

:principle of fair trial. It is the general rule that a penal statute presupposes 

rea element. It will be excluded only if the legislature expressly postulates 

:.ise. In Kartar Singh case the Supreme Court said thus: 

..... unless a statute either expressly or by necessary implication rules out 

'mens rea' in case of this kind, the element of 'mens rea' must be read 

into the provisions of the statute". 80 

Mens rea by necessary implication could be excluded from a statute only 

'(.e it is absolutely clear that the implementation of the object of the statute 

Jd otherwise be defeated. In each case it would be necessary to find out 

:tiller there are sufficient grounds for inferring that Parliament intended to 

liude the general rule regarding mens rea element.8l The prominent method 

I anderstanding the legislative intention is to see whether the substantive 

rlisions of the Act require mens rea element as a constituent ingredient for an 

·:nce. 

The legislature in India has resorted to the exclusion of mens rea in quite 

:ew statutes, generally involving white collar crimes. Recently, however, it 

.J1d it necessary to extend the same to offences under T ADA and POT A. 

In the context of unauthorised possession under TADA, a Constitution 

;(l]ch in Sanjay Dutt v. State (lIl2 clearly held that once the prosecution has 

:-0red unauthorised conscious possession of any of the specified arms and 

:994) 3 SCC 569: 1994 SCC (Cri) 899: (1994) 2 SCR 375, para 115,645 SCC 
irate oJ Maharashtra v. Mayer Hans George, (1994) 3 SCC 569: 1994 SCC (Cri) 899: 
:.)~) 2 SCR 375; Nathulal v. State of MP., AIR 1966 SC 43: 1966 Cri LJ 71; and Inder Sain 
State oJ Punjab, (1973) 2 SCC 372: 1973 SCC (Cri) 813 for the general principles 

J>:eming the exclusion or inclusion of mens rea element vis-a-vis a given statute 
(994) 5 SCC 410. See also State of Punjab v. Baldev Singh, (1999) 6 SCC 172 
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munition etc. in a notified area by the accused, the offence is complete and 

]e conviction must follow on the strength of the statutory presumption, unless 

:he accused proves the non-existence of a fact essential to constitute any of the 

ngredients of that offence. That is, the presumption, even though statutory in 

13rure, was held to be rebuttable. In People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union 

tflldia,83 challenge to Section 4 of POTA, which provided for punishing a 

:o:rson who is in 'unauthorised possession' of arms or other weapons on the 

:lSis that the knowledge element is absent, was turned down in the light of the 

;Jlljay Dutt case that possession here means conscious possession only. 

While dealing with meaning of the word 'abets' in the context of POT A, 

: People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, it was held that in order 

) bring a person abetting the commission of an offence under the provisions of 

re it is necessary to prove that such person has been connected with those steps 

I :fthe transactions that are criminal. 'Mens rea' element is sine qua non for 
I 

• :iTences under IPC. The same applies to POTA also since the word 'abet' is not 

:~tined in the Act and, by virtue of 2{ 1 )(i) of POT A, words and expressions not 

:dined in the Code gets the meaning from the Cr.P.c., which in turn directs us 

,the definition in IPC. 84 

The constitutional validity of some of the special provisions in POT A 

,~re upheld on the ground of necessity. It noted that Sections 20, 21 and 22 of 

:\)TA are similar to Sections 11, 12 and 15 of the Terrorism Act, 2000 of the 

Jited Kingdom. Such provisions are found to be quite necessary all over the 

,orld in anti-terrorism efforts. Sections 20, 21 and 22 are penal in nature that 

~mand strict construction. These provisions are a departure from the ordinary 

jW since the said law was found to be inadequate and not sufficiently effective 

'!deal with the threat of terrorism. Moreover, the crime referred to herein under 

:xJTA is aggravated in nature. Hence special provisions are contemplated to 

;.)mbat the new threat of terrorism. Support, either verbal or monetary, with a 

';004) 9 SCC 580 
• Id .• 600 
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Jew to nurture terrorism and terrorist activities IS causmg new challenges. 

llerefore, Parliament finds that such support to terrorist organisations or 

:morist activities needs to be made punishable. In the context of the above 

:!5cussion by the Court, it held that it cannot be said that these provisions are 

:bnoxious.85 But, it went on to give certain clarifications while upholding the 

ill11e limiting them only to those activities that have the intent of encouraging or 

)nhering or promoting or facilitating the commission of terrorist activities.86 

Er post (acto laws 

Article 20 (I) of the Constitution provides thus: 

No person shall be subjected to a penalty greater than that which might 

have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of commission of 

the offence. 

The jurisprudential philosophy of the same was considered in State v. 

Giall Singh. 87 It is a fundamental right of every person that he should not be 

iubjected to greater penalty than what the law prescribes, and no ex post facto 

'egislation is permissible for escalating the severity of the punishment. But, if 

my subsequent legislation would downgrade the harshness of the sentence for 

:he same offence, it would be a salutary principle for administration of criminal 

jstice to suggest that the said legislative benevolence can be extended to the 

lCcused who awaits judicial verdict regarding sentence. 

In Rattan Lal v. State of Punjab,88 it was unequivocally declared by the 

~upreme Court that an ex post facto criminal law, which only mollifies the 

rigour of law is not hit by Article 20( 1) of the Constitution and that if a 

"/d,,606 
• Id .. 607 
. (1999) 9 SCC 312, 321 
"AIR 1965 SC 444: (1965) 1 Cri LJ 360 
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:articular law makes provision to that effect, though retrospective in operation, it 

.ould still be valid. In T. Rarai v. Hemy Ah Hoe,89 this view was reiterated and 

: was emphasised that if an amending Act reduces the punishment for an 

lTence, there is no reason why the accused should not have the benefit of such 

'~uced punishment. It was said: 

"The rule of beneficial construction requires that even ex post facto law of 

such a type should be applied to mitigate the rigour of the law. The 

principle is based both on sound reason and common sense. ,,90 

An interesting question arose when the provisions of the NDPS Act, 1985 

.ere amended by the amending Act 9 of 2001, which rationalised the structure 

::" punishment under the Act by providing graded sentences linked to the 

Jantity of narcotic drug or psychotropic substance in relation to which the 

.:Tence was committed. The application of strict bail provisions was also 

'~nicted only to those offenders who indulged in serious offences. The benefits 

·:·this amendment were made applicable to (a) all cases pending before the 

.Jurt on 2-10-2001; and (b) all cases under investigation as on that date. The 

::ol'iso, however, made an exception and excluded the application of the 

'llionalised sentencing structure to cases pending in appeal. 

It was contended in Basheer v. State of Kerala,91 that the benefit of the 

1!ionalised structure of punishment introduced by the amending Act of 2001 

,~ould also be made available to all pending cases (including appeals) in courts 

:~ the date of the amendment coming into force, as otherwise it would be 

Jreasonable and violative of the equality right guaranteed by Article 14 of the 

:Jostitution, resulting in hostile discrimination. The Court did find that the 

Jlendments (at least the ones rationalising the sentencing structure) are more 

~eficial to the accused and amount to mollification of the rigour of the law. It 

:i983) 1 SCC 177; AIR 1983 se 150 
'L 191, paragraph 22 

,2004) 3 SCC 609 
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~id consequently that, despite retrospectivity, they ought to be applied to the 

lieS pending before the Court or even to cases pending investigation on the 

::.re on which the amending Act came into force as such application would not 

':hitby Article 20(1) of the Constitution. But, when it came to extending it to 

:~als, it observed that merely because the classification has not been call"ied 

'.I with mathematical precision, or that there are some categories distributed 

.TOSS the dividing line, is hardly a ground for holding that the legislation falls 

ul of Article 14, as long as there is broad discernible classification based on 

::elligible differentia, which advances the object of the legislation, even if it be 

,]Ss legislation. As long as the extent of over-inclusiveness or under

~,:Iusiveness of the classification is marginal, the constitutional vice of 

:fringement of Article 14 would not infect the legislation.92 It referred to State 

'JP, v. Nallamilli Rami Reddi, where a similar contention, urged to impugn a 

:ltutory provision as infringing Article 14 of the Constitution, was dismissed by 

:.eCourt in the following words: 

"What Article 14 of the Constitution prohibits is 'class legislation' and 
not 'classification for purpose of legislation'. If the legislature reasonably 
classifies persons for legislative purposes so as to bring them under a 
well-defined class, it is not open to challenge on the ground of denial of 
equal treatment that the law does not apply to other persons. The test of 
permissible classification is twofold: (i) that the classification must be 
founded on intelligible differentia which distinguishes persons grouped 
together from others who are left out of the group, and (ii) that differentia 
must have a rational connection to the object sought to be achieved. 
Article 14 does not insist upon classification, which is scientifically 
perfect or logically complete. A classification would be justified unless it 
is patently arbitrary. If there is equality and uniformity in each group, the 
law will not become discriminatory, though due to some fortuitous 
circumstance arising out of (sic) peculiar situation some included in a 
class get an advantage over others so long as they are not singled out for 
special treatment. In substance, the differentia required is that it must be 
real and substantial, bearing some just and reasonable relation to the 
object of the legislation. ,,93 

:12004) 3 SCC 615 
12001) 7 SCC 708, 715, para 8 
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Thus, the principle of ex post facto law as applied in India also largely 

,iltisfy the reC\u\rement~ uno.er the lntematlona\ nmm~ exce~t tm the case 

r ~~ntioned above. 

Double jeopardy 

The rule against double jeopardy is stated in the maxim nemo debet bis 

.,.rari pro una et eadem causa. It is a significant basic rule of criminal law that 

:() man shall be put in jeopardy twice for one and the same offence. The rule 

:rovides foundation for the pleas of autrefois acquit and autrefois convict. 

\rticle 20(2) of the Constitution provides that no person shall be prosecuted and 

;unished for the same offence more than once. To attract applicability of Article 

:0(2) there must be a second prosecution and punishment for the same offence 

:'or which the accused has been prosecuted and punished previously. A 

;ubsequent trial or a prosecution and punishment are not barred if the ingredients 

if the two offences are distinct. 

The manifestation of the rule can also be found contained in Section 26 of 

:he General Clauses Act, 1897, Section 300 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

:973 and Section 71 of the Indian Penal Code.94 

• Section 26 of the General Clauses Act provides: "26. Where an act or omission constitutes an 
·,tTence under two or more enactrnents, then the offender shall be liable to be prosecuted and 
~unished under either or any of those enactments, but shall not be liable to be punished twice 
:orthe same offence." Section 300 CrPC provides, inter alia, "300. (1) A person who has once 
~n tried by a court of competent jurisdiction for an offence and convicted or acquitted of such 
cffence shall, while such conviction or acquittal remains in force, not be liable to be tried again 
:'or the same offence, nor on the same facts for any other offence for which a different charge 
iTom the one made against him might have been made under sub-section (1) of Section 221, or 
:'or which he might have been convicted under sub-section (2) thereof." Section 71 IPC 
)rovides "71. Where anything which is an offence is made up of parts, any of which parts is 
,tself an offence, the offender shall not be punished with the punishment of more than one of 
illch of his offences, unless it be so expressly provided - Where anything is an offence falling 
within two or more separate definitions of any law in force for the time being by which 
ItTences are defined or punished, or; where several acts, of which one or more than one would 
l) itself or themselves constitute an offence, constitute, when combined, a different offence; 
:he offender shall not be punished with a more severe punishment than the court which tries 
~Im could award for anyone of such offences." 
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Though Article 20(2) of the Constitution of India embodies a protection 

~nst a second trial after a conviction of the same offence, the ambit of the 

.luse is held to be narrower than the protection afforded by Section 300 of the 

1minal Procedure Code.95 It was held by the Supreme Court Manipur Admn. 

nJOkchom Bira Singh96 that 'if there is no punishment for the offence as a 

'!iultofthe prosecution, Article 20(2) has no application.' While Article 20(2) 

;'.;lbodies the principle of autrefois convict, Section 300 of the Criminal 

:'ocedure Code is said to combine both autrefois convict and autrefois acquit. 

,,",(ion 300 has further widened the protective wings by debarring a second trial 

~Jinst the same accused on the same facts even for a different offence if a 

:fferent charge against him for such offence could have been made under 

iection 221 (1) of the Code, or he could have been convicted for such other 

:ffence under Section 221 (2) of the Code.97 

The authority on the rule against double jeopardy with reference to 

\r1icle 20 (2) of the Constitution is the Constitution Bench decision is Maqbool 

iussain v. State of Bombay,98 where it was held that if the offences are distinct, 

~,ere is no question of the rule as to double jeopardy being extended and applied. 

:nState of Bombay v. s.L. Apte,99 another Constitution Bench held that the trial 

md conviction of the accused under Section 409 IPC did not bar the trial and 

:onviction for an offence under Section 105 of the Insurance Act because the 

:wo were distinct offences constituted or made up of different ingredients though 

Slale v, Nalini, (1999) 5 SCC 253, 337 
',ilR 1965 se 87 
. Section 221 of the Criminal Procedure Code provides for: "221. Where it is doubiful what 
'{/lee has been committed.-(l) If a single act or series of acts is of such a nature that it is 

:')ubtful which of several offences the facts which can be proved will constitute, the accused 
-lY be charged with having committed all or any of such offences, and any number of such 
::.arges may be tried at once; or he may be charged in the alternative with having committed 
,1meone of the said offences. (2) Ifin such a case the accused is charged with one offence, and 
'lppears in evidence that he committed a different offence for which he might have been 
::.arged under the provisions of sub-section (1), he may be convicted of the offence which he is 
;~\\ll to have committed, although he was not charged with it." State v. Nalini. (1999) 5 SCC 
~;). 344 
'AIR 1953 se 325: 1953 Cri LJ 1432 
"\IR 1961 se 578: (1961) 1 Cri LJ 725 
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~e allegations in the two complaints made against the accused may be 

iiJbstantially the same. 

In Om Parkash Gupta v. State of u.p.100 and State of M.P. v. Veereshwar 

.lao Agnihotri, 101 it was held that prosecution and conviction or acquittal under 

iection 409 IPC do not debar the accused being tried on a charge under Section 

~12) of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 because the two offences are not 

:aentical in sense, import and content. 

An interesting interpretation is found in Roshan Lal v. State of Punj ab, 102 

.here the accused had caused disappearance of the evidence of two offences 

mder Sections 330 and 348 IPC and, therefore, he was alleged to have 

:ommitted two separate offences under Section 201 IPe. It was held that neither 

iection 71 IPC nor Section 26 of the General Clauses Act came to the rescue of 

:he accused and the accused was liable to be convicted for two sets of offences 

mder Section 201 IPC though it would be appropriate not to pass two separate 

;entences. 

In an interesting question on Article 20(2) in State of Rajasthan v. Hat 

lillgh,I03 the accused was charged under two sections viz., Section 5 which 

)llnishes the glorification of sati and Section 6 which punishes the contravention 

If prohibitory order issued by the Collector and District Magistrate. The 

iupreme Court held that what is punished under Section 5 is the criminal 

ntention for glorification of sati and what is punishable under Section 6 is the 

riminal intention to violate or defy the prohibitory order issued by the lawful 

uthority. And, therefore, they did not consider that the ingredients of the 

,ffences contemplated by Section 5 and Section 6(3) were the same or that they 

ecessarily and in all cases overlap or that prosecution and punishment for the 

(lAIR 1961 SC 578: (1961) 1 Cri LJ 725 
: AIR 1957 SC 592: 1957 Cri LJ 892 
! AIR 1965 SC 1413: (1965) 2 Cri LJ 426. See also the discussion in Union of India v. P.D. 
idav, (2002) I SCC 405 
'(2003) 2 SCC 152, 159. See with benefit State of Bombay v. S L Apte, AIR 1961 SC 578 
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Jffences under Sections 5 and 6(3) both are violative of Article 20(2) of the 

Constitution or of the rule against double jeopardy. 

Again to get the benefit of protection under section 300, it has been held 

~at, the accused should show that he had been tried by 'a court of competent 

urisdiction' for an offence. For examOple it has been held that the adjudication 

Jroceedings before the Collector of Customs has been held as not a 'prosecution' 

JIld the Collector not a 'court'. 104 

Witness protection 

The fair trial for a criminal offence is said to consist not only in technical 

Jbservance of the frame and forms of law, but also in recognition and just 

JPplication of its principles in substance, to find out the truth and prevent 

niscarriage of justice. 'Witnesses' are the eyes and ears of justice. Hence, the 

Supreme Court has been lately bestowing a great attention to the aspect of 

',Iitness protection as contemplated under certain enactments. It is important 

;ince the quality of trial process depends on it. In the words of the Supreme 

Court: 

"If the witness himself is incapacitated from acting as eyes and ears of 
justice, the trial gets putrefied and paralysed, and it no longer can 
constitute a fair trial. The incapacitation may be due to several factors 
like the witness being not in a position for reasons beyond control to 
speak the truth in the court or due to negligence or ignorance or some 
corrupt collusion. Time has become ripe to act on account of numerous 
experiences faced by courts on account of frequent turning of witnesses 
as hostile, either due to threats, coercion, lures and monetary 
considerations at the instance of those in power, their henchmen and 
hirelings, political clout and patronage and innumerable other corrupt 
practices ingeniously adopted to smother and stifle truth and realities 
coming out to surface rendering truth and justice to become ultimate 
casualties. Broader public and societal interests require that the victims 
of the crime who are not ordinarily parties to prosecution and the interests 

'Asstt. Collector a/Customs v. LR Me/wani, AIR 1970 se 962; Maqbool Hussain v. State 0/ 
Bombay, AIR 1953 se 325; Thomas Dana v. State a/Punjab, AIR 1959 se 375 
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of State represented by their prosecuting agencies do not suffer even in 
slow process but irreversibly and irretrievably, which if allowed would 
undermine and destroy public confidence in the administration of justice, 
which may ultimately pave way for anarchy, oppression and injustice 
resulting in complete breakdown and collapse of the edifice of rule of 
law, enshrined and jealously guarded and protected by the Constitution. 
There comes the need for protecting the witness. Time has come when 
serious and undiluted thoughts are to be bestowed for protecting 
witnesses so that ultimate truth is presented before the court and justice 
triumphs and that the trial is not reduced to a mockery."I05 

The falling standards of value have been noted by the Supreme Court 

when it observed that it is a matter of common experience that in recent times 

mere has been a sharp decline of ethical values in public life even in developed 

:ountries much less a developing one, like ours, where the ratio of decline is 

nigher. Even in ordinary cases, witnesses are not inclined to depose or their 

(I'idence is not found to be credible by courts for manifold reasons. 106 The 

~ourt notes that one of the reasons may be that they do not have courage to 

depose against an accused because of threats to their life, more so when the 

offenders are habitual criminals or high-ups in the Government or close to 

powers, which may be political, economic or other powers including muscle 

power. \07 

While on the on the one side the need for protection to witnesses has been 

raised, on the other, the legislative provisions making way for such protection 

have been subject to challenge. The most recent was the challenge to section 30 

of POT A which confers discretion to the court concerned to keep the identity of 

j Zahira, 188 
• Krishna Mochi v. State of Bihar, (2002) 6 SCC 81, 104 
,j'Recently, the Supreme Court in State of Maharashtra v. Dr. Praful B. Desai, (2003) 4 SCC 

601 in the context of examining a witness through video conferencing has held that the 
helopment of science and technology has paved the way to ascertain the genuineness of the 
aeposition and further the presence of an office from the consulate/embassy would ensure such 
objective (s. 273 Cr.P.c.). See also Maryland v. Santa Ausa Craig, 497 US 836 (1990) and 
Basavaraj R. Pati! v. State of Karnataka, (2000) 8 SCC 740 
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witness secret if the life of such witness is in danger. 108 The court lamented that 

:lcannot shy away from the unpleasant reality that often witnesses do not come 

forward to depose before court even in serious cases and this precarious situation 

:reates challenges to the criminal justice administration in general and terrorism

related cases in particular. It further observed that witnesses do not volunteer to 

;ive evidence mainly due to fear for their lives and ultimately, the non

:onviction affects the larger interest of the community, which lies in ensuring 

iliat the executors of heinous offences like terrorist acts are effectively 

prosecuted and punished. They held that legislature drafted Section 30 by taking 

111 these factors into account and has struck a fair balance between the rights and 

mterest of witness, rights of accused and larger public interest. The Court also 

:ecognised that the section is also aimed to assist the State in justice 

ldministration and encourage others to do the same under the given 

:ircumstances. What weighed in the mind of the court was that anonymity of 

witness is not the general rule under Section 30 and that the identity will be 

withheld only in exceptional circumstance when the Special Court is satisfied 

iliat the life of the witness is in jeopardy. 109 The Court observed thus: 

"If such witnesses are not given appropriate protection, they would not 

come forward to give evidence and there would be no effective 

prosecution of terrorist offences and the entire object of the enactment 

may possibly be frustrated. Under compelling circumstances this can be 

dispensed with by evolving such other mechanism, which complies with 

natural justice and thus ensures a fair trial." I la 

'People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, (2004) 9 SCC 580. This section is 
iimilar to section 16 of T ADA, the vires of which were upheld in Kartar Singh case, (1994) 3 
SCC 569: 1994 SCC (Cri) 899: (1994) 2 SCR 375 (see pp. 683-89 ofSCC). 
~ See Gurbachan Singh v. State of Bombay, AIR 1952 SC 221: 1952 SCR 737: 1952 Cri LJ 

:147; Hira Nath Mishra v. Principal, Rajendra Medical College, (1973) 1 SCC 805; and A.K. 
Ran. Union of India , (1982) 1 SCC 271: 1982 SCC (Cri) 152.) While deciding the validity of 
Section 16 of T ADA, the Court quoted all these cases with approval. See also the subsequent 
decision in lamaat-e-Islami Hind v. Union of India, (1995) I SCC 428 

! PUeL (2004), 610 
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The provision has been challenged mainly due to the fact that it takes 

jway the opportunity of the accused to cross examine the witness which is 

~ential if the trial is to be considered fair in an adversarial system. It is true 

:hat reasons for keeping the identity and address of a witness secret are required 

:0 be recorded in writing by the Court and such reasons should be weighty. 

Though the attention of the Court was drawn to the legal position in USA, 

Canada, New Zealand, Australia and UK as well as the view expressed in the 

turopean Court of Human Rights in various decisions, it considered it 

mnecessary to refer any of them because, according to it, the legal position has 

tffn fully set out and explained in Kartar Singh and provision of POT A in 

5ection 30 sub-section (2) has been modelled on the guidelines set out therein. I II 

The Court did caution that the Special Courts will have to exercise utmost care 

I md caution to ensure fair trial. The reason for keeping identity of the witness 

nas to be well substantiated. It said that it is not feasible for the Supreme Court 

:0 suggest the procedure that has to be adopted by the Special Courts for keeping 

the identity of witness a secret and that it shall be appropriate for the courts 

,oncemed to take into account all the factual circumstances of individual cases 

md to forge appropriate methods to ensure the safety of individual witness. 

\Iore so since keeping secret the identity of witness, though in the larger interest 

of the public, is a deviation from the usual mode of trial and it is in extraordinary 

;ircumstances that this path, which is less traveled, is taken. 

The Malimath Committee has, by Recommendation 81, stated that a law 

;hould be enacted for giving protection to the witnesses and their family 

members on the lines of the laws in USA and other countries. 

This could be done only after ensuring that the interest of the defence I 12 

and the rights of the accused are not in any way compromised due to this since it 

:ld.,611 
'Cf. Human Rights Committee, Pearl and Pearl v. Jamaica, 19 July 1994, CCPR/C/57/l, 

para 11.5; Concluding Observations of the Committee against Torture: Colombia, 9 July 1996, 
A51/44 para 78 
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I Jkes away his opportunity to cross examine the witnesses. 113 They must be 

I :uunter-balanced by safeguards to preserve equality of arms at the trial,114 and 

: :t reasoned by the court. The aspect of secrecy may constitute a violation of 

11icle 14 (1) ICCPR, which stipulates that any judgment shall be made public 

\lIe for the narrow exceptions mentioned in the paragraph, and which are not 

~Jlfilled in the case of terrorism trials. lIS 

In August 2004, the Law Commission of India has made some proposals 

I Jtheir Consultation Paper in this area which are being discussed now. 116 

Juvenile justice 

Juvenile Justice is one area that stands out on the aspect of direct impact 

,1iintemational efforts for the development of criminal justice administration in 

india. The United Nations General Assembly, in the Declarations of the Rights 

)f the Child Principles 1959, has laid down that the child shall in all 

:ircumstances be protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty and exploitation. 

The Second United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment 

if Offenders, London, 1960 passed a resolution that stated: 

"The Congress considers the scope of the problem of juvenile 

delinquency should not be unnecessarily inflated .... It recommends that 

the meaning of the term juvenile delinquency should be restricted as far 

; See the UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of 
Dower: "the views and concerns of victims should be presented and considered at appropriate 
~ages of the proceedings ( ... ) without prejudice to the accused." See also the Concluding 
Jtiservations of the Human Rights Committee: Colombia, CCPRlC1791 Add. 75, para. 21 
'See, inter alia, Doorson v. The Netherlands, ECtHR, Judgment of 26 March 1996, Reports 
Y96·1I, para.54 
~ ·'(oo.) except where the interest of juvenile persons otherwise requires or the proceedings 

:oncem matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of children", the Human Rights Committee 
'..IS recalled the obligation to publish the judgments save in those "strictly defined exceptions", 
General Comment 13, Article 14, para 6 
'Consultation Paper on "Witness Identity Protection and Witness Protection Programmes", 
~aw Commission of India, August 2004, available on www.lawcommissionofindia.nic.in. In 
:his a comparative position is laid down with the examples taken from a few countries. 
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as possible to violations of the criminal laws and that even for protection, 

specific offences which would penalize small irregularities, or 

maladjusted behaviour of the minor but for which the adult would not be 

prosecuted, should not be created." 117 

Prior to the enactment of the Juvenile Justice Act, 1986 there were several 

:aws prevailing in different States and the need for a uniform legislation for 

:ul'eniles for the whole of India was expressed regularly. Such uniform 

iegislation was not being enacted on the ground that the subject-matter of such a 

legislation fell in the State List of the Constitution. The U.N. Standard 

llinimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice l18 enabled Parliament 

exercising its powers under Article 253 of the Constitution read with Entry 14 of 

me Union List to make any law for the whole of India to fulfill international 

ilbligations. 119 Now, of course, the Act stands replaced by the Juvenile Justice 

[Care and Protection of Children) Act 2000. The experience with the Juvenile 

Justice Act has been largely pleasant except for some areas that have prompted 

the reenactment of Act with different thrust and a new name. 

The Central Children Act 1960 had for the first time attempted a uniform 

aefinition of a child which could be adopted for the whole country. It provided 

for the establishment of Child Welfare Board and Children's Court. 120 Though 

this enactment made some progress in the field, consistency and uniformity were 

far from achieved. 

In Rohtas v. State of Haryana, 121 the Supreme Court had held that the 

trial of a young offender accused of an offence punishable with death or life 

'New Fonns of Juvenile Delinquency: Their Origin, Prevention and Treatment', Report 
prepared by the Secretariat, AlConference 17 - 7 
:s Also called the Beijing Rules adopted by the General Assembly 1985 
.~ See Ved Kumari, Treatise on the Juvenile Justice Act, Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, p. 5 
:0 Section 4 
:i 1979 Cri.L.J. 1365. See also Hira/a/ Mallick v. State of Bihar, AIR 1979 SC 2236: (1977) 4 
SCC 44 
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;nprisonment will be under the provIsIons of the Children Act and not In 

):cordance with the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

In Raghbir v. State of Haryana,122 the Supreme Court held that the 

Children Act, State as well as Central, gives exclusive jurisdiction to children's 

:our! while dealing with juvenile accused in respect of all offences and prescribe 

ipCcial procedure in the inquiry and trial of such cases. This was held so in spite 

I l1l'the fact that section 27 of the Cr.P.c., which prescribes offences other than for 

which punishment of death or life imprisonment can be given are the ones to be 

rried by special courts. 123 

The Supreme Court recognised the need for an Act for the whole of the 

country in Sheela Barse v. Union of India. 124 It suggested that the enactment 

ihould contain not only provisions for investigation and trial of offences but 

should also contain mandatory provisions for ensuring social, economic and 

psychological rehabilitation of the children who are either accused of offences or 

are abandoned or destitute or lost. It was directed in the decision that where a 

complaint is filed or FIR lodged against a child below 16 years of age for an 

offence punishable with imprisonment of not more than 7 years, the 

investigation should be completed within a period of 3 months from the date of 

filing the complaint or the FIR. In such cases, where a charge sheet is filed 

within 3 months, the case must be disposed of within further a period of 6 

months. 125 

122 (1981) 4 SCC 210 
I2J See also J.P.Sirohi, Crminology and Criminal Administration, 5th edn., Allahabad Law 
Agency, Faridabad, 2003 for some statistical data and case studies. 
124 (1986) 3 SCC 632 
125 See also the right to speedy trial in Hussainara Khatoon II v. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 SCC 
91 
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It is in the light of decisions and other suggestions from various quarters 

mat the Parliament passed the Juvenile Justice Act of 1986. 126 Under the same, 

I juvenile Welfare Boards and Juvenile Courts were set up. The Act was aimed 

:ategorically at bringing the operation of juvenile justice system in the country 

:n conformity with the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the 

Administration of Juvenile Justice. Though the Act recognised the time limit of 

wee months for completing the investigation, it did not prescribe the other limit 

of further six months for completing the trial. 127 

For granting the benefits of the Children Act, the person ought to be a 

Juvenile, and for that it is necessary for us to consider the relevant date with 

reference to which the age of the person is to be ascertained. For, if the person 

commits an act while a juvenile and then is apprehended when he is crossed the 

itage of juvenile, the problem arises. In Santenu Mitra v. State of WB., 128 Bhola 

Bhagat v. State of Bihar129 and Gopinath Ghosh v. State of W.B. 130 the question 

whether the person, arrayed as the accused-appellant before the Court, was a 

juvenile or not was decided by taking into consideration the age of the accused 

on the date of the occurrence or the date of the commission of the offence. The 

Supreme Court in Ami! Das v. State of Bihar, 13I considered the impact of these 

decisions and held that generally speaking these cases are authorities for the 

propositions that: 

(i) the technicality of the accused having not claimed the benefit of the 

provisions of the Juvenile Justice Act at the earliest opportunity or before 

any of the courts below should not, keeping in view the intendment of the 

:b See also Sushi! Chaudhary v. State of Bihar, (1979) 4 SCC 765 and Shri Narain Sahu v. 
Stale of Bihar, AIR 1980 SC 83. 
:. In spite of this certain High Courts held that Sheela Barse, being the la\v of the land, 
mandates dismissal of the case if trial is not completed within six months - e.g. Jitender Kumar 
\.Slale of Halyana, AIR 1986 SC 1773 
:'(1998) 5 SCC 697 
:9 (1997) 8 SCC 720 
:0 AIR 1984 SC 237: 1984 Supp SCC 228 
)[ (2000) 5 SCC 488. Court has to lean in favour of Juveniles in case of doubt - Rajinder 
Chandra v. State ofChhattisgarh, (2002) 2 SCC 287 
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legislation, come in the way of the benefit being extended to the accused

appellant even if the plea was raised for the first time before this Court; 

(ii) a hypertechnical approach should not be adopted while appreciating 

the evidence adduced on behalf of the accused in support of the plea that 

he was a juvenile and if two views may be possible on the same evidence, 

the court should lean in favour of holding the accused to be a juvenile in 

borderline cases; and 

(iii) the provisions of the Act are mandatory and while implementing the 

provisions of the Act, those charged with responsibilities of 

implementation should show sensitivity and concern for a juvenile. 132 

But, it observed that in none of the cases the specific issue - by reference 

iO which date (the date of the offence or the date of production of the person 

~fore the competent authority), the court shall detennine whether the person 

was a juvenile or not, was either raised or decided.l33 The Court went on to hold 

mat the date the person is brought before the Court or the authority, as the case 

may be, shall be the relevant date for detennining whether he is a juvenile or not. 

In Ramdeo Chauhan v. State of Assam,134 despite holding that the 

petitioner was neither a juvenile nor were the provisions of the Act applicable to 

me case, the Court examined this matter from another angle i. e. to find out as to 

whether the petitioner was 'near or about' the age of a juvenile for the purposes 

of ascertaining as to whether the death sentence can be substituted by 

imprisonment for life. It was done so because the Court felt that the 

technicalities of law cannot come in the way of dispensing justice in a case 

where the accused is likely to be given the extreme penalty imposable under law . 

. 1~ Ami! Das v. State of Bihar, (2000) 5 sce 488, 499 
:J3 On the ground that a decision not expressed, not accompanied by reasons and not 
proceeding on a conscious consideration of an issue cannot be deemed to be a law declared to 
have a binding effect as is contemplated by Article 141. That which has escaped in the 
judgment is not the ratio decidendi. This is the rule of sub silentio, in the technical sense when 
a particular point of law was not consciously determined. See State of u.P. v. Synthetics & 
Chemicals Ltd., AIR 1990 se 1927: (1990) 1 sce 109, paragraph 41 
1~(2001) 5 sce 714 
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The defence counsel had sought the court to take notice that the marginal error in 

1ge ascertained by radiological examination is two years on either side. 135 The 

Court, however, came to the conclusion that he was not a juvenile even by these 

itandards. 

Speedy Trial 

Speedy trial has been adjudged to be integral and essential part of Article 

I ~I in the Hussainara Khatoon series. 136 It referred to the Sixth Amendment to 

me US Constitution 137 and also Article 3 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights which provides that: 

"Every one arrested or detained ... shall be entitled to trial within a 

reasonable time or to release pending trial." 

It observed: 

"We think that even under our Constitution, though speedy trial is not 

specifically enumerated as a fundamental right, it is implicit in the broad 

sweep and content of Article 21 as interpreted by this Court in Maneka 

Gandhi v. Union of India. We have held in that case that Article 21 

confers a fundamental right on every person not to be deprived of his life 

or liberty except in accordance with the procedure prescribed by law and 

it is not enough to constitute compliance with the requirement of that 

article that some semblance of a procedure should be prescribed by law, 

but that the procedure should be 'reasonable, fair and just.' If a person is 

:5 Relying upon Jaya Mala v. Home Secy., Govt. of J & K, AIR 1982 se 1297: (1982) 2 sce 
m 
;; Hussainara Khatoon I v. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 sce 81; Hussainara Khatoon II v. State of 
Bihar, (1980) 1 sce 91; Hussainara Khatoon III v. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 sce 93; 
HlIssainara Khatoon IV v. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 sce 98; Hussainara Khatoon V v. State of 
Bihar, (1980) 1 sce 108; Hussainara Khatoon VIvo State ofBihar, (1980) 1 sce 115 
!7 It provides that: "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy 

and public trial" 
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deprived of his liberty under a procedure which is not 'reasonable, fair or 

just,' such deprivation would be violative of his fundamental right under 

Article 21 and he would be entitled to enforce such fundamental right and 

secure his release. Now obviously procedure prescribed by law for 

depriving a person of liberty cannot be 'reasonable, fair or just' unless 

that procedure ensures a speedy trial for determination of the guilt of such 

person. No procedure which does not ensure a reasonably quick trial can 

be regarded as 'reasonable, fair or just' and it would fall foul of Article 

21. There can, therefore, be no doubt that speedy trial, and by speedy 

trial we mean reasonably expeditious trial, is an integral and essential part 

of the fundamental right to life and liberty enshrined in Article 21.,,138 

In Hussainara Khatoon IV v. State of Bihar,139 the Court went on to 

observe thus: 

"The State cannot avoid its constitutional obligation to provide speedy 

trial to the accused by pleading financial or administrative inability. The 

State is under a constitutional mandate to ensure speedy trial and 

whatever is necessary for this purpose has to be done by the State. It is 

also the constitutional obligation of this Court, as the guardian of the 

fundamental rights of the people, as a sentinel on the qui vive, to enforce 

the fundamental right of the accused to speedy trial by issuing necessary 

directions to the State which may include taking positive action, such as 

augmenting and strengthening the investigative machinery, setting up 

new courts, building new court houses, providing more staff and 

equipment to the court, appointment of additional judges and other 

measures calculated to ensure speedy trial." 

38 Hussainara Khatoon (I), 89 
19(1980) 1 SCC 98, 107. See also S. Guin v. Grindlays Bank Ltd., (1986) 1 SCC 654 and A.R. 
AI/lu/ay v. R. S. Nayak, (1992) 1 SCC 225 
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But, the question which arises is as to what would be the consequence if a 

~rson accused of an offence is denied speedy trial and is sought to be deprived 

lfhis liberty by imprisonment as a result of a long delayed trial in violation of 

nis fundamental right under Article 21. Would he be entitled to be released 

iII1conditionally freed from the charge leveled against him on the ground that 

:rying him after an unduly long period of time and convicting him after such trial 

would constitute violation of his fundamental right under Article 21 ? 

In "Common Cause ", A Registered Society v. Union of India 140 the 

~upreme Court prescribed a time limit within which the trial ought to be 

:ompleted and in Raj Deo Sharma II v. State of Bihar, 141 the court ordered to 

dose the prosecution cases, if the trial had been delayed beyond a certain period 

m certain specified cases involving serious offences. 

In order to avoid delay due to frequent objections raised, by both the 

prosecution and defence, it was recently observed by the Supreme Court that 

where the objection is raised during evidence stage of any material or oral 

/\'idence, the court can mark the objections tentatively and proceed with the trial 

md these objections could be considered at the final stage (except where it is one 

of deficiency of stamp duty on a document).142 It has been argued that this 

practice may create complications and delay and may not even be considered at 

me final stages. In the alternative, it is suggested that the superior courts should 

De strict in admitting revision and writ petitions during pendency of trials. 143 

') (1996) 4 SCC 33. This was further clarified in Common Cause. A Registered Society 
,Undertriats matter) v. Union of India. (1996) 6 SCC 775, 776 
li (1998) 7 SCC 507 
':Bipin Shantalal Panchal v. State ofGujarat, (2001) 3 SCC 1 - in this case under NDPS in 
me Sessions Court there was an undue delay due to the objections raised at the trial and the 
xrson was remanded to jail for several years as the court denied him bail 
l' K,N. Goyal 1., "Issuing Practice Directions - Need for Review", (2002) 1 SCC (J) 1. The 
luthor also argues for a proper procedure for Practice Directions after due consideration by Full 
Court or the Administrative Committee or a Special Committee constituted for the purpose as is 
"ollowed in England instead of piecemeal approach by certain Judges and Benches. 
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Locus Standi 

It is one thing to confer the rights and at the same time another to ensure 
I 

:hat these rights are being enjoyed. In a country like India, litigation awareness 

i Jpart, it is rare that a majority of the population even have an awareness of their 

ights. A major chunk of the population is a mute sufferer. It is in this context 

:hat the concept of locus standi got a different colour under the Supreme Court 

:urisprudence. 

In s.P. Gupta v. Union of India, 144 the law relating to locus standi was 

explained so as to give a wider meaning to the phrase. The Supreme Court laid 

jown that: 

" practising lawyers have undoubtedly a vital interest III the 

independence of the judiciary; they would certainly be interested in 

challenging the validity or constitutionality of an action taken by the State 

or any public authority which has the effect of impairing the 

independence of the judiciary.,,145 

The concept of locus standi has been diluted to a great extent by the 

~upreme Court in entertaining matters relating to the pathetic conditions some of 

:he persons involved in the criminal system have to undergo. 146 The right to 

;peedy trial was considered in Hussainara Khatoon cases. 147 Law Professors 

xere allowed to bring to light the inhuman conditions prevailing in the 

~rotective homes, long pendency of trials, trafficking in women, importation of 

:hildren for homosexual purposes, non payment of wages to bonded labourers 

md inhuman conditions of prisoners in jail in Upendra Baxi (Dr.) v. State of 

~AIR 1982 se 149: 1981 Supp sce 87 
.' Id" paragraph 26 
< AS Anand 1., MC Bhandari Memorial Lectures - "Public Interest Litigation as Aid to 
lrotection of Human Rights", (2001) 7 sce (J) 1 
.. Supra n. 136 
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L'p.148 Custodial violence to women prisoners in police lock ups in Bombay was 

raised in Sheela Barse v. State of Maharashtra. 149 

In the context of public interest litigation, however, the Supreme Court in 

Its various judgments has given the widest amplitude and meaning to the concept 

oflocus standi. 

In People's Union for Democratic Rights v. Union of india, 150 it was laid 

down that public interest litigation could be initiated not only by filing formal 

petitions in the High Court but even by sending letters and telegrams so as to 

provide easy access to court. In Bangalore Medical Trust v. B.S. Muddappa,151 

the Court held that the restricted meaning of aggrieved person and the narrow 

outlook of a specific injury has yielded in favour of a broad and wide 

construction in the wake of public interest litigation. The Court further observed 

ihat public-spirited citizens having faith in the rule of law are rendering great 

~cial and legal service by espousing causes of public nature. They cannot be 

Ignored or overlooked on a technical or conservative yardstick of the rule of 

iocus standi or the absence of personal loss or injury. Recently, in Chairman, 

Railway Board v. Chandrima Das,152 the Supreme Court recognised the locus 

italldi of a lawyer to seek compensation for the rape of a Bangladeshi national 

within the railway precincts. 

The Malimath Committee recommends that the victim, and if he is dead, 

his legal representative shall have the right to be impleaded as a party in every 

:riminal proceeding where the offence is punishable with 7 years imprisonment 

I :. (1983) 2 sce 308 
I "(1983) 2 sce 96 

"(1982) 2 sce 494. See also Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, (1984) 3 sce 161 
mdSlate a/H.P. v. A Parent of a Student of Medical College, AIR 1985 se 910: (1985) 3 sce 
69 on the right to approach the court in the realm of public interest litigation 
. AIR 1991 se 1902: (1991) 4 sce 54 
;: (2000) 2 sce 465 
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)[ more. 153 He has a right to be represented by an advocate of his choice; 

lrovided that an advocate shall be provided at the cost of the State if the victim 

,) not in a position to afford a lawyer. It prescribes that the victim's right to 

:articipate in criminal trials shall, inter alia, include - a) to produce evidence, 

)fal or documentary, with leave of the Court and/or to seek directions for 

xoduction of such evidence; b) to ask questions to the witnesses or to suggest to 

the court questions which may be put to witnesses; c) to know the status of 

investigation and to move the court to issue directions for further to the 

:nl'estigation on certain matters or to a supervisory officer to ensure effective 

lIId proper investigation to assist in the search for truth; d) to be heard in respect 

Jfthe grant or cancellation of bail; e) to be heard whenever prosecution seeks to 

"ithdraw and to offer to continue the prosecution; f) to advance arguments after 

~e prosecutor has submitted arguments; g) to participate in negotiations leading 

:osettlement of compoundable offences 

It seems to be a good suggestion. However, one may be skeptical about 

me implications of its implementation. 

Conclusion 

On the whole, it may be observed that the concept of fair trial as 

rovisaged in the international norms is largely satisfied. However, the Courts 

may be required to look into those cases where they have resorted to a hands off 

policy on the pretext of security of State. If the trend of the day is to be gone by, 

anything and everything could be brought within the purview of such laws. The 

iOurtS have to be more vigilant. 

'1 Recommendation 14 
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After finishing a trial, the next stage anses In case the offender is 

convicted. As observed by Justice Krishna Iyer, sentencing is a serious task 

when compared to trial. He quoted the words of Justice Henry Alfred McCardie: 

"Trying a man is easy, as easy as falling off a log, compared with 

deciding what to do with him when he has been found guilty."( 

Sentencing 

There are many objects sought to be achieved by sentencing. Apart from 

(he fact that it should reflect the abhorrence of the society towards the crime that 

is committed and should be just dessert, the sentences should also attempt to 

make an offender a non offender. Only as Judges impose effective sentences 

with a proper attitude and manner will they perform their expected function of 

decreasing the rising number of criminal and quasi-criminal activities in this 

nation. 

The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial 

\1easures (The Tokyo Rules),2 in the section dealing with trial and sentencing 

stage prescribes, at Rule 7, that if the possibility of social inquiry reports exists, 

the judicial authority may avail itself of a report prepared by a competent, 

authorized official or agency. 

The report should contain social information on the offender that is 

relevant to the person's pattern of offending and current offences. It should also 

contain information and recommendations that are relevant to the sentencing 

procedure. The report shall be factual, objective and unbiased, with any 

expression of opinion clearly identified. 

Rule 8, on sentencing dispositions, observes that the judicial authority, 

having at its disposal a range of non-custodial measures, should take into 

Him/al Mallick v. State of Bihar, (1977) 4 SCC 44, 49 
:G.A. res. 45/110, annex, 45 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49A) at 197, V.N. Doe. Al45/49 (1990) 
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consideration in making its decision the rehabilitative needs of the offender, the 

protection of society and the interests of the victim, who should be consulted 

whenever appropriate. It also observes that sentencing authorities may dispose 

of cases in the following ways: 

(a) Verbal sanctions, such as admonition, reprimand and warning; 

(b) Conditional discharge; 

(c) Status penalties; 

(d) Economic sanctions and monetary penalties, such as fines and 

day-fines; 

(e) Confiscation or an expropriation order; 

(f) Restitution to the victim or a compensation order; 

(g) Suspended or deferred sentence; 

(h) Probation and judicial supervision; 

(i) A community service order; 

U) Referral to an attendance centre; 

(k) House arrest; 

(1) Any other mode of non-institutional treatment; 

(m) Some combination of the measures listed above. 

Rule 9 on Post-sentencing dispositions obligates that the competent 

authority shall have at its disposal a wide range of post-sentencing alternatives in 

order to avoid institutionalization and to assist offenders in their early 

reintegration into society. Such Post-sentencing dispositions may include: 

(a) Furlough and half-way houses; 

(b) Work or education release; 

(c) Various forms of parole; 

(d) Remission; 

(e) Pardon. 

The decision on post-sentencing dispositions, except in the case of 

pardon, shall be subject to review by a judicial or other competent 
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mdependent authority, upon application of the offender. And any form of 

release from an institution to a non-custodial programme shall be considered 

at the earliest possible stage. 

On the implementation of non-custodial measures, Rule 10 provides 

for supervision to reduce reoffending and to assist the offender's integration 

mto society in a way which minimizes the likelihood of a return to crime. It 

also provides for the duration, conditions, treatment process and discipline 

and breach of conditions. 

Criminal law is said to adhere in general to the principle of 

proportionality in prescribing liability according to the culpability of each kind 

of criminal conduct. It allows some significant discretion to the Judge in arriving 

at a sentence in each case, presumably to permit sentences that reflect more 

subtle considerations of culpability that are raised by the special facts of each 

case. Punishment ought always to fit with the crime.3 

under: 

The Supreme Court in State (Delhi Admn.) v. Laxman Kumar observed as 

"Mankind has shifted from the state of nature towards a civilized society 

and it is no longer the physical power of a litigating individual or the 

might of the ruler nor even the opinion of the majority that takes away the 

liberty of a citizen by convicting him and making him suffer a sentence of 

imprisonment. Award of punishment following conviction at a trial in a 

system wedded to rule of law is the outcome of cool deliberation in the 

courtroom after adequate hearing is afforded to the parties, accusations 

are brought against the accused, the prosecutor is given an opportunity of 

supporting the charge and the accused is equally given an opportunity of 

meeting the accusations by establishing his innocence. It is the outcome 

of cool deliberations and the screening of the material by the informed 

mind of the Judge that leads to determination of the lis.,,4 

. Krishlla Mochi v. State of Bihar, (2002) 6 SCC 81, 115 
;11985) 4 SCC 476,505, paragraph 50 
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As pointed out by Sarkaria 1., in majority in Bachan Singh,5 a savage 

lenIence is anathema to the civilized jurisprudence of Article 21, especially after 

:he decisions like Maneka Gandhi.6 Just as reasonableness of restrictions under 

:Iauses (2) to (6) of Article 19 is for the courts to determine, so is it for the 

:ourts to decide whether the procedure prescribed by a law for depriving a 

xrson of his life or liberty is fair, just and reasonable. 

In Bhagwan Rama Shinde Gosai v. State of Gujarat, it was held that 

,\hen a convicted person is sentenced to a fixed period of sentence and when he 

~Ies an appeal under any statutory right, suspension of sentence can be 

:onsidered by the appellate court liberally unless there are exceptional 

:Ircumstances. It may be a different matter if there is any statutory restriction 

igainst suspension of sentence or when the sentence is life imprisonment. If for 

my reason the sentence of a limited duration cannot be suspended, every 

mdeavour should be made to dispose of the appeal on merits. Appellate courts 

:an impose conditions when bail is granted. 7 

The Malimath Committee has made some substantial recommendations 

)n offences, sentences, sentencing and compounding. Some of the 

~ecommendations that have a bearing on the topic under discussion are listed 

xlow with their corresponding recommendation numbers in the Report: 

, (100) The Committee recommends that wherever fine is prescribed as one of 

the punishments, suitable amendments shall be made to increase the fine 

amount by fifty times. 

,(101) In respect of offences for which death is a punishment, the sentence of 

"imprisonment for life without commutation or remission" be prescribed as an 

11980) 2 SCC 684, 730, paragraph 136. See also Mithu v. State of Punjab. (1983) 2 sce 277 
. Jlaneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 se 597. Two instances by way of illustration 
!~re taken for the purpose of showing how the courts are not bound, and are indeed not free, to 
:pplya fanciful procedure by a blind adherence to the letter of the law or to impose a savage 
~tence - a law providing that an accused shall not be allowed to lead evidence in self-defence 
llll be hit by Articles 14 and 21. Similarly, if a law were to provide that the offence of theft 
.ill be punishable with the penalty of the cutting of hands, the law will be bad as violating 
\!ticJe 21 
11999) 4 SCC 421, 421 
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alternative sentence. Suitable amendments shall be made to make it clear that 

when such punishment is imposed, the government is precluded from 

commuting or remitting the sentence. 

, (102) When a woman who is pregnant or has a child below 7 years is 

sentenced to any term of imprisonment, a provision shall be made to give 

effect to that sentence by directing that she shall remain under house arrest 

during that period. Similar provisions shall be made in respect of such women 

who are remanded to judicial custody. 

, (103) IPC empowers the court to prescribe the sentence of imprisonment 

when the accused commits default in payment of fine. The Committee 

recommends that a suitable provision should be made empowering the court 

to prescribe an alternative to default sentence, community service for a 

specified time. 

, (104) The Committee recommends that a statutory Committee be constituted 

to lay down sentencing guidelines to regulate the discretion of the court in 

imposing sentences for various offences under the IPC and Special Local 

Laws under the Chairmanship of a former Judge of the Supreme Court or a 

retired Chief Justice of a High Court who has experience in the Criminal Law, 

and with members representing the Police department, the legal profession, 

the Prosecution, women and a social activist. 

,(105) The Committee recommends review of the Indian Penal Code to 

consider enhancement, reduction or prescribing alternative modes of 

punishments, creating new offences in respect of new and emerging crimes 

and prescribing new forms of punishments wherever appropriate and 

including more offences in the category of compoundable offences and 

without leave of the court. 

, (106) The Committee recommends implementation of 142nd and 154th reports of the 

Law Commission of India in regard to settlement of cases without trial. 
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I ,(120) The Committee is not in favour of prescribing death penalty for the offence of 

; rape. Instead the Committee recommends sentence of imprisonment for life without 

commutation or remission. 

f (144) Sentences in economic offences should not run concurrently, but 

consecutively. Fines in these cases should be partly based on seriousness of 

offence, partly on the ability of the individual/corporation to pay, but ensuring 

that its deterrence is not lost. 8 

Pre Sentence Hearing 

Sub-section (2) of Section 235 of the Code provides that if the accused is 

convicted, the Judge shall, unless he proceeds in accordance with the provisions 

of Section 360,9 hear the accused on the question of sentence and then pass 

I sentence on him according to law. \0 The object of this provision is to acquaint 

me court with the social and personal data of the offender and thereby to enable 

me court to decide as to the proper sentence or the method of dealing with the 

offender after his conviction. The section shows that custodial measures are to 

I be resorted to only when utmost necessary. 

In Muniappan v. State of TN.,ll the Supreme Court held that the 

I obligation to hear the accused on the question of sentence is not discharged by 

: putting fonnal questions to him. The Judge must make a genuine effort to elicit 

I trom the accused all information which will eventually bear on the question of 

I sentence. It was the duty of the Court to cast aside the formalities of the court 
I 
i Si:ene and approach the question of sentence from a broad, sociological point of 

new. 

, 'In the context of sentencing for corporate crimes see Balakrishnan K., "Corporate Criminal 
; Liability - An Enigma to Deal With", [1999] CULR 104 

'The section provides for dealing with persons guilty for certain offences under the Probation 
,)(Offenders Act 1958 

The corresponding section for Magistrates is in section 248 (2) of the Code 
AIR 1981 se 1220: (1981)3 SCC 11 
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It has been held that the non compliance of the requirements of section 

~35 (2) or of section 248 (2) amounts to bypassing an important stage of the trial 

md such a non compliance cannot be treated as a mere irregularity. 12 

In Ma/kiat Singh v. State of Punjab, \3 the Court went further and 

~bserved that hearing contemplated under Section 235(2) of the Code is not 

:onfined merely to oral hearing but is also intended to afford an opportunity to 

:he prosecution as well as the accused to place facts and materials relating to 

various factors on the question of sentence and, if desired by either side, to have 

~\'idence adduced to show mitigating circumstances to impose a lesser sentence 

01 aggravating grounds to impose death penalty. It was further observed that 

rufficient time must be given to the accused or the prosecution on the question of 

;entence, to show the grounds on which the prosecution may plead or the 

lccused may show that the maximum sentence of death may be the appropriate 

;entence or the minimum sentence of life imprisonment may be awarded, as the 

:ase may be. It was further observed that the sentence awarded on the same day 

uffinding guilt was not in accordance with law. 

The Court, in neither of the two cases mentioned above, had taken note of 

:he fact that by the Criminal Procedure Code Amendment Act, 1978, a proviso 

'~as added to sub-section (2) of Section 309 of the Code to the effect that no 

ldjoumment shall be granted for the purpose only of enabling the accused 

xrson to show cause against the sentence proposed to be imposed on him. 

It did not make any significant difference, as evident from the decision of 

:he Supreme Court in State of Maharashtra v. Sukhdev Singh,14 where, while 

Jealing with Section 309(2), third proviso and Section 235(2) of the Code and 

Allallddin Mian v. State of Bihar, (1989) 3 SCC 5; Suryamoorti v. Govindaswamy, 1989 
.:1.L.J. 1451; Santa Singh v. State of Punjab, (1976) 4 SCC 190; Tar/ok Singh v. State of 
~~ab, (1977) 3 SCC 218 

11991) 4 sce 341. See also Santa Singh v. State of Punjab, (1976) 4 SCC 190 
'AIR 1992 se 2100: (1992) 3 SCC 700 
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iter referring to its earlier decisions in Allauddin Mian v. State of Bihar l5 and 

Ira/kiat Singh v. State of Punjab 16 the Court held thus: 

"This proviso must be read in the context of the general policy of 

expeditious enquiry and trial manifested by the main part of the section. 

That section emphasises that an enquiry or trial once it has begun should 

proceed from day to day till the evidence of all the witnesses in 

attendance has been recorded so that they may not be unnecessarily 

vexed. The underlying object is to discourage frequent adjournments. But 

that does not mean that the proviso precludes the court from adjourning 

the matter even where the interest of justice so demands. The proviso may 

not entitle an accused to an adjournment but it does not prohibit or 

preclude the court from granting one in such serious cases of life and 

death to satisfy the requirement of justice as enshrined in Section 235(2) 

of the Code. Expeditious disposal of a criminal case is indeed the 

requirement of Article 21 of the Constitution; so also a fair opportunity to 

place all relevant material before the court is equally the requirement of 

the said article. Therefore, if the court feels that the interest of justice 

demands that the matter should be adjourned to enable both sides to place 

the relevant material touching on the question of sentence before the 

court, the above extracted proviso cannot preclude the court from doing 

The Court observed that the proviso to Section 309(2) does not entitle an 

lccused get an adjournment, though it does not prohibit the court from granting 

iUch adjournment in serious cases. 

Earlier in Muniappan v. State of T.N., 18 the Supreme Court emphasised 

~e need to make a genuine effort to elicit all relevant information from the 

o .\IR 1989 se 1456: (1989) 3 sce 5 
o Supra n. 13 
old.. 748, para 56 
. Supra n. 11 
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: accused for considering the question whether the extreme penalty is to be 

I awarded or not. In Allauddin Mian v. State of Bihar,19 a two-Judge Bench and 

! again in Malkiat Singh v. State of Punjab,z° a three-Judge Bench of the Supreme 
1 

; Court have indicated the need to adjourn the case to a future date after 

I pronouncing the verdict of conviction. 
I 

I Ahmadi, 1. (as he then was) in State of Maharashtra v. Sukhdev Singh,21 

i after considering the proviso, observed for the Bench: 

"[I]f the court feels that the interest of justice demands that the matter 

should be adjourned to enable both sides to place the relevant material 

touching on the question of sentence before the court, the above extracted 

proviso cannot preclude the court from doing SO."22 

This was reiterated in Ramdeo Chauhan v. State of Assanl where the 

Court held that there was no doubt in holding that despite the bar of third proviso 

10 sub-section (2) of Section 309, the court, in appropriate cases, can grant 

adjournment for enabling the accused persons to show cause against the sentence 

proposed on them, particularly if such proposed sentence is a sentence of death. 

The Court also felt that in all cases where a conviction is recorded in cases 

triable by the Court of Session or by Special Courts, the court is enjoined upon 

10 direct the accused convict to be immediately taken into custody, if he is on 

bail, and kept in jail till such time the question of sentence is decided.23 

These provisions, therefore, bring our law in tune with the international 

nonns that have been seeking individualisation of punishment. 

I; Supra n. 15 
',) 6 . Supra n. 1 
~I Supra n. 14 
cc Id., 748, para 56 
:j (2001) 5 SCC 714, 740. The Court also observed that after the sentence is awarded, the 
convict is to undergo such sentence unless the operation of the sentence awarded is stayed or 
suspended by a competent court of jurisdiction. Such a course is necessitated under the present 
circumstances prevalent in the country and is in consonance with the spirit of law. A person 
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I Death Penalty 

Death sentence has been prescribed as a punishment in the Indian Penal 
I 

; Code as well as some special enactments.24 To quote the Supreme Court: 
I 

"It must be realised that the question of constitutional validity of death 

penalty is not just a simple question of application of constitutional 

standards by adopting a mechanistic approach. It is a difficult problem of 

constitutional interpretation to which it is not possible to give an 

objectively correct legal answer. It is not a mere legalistic problem which 

can be answered definitively by the application of logical reasoning but it 

is a problem which raises profound social and moral issues and the 

answer must therefore necessarily depend on the judicial philosophy of 

the Judge.... But even so, in their effort to resolve such an issue of great 

constitutional significance, the Judges must take care to see that they are 

guided by "objective factors to the maximum possible extent". The 

culture and ethos of the nation as gathered from its history, its tradition 

and its literature would clearly be relevant factors in adjudging the 

constitutionality of death penalty and so would the ideals and values 

embodied in the Constitution which lays down the basic framework of the 

social and political structure of the country, and which sets out the 

objectives and goals to be pursued by the people in a common endeavour 

to secure happiness and welfare of every member of the society. So also 

standards or norms set by international organisations and bodies have 

relevance in determining the constitutional validity of death penalty .... ,,25 

granted bail has no right to insist to remain at liberty on the basis of the orders passed in his 
favour prior to his conviction. 
;~Sections 120B, 121, 132, 194,302,305,307 & 396 IPc. The one under section 307 IPC will 
have to be struck down in the light of Maru Ram v. Union of India, AIR 1980 SC 2147: (1981) 
I SCC 107 
;; Bhagwati J. in his minority opinion in Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab. (1982) 3 SCC 24, 47. 
Some countries have abolished death penalty for all offences: Australia, Brazil, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Fiji, Finland, Federal Republic of 
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Articles 3 and 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights26 provides: 

" 
3. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. 

5. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment." 

During the drafting of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights27 two main approaches to the issue of capital punishment were evident -

one stressed the need for barring the death penalty and the second placed 

, emphasis on restricting its application to certain cases. The proponents of the 

I first position suggested either the total abolition of the death penalty or its 

abolition in time of peace or for political offences. This approach was however 

regarded as unfeasible, since many countries, including abolitionist ones, felt 

that the provision for an outright ban on the death penalty would prevent some 

States from ratifying the Covenant, but at the same time, it was insisted by many 

countries that the Covenant should not create the impression of supporting or 

perpetuating death penalty and hence a provision to this effect should be 

included. The result was that the second approach, stressing everyone's right to 

life and emphasising the need for restricting the application of capital 

punishment with a view to eventual abolition of the death penalty, won greater 

support. 

Germany, Honduras, Iceland, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Uruguay and 
Venezuela, some like Canada, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Panama, Peru, Spain and Switzerland 
have abolished death penalty in time of peace, but retained it for specific offences committed in 
time of war. Algeria, Belgium, Greece, Guyana, Ivory Coast, Seychelles, Upper Volta, 
Argentina, Bolivia, most of the Federal States of Mexico and Nicaragua have retained the death 
penalty on their statute-books but hardly employed them. In the United States of America there 

, are several States which have abolished death penalty. In the United Kingdom, death penalty 
stands abolished from the year 1965 save and except for offences of treason and certain forms 
of piracy and offences committed by members of the armed forces during wartime. An attempt 
was made in the United Kingdom in December 1975 to reintroduce death penalty for terrorist 
offences involving murder but it was defeated in the House of Commons and once again in 
1979. Israel, Turkey and Australia do not use the death penalty in practice. 
:~UN doc. N811, 10 December 1948 
llGA Res. 2200A (XXI), UN doc. N6316 (1966) entered into force on 23 March 1976 
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Article 6 of the Covenant as finally adopted by the General Assembly 

provided as follows: 

"(1) Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be 

protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life. 

(2) In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence 

of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes in accordance 

with the law in force at the time of the commission of the crime and not 

contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the Convention 

on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This 

penalty can only be carried out pursuant to a final judgment rendered by 

a competent court. 

(3) When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of genocide, it is 

understood that nothing in this article shall authorize any State party to 

the present covenant to derogate in any way from any obligation 

assumed under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and 

Punishment of the crime of Genocide. 

(4) Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or 

commutation of the sentence. Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the 

sentence of death may be granted in all cases. 

(5) Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes committed by 

persons below eighteen years of age and shall not be carried out on 

pregnant women. 

(6) Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or prevent the 

abolition of capital punishment by any State party to the present 

Covenant. 

The Economic and Social Council, at its 35th Session, by its Resolution28 

urged member Governments, inter alia, to keep under review the efficacy of 

~5 934(XXXV) of April 9, 1963. By Resolution No. 1918(XVIII) of December 5, 1963, the 
General Assembly of the UN endorsed this action 
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capital punishment as a deterrent to crime in their countries and to conduct 

research into the subject and to remove this punishment from the criminal law 

concerning any crime to which it is, in fact, not applied or to which there is no 

intention to apply it.29 

The General Assembly, by another Resolution clearly affirmed that: 

"In order to guarantee fully the right to life, provided for in Article 3 of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the main objective to be 

pursued is that of progressively restricting the number of offences for 

which capital punishment may be imposed, with a view to the desirability 

of abolishing this punishment in all countries.,,30 

The Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR exclusively deals with the 

abolition of death penalty.31 Thus, the international bodies have taken a definite 

stand to work towards the total abolition of death penalty. This normative 

standard set by the world body must be taken into account in determining 

whether the death penalty should be retained in the statute books. 

The Human Rights Committee in its first general commene2 at 

paragraphs 6 and 7 while dealing with death penalty provision set out in Article 

6(2) to (6) of ICCPR has made clear that State parties are not obliged to abolish 

death penalty totally, they are obliged to limit its use and to abolish it for other 

than "the most serious crimes". The general tone suggests that abolition is 

desirable. It emphasised that death penalty should only be resorted to as a quite 

exceptional measure and all procedural guarantees in the covenant including the 

right to a fair trial by an independent tribunal, the presumption of innocence, 

minimum guarantees for defence and the rights to review by a higher tribunal 

:; See also Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death 
Penalty, E.S.C. res. 1984/50, annex, 1984 U.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 33, U.N. Doc. 
Eil984/84 (1984) 
l(1 2857(XXVI) of December 20, 1971 
:'GARes. 44/128,15 December 1989, UN doc. A/44/49 (1989) in force from 11 July 1991 
:; First General Comment adopted by the Committee on 27 July 1982 at its Sixteenth Session 
GAOR 37th Session, Supplement Number 40 (A/37/40), Reports of HR Committee, pp. 93-4 
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must be observed. It has further stated that all these procedural safeguards must 

apply, mutatis mutandis, to the right to seek pardon or communication of 

ientence.33 

It has, In the context of death penalty, drawn a connection between 
1 

I ,\rticle 6 and the due process requirement of Article 14.34 It held that Aliicle 14 

; paragraph 3( 1)-
I, 

1 'in the determination of any criminal charge against him' everyone shall 

be entitled ... to be tried without under delay. ' 

md Article 14 paragraph 5 -

I 'Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and 

I sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law' 

,\ must be read together so that the right to review of conviction and sentence must 
,I 

I be made available without undue delay. 
I 

The Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of Those Facing 

:he Death Penalty/5 provides: 

"I. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, capital 
punishment may be imposed only for the most serious crimes, it being 
understood that their scope should not go beyond intentional crimes with 
lethal or other extremely grave consequences. 

2. Capital punishment may be imposed only for a crime for which the death 
penalty is prescribed by law at the time of its commission, it being 
understood that if, subsequent to the commission of the crime, provision is 
made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the offender shall 
benefit thereby. 

3. Persons below 18 years of age at the time of the commission of the crime 
shall not be sentenced to death, nor shall the death sentence be carried out 

, See also Mbenge v. Zaire, (Comm. no. 1611977 GAOR, 38th Session, Suppl. No. 40 
,\38/40). Report of the Human Rights Committee p. 134, where it is required that both the 
, ;jostantive and the procedural law must be in accordance with the provision of the covenant 
I • Earl Pratt and Ivan Morgan v. Jamaica, (Comm. Nos. 21011986 and 22511987 GAOR 44th 
, ~5sion Suppl. No. 40 (Al44/40), Report of the HR Committee p.222. See also P.R. Gandhi, 
I -The Human Rights Committee and Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
I PolItical Rights", 29 Ind. J. Intl. L. 326 (1989),332 
1!E.S.c. Res. 1984/50, Annex, 1984 D.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 33, D.N. Doe. EI1984/84 
I :984) 
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on pregnant women, or on new mothers, or on persons who have become 
Insane. 

4. Capital punishment may be imposed only when the guilt of the person 
charged is based upon clear and convincing evidence leaving no room for an 
alternative explanation of the facts. 

5. Capital punishment may only be carried out pursuant to a final judgment 
rendered by a competent court after legal process which gives all possible 
safeguards to ensure a fair trial, at least equal to those contained in article 14 
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, including the 
right of anyone suspected of or charged with a crime for which capital 
punishment may be imposed to adequate legal assistance at all stages of the 
proceedings. 

6. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to appeal to a court of 
higher jurisdiction, and steps should be taken to ensure that such appeals 
shall become mandatory. 

7. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon, or 
commutation of sentence; pardon or commutation of sentence may be 
granted in all cases of capital punishment. 

8. Capital punishment shall not be carried out pending any appeal or other 
recourse procedure or other proceeding relating to pardon or commutation of 
the sentence. 

9. Where capital punishment occurs, it shall be carried out so as to inflict the 
minimum possible suffering." 

Similarly, as regards legal assistance in such matters, the Human Rights 

Committee observed that under Article 14, paragraph 3( d), everyone shall have 

'legal assistance to him' in any case where the interests of justice so require. It 

imposed an obligation on the state party itself to make provision for effective 

representation by counsel in a case concerning capital offence as absence of 

:ounsel constituted an unfair tria1.36 

. Frank Robillsoll v. Jamaica, (Comm. No. 22311987 GAOR 44th Session, Suppl. no, 40 
,A44/40), Report of the HR Committee p. 241. The HR Committee seemed to cast the onus of 
JfOl'ing that the killing fill into an exempted category on the state once intention to kill was 
)l'ol'ed in its analysis in Baboeram et. al. v. Surinam, Comm. No.146/1983, GAOR - 40th 

)ession, Suppl. No. 40 (Al40/40) Report of the HR Committee p.187. Gandhi supra n. 34, 333 
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The Constitutional Court of South Africa, by a striking judicial 

manimity, constitutionally outlawed capital punishment37 while the US was 

!orking out painful strategies for reservation.38 As of 1993, 49 countries had 

:otally abolished the death penalty and as many as 84 countries had abolished it 

.. '1 39 :urJuvem es. 

The legislative history of the relevant provisions of the Indian Penal Code 

md the Code of Criminal Procedure, shows that there has been a gradual shift 

l~ainst the imposition of death penalty. Sub-section (5) of Section 367 of the 

~ode of Criminal Procedure, 1898 as it stood prior to its amendment by Act 26 

Jfl955 provided: 

"If the accused is convicted of an offence punishable with death, and the 

court sentences to any punishment other than death, the court shall in its 

judgment state the reasons why sentence of death was not passed." 

This provision laid down that if an accused was convicted of an offence 

:unishable with death, the imposition of death sentence was the rule and the 

Jwarding of a lesser sentence was an exception and the court had to state the 

~easons for not passing the sentence of death. By the Amending Act 26 of 1955, 

,hich came into force with effect from January 1, 1956, this provision was 

Jeleted with the result that from and after that date, it was left to the discretion of 

~e court on the facts of each case to pass a sentence of death or to award a lesser 

;entence. The courts could take note of extenuating circumstances to justify the 

Jassing of the lesser sentence and not impose the death penalty. Neither death 

xnalty nor life sentence was the rule under the law as it stood after the abolition 

lisub-section (5) of Section 367 by the Amending Act 26 of 1955. The new 

Code of Criminal Procedure was enacted in 1973, where Section 354, sub

;."Ction (3) provided: 

. nle State v. Makwanyane and M.Mehunu, 1995, cited in Upendra Baxi, "A Work in 
l:ogress?" The US Report to the United Nations Human Rights Committee", 36 Ind. J. Intl. L. 
:!1l996),39 
. The US reserved the right to impose capital punishment on juveniles under any 'existing or 
;.Me law'. 
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"When the conviction is for an offence punishable with death or, in the 

alternative, with imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a term. of 

years, the judgment shall state the reasons for the sentence awarded, and, 

in the case of sentence of death, the special reasons for such sentence." 

The courts are now required under this provision to state the reasons for 

:ne sentence awarded and in case of sentence of death, special reasons are 

:equired to be stated. It will thus be seen that life sentence is now the rule and it 

i only in exceptional cases, for special reasons, that death sentence can be 

mposed. The legislature has however not indicated what are the special reasons 

:"Jrwhich departure can be made from the normal rule and death penalty may be 

ntlicted. The legislature has not given any guidance as to what are those 

:\ceptional cases in which, deviating from the normal rule, death sentence may 

~ imposed. This is left entirely to the discretion of the court. 

The Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Bill, 1972,40 sought to narrow 

1astically the judicial discretion to impose death penalty and tried to formulate 

:ne guidelines which should control the exercise of judicial exercise in this 

:unitive area. It suggested the idea of two degrees of murder - the general 

ilurders for which the maximum punishment would be life and higher degree 

'!1Urders where the maximum punishment would be death penalty.41 

Baxi, supra n, 37, 39 
, It was passed by the Rajya Sabha in 1978 and it was pending in the Lok Sabha when it 
.:mlately lapsed with the dissolution of the House 
'!PC (Amendment) Bill 1978, at clause 125. Higher degree was defined thus: 
',;) Whoever commits murder shall-

(a) if the murder has been committed after previous planning and involves extreme 
brutality; or 

(b) if the murder involves exceptional depravity; or 
(c) if the murder is of a member of any of the anned forces of the Union or of a 

member of any police force or of any public servant and was committed 
(i) while such member or public servant was on duty; or 
(ii) in consequence of anything done or attempted to be done by such member 

or public servant in the lawful discharge of his duty as such member or 
public servant whether at the time of such murder he was such member or 
a public servant, as the case may be, or had ceased to be such member or 
public servant; or 
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The minority in Bachan Singh regarded death penalty as barbaric and 

cruel because of its nature and what it involves in terms of human anguish and 

suffering. It considered in the first place, that it was irrevocable, it cannot be 

recalled. It observed that death penalty extinguishes the flame of life for ever 

and is plainly destructive of the right to life, the most precious right of all, a right 

without which enjoyment of no other rights is possible. The minority was 

worried that in case even if any mistake is subsequently discovered, it will be too 

late. It also considered death penalty to be disproportionate and so arbitrary and 

irrational, for it would not pass the test of reason and would be contrary to the 

rule oflaw and void under Articles 14, 19 and 21.42 

Krishna Iyer, 1. in Rajendra Prasad case observed thus: 

"The values of a nation and ethos of a generation mould concepts of 

crime and punishment. So viewed, the lodestar of penal policy today, 

shining through the finer culture of former centuries, strengthens the plea 

against death penalty .... The Indian cultural current also counts and so 

does our spiritual chemistry, based on divinity in everyone, catalysed by 

the Buddha-Gandhi compassion. . . . Many humane movements and 

sublime souls have cultured the higher consciousness ofmankind.,,43 

He emphasised the reformatory potential in every man. He said: 

(d) if the murder is of a person who had acted in the lawful discharge of his duty under 
section 43 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 or had rendered assistance to a 
Magistrate or Police Officer demanding his aid or requiring his assistance under 
section 37 or section 129 of the said Code, or 

(e) if the murder has been committed by him, while undergoing sentence of 
imprisonment of life, and such sentence has become final." 

': Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab, (1982) 3 SCC 24, 74 - 76. The Minority, on the question 
of proportionality, referred to the decisions of the United States Supreme Court in Gregg v. 
Georgia, 428 US 153: 49 L. Ed. 2d. 859 (1976); Cokerv. Georgia, 433 US 584: 53 L. Ed. 2d. 
982 (1877) and Locket! v. Ohio, 438 US 586: 57 L. Ed. 2d. 973 (1878), which had banked on 
the Eighth Amendment to the US Constitution as well as Rex v. Miller and Cockriell, 70 DLR 
(3d) 324 of the Canadian Supreme Court 
;' Rajendra Prasad v. State of u.P., AIR 1979 SC 916: (1979) 3 SCC 646, 665, paragraph 43 
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"In this land of Buddha and Gandhi, where from times immemorial, since 
over 5000 years ago, every human being is regarded as embodiment of 
Bra/una and where it is a firm conviction based not only on faith but also 
an experience that "every saint has a past and every sinner a future", the 
standards of human decency set by our ancient culture and nourished by 
our constitutional values and spiritual norms frown upon imposition of 
death penalty for the offence of murder. It is indisputable that the 
Constitution of a nation reflects its culture and ethos and gives expression 
to its sense of moral and ethical values. It affords the surest indication of 
the standards of human decency cherished by the people and sets out the 
socio-cultural objectives and goals towards which the nation aspires to 
move. There can be no better index of the ideals and aspirations of a 
nation than its Constitution. When we turn to our Constitution, we find 
that it is a humane document which respects the dignity of the individual 
and the worth of the human person and directs every organ of the State to 
strive for the fullest development of the personality of every individual. 
Undoubtedly, as already pointed out above, our Constitution does 
contemplate death penalty, and at the time when the Constitution came to 
be enacted, death penalty for the offence of murder was on the statute
book, but the entire thrust of the Constitution is in the direction of 
development of the full potential of every citizen and the right to life 
along with basic human dignity is highly prized and cherished and torture 
and cruel or inhuman treatment or punishment which would be degrading 
and destructive of human dignity are constitutionally forbidden. 
Moreover, apart from the humanistic quintessence of the Constitution, the 
thoughts, deeds and words of the great men of this countIy provide the 
clearest indication of the prevailing standards of human decency. They 
represent the conscience of the nation and are: the most authentic 
spokesmen of its culture and ethos. ,,44 

But then, sentencing discretion is inherent in our legal system, and, in 

fact, it is desirable, because no two cases or criminals are identical and if no 

discretion is left to the court and sentencing is to be done according to a rigid 

pre-determined formula leaving no room for judicial discretion it would be 

unjust. But at the same time, the sentencing discretion conferred upon the court 

cannot be altogether uncontrolled or unfettered. The stratagem which is 

ilierefore followed by the legislatures while creating and defining offences is to 

I1Bachan Singh, Supra n. 42, 77, paragraph 39. See also Ediga Anal11l1la v. State of AP, (1974) 
~ SCC 443. For a study of decisions prior to and after Ediga Anamma see Prof. Blackshield, 
·"Capital Punishment in India", 21 JlU 123 (1980) 
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prescribe the maximum punishment and in some cases, even the minimum and 

leave it to the discretion of the court to decide upon the actual term of 

imprisonment. This cannot be regarded as arbitrary or unreasonable since the 

discretion that is left to the court is to choose an appropriate term of punishment 

between the limits laid down by the legislature, having regard to the distinctive 

ieatures and the peculiar facts and circumstances of the case. It is a basic 

requirement of the equality clause contained in Article 14 that the exercise of 

discretion must always be guided by standards or norms so that it does not 

degenerate into arbitrariness and operate unequally on persons similarly situate. 

The following propositions are said to emerge from the Constitution 

Bench judgment in majority in Bachan Singh:45 

(i) The extreme penalty of death need not be inflicted except in gravest cases 

of extreme culpability. 

(ii) Before opting for the death penalty the circumstances of the 'offender' 

also require to be taken into consideration along with the circumstances of 

the 'crime'. 

(iii) Life imprisonment is the rule and death sentence is an exception. In other 

words death sentence must be imposed only when life imprisonment appears 

to be an altogether inadequate punishment having regard to the relevant 

circumstances of the crime, and provided, and only provided, the option to 

impose sentence of imprisonment for life cannot be conscientiously exercised 

having regard to the nature and circumstances of the crime and all the 

relevant circumstances. 

(iv) A balance sheet of aggravating and mitigating circumstances has to be 

drawn up and in doing so the mitigating circumstances have to be accorded 

full weightage and a just balance has to be struck between the aggravating 

and the mitigating circumstances before the option is exercised." 46 

"(1980) 2 SCC 684 : 1980 SCC (Cri) 580 : AIR 1980 SC 898 
" Id. paragraph 38 
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The Court thereafter observed that in order to apply these guidelines the 

toll owing questions may be answered: 

"(a) Is there something uncommon about the crime which renders sentence 

of imprisonment for life inadequate and calls for a death sentence? 

(b) Are the circumstances of the crime such that there is no alternative but to 

impose death sentence even after according maximum weightage to the 

mitigating circumstances which speak in favour of the offender?,,47 

The Court went on to place the burden on the courts thus: 

"It is, therefore, imperative to voice the concern that courts, aided by the 

broad illustrative guidelines indicated by us, will discharge the onerous 

function with evermore scrupulous care and humane concern, directed along 

the highroad of legislative policy outlined in Section 354(3), viz., that for 

persons convicted of murder, life imprisonment is the rule and death sentence 

an exception. A real and abiding concern for the dignity of human life 

postulates resistance to taking a life through law's instrumentality. That 

ought not to be done save in the rarest of rare cases when the alternative 

option is unquestionably foreclosed.,,48 

The Constitution Bench, however, did not agree with the approach adopted 

oya three-Judge Bench in Rajendra Prasad v. State of u.P. that focus of special 

I reasons has shifted from the crime to the criminal. It said: 

I "As we read Sections 354(3) and 235(2) and other related provisions of the 

Code of 1973, it is quite clear to us that for making the choice of punishment 

or for ascertaining the existence or absence of 'special reasons' in that 

context, the court must pay due regard both to the crime and the criminal. 

.. Id. paragraph 39 
l' Id., paragraph 209 
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What is the relative weight to be given to the aggravating and mitigating 

factors, depends on the facts and circumstances of the particular case.,,49 

The Constitution Bench observed that aspects like the age of the accused, 

lif the accused is young or old the sentence of death should be avoided); the 

probability that the accused would not commit criminal acts of violence as 

"'ould constitute a continuing threat to society; and that the accused acted under 

duress or domination of another person may be considered are undoubtedly 

,relevant mitigating circumstances and must be given great weight in the 

determination of sentence. 50 

In the case of Machhi Singh v. State of Punjab,5l a three Judge Bench of 

the Supreme Court, following the decision in Bachan Singh, observed that death 

penalty may be imposed in rarest of rare cases when the collective conscience of 

the community is so shocked that it will expect the holders of the judicial power 

• centre to inflict death penalty irrespective of their personal opinion as regards 

l desirability or otherwise of retaining death penalty. It clarified that the 

community may entertain such a sentiment in the following circumstances: 

I. When the murder is committed in an extremely brutal, grotesque, 

diabolical, revolting or dastardly manner so as to arouse intense and extreme 

indignation of the community. For instance, when the house of the victim is 

set aflame with the end in view to roast him alive in the house; when the 

victim is subjected to inhuman acts of torture or cruelty in order to bring 

about his or her death; and when the body of the victim is cut into pieces or 

his body is dismembered in a fiendish manner. 

If. When the murder is committed for a motive which eVInces total 

depravity and meanness. For instance when a hired assassin commits murder 

for the sake of money or reward or a cold-blooded murder is committed with 

"Id., 748, paragraph 201 
'Id .• 750, paragraph 207 
;:(1983) 3 SCC 470: 1983 SCC (Cri) 681 
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a deliberate design m order to inherit property or to gam control over 

property of a ward or a person under the control of the murderer or vis-it-vis 

whom the murderer is in a dominating position or in a position of trust, or a 

murder is committed in the course for betrayal of the motherland. 

IIf. When murder of a member of a Scheduled Caste or minority 

community etc. is committed not for personal reasons but in circumstances 

which arouse social wrath. For instance when such a crime is committed in 

order to terrorise such persons and frighten them into fleeing from a place or 

in order to deprive them of, or make them surrender, lands or benefits 

conferred on them with a view to reverse past injustices and in order to 

restore the social balance. In cases of 'bride burning' and what are known as 

'dowry deaths' or when murder is committed in order to remarry for the sake 

of extracting dowry once again or to marry another woman on account of 

infatuation. 

IV. When the cnme IS enormous m proportion. For instance when 

multiple murders say of all or almost all the members of a family or a large 

number of persons of a particular caste, community, or locality, are 

committed. 

v. When the victim of murder is (a) an innocent child who could not have 

or has not provided even an excuse, much less a provocation, for murder (b) 

a helpless woman or a person rendered helpless by old age or infirmity (c) 

when the victim is a person vis-it-vis whom the murderer is in a position of 

domination or trust (d) when the victim is a public figure generally loved and 

respected by the community for the services rendered by him and the murder 

is committed for political or similar reasons other than personal reasons.52 

It may be pertinent to point out that, unfortunately, in spite of the attempts 

of the Courts, the categorisation of rarest of rare cases has been a troublesome 

ld..488 - 89, paragraphs 33-37 
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me. To quote an example, in State (Delhi Admn) v. Laxman Kumar, 53 dowry 

leath was classified as the rarest of rare category. Bride burning was considered 

is grave in Kailash Kaur v. State of Punjab.54 In Lichhamadevi v. State of 

lajasthan,55 it was observed that bride burning is an offence generally deserving 

leath penalty. It was felt that the growing incidence justify deterrent 

lunishment. Though, in spite of recognising it so the Court declined to impose 

leath.56 

:nAllauddin Mian v. State of Bihar, Justice Ahmadi observed thus: 

"Where the incidence of a certain cnme IS rapidly growmg and is 

assuming menacing proportions, for example, acid pouring or bride 

burning, it may be necessary for the courts to award exemplary 

punishments to protect the community and to deter others from 

committing such crimes.,,57 

Interestingly though, in Ravindra Trimbak Chouthmal v. State of 
-8 

\/aharashtra,' the Supreme Court considered and described dowry death as 

]urder most foul and still did not place in the rarest of rare category. In the 

)pinion of the Court due to increase in dowry deaths, it could not be treated as 

~e rarest of the rare category. 59 

In Deena v. Union of India, the Supreme Court refused to reopen the 

iuestion of the validity of the death sentence for the offence of murder having 

)!en upheld by this Court after a careful and prolonged discussion in Bachan 

11985) 4 SCC 476 
'11987) 2 SCC 631 
11988) 4 SCC 456 
See also Surinder Kumar v. State (Delhi Admn), (1987) 1 sce 467: AIR 1987 se 692, 

.~ere too the Court did not impose death penalty though it considered the offence to be grave 
11989) 3 SCC 5, 19 
'11996) 4 SCC 148 at para 9 
'Prof. B. B. Pande, "Murder Most Foul, Though Not Rarest of Rare", (1996) 5 sce (1) 1 
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iil/gh. It observed that the question must be treated as concluded and not any 

onger open to argument: 

"There has to be finality to litigation, criminal as much as civil, if law is 

not to lose its credibility. No one of course can question that law is a 

dynamic science, the social utility of which consists in its ability to keep 

abreast of the emerging trends in social and scientific advance and its 

willingness to readjust its postulates in order to accommodate those 

trends. Life is not static. The purpose of law is to serve the needs of life. 

Therefore law cannot be static. But, that is not to say that judgments 

rendered by this Court after a full debate should be reconsidered every 

now and then and their authority doubted or diluted. That would be doing 

disservice to law since certainty over a reasonably foreseeable period is 

the hallmark oflaw.,,6o 

It noted that though all major arguments have been specifically 

,onsidered under separate heads, the argument mentioned relating to the 

execution of death sentence has not been considered under a separate head. The 

~uestion raised was considered important not only from the legal and 

wnstitutional point of view but also from the sociological point of view. 61 It 

was argued that even if it may be lawful to impose the death sentence in an 

exceptional class of cases, it is impermissible to execute that sentence even in 

those cases, since it is inhuman and cruel to take human life under any 

,ircumstances, even under a decree of a court and, secondly that the method 

prescribed by Section 354(5) of the Code for executing the death sentence is 

:nhuman, barbarous and degrading and therefore that method cannot be 

employed for executing the death sentence. It said that the burden is upon the 

State to show that the procedure prescribed is constitutional. The Court 

, (1983) 4 SCC 645, 653. See also Krishna Mochi v. State of Bihar, (2002) 6 SCC 81; 
De\'ender Pal Singh v. State of NeT of Delhi, (2002) 5 SCC 234; State v. Nalini, (1999) 5 SCC 
~53 

. Deella v. Union of India, (1983) 4 SCC 645, 656 
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observed that the burden does not lie on the petitioners to prove that the 

~rocedure prescribed by the aforesaid provision for taking life is unjust, unfair or 

unreasonable. The impugned statute, on the face of it, provides for a procedure 

for extinguishing life. Therefore, not even the initial obligation to show the fact 

of deprivation of life or liberty rests on the petitioners. The State must establish 

that the procedure prescribed by Section 354(5) of the Code for executing the 

death sentence is just, fair and reasonable. That burden includes the obligation 

to prove that the said procedure is not harsh, cruel or degrading.62 

The Court referred to the 35th Report of the Law Commission,63 and the 

other reports mentioned therein64 and concluded that the recommendation of the 

Commission was that death sentence should be executed by the method of 

hanging prescribed in Section 354(5) of the Criminal Procedure Code, since 

mere were no circumstances justifying its substitution by any other method and 

iince, no other method was shown to be more satisfactory. It concluded that the 

State has discharged the heavy burden which lay upon it to prove that the 

method of hanging prescribed by Section 354(5) of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure does not violate the guarantee contained in Article 21 of the 

Constitution.65 It observed that the system is consistent with the obligation of 

the State to ensure that the process of execution is conducted with decency and 

decorum without involving degradation or brutality of any kind. 

Deterrence 

On the question of deterrence, Sir lames Fitzjames Stephen said -

"No other punishment deters man so effectually from committing crimes 

as the punishment of death. This is one of those propositions which it is 

.: Id., 668 

.' 351h Report of the Law Commission of India on Capital Punishment, dated September 30, 
:967 
'Report of the Royal Commission of England and the Report of the Canadian Committee 
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difficult to prove, simply because they are in themselves more obvious 

than any proof can make them. It is possible to display ingenuity in 

arguing against it, but that is all. The whole experience of mankind is in 

the other direction. The threat of instant death is the one to which resort 

has always been made when there was an absolute necessity for 

producing some result .... No one goes to certain inevitable death except 

by compulsion. Put the matter other way. Was there ever yet a criminal, 

who when sentences to death and brought out to die, would refuse the 

offer of a commutation of his sentence for the severest secondary 

punishment? Surely not. Why is this? It can only be because 'All that a 

man has he will give for his life.' In any secondary punishment, however 

terrible, there is hope; but death is death; its terrors cannot be described 

more forcibly.,,66 

.le Law Commission of India in its 35th Report opined that: 

"Experience of other countries would not be conclusive for India. Need 

for the deterrent control provided by capital punishment is greater in 

various classes of society. There is greater danger in India of increase in 

violent crimes if capital punishment is abandoned, particularly in respect 

of professi onal criminals ?,,6 7 

In Ram Deo Chauhan v. State of Assam the Supreme Court observed that 

ough it is time that in a civilised society a tooth for a tooth, and a nail for a nail 

. death for death is not the rule, but it is equally true that when a man becomes 

beast and menace to the society, he can be deprived of his life according to the 

'ocedure established by law, as the Constitution itself has recognised the death 

Supran. 61, 687 
Stephen "Capital Punishment", Fraser's Magazine, Vol. LXIX, 1864 at p. 753 cited in Royal 
ommission Report on Capital Punishment, p. 9 para 57 
Capital Punishment, 1967, Government of India, Ministry of Law, Vol. I, p. 54 
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sentence as a pennissible punishment for which sufficient constitutional 

provisions for an appeal, reprieve and the like have been provided under the law. 

The Supreme Court in Mahesh v. State of M.P., observed thus: 

"It will be a mockery of justice to pennit these appellants to escape the 

extreme penalty of law when faced with such evidence and such clUel 

acts. To give the lesser punishment for the appellants would be to render 

the justicing system of this country suspect. The common man will lose 

faith in courts. In such cases, he understands and appreciates the language 

of deterrence more than the refonnative jargon." 68 

A Full bench in Triveniben v. State ofGujarat,69 recognised the deterrent 

ralue but accepted that it has not been empirically proved. The Supreme Court 

inSevaka Perumal v. State of Tami! Nadu,70 observed thus-

"... law as a cornerstone of the edifice of order should meet the 
challenges confronting the society. In operating the sentencing system, 
law should adopt the corrective machinery or the deterrence based on 
factual matrix. By deft modulation of sentencing process be stem where 
it should be, or be tampered with mercy where it warrants to be. The 
facts and given circumstances in each case, the nature of crime, the 
manner in which it was planned and committed, the motive for the 
commission of the crime, the conduct of the accused and all other 
attending circumstances are relevant facts which would enter into the area 
of consideration. For instance a murder committed due to deep seated 
personal rivalry may not call for penalty of death. But an organised crime 
or mass murders of innocent people would call for imposition of death 
sentence as a deterrence." 

In Shashi Nayar v. Union of India,71 it was observed that death sentence 

has a deterrent effect and serves as a social purpose. The Court was of the 

opinion that in view of deteriorating and fast worsening law and order situation 

"(1987) 3 SCC 80, 82. Deterrent value was stressed in Jagmohan Singh v. State of UP, (1973) 
I SCC 20; Paras Ram v. State of Punjab, (1981) 2 SCC 508: See also Ashrafi Lal v. State of 
['P, (1987) 3 SCC 224 
"'(1989) 1 SCC 678 
"(1991) 3 SCC 471, 480 para 9 
'1 (1992) 1 SCC 96, 99 
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in the country, about which judicial notice can be taken, it is most inopportune 

lime to reconsider the law on the subject and to take the risk of abolishing death 

sentence. 

The view was reiterated in Ravji v. State of Rajasthan-

"It is the nature and gravity of the crime but not the criminal, which are 

germane for consideration of appropriate punishment in a criminal trial. 

The Court will be failing in its duty if appropriate punishment is not 

awarded for a crime which has been committed not only against 

individual victims but also against the society to which the criminal and 

the victim belongs. The punishment to be awarded for a crime must not 

be irrelevant but it should conform to and be consistent with the atrocity 

and brutality with which the crime has been perpetrated, the enormity of 

crime warranting public abhorrence and it should 'respond to the 

society's cry for justice against the criminal.' If for such heinous crimes 

the most deterrent punishment for wanton and brutal murders is not given, 

the case of deterrent punishment will lose its relevance.,,72 

As observed by the Report of the Ceylon Commission of Inquiry on 

Capital Punishment -

"Developing psychological knowledge gave no support to the assumption 

that a potential murderer calculated (before killing), the ultimate 

consequences, and pointed out that in an impulsive action, which, as in 

Ceylon, frequently led to murder, it was unlikely that there was any 

intellectual consideration at all prior to the killing, let alone a reflection of 

possible remote penalties. Further, in its opinion, difficulties of detection, 

apprehension and conviction and the discretionary exercise of reprieve, 

":(1996)2 SCC 175,187 
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militated against death penalty being the unique deterrent which it was 

claimed to be.,,73 

It felt that prompt detection and proper conviction are more conducive to 

the reduction of crime than the severity of punishment. 

Accordingly, the gravity of the sentence of death and the necessity to be 

utmost sure while imposing the same was recognised as important factors in 

Kehar Singh v. Union of India.74 Chief Justice Pathak, for a Constitution Bench, 

while dealing with power of the President under Article 72, made the following 

observations -

"To any civilized society, there can be no attributes more important than 

the life and personal liberty of its members. That is evident from the 

paramount position given by the courts to Article 21 of the Constitution. 

These twin attributes enjoy a fundamental ascendancy over all other 

attributes of the political and social order, and consequently, the 

Legislature, the Executive, and the Judiciary are more sensitive to them 

than to the other attributes of daily existence. The deprivation of personal 

liberty and the threat of the deprivation of life by the action of the State is 

in most civilized societies regarded seriously and, recourse, either under 

express constitutional provision or through legislative enactment is 

proved to the judicial organ. But, the fallibility of human judgment being 

undeniable even in the most trained mind, a mind resourced by a harvest 

of experience, it has been considered appropriate that in the matter of life 

and personal liberty, the protection should be extended by entrusting 

power further to some high authority to scrutinize the validity of the 

"j Sessional Paper XIV - 1959 cited in 35 tl1 Report of the Law Commission of India p. 117 para 
)30: See also Blackshield: "Capital Punishment in India ", 21 JIU 123 (1980) 
"l(l989) 1 SCC 204 
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threatened denial of life or the threatened or continued denial of personal 

liberty." 75 

In Mithu v. State of Punjab,76 the Supreme Court held that the majority in 

Bachan Singh concluded that Section 302 of the Penal Code is valid for three 

main reasons: firstly, that the death sentence provided for by Section 302 is an 

alternative to the sentence of life imprisonment; secondly, that special reasons 

have to be stated if the normal rule is departed from and the death sentence has 

to be imposed; and, thirdly, because the accused is entitled, under Section 235(2) 

of the Code of Criminal Procedure, to be heard on the question of sentence. The 

iast of these three reasons becomes relevant, only because of the first of these 

reasons. In other words, it is because the court has an option to impose either of 

the two alternative sentences, subject to the rule that the normal punishment for 

murder is life imprisonment, that it is important to hear the accused on the 

~uestion of sentence. If the law provides a mandatory sentence of death as 

Section 303 of the Penal Code does, neither Section 235(2) nor Section 354(3) 

of the Code of Criminal Procedure can possibly come into play. If the court has 

no option save to impose the sentence of death, it is meaningless to hear the 

accused on the question of sentence and it becomes superfluous to state the 

reasons for imposing the sentence of death. The blatant reason for imposing the 

lentence of death in such a case is that the law compels the court to impose that 

lentence. The ratio of Bachan Singh, therefore, is that, death sentence is 

Constitutional if it is prescribed as an alternative sentence for the offence of 

murder and if the normal sentence prescribed by law for murder is imprisonment 

ior life. In the light of this, section 303 of the IPC was held unconstitutional as it 

left no option for the judges mandating death penalty for the offence of murder 

by a life convict. 

, Id., 210-11, paragraph 7 
'(1983) 2 SCC 277 
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Those facing death may approach the Supreme Court on questions of 

Jeath penalty only under Article 134( 1), where right of appeal is provided for in 

:ertain circumstances; or under Article 136( 1), which is discretionary power; or 

under Section 2 of the Supreme Court (Enlargements of Criminal Appellate 

Jurisdiction) Act 1970. The powers under the Constitution were narrowed down 

In the context where death was the norm and the alternative an exception. The 

Constituent Assembly Debates show that the reason for restricting appeals to the 

~upreme Court was the presumption that the Court would be flooded with such 

appeals.77 This is claimed to have lost ground especially after Bachan Singh 78 

and Section 354 (3) in the new Code of Criminal Procedure. There is an 

l1'gument to make appeals in the matter of death sentences a right since only a 

iew numbers of such cases would exist. The same is argued to be the case of life 

Imprisonment cases also especially after the passing of the section 433 A of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure which has made it more burdensome.79 

Remedy - Compensation 

Compensation is recognised for accusation without reasonable cause in a 

:ase triable by a Magistrate, for person groundlessly arrested, for wrongful 

mest, to innocent purchaser of stolen property out of money found on person of 

lccused and it may also be ordered to be paid by convicted person to the victim 

or the dependants of the deceased victim. The last of the above to be done under 

;ection 357 of the Cr.P.c. 

CAD Vol III p.599-601 & 843 
" AIR 1980 SC 898 
'. K. Prakash, "Criminal Appeal Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court - With Particular Reference 
:vDeath Sentence and Life Imprisonment Cases", (2003) 2 SCC (1) 17 
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Lately, courts have been granting compensation III deserving cases 

wherever they come across violation of the fundamental human rights. 

Compensation has been awarded mainly in cases of police atrocities and 

unlawful detention. Sovereign immunity as a principle against State liability has 

eroded right after the Kasturi Lal Ralia Ranl v. State of UP.80 The concept of 

public accountability was for the first time recognised in the infamous Bhagalpur 

Blinding case, Khatri (II) v. State of Bihar.81 In Khatri (IV) v. State of Bihar, it 

was observed that if compensation was not granted, Article 21 would be reduced 

to a nullity 'a mere rope of sand' .82 Though it was said that the court is not 

helpless to grant relief in a case of violation of the right to life and personal 

liberty, and it should be prepared 'to forge new tools and devise new remedies' 

tor the purpose of vindicating these precious fundamental rights, in neither of 

these cases was compensation actually granted.83 

It was in Rudul Sah v. State of Bihar84 that compensation was granted for 

illegal detention for the first time. Chandrachud, Cl., for the Apex Court 

observed thus: 

"It is true that Article 32 cannot be used as a substitute for the 
enforcement of rights and obligations which can be enforced efficaciously 
through the ordinary processes of courts, civil and criminal. A money 
claim has therefore to be agitated in and adjudicated upon in a suit 
instituted in a court of lowest grade competent to try it. But the important 
question for our consideration is whether in the exercise of its jurisdiction 
under Article 32, this Court can pass an order for the payment of money if 
such an order is in the nature of compensation consequential upon the 
deprivation of a fundamental right. The instant case is illustrative of such 
cases ..... 

"AIR 1965 SC 1039 
'. (1981) 1 SCC 627 
':(1981) 2 SCC 493 at 504 
,: This was continued to be left open in Veena Sethi v. State of Bihar, (1982) 2 SCC 583 and 
Sail! Bir v. State of Bihar, (1982) 3 SCC 131. On developing new tools see further Union 
Carbide C01pn. v. Union of India, where Misra, Cl. stated that "we have to develop our own 
law and if we find that it is necessary to construct a new principle of liability to deal with an 
unusual situation which has arisen and which is likely to arise in future ... there is no reason 
why we should hesitate to evolve such principle of liability ... " . 
"(1983) 4 SCC 141 
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.... The petitioner could have been relegated to the ordinary remedy of a 
suit if his claim to compensation was factually controversial, in the sense 
that a civil court mayor may not have upheld his claim. But we have no 
doubt that if the petitioner files a suit to recover damages for his illegal 
detention, a decree for damages would have to be passed in that suit, 
though it is not possible to predicate, in the absence of evidence, the 
precise amount which would be decreed in his favour. In these 
circumstances, the refusal, of this Court to pass an order of compensation 
in favour of the petitioner will be doing mere lip-service to his 
fundamental right to liberty which the State Government has so grossly 
violated. Article 21 which guarantees the right to life and liberty will be 
denuded of its significant content if the power of this Court were limited 
to passing orders to release from illegal detention. One of the telling ways 
in which the violation of that right can reasonably be prevented and due 
compliance with the mandate of Article 21 secured, is to mulet its 
violators in the payment of monetary compensation. Administrative 
sclerosis leading to flagrant infringements of fundamental rights cannot 
be corrected by any other method open to the judiciary to adopt. The right 
to compensation is some palliative for the unlawful acts of 
instrumentalities which act in the name of public interest and which 
present for their protection the powers of the State as a shield. If 
civilisation is not to perish in this country as it has perished in some 
others too well known to suffer mention, it is necessary to educate 
ourselves into accepting that, respect for the rights of individuals is the 
true bastion of democracy. Therefore, the State must repair the damage 
done by its officers to the petitioner's rights. It may have recourse against 
those officers.,,85 

The Supreme Court allowed compensation of Rs. 1 lakh each in matter of 

)IQ persons going missing in Sebastian M. Hongray v. Union of India. 86 In 

3ilim Singh v. State of Jammu and Kashmir,87 which was a case of malafide 

;rrest and non production of the arrested person in the Court, an amount of Rs. 

:0 thousand was awarded as compensation. However, in none of the above 

"11entioned decisions was any principle laid down for deciding the quantum of 

:ompensation to be paid in each case. 

1-------
I, "Id,. 147-48, paragraphs 9 and 10 

. 0984) 3 SCC 82 
j'11985) 4 SCC 677 
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Later, in Peoples Union for Democratic Rights v. State of Bihar,88 while 

!he Court was entertaining a matter of ruthless and unwanted police firing 

resulting in the death of 21 persons, including children, the Supreme Court, for 

the first time quantified the amount as Rs. 20 thousand for each death and Rs. 5 

thousand for the injured. But, the quanta of these compensations were felt to be 

negligible to stand as any guiding principle.89 Compensation was also allowed 

oy the High Courts in the case of maltreatment, though in lawful detention, in 

Rajasthan Kisan Sangathan v. State90 and for loss of life of an undertrial 

prisoner due to failure or neglect of duties of officers in C. Ramkonda Reddy v. 

, Stafe.91 
, 

In Saheli v. Commissioner of Police, Delhi,92 the Court, while dealing 

: with assault and beating by police resulting in the death of a 9 year old child, 

ordered a compensation of Rs. 75 thousand. In State of Maharashtra v. 

, Ravikant S. Patil,93 an undertrial prisoner was handcuffed and paraded through 

the streets in a procession which the Apex Court found abhorrent and awarded a 

compensation of Rs. 10 thousand.94 

The Court, Nilabati Behera v. State of Orissa,95 attempted to spell out 

clearly the principle on which the liability of the State arises in such cases for 

payment of compensation and the distinction between this liability and the 

liability in private law for payment of compensation in an action on tort. It 

observed that award of compensation in a proceeding under Article 32 by the 

Supreme Court or by the High Court under Article 226 of the Constitution is a 

., (1987) 1 SCC 265 

.; Prakash, supra n. 79 
"AIR 1989 Raj. 10 
·1 AIR 1989 A.P. 235 
;: (1990) 1 SCC 422 
':(1991) 2 SCC 373 
"See also TV Vatheeswaran v. State ofTN, (1983) 2 SCC 68; Sunil Gupta v. State of Madhya 
Pradesh, (1990) 3 SCC 119; Delhi Judicial Service Association. Tis Hazari Court v. State of 
Glifarat, (1991) 4 SCC 406; President, Citizens for Democracy v. State of Assam, (1995) 3 
SCC 743; MP Dwivedi In re, (1996) 4 SCC 152. See also Paramjit S. Jaswal and N. Jaswal, 
-Right to Personal Liberty and Handcuffing: Some Observations", 33 JIU 246 (1991) 
.' (1993) 2 SCC 746 
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remedy available in public law, based on strict liability for contravention of 

fundamental rights to which the principle of sovereign immunity does not apply, 

even though it may be available as a defence in private law in an action based on 

tort.96 The Court held that Kasturilal's upholding the State's plea of sovereign 

Immunity for tortious acts of its servants is confined to the sphere of liability in 

tort, which is distinct from the State's liability for contravention of fundamental 

rights to which the doctrine of sovereign immunity has no application in the 

constitutional scheme, and is no defence to the constitutional remedy under 

Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution which enables award of compensation 

for contravention of fundamental rights, when the only practicable mode of 

enforcement of the fundamental rights can be the award of compensation.97 The 

Court referred to the decision of Privy Council in Maharaj v. Attorney-General 

of Trinidad and Tobago (No. 2), where it was considering whether section 6 of 

the Constitution of Trinidad and Tobago 1962, in the chapter pertaining to 

human rights and fundamental freedoms, which provided for an application to 

the High Court for redress, permitted an order for monetary compensation also. 

It was held, that an order for payment of compensation, when a right protected 

had been contravened, is clearly a form of 'redress' which a person is entitled to 

claim under Section 6, and may well be 'the only practicable form of redress'. 

Lord Diplock further observed that claim is not a claim in private law for 

damages for the tort of false imprisonment, under which the damages 

recoverable are at large and would include damages for loss of reputation. It is a 

claim in public law for compensation for deprivation of liberty alone.98 On the 

strength of this the Supreme Court held that 'a claim in public law for 

r Nilabati Behera v. State of Orissa, (1993) 2 SCC 746, 759. See also Dalip Singh v. State oJ 
HG/)'G/lG, 1993 Supp (3) SCC 336; Bhuwaneshwar Singh v. Union of India, (1993) 4 sce 327; 
YNagendra Rao & Co. v. State of Andhra Pradesh, (1994) 6 SCC 205; Pratul KUlIlar Sinha v. 
SWleofBihar, 1994 Supp (3) SCC 100; R.S. Sodhi v. State of UP, 1994 Supp (1) SCC 142 
;' Kasturilal which related to value of goods seized and not returned to the owner due to the fault of 
GOl'ernment servants and the claim being of damages for the tort of conversion under the ordinary 
process. and not a claim for compensation for violation of fundamental rights was held to be inapplicable 
m this context and distinguishable, Kasturi Lal Ratia Ram v. State of UP, AIR 1965 se 1039 
··Id., 762 
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compensation' for contravention of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the 

protection of which is guaranteed in the Constitution, is an acknowledged 

remedy for enforcement and protection of such rights, and such a claim based on 

ltrict liability made by resorting to a constitutional remedy provided for the 

enforcement of a fundamental right is 'distinct from, and in addition to, the 

remedy in private law for damages for the tort' resulting from the contravention 

of the fundamental right. The defence of sovereign immunity being 

inapplicable, and alien to the concept of guarantee of fundamental rights, there 

can be no question of such a defence being available in the constitutional 

remedy. It is this principle which justifies award of monetary compensation for 

contravention of fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution, when that is 

the only practicable mode of redress available for the contravention made by the 

State or its servants in the purported exercise of their powers, and enforcement 

of the fundamental right is claimed by resort to the remedy in public law under 

me Constitution by recourse to Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution.99 

The Court observed that the wide powers given to it by Article 32, which 

itself is a fundamental right, imposes a constitutional obligation on it to forge 

)Uch new tools, which may be necessary for doing complete justice and 

enforcing the fundamental rights guaranteed in the Constitution, which enable 

me award of monetary compensation in appropriate cases, where that is the only 

mode of redress available. It considered the power available to the Court under 

Article 142 as also an enabling provision in this behalf. The contrary view, it 

said, would not merely render the court powerless and the constitutional 

guarantee a mirage, but may, in certain situations, be an incentive to extinguish 

life, if for the extreme contravention the court is powerless to grant any relief 

against the State, except by punishment of the wrongdoer for the resulting 

offence, and recovery of damages under private law, by the ordinary process. If 

me guarantee that deprivation of life and personal liberty cannot be made except 

In accordance with law, is to be real, the enforcement of the right in case of 

"/d .• 763 
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every contravention must also be possible in the constitutional scheme, the mode 

Jf redress being that which is appropriate in the facts of each case. It correctly 

recognised that this remedy in public law has to be more readily available when 

Invoked by the have-nots, who are not possessed of the wherewithal for 

enforcement of their rights in private law but it did caution that its exercise is to 

De tempered by judicial restraint to avoid circumvention of private law remedies, 

h . 100 were more appropnate. Reference was made to Article 9( 5) of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 to indicate that an 

enforceable right to compensation is not alien to the concept of enforcement of a 

guaranteed right. 

Dr Anand, 1. while concurring, observed that the purpose of public law is 

~ot only to civilize public power but also to assure the citizen that they live 

under a legal system which aims to protect their interests and preserve their 

rights. He felt that the compensation is in the nature of 'exemplary damages' 

awarded against the wrongdoer for the breach of its public law duty. 

He observed further that law is in the process of development and the 

~rocess necessitates developing separate public law procedures as also public 

law principles. It may be necessary to identify the situations to which separate 

~roceedings and principles apply and the courts have to act firmly but with 

certain amount of circumspection and self-restraint, lest proceedings under 

Article 32 or 226 are misused as a disguised substitute for civil action in private 

law. lol 

The Court directed the respondent State of Orissa to pay the sum of Rs 

1.50,000 to the petitioner for custodial death of her son and a further sum of Rs 

10,000 as costs to be paid to the Supreme Court Legal Aid Committee. It also 

:Iarified that the award of this compensation, apart from the direction for 

'Id., 764 
)1 Id., 767 
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. adjustment of the amount as indicated, will not affect any other liability of the 

respondents or any other person flowing from the custodial death. 102 

I 

Though not as serious a violation as above, in Inder Singh v. State of 

PUlyab,I03 which related to abduction and detention of persons, Rs. 1.5 lakhs 

were ordered to be paid as compensation to each of the victims. Similarly, 

I where an army officer died under mysterious circumstances in Charanjit Kaur v. 

I ['"ion of India, 104 an amount of Rs. 6 lakhs was ordered as compensation. 

I Compensation to victims of crime, especially in rape cases, also have 

I been allowed as in Delhi Domestic Working Women's Forum v. Union of 

India. ID5 The Supreme Court in D.G. & I.G. of Police v. Prem Sagar,I06 

JPproved the decision of the lower courts, which after coming to the conclusion 

ilIat one Bhav Sagar was illegally detained for a period of one month, awarded a 

:ompensation to the tune ofRs 20,000. 

It observed that there were sufficient materials before the learned 

Sessions Judge who conducted the enquiry and the High Court in coming to the 

conclusion that the detention was wholly illegal and on such conclusion, 

compensation having been awarded, there was no necessity of any interference. 

Where a detenu disappeared from custody of security forces Rs. 1 Lakh 

was ordered to be paid in Union of India v. Luithukla. 107 In Aheibam Ongbi 

Leihao Devi v. State of Manipur l08 a person was killed by indiscriminate firing 

and Rs. 1.5 lakhs was asked to be paid as compensation to the relatives of the 

lictim. In Arvinder Singh Bagga v. State of Up I09 a married woman was 

subjected to physical, mental and psychological torture for her to abandon her 

: Id .. 765 
: (1995) 3 SCC 702 
4(1994) 2 SCC 1 
'(1995) 1 SCC 14 and Bodhisattwa Gautam v. Subhra Chakraborty, (1996) 1 SCC 490 
, (1999) 5 SCC 700, 701 
-(1999) 9 SCC 273 
i AIR 1999 Gau. 9 
'(1994) 6 SCC 505 
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~gal marriage by the police. Her husband and his family were also subjected to 

!orture and the Apex Court ordered the State to pay her compensation. 

Ajab Singh v. State of Upl \0 involved the death of a person in judicial 

:ustody for which a compensation of Rs. 5 lakhs were ordered. However, where 

J person had to undergo long imprisonment on a wrong conviction due to 

I :nadequate legal representation no compensation was granted. I11 

I The award of Rs. Twenty thousand as compensation by the High Court in 

) lease of custodial death was enhanced to Rs. Seventy thousand by the Supreme 

! Court in Amitadyuti Kumar v. State of West Bengal. I 12 In State of Punjab v. 
I 

II'inod Kumar,113 three persons disappeared due to police atrocities and Rs. 2 

I iakhs each were granted as compensation. 
I 

Where a lunatic under-trial was in jail for over 30 years he was ordered to 
, 
I De accommodated with Missionaries of Charity and they were to be ordered to 

I ~paid Rs. 2lakhs in RD Upadhyay v. State of AP.114 
I 

In this context, it may also be noted that, the Supreme Court in D.K. Basu 

I, State of W.B., reiterated the principle of ubi jus, ibi remedium - there is no 

wrong without a remedy in the context of punitive measures. I 15 It observed that 

!he law wills that in every case where a man is wronged and 'endamaged' he 

must have a remedy. A mere declaration of invalidity of an action or finding of 

:ustodial violence or death in lock-up, does not by itself provide any meaningful 

iemedy to a person whose fundamental right to life has been infringed. Much 

more needs to be done. 

After pointing out some of the provisions in the Indian Penal Code 116 

which could be applicable to such situations, it observed that these statutory 

(2000) 3 SCC 521 
. HlIssaill v. State of Kerala, (2000) 8 SCC 139 
: (2000) 9 SCC 404 
; (2000)9 SCC 742 
j (2001) 1 SCC 437 and 439. See also Punjab & Hmyana High Court Bar ASSIl, v. State of 

?!lIifab, (1996) 4 SCC 742 
'(1997) 1 SCC 416, 437 
'Section 220 provides for punishment to an officer or authority who detains or keeps a person 
n confinement with a corrupt or malicious motive. Sections 330 and 331 provide for 
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provisions are, however, inadequate to repair the wrong done to the citizen. 

Prosecution of the offender is an obligation of the State in case of every crime 

but the victim of crime needs to be compensated monetarily also. The Court, 

where the infringement of the fundamental right is established, therefore, cannot 

stop by giving a mere declaration. It must proceed further and give 

compensatory relief, not by way of damages as in a civil action but by way of 

compensation under the public law jurisdiction for the wrong done, due to 

breach of public duty by the State of not protecting the fundamental right to life 

of the citizen. To repair the wrong done and give judicial redress for legal injury 

is a compulsion of judicial conscience. 

After doing the groundwork, the Court referred to Article 9(5) of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966. It recognised that 

the Government of India, at the time of its ratification (of ICCPR) in 1979, 

made a specific reservation to the effect that the Indian legal system does not 

recognise a right to compensation for victims of unlawful arrest or detention and 

thus did not become a party to the Covenant. Interestingly, the Court said that 

the relevant reservation has now lost its relevance in view of the law laid down 

by the Supreme Court in a number of cases awarding compensation for the 

infringement of the fundamental right to life of a citizen. It was observed that 

though there is no express provision in the Constitution of India for grant of 

compensation for violation of a fundamental right to life, nonetheless, the Court 

has judicially evolved a right to compensation in cases of established 

unconstitutional deprivation of personal liberty or life. 1 17 

The Court went on to further observe that the courts have the obligation 

to satisfy the social aspirations of the citizens because the courts and the law are 

punishment of those who inflict injury or grievous hurt on a person to extort confession or 
information in regard to commission of an offence. Illustrations (a) and (b) to Section 330 
make a police officer guilty of torturing a person in order to induce him to confess the 
commission of a crime or to induce him to point out places where stolen property is deposited. 
Section 330, therefore, directly makes torture during interrogation and investigation punishable 
under the Indian Penal Code 
117 Reference was made to Nilabati Behra 
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for the people and expected to respond to their aspirations. A court of law 

cannot close its consciousness and aliveness to stark realities. Mere punishment 

of the offender cannot give much solace to the· family of the victim and a civil 

action for damages is a long drawn and a cumbersome judicial process. 

\1onetary compensation for redressal by the court finding the infringement of 

the indefeasible right to life of the citizen is, therefore, useful and at time 

perhaps the only effective remedy to apply balm to the wounds of the family 

members of the deceased victim, who may have been the breadwinner of the 

family,I18 As far as the quantum of compensation was concerned it said that it 

will depend upon the peculiar facts of each case and no strait-jacket formula can 

be evolved in that behalf and this may in a given case, be adjusted against any 

amount which may be awarded to the claimant by way of damages in a civil 

suit. I 19 

In Chairman, Railway Board v. Chandrima Das,120 it was contended that 

the victim of rape in the railway precincts, Smt Hanuffa Khatoon, was a foreign 

national and, therefore, no relief under public law could be granted to her as 

there was no violation of the fundamental rights available under the Constitution, 

since the fundamental rights in Part III of the Constitution are available only to 

citizens of this country. This argument was turned down for two reasons: first, 

; The Court refers to a similar approach of redressing the wrong by award of monetary 
compensation against the State for its failure to protect the fundamental rights of the citizen that 
has been adopted by the Courts of Ireland, which has a written constitution, guaranteeing 
iundamental rights, but which also like the Indian Constitution contains no provision of remedy 
iOT the infringement of those rights- in State (At the Prosecution of Quinn) v. Ryan, 1965 IR 
'0,122 and Byrne v. Ireland, 1972 IR 241. It also referred to Simpsoll v. Attorney General 
IBaigent case), 1994 NZLR 667 of the Court of Appeal in New Zealand which had, in turn, 
referred to Nilabati Behera. 
I~ On the question of distinction between public law and private law see with benefit Common 

Callse, A Regd. Society v. Union of India, AIR 1999 SC 2979, paragraphs 39-40; Arvinder 
SillghBagga v. State ofU.P., (1994) 6 SCC 505; P. Rathinam v. Union of India , 1989 Supp (2) 
sec 716; Death of Sawinder Singh Grower In re, 1995 Supp (4) sce 450; State of M.P. v. 
Shramsullder Trivedi, (1995) 4 SCC 262; People's Union fOl' Civil Liberties v. Union of India, 
,\lR 1997 se 1203; and Kaushalya v. State of Punjab, (1999) 6 sce 754; Supreme Court 
Legal Aid Committee v. State of Bihar, (1991) 3 SCC 482; Jacob George (DI) v. State of 
Kaala, (1994) 3 sce 430; Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor Samity v. State of WB., AIR 1996 
se 2426; and Manju Bhatia v. New Delhi Municipal Council, AIR 1998 se 223 
:Q (2000) 2 sec 465, 480 
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on the ground of domestic jurisprudence based on constitutional provisions and 

secondly, on the ground of human rights jurisprudence based on the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, which, according to the Court, has the 

International recognition as the "Moral Code of Conduct" having been adopted 

by the General Assembly of the United Nations. 

It discussed the principles and objects behind the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, 1948, as adopted and proclaimed by the United Nations General 

.issembly Resolution of 10.12.1948. It quoted the relevant portion of the 

Preamble, and the Declaration to the effect that: 

"Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in the 

Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, 

language, religion, political or other opinion, NATIONAL OR SOCIAL 

ORIGIN, PROPERTY, BIRTH OR OTHER STATUS. 

Furthermore, NO DISTINCTION SHALL BE MADE ON THE BASIS OF THE 

POLITICAL, JURISDICTIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL STATUS OF THE 

COUNTRY OR TERRITORY to which a person belongs, whether it be 

independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of 

sovereignty.,,121 (emphasis original) 

It also quoted the General Assembly resolution dated 20.12.1993 

adopting the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women and 

Ilent on to hold that the International Covenants and Declarations as adopted by 

the United Nations have to be respected by all signatory States and the meaning 

given to the words in those Declarations and Covenants have to be such as 

lIould help in effective implementation of those rights. The applicability of the 

L'niversal Declaration of Human Rights and the principles thereof may have to 

be read, if need be, into the domestic jurisprudence. 

:: Id., 481 
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Rights of prisoners 

The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 1955 122 is a 

comprehensive guideline laid down for the purpose of bringing the law in tune 

with the human rights requirements. It contains provisions stipulating, inter alia, 

about accommodation, personal hygiene, clothing and bedding, food, exercise 

and sport, medical services, discipline and punishment, instruments of restraint, 

information to and complaints by prisoners, contact with the outside world, 

books, religion and removal of prisoners. The Rules deal specifically with 

Institutional personnel and rules applicable to special categories 

It classifies the prisoner on the following criteria: 

A. Prisoners under sentence with guiding principles for their treatment, 

classification and individualization, social relations and after-care 

B. Insane and mentally abnormal prisoners 

C. Prisoners under arrest or awaiting trial 

D. Civil prisoners 

E. Persons arrested or detained without charge 

Additionally the General Assembly has also come out with the Basic 

Principles for the Treatment of Prisoners. 123 

The significance and sweep of Article 21 make the deprivation of liberty 

a matter of grave concern and permissible only when the law authorising it is 

reasonable, even-handed and geared to the goals of community good and State 

necessity spelt out in Article 19. 124 "Life" in Article 21 was explained in 

~ Adopted on August 30, 1955 by the First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of 
Cnmeand the Treatment of Offenders, U.N. Doe. AlCONF/611, annex I, E.S.c. res. 663C, 24 
L'X ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 11, U.N. Doe. E/3048 (1957), amended E.S.C. res. 2076, 62 
LN. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1) at 35, U.N. Doe. E/5988 (1977) 
:'G.A. res. 45/111, annex, 45 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49A) at 200, U.N. Doe. Al45/49 (1990) 
:'Glldikanti Narasimhulu v. Public Prosecutor, High Court of A.P., (1978) 1 SCC 240, 244 
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Kharak Singh case,125 where Subba Rao, 1. quoted Field, 1. in Munn v. Illinois 126 

I to emphasise the quality of life covered by Article 21 : 

"Something more than mere animal existence. The inhibition against its 

deprivation extends to all those limbs and faculties by which life is 

enjoyed. The provision equally prohibits the mutilation of the body by the 

amputation of an arm or leg, or the putting out of an eye or the destmction 

of any other organ of the body through which the soul communicates with 

the outer world." 

While dealing with the conditions in prison the Supreme Court in Sunil Batra 

v. Delhi Admn.,127 identified three inter-related problems in the matter: (i) a 

jurisdictional dilemma between 'hands off prisons' and 'take over jail 

administration', (ii) a constitutional conflict between detentional security and 

inmate liberties and (Ui) the rule of processual and substantive reasonableness in 

. stopping bmtal jail conditions. The Court observed that in such basic situations, 

pragmatic sensitivity, belighted by the preamble to the Constitution and 

balancing the vulnerability of 'caged' humans to state torment and the prospect 

of escape or internal disorder, should be the course for the court to navigate. 

The "hands-off' doctrine is said to be based the observation in RujJill v. 

Commonwealth: 128 

"He has, as a consequence of his crime, not only forfeited his liberty, but 

all his personal rights except those which the law in its humanity accords 

to him. He is for the time being, the slave of the State." 

In the words of Krishna Iyer J., it was obligatory for the cOUlis to respond 

because: 

: 115 Kharak Singh v. State ojUP., AIR 1963 se 1295 
116 94 us 113, 142 

I 117 (1978) 4 sce 494, 502 
. 118 62 Va (21 Gratt) 790, 796 (1871) quoted/bid. 
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" ... \n ou.l: com.\\\u.\\ona\ m(\el: \\ \'& ax\oma\\c \b.a\ \b.e \)1:\'&on \a'N'& (\0 no\ 

swallow up the fundamental rights of the legally unfree, and, as sentinels 

on the qui-vive, courts will guard freedom behind bars, tempered, of 

course, by environmental realism but intolerant of torture by executive 

echelons. The policy of the law and the paramountcy of the Constitution 

are beyond purchase by authoritarians glibly invoking 'dangerousness' of 

inmates and peace in prisons." 

In Mohammad Giasuddin v. State of A.p.,129 the Supreme Court strongly 

endorsed the importance of the hospital setting and the therapeutic goal of 

imprisonment in the following words: 

"Progressive criminologists across the world will agree that the Gandhian 

diagnosis of offenders as patients and his conception of prisons as 

hospitals, mental and moral, is the key to the pathology of delinquency 

and the therapeutic role of 'punishment' . The whole man is a healthy man 

and every man is born good. Criminality is a curable deviance.... Our 

prisons should be correctional houses, not cruel iron aching the soul.. .. 

This nation cannot, and, if it remembers its incarcerated leaders and 

freedom fighters, will not but revolutionize the conditions inside that grim 

little world. We make these persistent observations only to drive home the 

imperative of Freedom, that its deprivation, by the State, is validated only 

by a plan to make the sentences more worthy of that birthright. There is a 

spiritual dimension to the first page of our Constitution which projects 

into penology... A rehabilitation purpose is or ought to be implicit in 

every sentence of an offender unless ordered otherwise by the sentencing 

court." 130 

It was observed in the context of sending a pnsoner to solitary 

confinement that though our Constitution has no 'due process' clause or the 

129 (1977) 3 SCC 287 
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VIII Amendment similar to the US, after RC Cooper v. Union of India 131 and 

Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, 132 the consequence is the same: 

"For what is punitively outrageous, scandalizingly unusual or cruel and 

rehabilitatively counter-productive, is unarguably unreasonable and 

arbitrary and is shot down by Articles 14 and 19 and if inflicted with 

procedural unfairness, falls foul of Article 21. Part III of the Constitution 

does not part company with the prisoner at the gates, and judicial 

oversight protects the prisoner's shrunken fundamental rights, if flouted, 

frowned upon or frozen by the prison authority .... Judges, even within a 

prison setting, are the real, though restricted, ombudsmen empowered to 

proscribe and prescribe, humanize and civilize the life-style within the 

concerns. The operation of Articles 14, 19 and 21 may be pared down for 

a prisoner but not puffed out altogether.,,133 

It observed that inflictions may take many various forms, apart from 

physical assaults. Pushing the prisoner into a solitary cell, denial of a necessary 

amenity, and, more dreadful sometimes, transfer to a distant prison where visits 

or society of friends or relations may be snapped, allotment of degrading labour, 

assigning him to a desperate or tough gang and the like, may be punitive in 

effect. Every such affliction or abridgment is an infraction of liberty or life in its 

wider sense and cannot be sustained unless Article 21 is satisfied. There must be 

a corrective legal procedure, fair and reasonable and effective. Such infraction 

will be arbitrary, under Article 14 if it is dependent on unguided discretion, 

unreasonable, under Article 19 if it is irremediable and unappealable, and unfair, 

under Article 21 if it violates natural justice. 134 

IJO This was reiterated in Sunil Batra v. Delhi Admn., (1978) 4 SCC 494, 509 
III (1970) 1 SCC 248: (1970) 3 SCR 531 
Il2 (1978) 1 SCC 248 
III SUl1il Balra (II) v. Delhi Admn., (1980) 3 SCC 488 
lJi Id., 509 
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It has been held that there must be special reasons of an extraordinary or 

:rgent character when fetters are fastened on an unconvicted prisoner and those 

iubstantial reasons must be recorded and its copy furnished to the prisoner. 135 

In Francis Coralie Mullin v. Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi, 136 

; was observed that any form of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading 

Jeatment would be offensive to human dignity and constitute an inroad into this 
i 

.! 19ht to live and it would, on this view, be prohibited by Article 21 unless it is in 

,I Jccordance with procedure prescribed by law, but no law which authorises and 

I no procedure which leads to such torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading 

I treatment can ever stand the test of reasonableness and non-arbitrariness, it 

I would plainly be unconstitutional and void as being violative of Articles 14 and 
I 

21. It would thus be seen that there is implicit in Article 21 the right to 

I protection against torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment which is 

I enunciated in Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

guaranteed by Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights. This right to live, which is comprehended within the broad connotation 

of the right to life, can concededly be abridged according to procedure 

I tstablished by law and therefore when a person is lawfully imprisoned, this right 

I 10 live is bound to suffer attenuation to the extent to which it is incapable of 

I enjoyment by reason of incarceration. The prisoner or detenu obviously cannot 
I 

I move about freely by going outside the prison walls nor can he socialise at his 

free-will with persons outside the jail. But, as part of the right to live with 

human dignity and, therefore, as a necessary component of the right to life, he 

would be entitled to have interviews with the members of his family and friends 

and no prison regulation or procedure laid down by prison regulation regulating 

Ihe right to have interviews with the members of the family and friends can be 

upheld as constitutionally valid under Articles 14 and 21, unless it is reasonable, 

fair and just. It also felt that 'personal liberty' under Article 21 would include 

IJ; Supra n. 130, 553 
1.16(1981) 1 SCC 608, 619 - 620 
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me right to socialise with members of the family and friends subject, of course, 

10 any valid prison regulations. 

The Supreme Court has upheld the right of a prisoner to have his work 

published if it does not violate prison discipline in State of Maharashtra v. 

Prabhakar Pandurang,137 as also the right to prisoners to interview in Prabha 

Dlitt v. Union of India. 138 

His security while in prison is the responsibility of the State. Failure to 

. ensure his security may entail payment of compensation. For example, in Kewal 

Pati v. State of u.P., 139 it was held that even though the deceased was a convict 

and was serving his sentence yet the authorities were not absolved of their 

responsibility to ensure his life and safety in the jail. A prisoner does not cease to 

have his constitutional right except to the extent he has been deprived of it in 

accordance with law. 140 He was entitled to protection. Since the killing took 

place when he was in jail, it resulted in deprivation of his life contrary to law. 

Since it had taken place while he was serving his sentence due to failure of the 

authorities to protect him, the Court was of the opinion that his family is entitled 

to be compensated. 

Parole 

Parole is granted under the relevant Jail Rules by the executive. 

In Poonam Lata v. ML Wadhawa, 14 1 the Supreme Court observed that 

release on parole is a wing of reformative process and is expected to provide 

opportunity to the prisoner to transform himself to a useful citizen 

iF AIR 1966 se 424 
:!S AIR 1982 se 6: (1982) 1 sce 1 
14 (1995) 3 sce 600, 600 

ilD Reference was made to Francis Coralie Mullin v. Administrator. Union TerritOl)l of Delhi, 
11981) 1 sce 608: AIR 1981 se 746 andA.K. Ray v. Union of India, (1982) 1 sce 271: AIR 
1982 se 710 
~I 1987 Cri.L.J. 1130 
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In Inder Singh v. State,142 Krishna Iyer J., for the Court, fonnulated 

another strategy, that of a guarded parole, when he said: 

"If the behaviour of these two prisoners shows responsibility and 

trustworthiness, liberal, though cautious, parole will be allowed to them 

so that their family ties may be maintained and his inner tensions may not 

further build up. After every period of one year, they should be enlarged 

on parole of two months .... " 

Pardoning power, in the US, is not considered as a personal act of grace 

by the President but as power belonging to the people reposed on the highest 

dignitary of the State. The reasons that impelled the system to confer this power 

on the executive head was explained by Chief Justice Taft thus: 

"Executive clemency exists to afford relief from undue harshness or 

evident mistake in the operation or the enforcement of the law. The 

administration of justice by the courts is not necessarily always wise or 

certainly considerate of the circumstances which may properly mitigate 

guilt. To afford a remedy, it has always been thought essential in popular 

governments as well as in monarchies to vest in some other authority than 

the courts power to ameliorate or avoid particular criminal judgments 
,,143 

Prior to the enactment of the Constitution, the remission and commutation 

system was prevalent in our country as part of the statutory scheme. 144 There 

was also a delegated clemency power with the Governor General in Council. 145 

By the Constitution, this clemency power of the erstwhile monarch has been 

': AIR 1978 se 1091, 1092 
';Exparte Phi/lip Crossman, 267 us 87 (1924) 
uSections 401 and 426, er.P.e. 1898 
"Section 295 of the Government of India Act 1935 
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. conferred on the President and the Governors. 146 Dealing with the pardoning 

power vis-a-vis section 433A of the Cr.P.c., which laid down that convicts 

whose death penalty has been commuted to life imprisonment and those who 

have been awarded life for an offence for which death penalty is one of the 

punishments should necessarily serve 14 years of actual imprisonment before 

release, in Maru Ram v. Union of India,147 the Supreme Court declared that if a 

person was released in exercise of the constitutional power under Article 72 or 

161, the rule in section 433A would not be applicable in such cases. It went on 

further, however, to hold that the exercise of such powers could be subjected to 

judicial review since these powers are to be exercised on the advice of the 

: govemment. 148 

. Non custodial measures 

The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial 

Measures (The Tokyo Rules) are the international norms in this area. 149 Among 

the non custodial measures, probation stands out since we do not have other 

options yet recognised. 

Probation means the conditional suspension of imposition of a sentence 

by the court, in select cases, especially of young offenders, who are not sent to 

prisons but released on probation, on agreeing to abide by certain conditions. 

IlOThough there was a proposal to confine it to the President, it was shelved on the ground that 
the Governor would be better placed to exercise this power in relation to an offence committed 
m the State and the Home Minister of the State would be advising him. Constituent Assembly 
Debates, Book No. 2, Vol. No. VII, pp. 1118 - 1120 
147 AIR 1980 SC 2147; See also K. M. Nanavati v. State of Bombay, AIR 1961 SC 112; 
Shamsher Singh v. State of UP, AIR 1974 SC 2192; Kuljit Singh v. Lt. Governor, AIR 1982 SC 
774; Swarml Singh v. State of UP, (1998) 4 SCC 75; Satpai v. State of Hmyan(l, (2000) 5 SCC 
170 
1/8 For a critical analysis of the judgment and the power see K.N. Chandrasekharan Pillai and 
Balakrishnan K., "Pardoning Power - Need for a Fresh Look", 24 Ac.L.R. 225 (2000) 
1/9 G.A. res. 451110, annex, 45 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49A) at 197, V.N. Doc. Al45/49 
(1990). The other measures have been mentioned under the section dealing with sentencing 
supra. 
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~he probationer is subject to supervision by a public or private organisation or 

~\ individuals. 

The attempt by probation is to reform and rehabilitate the offender as a 

.lieful and self reliant member of the society without subjecting him to the 

nega\\ve e\\~c\ \)\ )'d\\ \\\~~')\\ \\\)~~'l~\, ~~ \..o.~ ~\)Thli\~i\\)\\ \\o.~ ~~\\\\~~ \:)\\\ 

that there are occasions when the offender is so anti social that his immediate 

and prolonged confinement is the best assurance of society'S protection. 151 

Probation was recognised in India for the first time in section 562 of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure 1898. Here its application was confined to offences 

of theft, dishonest misappropriation, cheating and any other offence in the Penal 

Code punishable with not more than two year's imprisonment. The scope of 

probation was extended by the Amendment of 1923 to the Code of Criminal 

Procedure and the period of release on probation was also increased from one 

year to three years. 152 

A comprehensive enactment was passed by the Probation of Offenders 

.1ct 1958 and it was also included under section 360 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure. 

The Supreme Court has emphasised, in Ramji Misar v. State of Bihar, 153 

that the Act is meant to reform and rehabilitate the offender, the method adopted 

being an attempt to possible reformation. It held that the beneficial provisions 

should receive wide interpretation and should not be read in restrictive sense. 

This view was reiterated in Ratan Lala v. State. 154 

In Ishwardass v. State of Punjab, 155 the Supreme Court said that before 

deciding to apply the beneficial provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act, the 

object of the Act (and the intention of the legislature) under which the offences 

" Statement of Object and Reasons to the Probations of Offenders Bill 1957 . 
. '! 47tl1 Report on The Trial and Punishment of Social and Economic Offences, para 10.3, p. 85 
': See for a comparative position on probation, Dr. D.e. Pande and V. Bagga, "Probation -

The Law and Practice in India", 15 JILI 57 (1974) 
';AIR 1963 se 1088 
~ AIR 1965 se 444 
" AIR 1972 se 1295 
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is committed ought to be taken into consideration. In the instant case, which 

was for an offence under the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act under which a 

minimum sentence of six months were prescribed, the Court said that the 

provisions should not be lightly resorted to, where the person is above 21 years 

of age. 156 For those under 21, the beneficial provisions may still be applied as 

was the case here. It went on to hold that the object of the Probation of 

,I Offenders Act is to avoid imprisonment of the persons covered by the provisions 

, and the said object cannot be set at naught by imposing a sentence of fine which 

would necessarily entail imprisonment in case there is a default in payment of 

tine. 

In PK Tejani v. MR Dange,157 the Supreme Court observed in the context 

of offences under the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act that the observations 

of the Law Commission in its 4 i h Report must be kept in mind and in some 

occasions the kindly application of the probation principle is negatived by the 

imperatives of social defence and the improbabilities of moral proselytisation. It 

I said that the \)o\\ce \)owe-rs of the state must -reach out to \)-rotect the unsus\)ecting, 

community. The legislature having prescribed a minimum sentence under the 

Act, in the context of the proposition that generally food offences must be dealt 

with deterrently, it refused to extend the benefit under the Probation of 

Offenders Act. It observed that if offenders could get away by payment of 

trivial fines, it would bring the law into contempt and its enforcement a 

mockery. 158 But, in fit cases, the Supreme Court has extended the benefit of the 

Act to Prevention of Food Adulteration cases also. 159 

lib The age became relevant since under the Probation of Offenders Act, in section 6, there is a 
, restriction on imprisonment of offenders under 21 years of age, except in cases where life 
imprisonment can be imposed 
157 1974 Cri.L.J. 313, 322 
li8 See also Prem Ballab v. State (Delhi Admn.), AIR 1977 SC 56; Jai Narain v. Municipal 
CO/po of Delhi, AIR 1972 SC 2607 
1·9 . ) R M Nayak v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1981 SC 1776 
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In Jugal Kishore v. State of Bihar, 160 the Supreme Court observed that the 

object of the Probation of Offenders Act is to prevent the conversion of youthful 

offenders into obdurate criminals as a result of their association with hardened 

criminals of mature age in case they are sentenced to undergo imprisonment in 

jail. The appellant in this case was charged with offence under section 326 read 

with section 149, which, he contended that, is punishable not only with 

imprisonment for life but also imprisonment which may extend to 10 years and 

so, the benefit of section 6 of the Probation of Offenders Act should be invoked. 

The Court refused to accept this view and dismissed the appeal. 161 

In State of Haryana v. Prem Chand,162 the Supreme Court gave the 

benefit of probation under section 360 Cr.P.e. to a person convicted for attempt 

to commit rape by taking the punishment of attempt to commit rape as 10 years, 

by taking life imprisonment to be RI for 20 years as per section 57 IPC and then 

by virtue of section 511, taking its half, i.e. 10· years as the punishment for the 

offence. 

It may be pertinent to point out that the Courts are to use their discretion 

judicially and having regard to the age, character of antecedents of the offender, 

and to the circumstances in which the offence was committed. 163 It has been 

held in Budhram v. State of Rajasthan, 164 that mere prescription of a minimum 

sentence is not a bar to the applicability of the provisions of sections 360 and 

361 of Cr.P.e. The courts have been consistent to extend the benefit to those 

under 21 years of age. 165 

liil(\972) 2 sce 633 
1~1 See also Som Nath Puri v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1972 se 1490 where the question was 
the benefit of section 4 in a similar situation 
I'~ (1997) 7 sce 756 
to) See observations in Dilbag Singh v. State of Punjab, (1979) 2 sce 103; Hari Singh v. 
511kbir Singh, (1988) 4 sce 551 
11>4 AIR 1996 Raj. 52. See also State v. Ratan Lal Arora, (2004) 4 sce 590 
1~;Abdul Cavus v. State ofBihar, AIR 1972 se 214; Satya Bhan Kishore v. State ofBihar, AIR 
1972 se 1554 
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In Arvind Mohan Sinha v. Amulya Kumar Biswas,166 the question was 

whether the Act can apply to offences under the Customs Act 1962. The 

, Supreme Court held that the words of section 4 (1) of the Probation of Offenders 

Act are wide enough and would include offences under the Customs Act also. 

, But, in State of Maharashtra v. Kapur Chand Kesari Mal lain, 167 the benefit of 

the Act granted by the High Court was disallowed by the Supreme Court on the 

,ground that under section 4, nature of the offence is one of the criteria for 

I determining award of benefit, so would be the age and the circumstances in 
I 

which the offence is committed. The court decided as it did since none of these 

factors favoured the accused. 

In Bishnu Deo Shaw v. State of West Bengal,168 the Supreme Court after 

holding that sections 360 and 361 are mandatory in nature, expressed the opinion 

that the special measures contained in section 361 must be such as to compel the 

court to hold that it is impossible to reform and rehabilitate the offender after 

examining the matter with due regard to the age, character and antecedents of the 

offender and the circumstances in which the offence was committed. 169 

Justice to Victims 

The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and 

Abuse of Powerl70 defines victims as persons who, individually or collectively, 

have suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, 

economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights, through 

acts or omissions that are in violation of criminal laws operative within a 

160 1974 Cri.L.J. 885 
167 AIR 1981 SC 927 
168 (1979) 3 SCC 714 
169 See for a discussion of application of section 361 and its problems, RV Ke1kar's Criminal 
Procedure, Revised by Dr. K.N. Chandrasekharan Pillai, 4th ed., Eastern Book Co., Lucknow, 
2001 
17°G.A. 40/34, annex, 40 V.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 53) at 214, V.N. Doc. Al40153 (1985). See 
generally International Faces of Victimology, Sarah Ben David and Gerd F. Kirchoff Eds., 
WSV Publishing, Monchengladbach, FRG, 1992 for the Papers and Essays at the vt" 
International Symposium on Victimology in Jerusalem, 1988 
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country, including those laws proscribing criminal abuse of power. The term 

'victim' also includes, where appropriate, the immediate family or dependants 

of the direct victim and persons who have suffered harm in intervening to assist 

victims in distress or to prevent victimization. 

It prescribes that victims should be treated with compassion and respect 

for their dignity. They are entitled to access to the mechanisms of justice and to 

prompt redress, as provided for by national legislation, for the harm that they 

have suffered. It specifically prescribes that the offender should restitute the 

I'ictim and where it is not possible for the victim to get it from him, the State 

should be obligated to compensate for the sufferings of the victim. It has 

envisaged the establishment of national funds for this purpose. 

The Malimath Committee has recommended a series of rights to the 

victim including the right to prefer an appeal against any adverse order passed 

by the court acquitting the accused, convicting for a lesser offence, imposing 

inadequate sentence, or granting inadequate compensation and legal services to 

victims in select crimes may be extended to include psychiatric and medical 

help, interim compensation and protection against secondary victimization. 

It observes that victim compensation is a State obligation in all serious 

crimes, whether the offender is apprehended or not, convicted or acquitted. This 

is to be organized in a separate legislation by Parliament. Consideration and the 

creation of the Victim Compensation Fund to be administered possibility by the 

Legal Services Authority. These are encouraging recommendations. 

The recommendations of the Malimath Committee takes care of all the 

aspirations of the international community in this area. The Declaration of Basic 

Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power also projects 

rights based to approach to it. 171 So does the Resolution of the United Nations 

Human Rights Commission on the rights to restitution, compensation and 

rehabilitation for victims of grave violations of human rights and fundamental 

1'1 UN Doe Al40153 (1985) 
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freedoms 172 as well as the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a 

Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Violations of International Human 

Rights and Humanitarian Law. The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice 

for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power provides that the views and concerns 

of victims of crime should be presented and considered at appropriate stages in 

the proceedings, that victims should be provided proper assistance throughout 

the process, that they should suffer only minimal inconvenience, in particular 

with regard to their privacy, and that unnecessary delays should be avoided in 

the proceedings. 173 It also states that victims of crime should obtain prompt 

redress through expeditious, fair, inexpensive and accessible procedures. 174 

Offenders should make fair restitution to victims, their families or dependants 

and governments should consider restitution as an available sentencing option. 175 

When compensation is not fully available from the offender or other sources, the 

State should provide monetary compensation. 176 Victims of human rights 

violations have a right to adequate compensation, proportionate to the gravity of 

the violation and the harm suffered. 177 But, ensuring a just dessert is as important 

as getting compensation. Victims of human rights violations have a right to an 

efficient remedy as provided for in Article 2 (3) of the ICCPR, which implies 

that the victim of the violation should have access to a remedy which can lead to 

the punishment of those responsible. 178 

I'~ Conumssion on Human Rights Resolution 2003/04 

1'3 Principle 6; see also Principle 10 of the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a 
Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Violations of International Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Law 
lil Principle 5 
I'i Principles 8 
176Principles 12 and 13 
I" Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Brazil, 24 July 1996, 
CCPRlC/79/add.66, paras 20; Papamichalopoulos v Greece, ECtHR, (Article 50), Series A No 
330-B, para 34 
178 Human Rights Committee, General Comment 6, Article 6, para 3; General Comment No 20, 
Article 7, UN Doc. HRI\GEN\I\Rev.l at 14 (1994), para 13, 15; Nydia Erika Bautista v. 
Colombia, CCPRlC/55/D/56311993, 13 November 1995, para 8.6; Jose Vicente y Amado 
Villafaiie Chaparro. Luis Naplole6n Torres Crespo. Angel Maria Torres Arrozo y Antonio 
HlIgues Chaparro Torres v. Colombia, CCPRlC/60/D/61211995, 20 July 1997, para 8.8. 
Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee - Brazil, 24 July 1996, 
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Conclusion 

It could be said that the study so far gone through suggests that the 

country's system is on the right track towards the implementation of 

international norms. There has been direct and indirect effect on the formulation 

of the system. There are areas for improvement especially, in the recognition of 

non custodial measures and institutionalisation of payment of compensation. It 

is expected that the process being a continuous one, it may not be long before 

things fall in line in accordance with the international norms. 

CCPRlCI79/add.66, para 8.]. Although personal immunity may be legitimate for some cases, 
and although immunity for magistrates should even be the norm as it is a safeguard to preserve 
their independence and impartiality [Principle 16 of the Basic Principles on the Independence 
of the Judiciary, UN Doc AlCONF.121122IRev.1 (1985)], it is not, in general compatible with 
the right of the victim to an effective remedy for grave human rights violations. See with 
benefit the ICJ Position Paper 
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One can safely conclude that it is not feasible for any State to remain 

insulated from the effects of the developments unfolding around the world. This 

\~ mme ':,0 \\\ tb.e ca~e o{ ue'le\o\\me\\t~ \\\ tb.e alea o{ b.\lma\\ l\%b.t~~ a~ tb.e~e 

rights are solemn and inherently benign. The winds of change have swept across 

the international community so as to prod them to set standards for individual 

countries to follow. Though initially it was only mass denigrations of rights that 

attracted attention of the world community, it was realised pretty early in the last 

century that mass violation of human rights are a compounding finale of 

individual violations. The community understood that unless and until it was 

ensured that an individual's rights are protected within the respective systems 

where he lives, it would not be possible to totally ensure non repetition of the 

catastrophes witnessed in the first half of the last century. 

It is this realisation that prompted the world community to set up organs 

like the League of Nations and later the United Nations. The immediate object 

of these supranational bodies was to initiate steps to identify, recognise and 

declare the inviolable rights of a human being. And 10, when it came to 

implementation, the hitherto experienced theoretical predicaments came to the 

fore. 

Characteristically, the States either refused to recognise the possibility of 

a world order or stuck to the theory of dualism on the strength of the concept of 

sovereignty. Hardly any State adhered to the principle of monism, and if at all 

they did, as in the case of United States when it formulated its Constitution, was 

due to historical necessities. Of course, in those days world order was not even 

worth the name and, therefore, it could easily be accommodated for their 

nationalist gains. Dualism or monism, it is a fact that cannot be ignored that 

there is an international community and there is an earnest effort to set up a 

world order. The concept of sovereignty has become diffuse from the times 

democracy took over as the form of government in many States. As a necessary 

corollary, the standing of an individual within the international community has 
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also undergone a sea change. Earlier, when the concept of sovereignty was 

reigning supreme, only a State and its sovereign were considered as subjects 

proper of the international relations. One might even say that it is these 

individual rights that have got predominance now and the recognition of States 

is relatable to protection of such rights. 

Historically, the empowerment of a sovereign during the development of 

a society can be seen as a centralisation of authority. Over a period of time, the 

sovereign was bestowed with the authority to enact laws to bind members of a 

given society, imputably by way of social contract. Within some of the modem 

States, we can see a similar centralisation of some of the powers in a federalist 

structure. Having this in mind, if we look at the world as a society today, we can 

find a definite centralisation of a 'quasi authoritative' power on certain bodies to 

lay down norms for the States to follow. This can be termed as the initial 

developments towards setting up of a world order. 

This work has referred to international norms rather than international law 

in its strict sense. International law, as we have seen, does not have a single 

dimension. The employment of the term 'norms' can safely accommodate all its 

dimensions. Moreover, the concept of norms is more acceptable being less 

intrusive to the municipal law. As noted in the study, the international norms 

can take the shape of conventions, declarations, protocols, resolutions, 

principles, codes, covenants, guidelines, standards and the like. These may be 

generated by the recognised international bodies or even by the other 

organisations. Of course, the sanctity attached to each may differ depending 

upon the source and/or the response of the States and even upon the subject 

matter. 

In the recent past, human rights norms have been generated at a brisk 

pace. This is one area that affects sovereignty to the core. It imposes positive 

obligations on the States to protect individuals and negative obligation by 

prohibiting violation of human rights by the State organs. 
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We have seen that the creation of nonns is not confined to treaties. 

Treaties, of course, are the major mode of such creation, since they impose direct 

contractual obligation. If it is a multilateral treaty, the obligations are 

undertaken by acceding to the treaty and its ratification. Nonns created 

otherwise than by a treaty are the first steps towards the fonnal acceptance of the 

same by the world community, possibly at a later date. However, merely 

because the fmm or the source of nonns is not the traditionally recognised one 

does not mean that such nonns do not have sanctity. In fact, many States, as we 

learnt, prefer to show ready adherence to this soft law since its obligations are 

not burdensome as that of treaties and it facilitates a smooth transition from the 

existing to the expected standards. 

Customary practices of States have also been a source of norn1S. This 

was initially thought to be confined to the relations among States. However, 

there cannot be any theoretical objection to extension of the same to areas like 

human rights. They can be seen in the response of States to adherence to the 

reporting procedures to organisations like the United Nations or the Committees 

under them. Similarly, it is also argued by some that certain human rights 

protection has become part of customary practices and, therefore, irrespective of 

whether a State adheres to a treaty or not, it is bound to oblige to such nonns. 

When it comes to implementation, probably because of the diverse points 

of view prevalent among States, the international community has not yet been 

able to evolve any specific procedure for the same. The problem of varying 

characteristics of the nonns, as mentioned earlier, is the major hindrance to any 

such attempt. Wisely for now, the community has left it to the States to decide 

the question till a pan world acceptable procedure can be agreed upon. In a 

sense, this has pushed back the theory to that supremacy of sovereign. But, of 

course, as mentioned earlier, the sovereign, whichever fonn it be, is considerably 

influenced by the developments around it. The approaches of individual 

countries had to be deciphered from the system prevalent in each State. 
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To begin with, as we understood the common law position as followed in 

the United Kingdom and most of its erstwhile colonies are that sovereign is 

supreme and it is left to decide the question of implementation of obligations at 

the international level. When the question comes to the courts, it developed the 

principle that the sovereign is presumed not to intend to violate such obligations. 

Thereby the courts take the freedom to choose an interpretation of domestic law 

provision that is in consonance with such international obligations. But, if the 

sovereign has categorically refused to comply with the same, the courts have 

held that there must necessarily be adherence only to domestic law. In the 

United Kingdom itself, however, the passing of the Human Rights Act 1998 has 

ensured that the legislature ensures compliance with the standards set by the 

European Convention on Human Rights. By virtue of the Act, though it is only 

the superior courts that have been conferred with the power to declare 

incompatibility of a given provision with a Convention right, interpretations 

have given a larger role to lower courts also in implementation. 

The socialist viewpoint has always been that international norms are just 

a reflection of the municipal law and that municipal law, as ideally envisaged by 

the socialist, would not require a refinement through international obligations 

mechanism. 

The immediate past has witnessed, in relation to supranational bodies, a 

tremendous development in the continent of Europe as a follow up of the 

European Conventions on Human Rights. It is interesting to observe that within 

the comparatively small continent a variety of systems are prevalent and what is 

being attempted is uniformity among this diversity. But then, it is realised that 

each system takes a different route to reach the ultimate goal, which is common, 

protection of the basic rights of man. The recognition of this truth has enabled 

these countries to subscribe to the ECHR and compliance with its standards. 

Unlike others, countries with written constitutions have something to 

refer to initially. Their approach is to be understood by looking at the 

constitutional provisions and the sanctity they attach to international obligations. 
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I 

~ In the study relating to provisions in constitutions referring to international 

: dimensions of law, all possible pennutations could be seen. Some countries, 

~ especially in the European continent, have given a complete supremacy to the 

. principles laid down by the ECHR even in the process making the domestic law 

subservient to the same. Countries like Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 

Greece, Portugal and Russian Federation consider the international nonns to 

have direct application with precedence over domestic law. While some like 

Belgium and Spain recognise that some constitutional provisions may hinder 

implementation of international standards. The latter, therefore, require their 

I national legislative bodies to amend their national law so as to facilitate 

consonance with international standards. Almost all countries gIve 

I predominance to international nonns that have been set by respective 
I 

I international bodies dealing with human rights. There are exceptions like that of 

· Israel and Italy who have made little attempt to bind themselves to anything at 
I 

all. 

The US position, as we understand, has been taking a reverse direction to 

· that of the dominant set of countries. The US purports to play a global policing 

I role in the matter of human rights, directly linking economic and commercial 

, activities of the needy states to their human rights record. However, when it 

comes to their own backyard, it is a paradox. The constitution makers had given 

predominance to treaty obligations in the peculiar circumstances .that existed at 

the time of its adoption. While reserving residuary powers to the states, it had 

empowered the federal government to implement laws in tune with international 

I obligations without any hindrance from federalist demarcations. As our study 
o 

reveals, this has led to a constant tussle between different interest groups in the 
I 

I US ultimately resulting in a situation where most of the international documents 

· are acceded to with a set of reservations, understandings, and declarations. 

: These prohibit implementation of nonns effectively so much so that ratification 

i of any document with these is as good as no ratification at all. Of course, the 

present international institutional structures do not provide any scope for 
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countries with lower share of contribution to the budget of these international 

bodies to make constructive criticism of the powerful. 

The Indian scenario is more comfortable due to the strong empowennent 

of the centre vis-a-vis the states. But, though enabling provisions are there, there 

is no action to follow it up. We do not have the complications of the US in 

tenus of confrontation between the centre and the states. However, except for a 

handful of legislation, not much has been enacted for the specific purpose of 

implementation of international nonns on human rights. There are quite a few 

that have been necessitated in the area of trade law where, due to international 

. pressure we have fallen in line. On criminal justice administration aspects, 

probably only juvenile justice and probation stand out as having a conspicuous 

link to developments at the international level. Even if any other human rights 

aspects have any relevance, the legislature refuses to recognise its significance. 

There is, therefore, not much to link any enactment as a direct consequence of 

implementation of international nonns. 

Be it India or elsewhere, the law in action can be understood only by the 

~ judgment of the courts. The courts in the United States have swung between 

different views on recognition of international nonns depending upon the mood 

of the administration of the day. While in the initial days of the Constitution, it 

gave interpretations taking note of the international developments through its 

constitutional provisions, lately it has also been giving undue credence to the 

reservations attached to by the executive or the legislature. It has managed 

adherence to such standards to a large extent by interpreting the provisions of the 

Constitution, and more particularly the amendments thereto, which have 

conferred similar rights upon the people. As we have seen, there is also an 

allegation that the US Supreme Court is harsh when it comes to federal 

interference in state matters whereas while the same is done at the instance of an 

international obligation, they are unduly lenient m recogmsmg its 

constitutionality, which is a cause of worry for those favouring strong states. 
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The constitution makers of South Africa recently considered it more 

appropriate to leave certain matters to the courts while charting out the rights 

under their constitution. They went to the extent of getting the approval of 

courts to the document before adopting the same. As a special mention on 

criminal justice administration, it left the important question of the abolition of 

death penalty for the courts to decide and immediately the highest court of the 

land did declare death penalty to be unconstitutional. 

Again a definite role for the courts, both municipal and supranational, can 

be seen in the context of the European Convention on Human Rights. The 

European Court of Justice has been in the forefront of rapping municipal law to 

bring them in tune with the obligations under the ECHR. The Court has 

recognised the principles of supremacy and direct effect of the European 

Convention rights thereby to a great extent bypassing the municipal laws. The 

national courts within the Community also have been following suit, though in 

some systems they did so reluctantly to begin with. Some of the municipal 

courts have recognised the principle that granting of legislative powers to 

supranational bodies is not a transfer of sovereignty to such bodies, but, in a 

sense, delegation of such power to such bodies by exercise of sovereign 

authority. A leaf can be taken out from this to bring about recognition of 

international organs, and acceptability of norms generated at this level, by the 

municipal systems around the world. 

In India, the courts followed the British policy of incorporation and 

interpretation favouring adherence to international norms where not specifically 

denunciated. Lately, however, the Supreme Court has been vibrant in accepting 

that international norms can be recognised on their own standing in tune with the 

protection envisaged under the Constitution. Earlier, due to the fact that our 

Constitution drafters were working in the light of international developments 

culminating in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the courts 

felt that, for us, the constitutional provisions takes care of what is sought to be 

protected by the international norms. It being true, as seen from the debates in 
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the Constituent Assembly. It shows us as to how we understood the various 

provisions, especially the fundamental rights, as adopted by our Constitution. 

Later, however the courts have been more forthright in drawing inspiration and 

strength from the international norms directly rather than looking at them 

through the glasses of the various articles in the Constitution. This has been 

magnanimously done in the context of recognition of violation of human rights 

in the post Maneka scenario. The major chunk of them has been in the area of 

criminal justice administration to which the study is confined. 

In the light of the international norms, the courts in India have held that 

the human rights are available to all people. The initial rub for an individual 

alleged to have violated the criminal law comes at the stage of arrest and 

detention. This is one area that has caught the attention of the courts due to the 

instances of flagrant violations by the law enforcement authorities. Irrespective 

of the culpability of the persons or availability of evidence, it was customary for 

such authorities to pick up a person in the name of interrogation. The definite 

purposes for which arrest could be made have been repeatedly reiterated by the 

Supreme Court lately. It was necessitated for the reason that custodial violence 

reached its peak. The worsening situation of the law and order problem in the 

country had ensured that public opinion against such excesses by authorities was 

muted in the name of security and safety of citizens. The problem of terrorism 

and the damage they caused had to a certain extent justified the actions of the 

law enforcement authorities at least in areas infested with such violators of law. 

However, experience has shown that, along with the so called dreaded terrorists, 

the innocent were also at times at the receiving end. This has prompted the 

courts to step in and ensure that sense prevails in dealing with such situations. It 

is interesting to note that the international norms laid for the protection of those 

facing detention have been totally accepted and reinforced by the Supreme Court 

in the area. Almost all the rights protected under the international norms have 

been referred to by the Apex Court as forming part of Article 21 of the 

Constitution of India. The fact that preventive detention ought to be resorted to 
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for the specific cases covered under the provisions and the protection extended 

under the Constitution and the statutes have been required to be scrupulously 

guarded. Though specific legislation to deal with some of the grave offences 

affecting the public like terrorism have made some deviations from the normal 

course expected, the courts have for now considered them to be a necessary 

I power. However, it may be safely noted that as and when the situation would so 
I 

require the courts would come to the rescue of those oppressed by such laws. 

Probably, the other organs of the state being more privy to the requirements of 

the situation, the courts have for now refused to strike down some of the 

provisions on the ground that a mere possibility of abuse cannot be taken as a 

justification for striking down of such provisions. In the process, we have also 

seen that, within the legislative framework, the courts have been requiring safety 

measures to ensure that the grasp of law does not violate the human rights of 

: persons. It ought to be said that the courts have been trying to strike a delicate 
I 

i balance between the rights of the individual and the collective rights of the 

I citizens as protected by the State. 

I In the other areas like investigation, the general law, in tune with the 

, adversarial traditions, have always taken the pro accused stand. The study 

. makes reference to the deviation from the general law in the special enactments. 

I The same have been upheld for the reasons similar to stated above. However, it 

, may be worthwhile to consider whether we fail in ensuring full compliance with 

I the international obligations when it comes to such laws. It is true that there are 

, built in safeguards in the statute as well as courts to oversee any violations, it 

I would be necessary that these safeguards are embedded in the system itself to 

guarantee such rights without requiring a declaration from the court to that 

effect. A case in point is the situation of enforced disappearances during this 

stage. Whenever such an event is brought to the notice of the courts, which may 

not be the case always, the courts have been ordering compensation to be paid. 

Primarily, it would be duty of the State that, in accordance with the international 

norms, steps are taken to ensure that these criminal acts are not resorted to by the 
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I law enforcement agencies and where a violation is seen exemplary punishment 

: is ensured after a proper investigation and fixing of responsibility. 

On the question of self incrimination, we have always taken the position 

that this constitutional right does not extend to the incidental areas of being 

asked to give evidence and also in quasi criminal liabilities. It would require us 

to see if this would be a deviation from the accepted principles in the 

· international norms. But the trend supposed to be shown by the Malimath 

Committee is in the entirely opposite direction. It is doubtful if such a drastic 

· change would be in tune with the international norms, as we have seen. 

We have always considered extra judicial confession to have the potential 

· for abuse and have treated them to be unacceptable. The provisions in the 
I 

, relevant statutes have also clearly defined certain obligations on the judicial 

· officers to ensure teat the mode and content of such confessions do not give 

! scope for these getting vitiated. It is only in the recent special legislations that 
I 

I we find a departure from the general provision. The paucity of evidence in such 
I 
: matters has driven the legislature to lay down such law and it has been 
I 
recognised by the Apex Court to be again a necessity of the circumstances. The 

I 

I court has given certain safeguards to ensure that such powers may not be abused. 

I However, it may require a couple of years experience to see if they have the 

desired effect. The provisions are, however, not exactly in tune with the 

I requirements of international norms. 

On the matters like search, bail and handcuffing, being resorted in the pre 

trial stage, the courts, especially the Supreme Court has been very harsh on 

coming down upon the authorities. It has laid down guidelines to be followed 

which are more in tune with the international norms. Right to counsel has been 

• read into Article 21 prompting even an amendment to declare it as a 

constitutional right. The right to counsel would have to be made meaningful and 

I complete by ensuring it in all cases including grave offences, even at the expense 

, of the State, for the standards of international norms to be achieved. This is one 
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area that should not be allowed to be compromised with since, on it hinges the 

I basic rights of a human being. 

On the aspect of trial, in the recent past due to the intense pressure on the 

prosecuting agencies, the principles of burden of proof and presumption of 

. innocence have been alleged to be a nemesis for them in ensuring convictions. 

I In the light of the same, an argument is doing the rounds, as evidenced in the 

MaIimath Committee recommendations, that these cardinal principles should be 

revisited and seen if they have to be standardised in accordance with the 

purported needs of the society that the guilty ought to be punished. It has to be 

i pointed out that this would be a drastic deviation from the rights recognised by 

the international norms and protected under the Constitution of India. The 

concept of mens rea itself has been attempted to be strained beyond a certain 

limit and the courts have found it necessary to interfere to set things in course. 

The international norms expect the judiciary and the participants in the 

I 
criminal justice administration to play a constructive role in the area. The 

: independence of the judiciary has been ensured by the constitutional and 

, statutory provisions. In the light of the same, it may not require an overhauling 

, of this area for the purpose of compliance with the international norms. 

However, it may become necessary that the judiciary and the other players are 

, properly told of the roles expected of them. 

On the principles of ex post facto laws and double jeopardy, being 

I recognised as constitutional protection, we are on the right side of international 

; norms. Our experiments with juvenile justice administration have borne fruit. It 

is encouraging to find that the process of refinement continues. Similarly, 

speedy trial, after being recognised as a facet of Article 21, has also attained an 

'important status. We need to consolidate on the same and take necessary 

, procedural corrections to ensure that they become meaningful. The relaxation of 

concept of locus standi in criminal justice administration has to a large extent 

: ensured that the voices of the poor and downtrodden have been taken to the 

i highest courts of the land. 
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We are similarly on track with the international norms on another facet of 

: proper administration of criminal justice with the idea of witness protection 
I 

: gaining attention. As seen, even the Law Commission has come out with a 
, 

I consultation paper as a first step towards the integration of the same to the law of 

the land. The objections raised hitherto of the administrative hindrances would 

. soon lose their relevance if the matter is pursued in right earnest as is being done 

I now. We are sure that we would be in a position to strike a balance between the 

interests to be protected here with that of the interest of the accused. The trial 

: stage has by and large ensured that the present position is largely in consonance 

with the requirements with the international norms. 
I It is in the post trial stage that some of the major corrections have taken 

I place. Though this has not always been referred to the right under the 

: international norms, lately there has been a conscious attempt to fortify the same 
, 

with benefit from such norms. Though we cannot boast of any sentencing 

I policy, the courts have been formulating a definite practice on its own. The 

I legislative requirement of pre sentence hearing and the recognition of its 

importance by the courts have ensured that the international opinions on criminal 

reformation and rehabilitation have been given a new meaning. But, as we have 

seen in the area of propriety of death penalty, the debates continue. As we have 

observed, there is a conscious attempt to strike a balance to ensure that the right 

of human beings are given their due recognition. The rights of prisoners have 

been the subject of some serious inspection by the Supreme Court in the post 

Maneka era. Their human rights are assuredly under a better protection now 

. what with the courts' brooding omnipresence in supervising the executive's 

exercise of power. 

There is, however, a lot to be done in the area of developing non custodial 

measure that are recognised by the international community as alternatives to 

conventional punishment favouring a smooth reintegration of a deviant °to the 

society. Though some of them were attempted the last time a comprehensive re-
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enactment of the Penal Code was attempted, it requires a fresh look now in the 

light of the recommendations in the international norms. 

Recently, the Malimath Committee has given a great attention to the 

aspect of justice to victims. It may be worthwhile to examine necessity of 

institutional structures to ensure the same as observed therein. At present, the 

system lacks a policy in the matter and it is left to the individual cases to be 

decided by the courts. 

In the light of the above study some humble suggestions in the area of 

criminal justice administration may not be out of place: 

At the international level -

>- The international community should ensure greater participation of States 

in the formulation of norms that take care of the individual needs of 

respective countries, maintaining uniformity in diversity; 

>- The international community should strive to ensure acceptability of the 

international norms by educating the States of the values it tries to 

inculcate; 

>- For the purpose, it should give greater space for participation and opinion 

creation by the States with their individual concerns being addressed to 

and not being trodden over; 

>- The manner of creation of internationally acceptable norms, and the 

sources, should be identified with the participation and consent of the 

States; 

>- Once it is done, the acceptability of the same should be ensured by 

requiring a framework to be worked out for its implementation; 

>- Regional standardisation should be attempted first since it would be easier 

to gain acceptance of the norms created therein; 

>- A supranational court, probably with compulsory advisory jurisdiction, 

should be attempted as a beginning; 
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} The courts, both supranational and municipal, should be recognised as 

major centres for implementation of such norms as they are concerned 

with the law in action; 

} The international norms sQ,0uld be considered at par, if not superior, and 

must be given direct effect without waiting for any legislation by the 

municipal legislature; 

~ The complaint procedure, at the international level, ought to be 

recognised to ensure that the States comply with these norms; 

} A comprehensive review should be had of the existing structures. 

At the national level -

~ The country should have a policy evidencing its attitude towards the 

international norms; 

~ The fact as to whether the country has accepted most of the norms either 

directly or indirectly in its constitution, which should be clarified in such 

a policy; 

~ The participation of the country in such international bodies for the 

purpose of norms creation should be prefaced with necessary 

consultations at the national and regional levels; 

~ Rather than leaving it for the courts to go for piecemeal implementation 

of the norms on a case by case basis, there must be comprehensive 

attempt to delineate the rights and protections recognised by us; 

~ The authorities must be educated about the values of human rights nornlS 

and their importance for the State; 

~ In the light of the decisions of the courts, it must be considered as to 

whether legislation would be required in such areas to specifically codify 

the rights that have been identified; 
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~ The rules and regulations to be followed by the law enforcement agencies 

ought to be codified and any violations should be dealt with seriously by 

prescribing severe penalties for the same; 

~ Rules of practice should be formulated by the State for the authorities to 

refer to and follow; 

~ The inherent laches III the system should be adequately addressed by 

remedial measures; 

~ A policy of witness protection ought to be formulated and it must be 

ensured that the law is concerned about proper criminal justice 

administration from the other side of the spectrum lest the society should 

lose its faith in the system; 

~ A thorough overhauling of the codes in the area of criminal law ought to 

be made to reflect the changing position as far as accused's rights and the 

rights of others involved in the process are concerned; 

~ A sentencing policy and the guidelines for the same ought to be 

formulated with just desserts reflecting the gravity of the crime; 

~ Non custodial measures ought to be given due importance and statutorily 

recognised as a measure of reformation and rehabilitation of offenders; 

~ There must be a policy on compensation as a remedy, as recognised by 

the courts rather than leave it for piecemeal considerations; it should 

reflect various aspects including the gravity of the offence, the position of 

the accused, the state of the victim or hislher family and the failure of the 

State in protecting hislher rights; 

~ As suggested already, a fund should be created to take care of the needs 

of the victims so that it does not depend upon the paying capacity of the 

convict; 

~ All in all a thorough reconsideration of the legal position would have to 

be made to ensure compliance with the international norms. 
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